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Location 

10mls. 

Fig 1 Beeston Castle, Cheshire: site location; B with prehistoric and C with medieval sites discussed in the text; scales as 
shown 



1 Introduction 

by Peter Ellis 

Topography and geology (Figs 1, 2, & 
63) 

The rock outcrop on which Beeston Castle is sited is an 
impressive natural feature dominating the surrounding 
plain. It lies (National Grid reference SJ 538 592) at the 
north end of the Peckforton hills, the southernmost of a 
group of hills which divide the Cheshire plain in a line 
running south from the Mersey estuary. Its rocky sides 
present a vertical face to the north and west, and the 
other sides are steeply sloping with occasional rock 
outcrops. From below, the ruins of the great medieval 
castle can be seen in places through a surrounding 
fringe of trees. 

It is virtually inaccessible except from the east. From 
the nineteenth-century gatehouse a track winds up the 
steep hill slope, through the ruins of the medieval gate
house to the Outer Ward, and on to the sloping plateau 
behind the outer defences. A number of trackways lead 
past heavily quarried areas to the highest part of the 
crag where the core of the castle defences, the Inner 
Ward, is sited. The inner curtain wall with its interval 
towers and gateway are defended by a large, deep, dry 
moat, cleared to bedrock in the 1970s. These inner 
defences are now approached by a modern concrete 
bridge, its single span across the moat providing the 
only access. From here, at 160m above sea level, the 
cliffs fall away sheer on two sides down to the level of 
the surrounding land 1OOm below. There are views 
across the Mersey estuary to the north, east to the Peak 
District, west to Wales, and south as far as The Wrekin 
50km away. Also to the south, Peckforton Castle, built 
in Gothic style between 1844 and 1850, mirrors the 
castle on the opposite side of the valley between the crag 
and the Peckforton hills. 

The ridge of higher ground of which Beeston crag 
and the Peckforton hills form a part was a favoured 
settlement area in prehistory judging by the distribu
tions of pottery (Fig 51), metalwork (Longley 1987, fig 
17), and Iron Age sites (Fig 1). The excavations reported 
on here have shown that Beeston was a major defended 
site in the first millennium BC. In Roman and medieval 
times the Cheshire Plain was seen as of strategic import
ance. In both periods the county town of Chester, 16km 
north-west of Beeston, represented the key to dividing 
and controlling potential enemies in the upland areas 
of Wales and the north of England. At Beeston some 
indications of a Roman settlement were found at the 
foot of the crag, while in the medieval period and at the 
time of the Civil War, the crag was dominated by the 
castle, a thirteenth-century fortification, which played 
a significant local role. 

Like the Peckforton range, the crag is of sandstone, 
capped with sandy drift deposits of Ice Age origin (Fig 
2). The surrounding area was heavily glaciated leaving 
a blanket of Boulder clay. These deposits are thought to 
be the product of separate ice sheets, one from south-
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west Scotland, and the second from north Wales. There 
are copper deposits at the foot of the crag and along the 
Peckforton range, and a seam at Bickerton was mined 
in the nineteenth century (Tylecote 1987, 29). Numerous 
non-local erratic stones are found and these derive in 
the main from Scotland and the Lake District (Poole and 
Whiteman 1966, 60). 

The geology of the area and the interrelationship of 
the landscape and the inhabitants of the crag in prehis
tory are discussed in detail in a number of specialist 
reports. The range of stone locally available is analysed 
in the report on the non-flint lithic finds (p 59); soil 
formation in prehistory and the likely resulting land
scape is dealt with in the report on the soils and pollens 
(p 83); the local clay sources are described in the reports 
on the prehistoric pottery (p 63), and on the metalwork
ing evidence (M1:C8); while finally the possibility that 
copper was mined in prehistory is raised in the report 
on the Bronze Age metalwork (p 48) 

The excavations 

Topographical descriptions of Beeston crag are domi
nated by the structure of the medieval castle, the Inner 
and Outer Wards defined by wall circuits, and, in the 
case of the Inner Ward, by the Inner Ditch (the dry moat) 
on its south and east sides. The Outer Gateway is lo
cated on the east side of the outer curtain. 

In 1959 the monument was placed in the guardian
ship of the then Ministry of Public Buildings and Works. 
The subsequent campaign of consolidation and prep
aration for public display gave rise to successive 
campaigns of archaeological excavation. Those re
ported on here took place in the Inner Ward, the Outer 
Ward, at the Outer Gateway, and at the 'Lower Green' 
by the nineteenth-century entrance. 

The 1968-73 excavations (Figs 3 & 71) 

These excavations, directed by Laurence Keen, were 
intended principally to clear modern material and dis
play more of the medieval structure. In the Inner Ward 
it was hoped that excavation might reveal medieval 
walls surviving to a greater height, thus increasing 
safety for the visitor, who was at that time prohibited 
access. Although levels were intended to be reduced to 
the top of the medieval ground surface, in the event 
there was so little in situ medieval occupation that the 
excavations were carried through to bedrock in most 
areas. The excavation trenches were lettered from A to 
Z. In this report the original 18 trenches have been 
amalgamated into six areas lettered A, H, N, X, K, and 
W (Fig 71), maintaining the original principal areas. The 
dates of successive excavations of the different areas are 
shown on the same figure. Labour for most of the work 
in the Inner Ward was provided by the castle's direct 
labour team, and by H M Borstal and a local prison, with 
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archaeological supervision. Only in 1972 and 1973 were 
full archaeological teams engaged. Large quantities of 
spoil from the excavations of the well in 1842 and 1935 
were removed from areas A and H by labourers after 
being initially identified by archaeological trial trench
ing. Some small-scale work was carried out in the Inner 
Ditch in 1972. In the Outer Ward, Area P was excavated 
in 1972, and Towers 5 and 7 at the Outer Gateway were 
partly excavated in 1973. 

The excavation contexts were numbered from 1 for 
each of the areas with the area or tower initials prefixed. 
Because of the large quantity of finds the original num
bering sequence for the finds has been maintained as far 
as possible although the provenances of some of the 
finds have been given with less accuracy, to conform 
with the reduced number of area descriptions. A con
cordance of the alterations is available in the archive. 

The 197~85 excavations (Figs 3 & 4) 

Mechanical clearance of the Inner Ditch was preceded 
by further archaeological work in 1975-6 under the 
direction of Peter Hough. The results of these excava
tions have been published (Hough 1978). Subsequently 
excavation was undertaken by Peter Hough at the 
Outer Ward, the Outer Gateway, and on the hillslopes 
to its east, together with further work in the Inner Ward. 

The Outer Gateway excavations took place prior to 
the construction of new access routes to the castle, and 
were carried through in almost all areas to the natural 
surface. The earlier excavations at Towers 5 and 7 were 
reopened and enlarged. The dates of successive excava
tions are shown on Figure 4. Excavation in the Outer 
Ward commenced in 1980 following the discovery, as a 
surface find, of a Bronze Age palstave, and continued 
in 1981 to clear the area designated as the South Cutting 
in this report. In 1985 West Cutting C and East Cuttings 
A and B were excavated in advance of a new pathway 
through to the Inner Ward. A small area was opened on 
the south side of the entranceway across the Inner Ditch 
(North West Cutting, Fig 3). Further work was carried 
out in the Inner Ward and Ditch. The West Gatehouse 
Tower was excavated in 1980, and a burial found by 
workmen against the north wall of the Inner Ward was 
recorded. Recording of contractors' work in the Inner 
Ditch took place in 1977, 1979, and 1982. Three small 
trenches were opened to the north of the Outer Gateway 
excavations along the line of a trackway (Cuttings A, B, 
and C, Fig 3). Finally, south of the modern entrance an 
area was opened up at the foot of the hill slope (Lower 
Green, Fig 3). 

A brief account of the results up to 1981 has been 
published (Hough 1982). 

Post-excavation and presentation 

Direction of the post-excavation project to bring all the 
separate excavations to publication was handed over to 
the present writer in 1988, when Peter Hough left the 
project to take up a post in teaching. By that time all the 
specialist reports for the Hough excavations had been 
commissioned and some had been completed. Al
though a start had been made on the post-excavation 

work, the data was approached afresh. The Keen exca
vations had been summarised in a text by the excavator 
describing the excavated features; the architectural evi
dence, pottery, animal bone, and clay pipes had been 
reported on, and the remaining finds identified and 
described. 

The following report presents all the evidence from 
the separate excavations within a single unified period 
scheme. It is divided in two parts: Part I details the 
evidence prior to the construction of the medieval 
castle, while Part II describes the medieval and post-me
dieval evidence. In Part I the site evidence and the 
accompanying illustrations are followed by presenta
tion of the finds, with a final summary and discussion 
section ordering the data and placing it in context. Part 
II begins with an outline of the historical and documen
tary evidence, followed by an architectural description 
of the Inner Ward, and the Outer Gateway and curtain 
wall. A report on the landscape setting of the castle is 
presented in microfiche (M2:E5-9). The excavation evi
dence is then followed by descriptions of the finds, and 
a final discussion section integrating the various types 
of evidence. 

The site texts refer specifically only to layers and 
features which are shown on the illustrations. The main 
sequences are presented here; inevitably a large amount 
of detail has been omitted. A few minor changes have 
been made to the field numbering of contexts and finds 
to simplify the presentation. New feature numbers have 
been provided in some instances. A full description of 
the changes carried out is available in the archive. A list 
of all the site contexts and features, grouped by period, 
is available in the archive (F19). 

Because of the large quantities and the wide range of 
the medieval and post-medieval finds, many of the 
specialist reports have had to be shortened in the text 
presented here. Further details of the medieval and 
post-medieval objects, the spurs, the vessel glass, the 
clay tobacco pipes, and the medieval and post-medieval 
pottery may be found in the microfiche. The reports on 
the human and animal bones, including Tables M58 and 
M59, the industrial residues, including Table M60, the 
post-medieval glass beads, the medieval and post-me
dieval window glass, the post-medieval buildings 
material, and the environmental data from the Inner 
Ward are all available in the microfiche (see microfiche 
contents, p 6). 

In the microfiche the presentation of finds uses the 
Ancient Monuments Laboratory six- or seven-figure 
accession number or a site finds number, followed by 
the site (IW Inner Ward; OG Outer Gateway; OW Outer 
Ward; LG Lower Green), the layer, and the period. 
Concordances exist in the archive to relate site find 
numbers with Ancient Monuments Laboratory num
bers and vice versa. Some of these details have been 
omitted from some of the finds reports in the printed 
text. 

Periodisation 

The relatively simple stratification, and the presence of 
artefacts which broadly indicated the date of deposits, 
allowed a single period system to be used for all the 
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Fig 4 Outer Gateway: location of sections and grid, with date of excavation cuttings and section conventions; scale 1:400 

sites. The drawbacks of such a system- namely that 
stratigraphic links cannot be proven- would still have 
occurred if a site-specific phasing had been used. 
Within the separate sites there were often few strati
graphic links between different areas. This was 
particularly so in the Inner and Outer Ward, but even 
at the Outer Gateway, where there was a good depth of 
deposits, for the prehistoric period at least, the castle 
gateway itself, the entry tracks, the sharp slopes, and 
erosion, all denied the possibility of establishing a strati
fied framework for the whole area. Thus deposits have 

had to be grouped together on the basis of their artefac
tual contents rather than their stratigraphic 
relationship. Under these circumstances the choice of a 
single periodisation for all the sites has the justification 
of accessibility and simplicity. The main divergence 
between the phasing presented here and earlier perio
disations (Hough 1982) occurs with the Outer Gateway 
data; a concordance of the two systems is available in 
the archive. 

For the prehistoric period, the main phasing and 
dating evidence derived from the rampart sequence at 
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the Outer Gateway. The ramparts had been cut into 
unconnected areas by the medieval castle defences, and 
this caused difficulties in excavation and interpretation. 
It should also be noted that absent or ambiguous corre
lations between drawn contexts and the written record 
at the Outer Gateway gave rise to further difficulties. 
The periodisation here is thus based on a 'best fit' of the 
evidence given by the stratification and the artefacts 
from the different surviving areas. The pre-Late Bronze 
Age evidence was slight; a handful of features at the 
Outer Gateway suggested a Neolithic and Middle to 
Late Bronze Age presence (Periods 1A and 2A), while 
other Bronze Age evidence (Period 1 B) was suggested 
only by finds. There was no prehistoric evidence from 
the Inner Ward. The weight of the archaeological evi
dence starts with Period 2B. 

The medieval and post-medieval periodisation was 
achieved by linking deposits which were clearly datable 
by their finds. Pottery and clay pipes in particular 
served to separate Periods 5, 7, and 9, while Periods 6 
and 8 were defined more clearly by the stratigraphic 
evidence and were confined to the Outer Gateway. The 
medieval evidence derived from the Inner Ward and 
Outer Gateway, and the post-medieval evidence from 
all the main areas excavated. The archaeological evi
dence was divided into twelve periods, as follows. 

Table 1 The prehistoric and Roman sequence: 
location and period of the main events 

Outer Gateway Tower 7 Outer Ward Lower Green 

Period lA Structure on flints 
hillslope; 
pit 

Period lB pottery; 
flints; 
?barrow 

Period 2A ?posthole ?posthole 
palisade palisade 

Period 2B rampart; ?rampart ?crop-
metalworking processing; 

metalworking; 
buildings 

Period 3A rampart; ditch; buildings 
platform; ?rampart 
ditch; 
entrance track 

Period 3B rampart; ditch; buildings pottery salt 
ditch; ?rampart containers 
?structures on (VCP) 
hillslope; 
entrance track 

Period 4 entrance track RB finds RB occupation 

Part I 
Period 1A: Neolithic 
Period 1 B: Early /Middle Bronze Age 
Period 2A: Late Bronze Age to c 900 BC 
Period 2B: Late Bronze Age, c 900 BC to c 650 BC 
Period 3A: Early Iron Age, c 650 BC to c 450 BC 
Period 3B: Middle/Late Iron Age, c 450 BC to first 
centuryBC 
Period 4: Romano-British to thirteenth century AD 

Part II 
Period 5: Thirteenth to fourteenth centuries AD 
Period 6: Later medieval 
Period 7: Civil War 
Period 8: Late seventeenth century 
Period 9: Eighteenth to twentieth centuries 

The sequence of events, separately tabulated for each 
area excavated, is shown in brief for the prehistoric 
period (Table 1) and for the medieval and post-medie
val periods (Table 34). 

The full site record is available in the archive which 
is held, together with the finds, by the English Heritage 
Museums Division. The main categories of archive evi
dence will also be available on microfilm at the National 
Archaeological Record of the RCHME and at the Gros
venor Museum, Chester. An archive index is presented 
in the microfiche (M3:G9-13). 



PART I PREHISTORIC AND ROMAN 

2 The excavations 

by Peter Ellis 

Period lA: Neolithic (Figs 5 & 6) 

The Outer Gateway excavation was sited where a natu
ral valley, with a shallower gradient than the steep 
hillslopes to north and south, was floored with sand 
deposits, except at the scarp edge where natural rock 
was encountered. Half way up the valley, to the east of 
the excavation area, the gradient was less sharp. Here a 
group of features was found sealed beneath a Period 2A 
hillwash layer. The hillside had been modified by a 
series of slight circular terraces and hollows, F543. 
Below them a stone spread defined by a slight bank, 
F694, may have been associated. Two postholes, F548 
and F552, were located to the south on the edge of a 
further slight bank, F693. The area of terracing was 
clearly defined by a spread of charcoal-rich soil, 542, up 
to 0.1m thick, containing occupation debris. Further 
layers of charcoal and sand were recorded sealing 542. 
A steep-sectioned stone-packed posthole, F545, and a 
pit, F509, were also located. 

It is clear that some attempt was made to modify the 
hillslope and to create a level, and the occupation debris 

and spread burnt deposits indicate the use of this le
velled area on more than a temporary scale. The 
embanked area downslope from the hollows might 
represent the remains of an enclosure. 

A small number of sherds of Early to Middle Neoli
thic pottery was found within the layers overlying the 
burnt spread, 542 (Fig 45.2). Attribution of a Neolithic 
date to the hollows was strengthened by a radiocarbon 
date of 4340-4003 cal BC from layer 542. A further date 
of 4036-3816 cal BC from charcoal in the later Iron Age 
hillfort ditch, F490 (Fig 11), must be associated. The 
charcoal was found in a primary fill on the east side of 
the ditch and must have derived from layer 542 when 
the ditch was initially open. 

Two clay-filled gullies to the south, F480 and F517, 
may be associated features, although their sharply 
defined edges and uniform fills suggest a natural origin. 
They were cut by a group of features described below 
under Period 3B (Fig 14), but which may also represent 
Neolithic occupation. 

Further possible Neolithic features were found on 
the plateau edge (Figs 5 and 18, Sections 1 and 4). Here 
the corner of a deep pit, F950, and a smaller pit or 
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Fig 6 Outer Gateway: Period lA occupation area F543, view west (Photo P Hough) 

posthole, F956, were located beneath the platform be- to the rear of the rampart provided a number of sherds 
hind the Period 3A rampart, F680. F950 had been cut ofLateNeolithic(Beaker)andEarlyBronzeAgepottery 
into bedrock with a stepped edge and was infilled with from Fabrics 14 to 18 (Table 22). It is clear that this 
sand and stony silt. A single sherd of Early to Middle material together with later Bronze Age finds was re-
Neolithic pottery was found at the base of the pit. sidual. A small number of sherds was found in the 

The size of F950 indicates a substantial pit, perhaps Period 3A rampart itself. At the Outer Ward a similar 
marking an entranceway. It is possible that other fea- group was found in overall post-medieval layers, and, 
tures found beneath the rampart and discussed under occasionally, in the fills of Late Bronze Age and Iron 
Period 2A are associated. The location of this activity on Age postholes. This material was particularly concen-
the scarp edge must raise the question of whether these trated in South Cutting and East Cutting A overall 
features represent some defensive arrangements, as layers, although more widespread in the posthole fills. 
was to be the case in later periods. Amongst the postholes, five contained Late Neolithic 

A few sherds of possible Late Neolithic pottery were (Beaker) /Early Bronze Age pottery alone: two Period 2 
found in the Outer Ward (Fig 3), in overall post-medie- postholes, F201 and F238, in West Cutting (Fig 22), and 
val layers in South Cutting and East Cutting A, and in three Period 3 postholes, F84 in South Cutting, F242 in 
a post-medieval posthole in West Cutting. An assemb- West Cutting, and F253 in East Cutting A (Fig 23). 
lage of undated flint (mostly debitage) was found, again The presence of probable funerary material amongst 
in overall post-medieval layers and the fills of later this pottery assemblage at the Outer Ward, together 
postholes. Two dense concentrations in South Cutting with flints that might occur both as grave goods and as 
may denote working areas (M1:C14). finds from pre-barrow activity, has led to the sugges-

Although only a small number of sherds is involved tion (by Ann Woodward) that the Early Bronze Age 
it may be significant that the Early /Middle Neolithic finds might indicate the former presence of round bar-
Fabrics 10, 11, and 12 (Table 22) were not found on the rows on Beeston crag. Of the six diagnostic sherds, four 
plateau, Neolithic pottery there being limited to the occurred in East Cutting A, and two in South Cutting. 
possibly Late Neolithic Fabric 13. The diagnostic flint on the other hand was concentrated 

in South Cutting. It is possible that these foci indicate 

Period lB: Early/Middle Bronze Age 

Pottery of LateN eo lithic, Ear 1 y Bronze Age, and Middle 
Bronze Age date was found in later features. At the 
Outer Gateway, layers forming the Period 3A platform 

the former location of a barrow centred between South 
Cutting and East Cutting A. 

If it is correct to envisage Bronze Age burial on 
Beeston crag (and the evidence from nearby upland 
areas suggests that it is likely), then any earthworks 
were entirely removed in the excavated areas in the 
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later Bronze Age. A detailed field survey (M2:E5-9) did 
not suggest the existence of barrows elsewhere on the 
plateau, which has in any case suffered from extensive 
quarrying and levelling. 

Period 2A: Late Bronze Age (Figs 7 & 8) 

On the scarp edge to the east of Tower 5, a group of 
features was cut into a thin deposit of natural sand. To 
the north, a dark stain in the sand, F334, was continued 
southward as a vertical-sided trench, F307, 0.2m deep 
(Fig 8). Southward again, two edge-set stones conti
nued the line together with a further linear stain, F682, 
while in section was a possible cut, F683 (Fig 18, Section 
3). A stone-packed posthole, F215, cut F307. Northward, 
two further postholes, F213 and F241, were recorded 
cutting the natural surface. 

East of the curtain wall and north of the gateway, 
further postholes may be attributed to a pre-rampart 
phase. These were sealed by collapsed rampart material 
from later periods rather than by the in situ Period 2B 
bank, and may be of Period 3 date. A large depression, 
F699, and a pit, F690, were also recorded. East of the 
later rampart line a hollow, F696b, predated posthole 
F697. A layer of bleached sand was recorded overlying 
bedrock within which charcoal was present. 

The southern group of features represents a reason
ably convincing linear group, perhaps representing a 
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Fig 8 Outer Gateway: Period 2A possible palisade trench 
and postholes, view south (Photo P Hough) 

palisade placement. Three of the five postholes to the 
north on the scarp edge could also be seen as repre
senting further posts. The line is as close to the scarp 
edge as is the case with the southern group, and it may 
well be that erosion has removed other indications of 
the line to the north. 

Late Bronze Age pottery was found in the de
pression F698, although the feature was not sealed by 
the later ramparts and the sherds may be intrusive. 

There was no evidence of similar features at Tower 7 
(Figs 3 and 21). However, excavations in the Outer 
Ward at area P, to the south-west of the summit plateau, 
revealed three postholes, F20, F22, and F26, sealed be
neath topsoil and subsoil sand (Figs 3 and 86). The 
postholes were all c 0.6m in diameter and 0.3m deep, 
with fills of silt and charcoal. Disturbed stone packing 
was recorded in F22. These postpits may possibly be 
seen in a prehistoric context, and represent further evi
dence of an early palisade, although, in contrast to the 
evidence from the east side of the plateau, the line was 
sited some 6m back from the scarp edge. They may 
alternatively be Civil War features (p 126). 

There is thus a suggestion in three places of a possible 
palisade structure prior to the Late Bronze Age Period 
2B rampart on the scarp edge of the plateau. There is no 
dating evidence beyond a possible terminus ante quem 
provided by the radiocarbon sample from the overlying 
Period 2B bank (p 85). If taken together the features may 
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OUTER GATEWAY 
Period 2b 

Fig 9 Outer Gateway: Period 2B; scale 1:300 

+ 

be interpreted as representing defences of any date 
from the Neolithic to the Late Bronze Age, or alterna
tively as marking out lines for the Period 2B rampart. 

A small amount of pottery of Middle to Late Bronze 
Age date (Fabrics 19-21), was found solely in the Outer 
Ward East Cutting A. Overall post-medieval layers here 
contained a few sherds as did posthole F268, unaccom
panied in this case by other pottery fabrics. 

Period 2B: Late Bronze Age (Figs 9 & 10) 

On the plateau edge were indications of the provision 
of a bank, F700, formed of a dump of sand laced with 
timbers (Fig 9). In the area north of the entrance and east 
of the curtain wall, this comprised an initial layer of 
small stones and a number of large boulders, beneath 
two main deposits of sand. Layers 669 and 652 at the 
base of the bank were composed of sand and stone, 
sealed by a second deposit, layer 641, of orange sand 
with occasional humic lenses (Fig 18, Sections 1 and 5). 
The charcoal outlines of timbers lying east-west were 
noted within more generalised charcoal spreads on the 
surface of layer 641 (Fig 10). Stones may have formed 
part of a deliberate placement. To the north, a large 
piece of charcoal indicated a possible timber 1.4m long 
and 0.35m wide. Elsewhere smaller fragments were 
noted. In section, three features F962, F677, and F645 
were noted, the latter two cut from the base layer, and 
F962 from the surface of 641 (Fig 18, Sections 2 and 5). 

They may indicate the presence of otherwise unrecog
nised structural elements. Eastward the bank layers 
terminated at the sharp break of slope at the scarp edge. 
There was no evidence of a revetting face, but this may 
have been removed by the later Period 3B rampart. The 
layers conformed to the ground slope beneath and it is 
possible that the boulders below, and the compact layer 
641, were intended to stabilise the bank. The timbers on 
the surface of 641 may represent a timber lacing or the 
collapsed remnants of a timber structure. 

To the west of the curtain wall evidence was found 
of occupation to the rear of the rampart (Fig 9). The 
Period 1 B features here were cut by a gully, F944, and a 
number of postholes and stakeholes. These were asso
ciated with charcoal-rich layers of soil and sand, 879 
and 938, of which only the latter was recorded in section 
(Fig 18, Section 1). The contrast between the extent of 
use of the ground surface to the east and west of the 
curtain wall is marked, and there seems little doubt that 
the occupation evidence to the west, and its absence to 
the east, indicate the existence of an associated bank 
along the scarp edge. 

Within and to the east of Tower 5 a layer of grey sand 
with some stone, 324, was recorded overlying the 
Period 2A features (Fig 18, Section 3). On its level sur
face and sloping face to the east, deposits of charcoal 
and burnt stone, 160, were noted in which, again, were 
the clear outlines of timbers running east-west. Within 
the tower the level of bedrock was not established. 
Layer 937 may represent an initial dump of red sand, or 
be equated with layer 324. Alternatively it may repre
sent a continuation of layer 115, perhaps filling a 
discontinuity in the bedrock. If this is so then layer 935 
may represent the westward continuation of layer 324. 

The resulting bank of sand was over 0.4m high and 
was at least 4m wide. The angle of rest of the layers was 
more marked than to the north, although the level 
established on the surface of 324 is comparable with that 
formed by 641 to the north. 

Excavations below the floor of Tower 7 encountered 
deep deposits overlying bedrock which may be ele
ments of the prehistoric ramparts (Fig 21). Layer 22 
overlying bedrock comprised a deposit of sand and 
large stones, and three areas of charcoal were noted on 
its levelled upper surface at its interface with layer 17. 

The three separate exposures suggest a rampart on 
the scarp edge. This would have been very much com
pressed and degraded by later ramparts, but the 
evidence suggests two alternatives, either that the bank 
was timber laced, or that it formed a level on which a 
timber superstructure was constructed. 

Pottery of Late Bronze Age date was found in a 
number of rampart layers: to the south, in layer 160, and 
to the north, in layers 641, 654, 658, and 667 (Table 2). 
West of the curtain wall to the rear of the rampart 
pottery was also found in posthole F910 and in layers 
879 and 907 (Figs 48.40 and 49.64). In addition metal
work of the Ewart Park phase was found, comprising 
two socketed axes in layers 641 and 676 (Fig 30.1 and 2). 
A shale ring was found in layer 641 and another to the 
rear of the rampart in layer 879 (Fig 43.1 and 2). A 
radiocarbon determination made from the timbers lo
cated in layer 160 to the south gave a date of 1160-920 
cal BC (HAR-4405). 
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Table 2 Selected finds associated with rampart phases 

Category 

LBA and lA 
pottery fabrics 

Copper alloy 
metalwork 

Iron metalwork 

Shale 

Clay objects 

Other 

Radiocarbon 
dates 

Archaeomagnetic date 

2A 

2, 7, 8 

Period 
2B 

2, 4 
7-9, 24 

two axes 
(Fig 30.1-2) 

two rings 
(Fig 43.1-2) 

HAR 4405 
(1160-920 cal BC) 

From layers forming a later, Period 3A, platform to 
the rear of the 2B, 3A, and 3B defences came an assemb
lage of pottery and other finds which indicates a major 
focus of activity at what is suggested below to be the 
entranceway (Table 2). The layers would have com
prised material lying west of the excavated area within 
the gateway. Metalworking debris, stone artefacts, and 
evidence of high-temperature hearths were associated 
with Late Bronze Age pottery, and give a strong indica
tion of occupation and metalworking just outside the 
excavation area, associated with the Period 2B occupa
tion evidence sealed beneath the later platform. 

Down the slope below the rampart, a hill wash layer 
(535) sealed the Period 1 features. Layers 432 and 527, 
respectively beneath and to the south of the 3B entrance 
tracks, appeared to represent equivalent horizons (Fig 
19, Sections 6 and 8; Fig 20). 

Layers 535 and 527 contained Late Bronze Age pot
tery, and a polished flake from a Neolithic axe was also 
found in layer 535 overlying the suggested Period 1 
focus of activity. 

At the Outer Ward excavations a number of features 
were located, some of which could be shown to predate 

3A 

1, 2, 4-9, 
22, 24, 25 

shank 
fragment 
(No 3) 

dagger 
(Fig 36.1) 
pin 
(Fig 36.5) 
riveted strip 
(Fig 36.7) 

ring 
(Fig 43.3) 

three spindlewhorls 
(Fig 52.1-2) 
three loomweights 
(Fig 52.3--5) 

stone 
artefacts 
(Table 20) 
crucibles 
(Fig 38.8--9) 

3B 

1, 2, 4-9, 
23--25 

drinking 
vessel 
(Fig 34.1) 

?adze 
(Fig 36.3) 
strip 
(Fig 36.6) 

HAR 5609 
HAR 6464 
HAR 6465 
HAR 6468 
HAR 6469 
HAR 6503 
(range 765--257 cal BC: 
Table 33) 

360-240 cal BC 

the prehistoric posthole evidence discussed in Period 3 
below (Fig 22; Tables M3-M5, M1:A7-8). The features 
comprised the surviving remnants of pits cut into the 
underlying bedrock. In the West Cutting, F185 predated 
a Period 3 posthole, while F148, F201, F196, F198, F205, 
F218, and F225, although not stratigraphically related, 
shared similar sand fills (Fig 24). Similar pits (F85, F102, 
F50, and F37) were recorded in South Cutting (Fig 25); 
of these F50 and F85 predated later postholes. F262 in 
East Cutting A (Fig 26) was also cut by later features. In 
East Cutting B, F260 and F273 are similar features. Large 
shallow cuts into bedrock were also recorded. These 
comprised F60, F115, and F226 in South Cutting, and 
F286, F289, and F272 in East Cutting B (Fig 22). To this 
period may also be attributed a number of the postholes 
which, for convenience, are described together in 
Period 3. 

Groups of two or three related pits may mark a type 
of some significance. In West Cutting, three examples 
were noted (Fig 22). F179, F175, and F181 were located 
to the west of two further groups: F182, F190, and F189; 
and F183, F184, and F192. Further east, intercutting pits 
F233 and F232 may be associated with F238. In all these 
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cases later postholes cut the suggested Period 2B fea
tures. In East Cutting B a rather different group of pits 
seemed to be linked (Fig 22). F270 and F271 may be 
related to F273, while F275 and F276 were also closely 
placed. 

The effect of soil erosion makes interpretation of 
these features difficult. There were no associated occu
pation levels. The grouped pits may have an association 
with crop processing or storage functions, or possibly 
be associated with metalworking. The wide, shallow 
pits may well be quarry features to extract stone. 

Some indication of former associated levels is offered 
by the plant remains (p 80). These may have collected 
in a widespread layer or layers which have been sub
sequently eroded, and survived only in features. 
Analysis of the evidence in the West and East Cuttings 
clearly shows that such a layer must have been in situ 
at the time the features described above were cut, since 
many of them contain plant remains argued to derive 
from earlier deposits. The implications of this evidence 
are discussed more fully in Chapter 4. 

Two complete Late Bronze Age vessels were found, 
one in a Period 9la yer just above the bedrock (Fig 49 .54), 
and the other, recorded as Late Bronze Age on site but 
lost before analysis, was placed in a slight hollow, F269, 
in East Cutting B (Fig 22). Building 9, a posthole struc
ture described with other similar structures in Period 3 
(Fig 23), may have been associated with the buried pot 
which was perhaps used for storage. The presence of 
metalworking debris in three of the postholes of Build
ing 5, uniquely amongst the other Period 3 circular 

structures, may suggest that this too is a Period 2B 
building. 

Pottery from the pits and postholes described under 
Period 3, and from the overall layers allocated to Period 
9, represented the main fabrics identified as Late Bronze 
Age (Figs 46.21-35; 48.43-4,47-8, 50-1; 49.55, 57). Me
talwork of this phase was also found comprising an axe 
apparently buried deliberately in FSO (Fig 31.5). 
Throughout the cuttings evidence of metalworking was 
found dispersed in later layers, in the form of crucibles 
and moulds (Fig 38.1-7), probable Late Bronze Age 
pieces (Figs 31.6; 32; 33.7-12), and pieces of metalwork
ing waste. Some of these are likely to be in secondary 
positions, having been disturbed by later activities. 

The numerous finds of Late Bronze Age pottery, 
metalwork, and refractory debris suggest substantial 
activity in Period 2B, although features are hard to find. 
A Bronze Age date is likely for one of the postholes, F25 
in South Cutting, from which charcoal provided a 
radiocarbon date of 843-777 cal BC (HAR-4401). This 
and the other postholes are described under Period 3, 
as are the range of finds from later layers, of which a 
proportion are likely to be from the Late Bronze Age. 
The difficulties in interpreting the evidence are dis
cussed at the end of Part I. 

Period 3A: Early Iron Age (Figs 11-13) 

North of the entrance and east of the curtain wall, the 
upper surface and timberwork of the Period 2B rampart 
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was sealed by a layer of brown sand and charcoal, 618, 
and a layer of mottled brown and white sand with 
charcoal inclusions, 637 (Figs 11 and 18, Sections 1 and 
5). This latter layer contained a large amount of burnt 
stone. West of the curtain wall a layer of clean sand, 908, 
covered the Period 2B levels, and above, successive 
dumps of sand were recorded, comprising layers 889, 
887, 877, and 872. At the surface of 877 a shallow de
pression, F962, was apparent in Section 2 (Fig 18, 
Sections 1, 2, and 4). 

These sand layers sloped from west to east confor
ming with the surface below. There was no sign of a 
diminution of the depth of the deposits to the west, 
where a massive boulder was located with the sand 
dumps apparently accumulated around it. A posthole, 
F837, was cut from the top of layer 872 (Fig 18, Section 
1). In the south-east part of the excavated area a group 
of similarly sized stones, no bigger than 80mm across, 
had been collected and deposited in a shallow pit, F965, 
together with a large boulder (Fig 11 and Fig 18, Section 
4). These layers and features were sealed by a layer of 
dark sand and charcoal on which lay a deposit of flat 
stone slabs, 860, thinning out to the west and terminat
ing within the cutting (Figs 11 and 13). A deposit of clay 
and sandy soil, 853 and 858, about 1.5m across overlay 
860 against the north section. These layers had been 
burnt and may be associated with a spread of charcoal
rich dark sand, 852, which thickened noticeably to the 
west (Fig 18, Section 4). 

A succession of embanking layers are indicated by 
the sand deposits 908 to 872, with the cutting of the 
postpit, F837, and the deposition of stones in F965 mark
ing a termination of the dumps. Subsequent events led 
to the deposition of charcoal-rich layers, which in turn 
were sealed beneath a deposit suggesting a levelled 
stone surface. On this layer were the remnants of a 
hearth, F858, and associated rake-out material852; ana
lysis suggested ironsmithing (M3:G6). The deposition 
of the stone layer 860, and subsequent activity repre
sented by F858, represent successive uses of the 
platform. The collection of stones in F965 may well be 
a cache of slingstones deliberately placed for defence 
near the entrance. 

Comparison of the levels east and west of the curtain 
wall indicate that these deposits may have been associ
ated, and had formed a bank, F680, at least 0.6m high 
with a total width of 12m. This latter measurement 
suggests that there is either an inturning of the bank to 
run westward, or that a fighting platform was deliber
ately provided to the rear of the rampart. The 
entranceway must lie just to the south of the excavated 
areas and the evidence suggests an additional defence 
at a gateway with a platform and a ready supply of 
slingstones.lt may be that initially a platform was pro
vided beside an in turned entrance, and it is possible that 
layer 860 represents the floor of a subsequent guard 
chamber with a hearth, but no structural evidence was 
found. 

Beneath and to the east of Tower 5 ala yer of pale sand 
and stone, 164, was recorded overlying the Period 2B 
bank (Fig 18, Section 3). This in turn underlay a similar 
layer, 159. Although medieval pottery was recorded in 
159, it is likely to be a further part of the bank, with 
material intrusive from Period 6 activity above. Com-

parable layers within Tower 5 were 934,933, and 932. A 
possible posthole, F931, was noted at the upper surface 
of these sand horizons. 

This bank of sand overlying the Period 2B layers thus 
survived to a height of over 1m above the ground 
surface at the scarp edge, and was over 6m wide. The 
angle of rest of the layers within Tower 5 contrasts with 
the level horizons over the Period 2B bank to the east. 
It is possible that the stone present in the eastern part of 
159 and 164 indicates a collapsed revetment rather than 
the decay of the later Period 3B rampart. 

Layer 22, overlying bedrock beneath Tower 7, may 
have been part of the Period 2B bank, but the overlying 
layer of sand and stone, 17, may well be equated with 
the other Period 3A deposits to the north (Fig 21). 

Pottery of Late Bronze Age date was found together 
with earlier fabrics in a number of rampart layers from 
the northern area. West of the curtain wall, eight of the 
platform layers contained pottery (Figs 45.18 and 20; 
48.38 and 42; 49.56 and 63) as did 12 layers east of the 
medieval curtain (Figs 45.5-7, 9-10, and 17; 48.39 and 
53). However, an Iron Age fabric, Cheshire stony-tem
pered VCP- the acronym for Very Coarse Pottery (p 71) 
-was found in layer 639 forming the rampart, and layer 
889 at the base of the platform. This fabric was used for 
salt containers in the Iron Age. Hereafter the pottery 
composed of this fabric is identified as VCP. Two cop
per alloy fragments were found in layers 637 and 674 
east of the curtain wall (nos 3-4, p 49), and refractory 
debris, comprising crucible and furnace lining frag
ments, in layers 618 (Fig 38.8-9) and 644, together with 
an undiagnostic piece in 637. West of the curtain wall a 
further undiagnostic piece was found in layer 886, and 
five fragments of metalworking moulds in layers 860 
and 854, forming the upper part of the rearward plat
form (p 56). A broken shale ring was found here in layer 
872 (Fig 43.3). In the upper surface, pieces of ironwork 
were found: a pin and fragment in layer 860, and a 
dagger, possibly of La Tene 1 date, in layer 854 (Figs 
36.1, 5, and 7).Items of worked stone were found in both 
rampart and platform, represented by a quern fragment 
from layer 860, two whetstones (Fig 42.4-5), two 
possible spindlewhorls (Fig 42.7-8), as well as roughly 
worked lids and utility stones (Table 20). Fired clay 
pieces comprised three spindlewhorls from the rampart 
(Fig 52.1-2), and three loom weights (Fig 52.3-5) from 
the platform. The layers making up the platform and 
rampart contained much occupation material (p 84), 
and, as noted above, a hearth bottom from F858 indi
cated ironsmithing. 

Below the rampart a ditch, F185, was obliquely sec
tioned on either side of the modern access route (Fig 20, 
Sections 10 and 11). Both sections revealed a deep V -sec
tioned ditch, whose base levels demonstrated a sharp 
drop to the south. The ditch was continued southward 
with a shallower flattened profile to a terminal, F490, 
cutting Period 1A and 2B layers. 

Further evidence of the ditch was found in excava
tions downslope from Tower 7 in 1982 (Fig 21). Here a 
deeply cut ditch similar in profile to F185 occupied the 
same position and contour on the hill slope. The ditch, 
F1 000, contained a base fill of dark, humic, charcoal-rich 
silt, which was both sampled for pollen and dated by 
radiocarbon. The results are discussed by Richard Mac-
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Fig 12 Outer Gateway; Period 3 ramparts, view south (Photo P Hough) 
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phail (p 84), and thedateof791-410 cal BC may indicate 
that the ditch was cut in Period 2B. 

The ditch terminal at the Outer Gateway must indi
cate the position of an entranceway located at the same 
site as that into the medieval castle. A southern ditch 
terminal would have been removed by medieval ditch 
cutting. 

Period 3B: Middle/Late Iron Age 

The rampart and entrance (Figs 12, 14-16) 

At the Outer Gateway, excavation to the north of the 
medieval gateway produced evidence for a massive 
rampart, F679, constructed on the line of the Period 2B 
and 3A defences. Excavations to the south at Tower 5 
and Tower 7 showed possible evidence of its southward 
continuation. 

To the north a line of massive boulders, F616, was 
recorded above the scarp edge east of the curtain wall 
(Figs 14 and 15). These did not reach the north section, 
but here a sharp cut down the face of the Period 2B and 
3A layers 641 and 637 may indicate the former trench 
position (Fig 18, Section 1). 

Above the Period 3A bank of sand, stone blocks, 
many with evidence of burning, had been deposited in 
different sections, layers 635,685,638, and 625 (Figs 15 
and 18, Sections 1 and 5). Within two of these groups, 
the remains of charred timbers, F621 and F624, were 
recorded at successive levels from the base of the se-

quence upward. F621 was of oak and F624 of ash. Plans 
of their positions at successive levels show that they 
represent the remains of two uprights embedded in 
compacted stonework (Fig 15), with diameters of about 
1.2m and depths of 0.4m. In addition pieces of vitrified 
stone, 634, were recorded. Above, less burnt stone was 
noted while the upper rampart layers were composed 
of stone in a brown sand matrix (Fig 16). 

West of the curtain wall the Period 3A layer 860 was 
cut by a deep trench, F874 (Fig 13), in which massive 
boulders, F882, were located (Fig 15, Fig 18, Sections 1 
and 2). Other boulders just to the east, forming the base 
courses of the curtain wall, may be associated. The 
trench line ran parallel to the line of boulders east of the 
curtain wall. Cutting the infilled construction trench 
and 2m to the west, two large postpits were recorded, 
F844 and F855 (Figs 13 and 14). These pits were steeply 
edged and flat-based, respectively 0.7m and 0.8m deep 
with similar fills of grey sand and small stones. The 
postpits were cut from the surface of a deposit of mixed 
sands and charcoal, 836. Subsequent to their disuse a 
further deposit of sand and charcoal, 831, sealed the pits 
and was in turn cut by an apparent line of stone-packed 
postholes, F838, F841, and F847 (Figs 14 and 17). In all 
three, postpipes of grey silt and charcoal and surround
ing packing stones were recorded. A fourth, 
stone-defined postpit, F834, lay to the east at the same 
horizon. 

Below and to the east of Tower 5 were layers of 
rubble overlying the Period 3A bank (Fig 18, Section 3). 
Layer 914, of grey loam and stone, may represent the 

Fig 13 Outer Gateway: Period 3A platform behind rampart, layer 860, view south (Photo P Hough) 
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Fig 14 Outer Gateway: Period 3B; scale 1:300 

remnants of a disturbed upper level, with soil inclu
sions from pre-Period 5 ground levels. Similarly layers 
36 and 46 to the east, although containing post-medie
val material, may also be disturbed elements of the 
Period 3 rampart. A posthole, F213, lay just forward of 
the disturbed rampart edge. 

Excavation beneath Tower 7 showed probable 
Period 4layers overlying the Period 3A rampart, but the 
east face of layer 21 may mark a cut into the earlier 
rampart, and perhaps the site of the eastward boulder
filled trench (Fig 21). 

There is no ground evidence to suggest the location 
of the Period 3B rampart to the south, although a posi
tion on the scarp edge seems inescapable. The removal 
of Period 3B evidence is likely to have occurred during 
subsequent use of the hill, and natural erosion of its 
scarp edge. 

The rampart boulders, all larger than lm in length 
and some up to 2m, were paralleled by very large 
boulders found tumbled down the hillslope. Other 
boulders located beneath the south gate tower, Tower 
4, may well have derived from the rampart. The inten
tion would seem to have been to form a stable base for 
the subsequent stone bank. These boulders lay on the 
natural surface and thus additionally maintained the 
eastern part of the Period 2B and 3A banks in situ. There 
were no indications that posts penetrated through to 
the Period 2 bank below, and it would seem likely that 
stability was provided by the underlying boulders and 
perhaps by a stone face. 

Although much tumbled to the east it was clear that 
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the main body of the bank was formed of different 
construction zones each around 3m long. There was 
little indication of a timber frame although some frag
ments of carbonised wood, not associated with F621 
and F624, were found. The layout of the latter suggests 
a row of massive posts along the line of the rampart. In 
addition, F855 and F844, to the west of the curtain wall, 
are aligned with F621. This might suggest that the main 
part of the defences was a timber structure based on and 
to the rear of a stone raft. The position of the postpits 
cutting through the rear boulder-filled trench indicate 
that, if there is a relationship with F621 and F624, either 
the entire timber frame was secondary to the initial 
stone structure, or the rearward posts were secondary 
to a main structure on the top of the bank. 

Very intensive burning within the body of the ram
part was recorded. Vitrified and scorched stones, and 
the quantity of charcoal, suggested burnt timberwork 
and consequent intense heating of stones. Archaeomag
netic dating from the area of vitrification is later than 
the radiocarbon dates for the timbers F621 and F624 (p 
86). However, burnt stones occurred in some of the 
construction sections of the rampart and not in others, 
suggesting that in this case the burning predated its 
construction. The timbers, F621 and F624, were infested 
with larvae (p 79) - their carbonisation must have oc
curred later. Two episodes of burning are indicated, one 
predating the rampart, and one having occurred when 
it was in situ. 

It is possible to suggest a timber structure on top and 
to the rear of the stone bank, or alternatively an entrance 
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tower. Following disuse of this structure, it is clear that 
the postpits to the rear of the rampart were deliberately 
emptied of their contents, while charred timbers re
mained in situ in the postpits on the rampart line. 

A later phase is indicated by the stratigraphic posi
tion of the four postholes, three in line, to the west. 
These postholes are likely to have supported structures 
behind and parallel to the rampart; the latter was pres
umably entirely of stone, although other elements may 
well have been lost. 

Beneath Tower 5 and to the east there are some 
indications of an upper level of stone which may be 
associated with the Period 3B rampart; here, however, 
there was no evidence of a boulder-filled trench. The 
presence of medieval pottery indicates disturbance in 
this area. The Period 2B and 3A ramparts here lie on a 
spur bowing out eastward of the scarp edge and it may 
be that the Period 3B rampart lay further west. How
ever, the radiocarbon date (HAR-4402) from posthole 
F213 suggests that this may be a rampart feature and 
mark a setting for a timber revetment support. 

As with the earlier rampart a quantity of pottery and 
artefacts was found in association with the rampart 

material. The majority of the pottery was of the Late 
Bronze Age. The sherds of a Late Bronze Age vessel (Fig 
47.36) were recorded in the layer representing the fill of 
the outer boulder-filled trench, at a level below the 
upper limits of the Period 3A bank. It is possible that the 
vessel was introduced into the trench in backfill or 
collapse of Period 2B or 3A layers. Other illustrated 
vessels are Figures 45.19; 48.37,40-1, and 49. However, 
VCP sherds were found in the rampart, with one sherd 
in the backfill of the eastern boulder-filled trench. A 
vessel of Iron Age date, probably of leather with copper 
alloy mounts, was located in the pit F833, and must 
have been deliberately deposited there (Figs 34.1 and 
35). An iron tool was found in the inner boulder-filled 
trench (Fig 36.3). Other metalworking debris may have 
been residual. Further VCP sherds were found in F833 
and in layers west of the curtain wall at the level of the 
group of four stone-packed postholes. This together 
with VCP sherds in overlying Period 4 layers suggests 
that some Period 3B activity associated with the salt 
containers was located here. 

Radiocarbon and archaeomagnetic determinations 
are available for timbers from F621 and F624 and for 

Fig 16 Outer Gateway: Period 3B rampart under excavation, view south (Photo P Hough) 
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Fig 17 Outer Gateway: Period 3B postholes to rear of rampart, view west (Photo P Hough) 

burnt stone within the rampart body. Five radiocarbon 
dates from F621 and F624lie within a range of 2430 and 
2290 ± 70 BP (HAR-6464, 6465,6468,6469, and 6503). A 
date of 2400 ± 70 BP came from an associated fragment 
of charcoal (HAR-5609), while further similar dates 
came from a posthole and a displaced piece from a later 
context east of Tower 4 (HAR-4402 and 6459). Calibra
tion of these dates (p 85) offers a range from 800-257 cal 
BC, but can be interpreted as centring around 400 cal 
BC. An archaeomagnetic date of 360-240 cal BC was 
indicated by measurements on pieces of burnt sand
stone in the upper part of the rampart. 

The ditch and entranceway below the 
rampart (Fig 14) 

The Period 3A ditch, F185, was recorded to the north of 
the Outer Gateway site in two places. The deep V-sec
tioned ditch dropped sharply down to a terminal to the 
south. Differing fills were apparent in the two cuttings 
(Fig 20, Sections 10 and 11), and there was evidence of 
a possible recutting in the northern section, but in both 
transects the ditch fills were sealed beneath a layer of 
compact blue clay and stone, 177. The Period 3A ditch 
terminal, F490, had been infilled with layers of mixed 
sand, silt, and rubble, and the ditch had been recut to a 
terminal, F186, higher up the slope. There was some 
evidence of the recutting in Section 11 (Fig 20), where 
there appears to be a secondary cut into bedrock west 
of the ditch. F186 may have been associated with two 
postholes, F502 and F506, cutting the eastern lip of F490 

(Fig 14). With the exception of the fills of F490 which 
can be placed in Period 3B, the ditch fills may be of 
Period 3B or 4. The sealing clay layer, 177, may repre
sent a Period 4 deposit, perhaps at the base of a stream. 

A southern extension of the ditch was located below 
Tower 7 (Fig 21), with, as noted above, a radiocarbon 
determination of 791-410 cal BC from the lowest silts 
(HAR-8102). The base fill of ditch F1000 was overlain 
by sand and silt layers beneath a thick deposit of sand 
and stones. A horizon of dark grey silt, 1008, repre
sented its uppermost fill. No recuttings could be seen. 

A sherd of Iron Age pottery was located in the lowest 
fill of the shallower terminal end of ditch F490. This 
sherd was one of only two found during the excavation 
campaigns attributable to the later Iron Age Fabric 26 
(Table 22). The absence of any other pottery is presum
ably an indication that the ditch can be assigned to the 
virtually aceramic Iron Age. The dating evidence is 
confused by the result of the radiocarbon determination 
sought from charcoal in the same layer as the sherd of 
pottery. The date of 4036-3816 cal BC (HAR-6462) has 
been discussed with regard to the Period 1 features cut 
by the ditch, and this date is evidently associated with 
the Neolithic features to the east. A sherd of Neolithic 
pottery in the fill of posthole F502 is likely to derive from 
the Period 1A layers below. 

The stratigraphic evidence for a recutting of the V
sectioned ditch in its northern section, and the evidence 
for the reworking of the ditch line following its silting, 
indicate a lengthy period of time during which the ditch 
formed a significant aspect of the defences. 
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The ditch clearly indicated an entranceway- a south
ern continuation would have been removed by 
medieval ditch cutting. On the natural bedrock surface, 
a succession of trackway features and interleaving hill
wash layers was recorded overlying the Period 2B 
layers. The indications of trackways were all confined 
to a line running up the natural valley leading to the 
plateau respecting the ditch terminal, F186. 

To the west, parallel dark stains, F457, 2m long and 
0.05-0.2m wide, separated by grey silt, were located 6m 
east of the scarp edge (Fig 19, Section 6). They lay at the 
westward limit of a layer of pebbles and brown silt with 
some charcoal inclusions, 458, and were overlain by a 
layer of flat and pitching stones, 456, at the level of 458. 
Layer 458 was traced eastward for 12m and formed a 
zone of trackway c 3m wide, overlain by a band of silt, 
442. A shallow cutting, F559, may have been an eroded 
hollow associated with the trackway. A further element 
of trackway, 449, similar to 458 and in the same strati
graphic position, was located further east again, sealed 
beneath the silt layer 442. Other features appeared to 
have a spatial and stratigraphic relationship with the 
trackway spreads. A shallow cut, F567, lay just to the 
north of 458, as too did a stone-packed posthole, F539. 
Both shared the same Period 4 sealing horizon, as did 
F506, the posthole cutting the infilled F490. Further 
north a second postpit, F512, cut the Period 2B layer, 
535, with F502 to the west. 

The soil-marked features, F457, may well represent 
the remains of a timber base at a point where traffic was 
funnelled towards a narrow entrance point. Further 
downslope the remains of metalling were apparent, 
together with gullies and hollows possibly resulting 
from rutting and erosion. Layer 442 may represent a 
trampled horizon or a later Period 4 hillwash deposit. 
The function of the postholes north of the track is 
unclear. 

VCP sherds were found on the trackway surface. All 
the trackway features seemed to belong to a period 
when the southern ditch terminal was in place, the 
tracks skirting its southern limit. This may suggest that 
the surviving trackway elements can all be assigned to 
Period 3B. 

South of the trackway a number of other features 
were recorded lying beneath a Period 4layer of hill wash 
soil, some cutting the Period lA gully F517. These com
prised a group of stone-packed postholes of which 
F520, F535, F557, and F587 may indicate a four-post 
structure. The postpits were laid out across the shal
lower line of the contours at the foot of the main scarp, 
and west of the sharper slope down to the valley floor. 
There seems little doubt from the density of postpits 
that some structure was located here, repeating the use 
made of the shallower hillslope in Period lA. A gully, 
F480, and pit, F534, may not be associated but represent 
later erosion features. There was no dating evidence 
from the postpits, which may be of any prehistoric 
period. 

The Outer Ward occupation (Figs 22-27) 

Excavations in the Outer Ward revealed 146 postholes 
with stones present in the postpit backfill. Deliberate 
stone packing round a postpipe was identified in 61 of 

these postholes, and stones in the fill of the remainder 
seem likely to represent disturbed stone packing. As 
will be discussed below, the great majority of these 
postholes cannot be closely dated within the Late 
Bronze Age and Iron Age, and all are described here. 

The postholes were cut into bedrock but only rarely 
were their outlines visible in overlying soil layers, ex
cept in the form of groups of end-set stones. Although 
excavation was by means of a succession of spits, each 
level being carefully planned, there was no evidence of 
occupation horizons. Recent pottery and clay pipe frag
ments were found at all levels down to bedrock or 
natural sand in all the cuttings. The soils were examined 
by Richard Macphail (p 83); it is clear that the loss of 
occupation evidence above the natural surface was due 
to the loose and uncompacted nature of the soils, and 
some movement of artefacts within the unstable matrix 
is suggested. The upper soil levels suffered disturbance 
in Periods 7 and 9 (see Part II of this volume), and, in 
addition, use of the pathway preceding excavation 
along the line of the West and East Cuttings must have 
resulted in some compaction and movement of the 
subsoils. 

Where stone-packed postholes and other prehistoric 
features (discussed under Period 2B, p 24) were con
tiguous, the postholes were later. Prehistoric and 
post-medieval postholes were distinguishable by the 
visibility of most of the latter just beneath the topsoil. 
Later terracing, F297 (Fig 92), may have removed post
hole evidence from the northern end of South Cutting 
and the eastern end of West Cutting, but there was no 
evidence that terracing had affected more than the east
ern end of West Cutting, and it is probable that the 
absence of features over the eastern third of West Cut
ting, and in the south-eastern part of South Cutting, 
reflects a real distribution. A post-medieval quarry, 
F301, at the eastern end of East Cutting B affected only 
a small area. 

The postholes were all relatively similar (Tables M6-
M11, Ml:A9-B3; Figs M28-M29, Ml:B4-5). A large 
postpit (sizes ranging from 0.3-1.36m diameter, with an 
average of 0.75m) was filled with stone packing enclos
ing a postpipe ranging from 0.1-0.Sm diameter. Most of 
the postpipes were around 0.35m in diameter, and were 
visible in a number of cases. In all recorded cases except 
two, where rectangular posts were used (FlO and 
Fll), round posts were recognised, and similar posts 
may be assumed from the remainder of these pits. 
Some intercutting of postpits was observable, but this 
seemed in most cases to represent a replacement of an 
earlier post. 

It is clear that the area had been intensively used, 
particularly in South Cutting and the western part of 
West Cutting, and different phases of use and rear
rangements of layouts are to be expected. The absence 
of occupation floors or working zones confines the 
available information simply to the postholes. Two 
types of layout may be expected from prehistoric par
allels: rectilinear and linear four-post and two-post 
structures, or circular roundhouses. There is little to 
suggest rectilinear or linear layouts, with the exception 
of two pairs of postholes in East Cutting A which ap
pear to have been replaced slightly to the south: F256 
and F265, replaced by F258 and F261. 
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The remainder of the evidence suggests the former 
existence of circular roundhouse structures. Given the 
criteria suggested by Guilbert (1981, 1982), none of the 
suggested Beeston structures is wholly convincing. 
Both Bronze Age and Iron Age double-ringed struc
tures are seen as displaying a careful plan, with 
postholes mirroring each other either side of a sup
posed axial line through the entranceway to a posthole 
at the rear of the building. An odd number of postholes 
is suggested, with the widest spacing at the entrance 
(Guilbert 1982). At Beeston, possible structures have 
been sought where the posts are relatively evenly 
spaced along their suggested arc, although the slight 
depths of some of the postholes (Figs M28 and M29, 
M1:B4-5) show how easily the evidence could be lost. 
Only one of the suggested plans is complete, and ele
ments of all the plans may have been lost. 

Nevertheless, a number of former structures can be 
suggested, and they are discussed in detail in the micro
fiche (M1:A4-6). In West Cutting, Building 1 seems a 
possible attribution, while Buildings 2 and 3 are more 

speculative. In South Cutting, three further possible 
buildings, 4, 5, and 6, are marked by circular rings of 
postholes. The absence of postholes from the northern 
sector of Building 4 may be the result of later terracing. 
In East Cutting A, two intersecting arcs of postholes 
appear to be represented (Buildings 7 and 8). A possible 
final structure, Building 9, was located in East Cutting B. 

Some pottery evidence was associated with the post
holes suggested to represent buildings (Tables M6-8, 
M1:A9-13). Postholes F177 and F161 (Building 1), F241, 
F234, F242, F235, and F239 (Building 3), F86 (Building 
4), F1 01 (Building 4 or 5), F77 (Building 5) F1 08 (Building 
5 or 6), F245, F249, and F251 (Building 7), F244, F260, 
and F263 (Building 8), and F287 and F279 (Building 9), 
all contained a range of Late Bronze Age pottery fabrics. 
F28 in Building 6 and F220 in Building 3 contained 
sherds of Iron Age VCP fabric. To complete the pottery 
evidence the Period 2A data of Early Bronze Age pot
tery found in F242 (Building 3) and F253 (Building 7), 
and Middle Bronze Age pottery in F268, unaccompa
nied by later material, needs to be remembered. How 
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far this evidence can be used to indicate dates for the 
suggested buildings is not clear. The deposition of pot
tery in posthole fills may reflect material either from 
long pre-existing occupation areas, or associated with 
the structures, or fallen into pits left open after the 
structural timbers were removed. 

A radiocarbon determination was obtained from 
charred post residues and charcoal in posthole F29, 
forming part of the suggested porch of Building 6, 
giving a date of 402-234 cal BC (HAR-4406). Four post
holes associated with Building 5 contained 
metalworking scraps (F77, F93, F101, and F108, the 
latter shared with Building 6). Although this may sig
nify no more than that the structure is placed at the 
apparent focus of metalworking, expressed in the dis
tribution of finds (Fig 22), Building 5 is smaller than 
Buildings 4 and 6 on either side. The structure cannot 
have been contemporary with its neighbours, and it is 
possible that it represents a Period 2 structure. On dif
ferent grounds it may be possible to suggest a late 
Bronze Age date for Building 9. The location of the Late 
Bronze Age pottery vessel buried in F269 (discussed 
under Period 2B, p 25) may be associated with the 
building, representing a storage container sited just 
within the confines of the building. There is evidence of 
ceramic containers within Late Bronze Age structures, 
sometimes stabilised by being set within pits. A good 
parallel for this practice is from Hut 1 at Weston Wood, 
Surrey (Harding 1964). The position and spacing of the 
postholes, apparently in pairs, may suggest some dif
ference between Building 9 and the others. Other finds 
made from these posthole fills included a whetstone 

found in F79 from Building 4 or 5, and a quern fragment 
in F97 from Building 4. 

The problem of dating the structures can also be 
approached by way of their size. The evidence from 
southern England (Guilbert 1981, 1982; A Woodward, 
pers comm) suggests that the diameter of double
ringed structures increased from the Middle Bronze 
Age to the Middle Iron Age. On the basis of size the 
smallest suggested Beeston structures (Buildings 1, 2, 4, 
and 5) may be assigned to the Late Bronze Age, Build
ings 3, 6, and 9 to the Late Bronze Age/Early Iron Age, 
while Buildings 7 and 8 have Iron Age counterparts. 
The dating of the Outer Ward occupation evidence is 
examined further in Chapter 4. 

The remaining postholes unattributed to a structure 
are principally grouped in South Cutting, within and to 
the west of Building 6, and in West Cutting. Many must 
be attributed to structures of some substance but no 
spatial patternings are discernible. There are no appar
ent morphological differences between the ungrouped 
postholes and those allocated to suggested buildings. 

Apart from Late Bronze Age pottery, VCP sherds 
were found in two postholes, F173 and F208. A radio
carbon date of 843-777 cal BC was obtained for posthole 
F25 in South Cutting. A Neolithic axe fragment in F200 
(Fig 42.2) and two quernstone fragments (in F56 and 
F229) were found as components of posthole packing. 
Finally, an iron blade and strip were found in the fill of 
F5 (Fig 36.4 and 8), and a stone lid in F231. 

As noted above, F256 and F265 seem to form a pair of 
postholes replaced by F258 and F261. The latter two post
holes contained pottery, with a sherd of VCP in F258. 

Fig 27 Outer Ward: West Cutting under excavation, view east (Photo P Hough) 
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The overlying layers in the Outer Ward contained a 
number of objects of prehistoric date. These included 
copper alloy bracelets (Fig 34.2-3) and a horse harness link 
(Fig 34.4); a glass bead (Fig 44.2); two shale rings (Fig 
43.5-6); four clay loomweights (Fig 52.6--8) and a possible 
pedestal (Fig 52.9); and a quernstone (Fig 41.1), a stone 
spindlewhorl (Fig 42.9), and two jet/cannel coal beads 
(Fig 42.15-16), amongst other stone items (Table 21). 

The Lower Green (Fig 3) 

Small-scale excavations by the modern gatehouse at the 
foot of Beeston crag encountered a layer of sand above 
natural, containing Late Bronze Age pottery. This was 
overlain by a sandy soil with further prehistoric ma
terial including Iron Age VCP sherds. A possible feature 
or an erosion gully running downslope, as well as two 
possible postpits, were noted. Forty metres to the south, 
prehistoric pottery, with VCP sherds preponderant, 
was found in salvage work during a watching brief. The 
evidence suggests prehistoric occupation here and the 
amount of VCP may be significant. 

Period 4: Romano-British to the 
thirteenth century 

At the Outer Gateway, the trackways of Period 3B, and 
the later southern terminal of the ditch, were sealed 
beneath a layer of dark soil with charcoal, 234 (Fig 19, 
Section 6). This layer was recorded running downslope, 
almost from the scarp edge, for 14m, spread across the 
Period 3 trackway over a width of 6m. In addition it 
sealed the ditch terminals F186 and F490 and the post
holes F539 and F567. Further down, layer 446 
represented an intermittent continuation of 234. Layer 
234 was examined in the field by Richard Macphail who 
suggested (p 84) that it might represent a hill wash layer 
or a trampled layer marking an entranceway. He noted 
too that it overlay a truncated surface. 

Prehistoric pottery was found in 234, ranging in date 
from Neolithic to Iron Age. The rarer later Iron Age 
Fabric 26, also noted in ditch F490, was represented. In 
addition a sherd of Romano-British pottery was found. 
A radiocarbon determination on charcoal within layer 
234 (HAR-6504) gave a date of 405-270 cal BC. 

Elsewhere deposits of sand, stone, and brash were 
recorded and, in addition, a number of large boulders. 
In illustrated sections these suggested Period 4 layers 
can be noted overlying ditch F185 (Fig 20, Section 10, 
layers 296, 298, 299, and 306) and forming the layers 

overlying the Period 3 postholes in the south-eastern 
part of the site (Fig 20, Section 9 and Fig 19, Section 8, 
layers 443 and 444). Boulders were encountered below 
the steepest scarp sections both north and south of layer 
234. Downslope in Section 6 (Fig 19), layer 446, the 
equivalent of 234, was overlain by layers 426 and 428 
apparently the same as 444 and 443 respectively. 

To the rear of the Period 3B rampart a uniform de
posit of sand and stone (828) was recorded which may 
be a hillwash deposit (Fig 18, Section 4). 

Layer 234 directly underlay the Period 5 medieval 
trackway, suggesting that an entranceway from low 
ground on to the hill was constantly maintained here 
throughout the early historic and early medieval 
periods. The presence of the Roman sherd, the compo
sition of the layer, its very mixed cultural content, and 
the truncation of the surface below, all suggest that it 
represents a hillwash deposit dating from the early 
historic period following the disuse of the Iron Age 
hillfort. The layer must represent both a trackway and 
occupation debris from within the defences washed out 
through the entrance. The other erosion deposits to 
north and south are likely to indicate a continuing 
episode of decay and collapse of the Period 2 and 3 
defences. 

At Tower 7, ditch FlOOO (Fig 21) lay beneath a deep 
layer of sand and rubble with sand and fine pebble 
lenses, 1007. This may represent a succession of erosion 
deposits over a long period. Part of the composition of 
the layer may well derive from the Period 2 and 3 
defences located at the scarp edge above. A stabilisation 
of hillside erosion may be indicated by the overlying 
soil layer 1006. The Period 4layers here were the subject 
of study by Richard Macphail and Ken Whittaker (p 84). 
A radiocarbon determination of 673-892 cal AD (HAR 
8101) was found from the soil layer 1006 (p 85). 

Nine sherds of Romano-British pottery (Table M24, 
Ml :E9) and two brooches (Fig 37) were found in Period 
4 and later layers at the Outer Gateway and Outer 
Ward. The pottery assemblage included five second
century samian sherds, all except one abraded. 

At the Lower Green excavations (Fig 3), the prehis
toric levels were sealed by an overall layer of irregular 
stones and pebbles, which was compacted in places, 
and associated with Romano-British building ma
terials. Finds of Romano-British pottery from the 
second to fourth centuries were associated (Ml:E9-14). 
The evidence seems to represent a yard related to 
nearby buildings, or perhaps a trackway within a 
settlement. 



3 The finds 

The Beeston Castle Bronze Age 
metalwork and its significance 
by Stuart Needham 

Introduction 

The excavations yielded a good number of objects of 
copper alloy of which nine are diagnostic Bronze Age 
types. To these may be added a tenth piece found by a 
metal detector user previously. These have all been 
catalogued. The undiagnostic metalwork obviously 
presents more problems in deciding which were rele
vant to Bronze Age activity. At the Outer Gateway, 
where a good stratigraphy was recorded, two frag
ments seem to belong to Bronze Age or immediately 
post-Bronze Age contexts, and these have been in
cluded in the catalogue. In the Outer Ward areas the 
copper alloy material came from topsoil, or, in a few 
cases, from features (Table 12). The features are rarely 
unequivocally dated and are thought to include many 
of post-Bronze Age date (p 35). In view of these difficul
ties full catalogue entries have not been provided except 
for two pieces: one (no 14) has a composition matching 
the Late Bronze Age objects and the other (no 13), 
although possibly not contemporary, has a distinctive 
ingot form worthy of description. In the discussion, 
however, it is argued on circumstantial evidence that 
some of the undiagnostic material could belong to the 
Late Bronze Age activity. This material is covered in 
Appendix 1 (M1:B6-8). 

Classification of the axes 

The scheme employed in this report develops that first 
created for the Petters hoard (Needham 1986; 1990). 
There, four broad classes of socketed axe, all previously 
recognised, were labelled Classes A-D. Two of these 
occur in the Beeston assemblage along with a fifth class, 
here labelled E. 

Ribbed socketed axes (Classes Band E: Figs 30-2) 

The majority of the socketed axes from Beeston Castle 
are ribbed forms with three roughly vertical ribs de
scending from the lower of two horizontal mouth 
mouldings (Figs 30.1, 2; 31.5, 6; 32.9; and 33.7). These fall 
into two groups. Two of the complete examples corre
spond in all respects to the group defined elsewhere as 
Class B (Needham 1986, 42-3; 1990, 32), which is well 
distributed in the Midlands and southern England. The 
broken axe (Fig 33.7) should also belong to this class. 
The other three ribbed axes differ, however, in having 
a body which is more squat with sides that expand more 
rapidly from below the mouth mouldings. The latter 
difference is well illustrated by a certain metrical value 
which has been calculated for all the Beeston axes (Table 
13). The squat class is termed Class E for convenience, 
but the extent to which it merges into Class Bin one 
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Table 12 Outer Ward: Copper alloy objects 

Features Topsoil 

Diagnostic LBA types 
Axes 1 3 
Knife 1 
Spearhead 1 
Sword 1 

Total 1 6 

Undiagnostic pieces 
Lumps 12 14 
Ingot 1 
Thin wire 6 
Plate/sheet/strip 2 2 
Others 6 

Total 15 28 

direction and classic Yorkshire type axes in another 
remains to be resolved through wider studies. The 
general proportions of Class E have much in common 
with Yorkshire axes, especially perhaps the axe illus
trated in Figure 31.5. 

Although some examples among the corpus of York
shire type axes published recently by Schmidt and 
Burgess (1981) are very similar to Beeston Class E axes, 
the majority differ in having very widely spaced ribs, 
the two outer ribs lying virtually along the body angles. 
This is perhaps the classic trait distinguishing Yorkshire 
axes from all other ribbed forms, and again the axe 
illustrated as Figure 31.5 is closest in this respect. 

Axes which are closely similar to the Beeston Class E 
examples are classified by Schmidt and Burgess (1981) 
not only within their Yorkshire type (eg nos 1429,1444, 
1447, 1517, and 1521), but in two cases within their 
Welby type (nos 1339 and 1342), which otherwise con
tains axes attributable to Class B. This highlights the 
potential problem of gradation from one regional styl
istic preference to another and deserves fuller 
investigation, as was indeed acknowledged by Schmidt 
and Burgess (1981, 223). 

A distribution map for Yorkshire axes across Britain 
as a whole was last published by Burgess and Miket 
(1976, 6, fig 2). The definition is presumably the same as 
that employed by Schmidt and Burgess (1981), the dis
tribution thus encompassing a number of Class E-like 
variants. Even so the Midlands, with the exception of 
Lincolnshire, are astonishingly empty of finds and the 
Beeston Castle examples therefore are noteworthy ad
ditions. 

Table 13 Relative body expansion of ribbed sock
eted axes (in mm) 

W2-W1 
Axe Wl W2 LB --"[13 Class 

1 24.5 31 50 0.13 B 
6 26.5 34.5 60 0.13 B 
2 25 43.5 70 0.26 E (unfinished) 
5 29 38.5 45 0.21 E 
9 26 34 40 0.20 E 

W1 width of face immediately below lower mouth moulding 
W2 width of face at lowest point before any hammer working 
LB length of body between W1 and W2 
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Fig 30 The socketed axes from the Late Bronze Age rampart; scale 2:3 

Only one axe amongst the Cheshire finds published 
by Davey and Forster seems likely to conform to Class 
E, that from Byley (1975, no 86). A further axe frorn 
Congleton (not the hoard) is uncertain because it is 
poorly recorded (ibid, no 88). Similarly Class B axes 
appear to be infrequent in Cheshire despite their rela
tively widespread distribution in the Midlands as a 

whole. Just two Cheshire examples are known (ibid, nos 
121, 129), one being in the important local hoard of 
Congleton, which appears to be a personal set of equip
ment dating to the Ewart Park phase. 

In fact the dating of both kinds of ribbed axe present 
at Beeston Castle is well established in the Ewart Park 
phase c 900-700 BC. 
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Fig 31 Two socketed axes from the Outer Ward, South Cutting; scale 2:3 

The faceted axe (Fig 32.8, Class D) attempted to express this variation by defining three 

Faceted axes of the long slender proportions that are 
primarily a feature of the British series have been 
grouped as Class D elsewhere (Needham 1986; 1990, 
41). Needless to say there is considerable stylistic vari
ation within this class and Schmidt and Burgess have 

variants within their type Meldreth (equivalent to Class 
D) in dealing with the northern British material (1981, 
nos 1212-1252). 

Specific features of the Beeston faceted axe are the 
duodecimally faceted body, deep collar, and groove
defined mouth moulding. The first feature is quite 
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exceptional since these axes almost invariably have an 
octagonal section. A rare duodecimally faceted axe is 
one from the Thames (British Museum 1864.5-11.4). 
The deep collar is a well-known feature and seems to 
have a specifically northern emphasis. Small bead 
mouldings (the lower mouth moulding) at the base of 
such a collar are recurrent throughout the series and the 
enhancement by bordering grooves on the Beeston 
piece can be seen to relate to a variety of fine groove I rib 
combinations erratically present (eg Schmidt and Bur
gess 1981, nos 1231, 1235, 1236, and 1244). 

The very fine finish received by the Beeston Class D axe 
is typical of the class. The careful removal of casting 
flashes, which is far more consistently done than on any 
contemporary axe type, suggests a more prestigious role. 

The socketed knife (Fig 33.10) 

The noteworthy features of the socketed knife are its 
fluted blade, straight socket/blade junction, and near 
rectangular socket section. The straight socket junction 
places this example, along with the vast majority of 
British finds, in Hodges' Thorndon type (1956, 38). This 
terminology however, masks some heterogeneity in the 
group as acknowledged by Burgess (1982, 38-9). He 
ascribes knives with fluted blades such as the Beeston 
example to a type Hammersmith, but has not taken 
socket sections into account in his classification. The 
rectangular form of the Beeston example is rather un
usual but is occasionally matched on the general type, 
eg in the Grays Thurrock hoard, Essex (O'Connor 1980, 
fig 56.4). A few socketed knives seem to match the 
example from Beeston Castle in all essential aspects of 
morphology; one such example comes from further 
south in the West Midlands, at Lyonshall in Hereford
shire (National Bronze Index, British Museum). In fact 
few socketed knives are known from the West Mid
lands and the Welsh Marches. A large specimen, again 
with fluted blade, comes from close to Beeston at Hor
dley, Shropshire (NBI). 

The sword blade (Fig 33.11) 

Little can be said about the sword blade fragment which 
is not very diagnostic. The blade sectio}\l is most com
monly encountered on Ewart type swords and given 
the associations at Beeston Castle this is perhaps the 
most likely origin. 

The spearhead (Fig 33.12) 

The Beeston Castle spearhead is relatively short and 
squat in proportions. Ehrenberg (1977, 15) has de
scribed such weapons as 'short stumpy spearheads', 
defining them metrically as shorter than 100mm, with 
a maximum blade width about one third of the length. 
The Beeston Castle specimen certainly fits these criteria 
and also has the typically-wide mouth. Although these 
may represent just one end of the large spectrum of 
shapes and sizes associated with plain peghole spear
heads, it does seem possible, especially looking at the 
standardisation achieved in some groups (eg Black
moor: Colquhoun 1979, fig 4.4), that this was 
conceptualised as a specific type in the Late Bronze Age, 

perhaps with a specific functional role. Only large-scale 
metrical analysis can test whether these constitute a 
definite sub-population. 

The short stumpy type seems to have emerged within 
the Wilburton metalworking tradition to become frequent 
in Ewart contexts (Colquhoun 1979, 106). 

Technology of axe casting 

There is one noteworthy technological point to be made 
about the axes of Classes B and E. Where loops survive 
they have, in four cases out of five, a small spur project
ing from the underside. Parallel examples of this feature 
can be found elsewhere, though often the spur has been 
virtually removed. Its occurrence can be explained by 
reference to bronze moulds for casting ribbed axes. 
Such moulds often have an elongated cavity alongside 
but separate from the axe matrix (eg at Brough on 
Humber, Briggsetal1987, 19, fig 6; at Washingborough, 
Davey 1973, 90, no 216; and at Heathery Burn, Britton 
1968, no 71). This cavity or 'overflow' chamber de
scends from the underneath of the loop where an 
extremely narrow gate would allow molten metal to 
pass through it from the main mould cavity. Strictly 
speaking this is not an overflow since it would begin to 
fill before the axe casting itself was complete. Its func
tion instead appears to have been to ensure the 
successful casting of the loop. It is possible that experi
ence taught Late Bronze Age smiths that loops were 
prone to be miscast if the passage of molten metal 
around the mould cavity resulted in a pocket of gas 
being trapped in the void for the loop. Normally gases 
might not have escaped quickly enough to allow the 
molten metal to take up the loop matrix fully. By adding 
the side chamber the metalworkers avoided this risk, 
yet still checked the amount of metal that could escape 
the main mould and be wasted. The constriction at the 
entrance to the side chamber would readily allow gas 
out but would severely arrest the flow of metal, thereby 
preventing much from escaping before local cooling 
took place to solidify the metal. If the mould assembly 
and the molten metal became too hot, so that the melt 
continued to flow through the constriction, then the 
side chamber would fill but no further loss from the 
matrix cavity would occur. The smith would therefore 
be sure of obtaining a full casting of the axe by simply 
ensuring there was a little extra in the melt, as would 
have been standard practice in any case. When the 
casting was extracted any metal formed in the overflow 
chamber would be snapped off the axe in the same way 
as the casting jet, and later returned to the melting pot. 

Dating of the Bronze Age metalwork 

In dating Bronze Age metalwork we are normally de
pendent on conventional typological dating. The Ewart 
phase attribution for the Beeston diagnostic finds 
would place them at c 900-700 BC in calendar years. The 
radiocarbon dates from Beeston itself, and from a direct 
association with a Class B axe from the Breiddin hillfort, 
broadly confirm rather than refine this dating. One 
radiocarbon measurement is on burnt timbers associ
ated with the Period 2B Late Bronze Age rampart: 
2860±80 BP (HAR-4405). The two-sigma range cali-
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Fig 32 Socketed axes from the Outer Ward: West Cutting (8) and pre-excavation find South Cutting area (9); scale 2:3 

brates to the span 1300-840 cal BC. Although mainly 
earlier than the accepted dating of the Ewart phase, this 
span could easily be accounted for if the sample repre
sents timber lacing of the rampart, which might be 
expected to make use of mature timber. The determina
tions for the Period 3B rampart, although wide-ranging, 

are argued to centre on the fourth century BC (p 86) well 
after Bronze Age metalworking ceased. 

A number of other Late Bronze Age sites producing 
Ewart metalwork have also yielded radiocarbon re
sults, but the only direct association relevant here is the 
measurement on part of the wooden haft from a Class 
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Fig 33 Bronzes from the Outer Ward: socketed knife from West Cutting (10), scrapped axe fragment (7), scrapped sword 
blade fragment (11) and spearhead (12) from South Cutting, bronze ingot fragment (13) from East Cutting B; scale 2:3 
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B socketed axe from the Breiddin excavations (Musson 
1991). The result of 2704±50 BP (BM-798) calibrates at 
two sigma to 1020-790 cal BC. This would seem to point 
to an early rather than late date within the currency of 
Ewart types. 

Conclusions from the analyses 
by Duncan Hook and Stuart Needham 

It was possible for Duncan Hook (Department of Scien
tific Research, British Museum) to analyse all of the ten 
diagnostic Bronze Age pieces by atomic absorption 
spectrophotometry (Appendix 2, M1 :B9-C1). The com
positions show a fair degree of homogeneity both in the 
trace element levels present and in the amount of added 
lead and tin. They are all leaded tin bronzes, although 
one piece has an unusually low value for lead (no 9). 
These results suggest that all the pieces in the group 
could be made from metal from one source or, perhaps 
more likely, from a regional pool of metal in circulation 
where repeated recycling and mixing had created a 
homogeneous composition. 

Of the six undiagnostic bronzes analysed quantita
tively only one has a composition which closely 
corresponds to the above group (no 14). This piece at 
least can be regarded as related to Late Bronze Age 
metalworking. Four other lumps have distinct compo
sitions which are again fairly well clustered 
(M1:B13-14). These fragments are tin bronzes without 
any deliberate lead additive, giving another distinction. 

Two main options present themselves for the expla
nation of this second composition group. If they 
represent residues from casting and/ or recycling oper
ations, then they would be the residues of a tin bronze 
working tradition. Numerous analyses to date suggest 
that in the Late Bronze Age bronze metalwork syste
matically included lead in greater or lesser quantity. As 
casting residues, therefore, these fragments would 
probably belong to another period. We should not, 
however, completely rule out the possibility that these 
pieces result instead from some intermediate process in 
Late Bronze Age metalworking. These small lumps 
would, in this model, have to be considered as repre
senting previously unused metal at some intermediate 
stage prior to its addition to recycled material in the Late 
Bronze Age. In this case its different impurity suite 
would have modified that of the recycled stock accord
ing to the relative proportions mixed. However, it 
might be difficult to accept these small amorphous 
lumps of alloyed tin bronze either as freshly smelted 
metal (ie prills) or as residues from the refining of the 
intermediate alloy, rather than as general casting waste. 
On balance therefore it would seem most likely that 
they are residues of another period. 

The ingot fragment (no 13) was shown to have a 
composition which is distinct from both groups. 

Fifteen smaller fragments of metalwork, mainly from 
the Outer Ward, were analysed qualitatively by X-ray 
fluorescence. Only two (nos 3 and 4) were shown to be 
leaded bronzes, both having come from stratified posi
tions within the rampart sequence at the Outer Gateway 
indicative of a Late Bronze Age or earliest Iron Age date. 

The significance of the assemblage 

The Late Bronze Age metalwork assemblage at Beeston 
Castle would appear to be unusual in the frequency of 
complete implements. Although the associations at the 
site suggest in general terms a settlement context, it is 
difficult to find parallels with assemblages from exca
vated settlements of the same period. 

The distribution and specific contexts of the Beeston 
Castle metalwork are central to its interpretation. The 
finds come from two excavated areas which lie 130m 
apart. At the Outer Gateway, two complete axes (Fig 
30.1 and 2) lay within the body of material interpreted 
as the first phase of a rampart sequence (Period 2B). 
They were 4m apart and can be regarded as separate 
finds. Two more pieces (nos 3 and 4) may be relevant to 
this phase in view of their stratification only a little 
higher in the Period 3A rampart; neither is diagnostic 
and both are small pieces, but they are leaded tin 
bronzes typical of the Late Bronze Age, and may have 
originated from the suggested Period 2B metalworking 
area (p 24). Copper alloy material stratified in the rear
ward platform (and not covered here) might include 
further fragments residual from the Late Bronze Age 
activity. 

The majority of the Bronze Age metalwork comes 
instead, however, from the Outer Ward, having been 
retrieved from all trenches (Fig 21). The metalwork was 
widely dispersed, most pieces coming from the topsoil 
and just one (Fig 31.6) from a subsoil feature. 

Before discussion is taken any further it is necessary 
to address the question of how much of the undiagnos
tic metalwork and clay refractory debris should be 
regarded as contemporary with the Late Bronze Age 
bronzes. The contexts are generally unhelpful, having 
little by way of independently datable material in asso
ciation. Unfortunately the refractories are not 
diagnostic, but their general character and the technol
ogy employed are in keeping with a Bronze Age rather 
than later date. For the small nondescript metalwork 
the best evidence available is probably that of composi
tion. Analysis suggests that little of it relates clearly to 
the Late Bronze Age artefacts (only one of the five 
quantitatively analysed lumps). Nevertheless, taking 
into account also the two large bronzes which had been 
scrapped (Fig 33.7 and 11), there is evidence that some 
metalworking took place in the Outer Ward area during 
the Late Bronze Age. 

The Late Bronze Age assemblage at Beeston Castle 
does not conform to the character of Middle and Late 
Bronze Age assemblages typical of settlement debris; in 
particular there are no small tools, personal imple
ments, or small fragments of larger implements, and 
few if any ornamental fittings (although there is a 
possible pin shank fragment). That this is not due to a 
regional difference is suggested by the assemblage ex
cavated at the Breiddin hillfort, Powys, which 
represents a classic range dominated by pins, rings, 
studs, etc (Coombs 1991). It seems possible that the 
difference may be explained in terms of the excavated 
area of the Outer Ward being a specialised metalwork
ing area during the Late Bronze Age. The domestic 
debris (eg pottery) could relate to the day-to-day needs 
of the metalworkers themselves, or have spread lat-
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erally from adjacent residence units. The presence of a 
concentration of clay refractories in the South Cutting 
supports this interpretation; that material would have 
a low survival rate if subjected to weathering, tramp
ling, or processes of physical dispersal for any length of 
time. The clay refractories are likely therefore to be close 
to the area of use, ie casting, and to represent terminal 
phases of activity after which they were worked into the 
soil profile by natural processes. Two of the larger 
bronzes (Fig 33.7 and 11) had been scrapped and were 
presumably destined for the melting pot. The others 
may represent a mixture of worn objects intended for 
recycling, newly made objects, and tools in general use 
by the metalworkers. 

It is possible that these large bronzes, which would 
be expected only occasionally to have accidentally 
escaped the recycling routine, were actually de
posited as a hoard. There is no compelling evidence 
that they constitute a dispersed hoard, however, and it 
would seem just as likely that they are a genuine scatter 
or 'Area Find' as defined in Needham et al (1985, vi). 
They may represent a sequence of losses over some time 
or instead belong mainly to an abandonment horizon. 

Although the occurrence of material relating to me
talw<?rking is coming to be expected on excavated Late 
Bronze Age sites, the Beeston assemblage may have 
more specific connotations. On some sites metallurgical 
debris is represented as diffuse 'background noise' 
amongst domestic rubbish. Occasionally discrete 
dumps of clay refractories have been found, suggesting 
metalworking nearby, but such dumps have tended to 
be the sole evidence found for metalworking (Dainton, 
Devon being an exception). At Beeston, the interpreta
tion offered above suggests that the trenches in the 
Outer Ward were located at an area that was primarily 
concerned with metalworking at some stage in the 
Ewart Park phase. It has not been possible to suggest 
such a specialised area on a Late Bronze Age site to date, 
although a scatter of Late Bronze Age metalwork from 
inside South Cad bury hillfort, Somerset, is described as 
coming from a 'furnace area' (Alcock 1971, 5). At Run
nymede Bridge one group of bronzes may relate to a 
short-lived phase of scrapping preparatory to recycling, 
and a similarly restricted horizon is suggested by the 
distribution of metalworking debris in the large ditch at 
Petters (O'Connell 1986). Even at Petters the relevant 
remains may be secondary rubbish rather than in pri
mary locations. 

If metalworking was an important activity on the 
Beeston Castle hilltop, then the choice of a freshly cast 
and largely unfettled axe for incorporation in the con
temporary Period 2B rampart assumes added 
significance. It is clear that this axe could not have been 
lost whilst in use and the coincidence of two axes lying 
just 4m apart at essentially the same stratigraphic hori
zon also militates against the suggestion of accidental 
loss. The axes lay within the body of the earliest rampart 
and seem best interpreted as deliberate incorporations, 
perhaps as foundation deposits. In such a context the 
symbolism of a newly cast axe may have been deemed 
important. 

Another point to make in the context of metallurgical 
activity is that sources of copper ore are known at the 
foot of the hill itself and at the nearby Peckforton hills. 

These were worked in the nineteenth century and Ty
lecote has already speculated that they may have been 
exploited in the Bronze Age (1987, 29). The general area 
of the Peckforton hills has yielded a small cluster of 
Middle to Late Bronze Age metalwork, both bronze and 
gold, including two hoards to the south of Beeston 
(Longley 1987,94, fig 17 upper). 

Catalogue 

(Throughout the catalogue L =length, W =width, B = 
breadth, 0 =depth, Wt =weight, Om= diameter, and 
Th = thickness) 

1 Socketed axe, Class B (Fig 30). Mostly retaining mot
tled blackish/ dark green patina; scattered lighter 
green pockmarks and small corrosion lumps, espe
cially towards cutting edge. Intact and fairly sharp 
parts of cutting edge are interspersed with corrosion 
damage. Extensive hammer rippling over bottom 
30mm of blade, but no defined bevel line at top. 
Hammering has created well-expanded blade tips 
with slight side hollows and slight kinks in line of 
body angles. Numerous fine grinding marks run 
longitudinally on faces. Side flashes survive as low 
stumps intermittently hammer flattened, except for 
a more protuberant thin web above loop and a spur 
projecting from underside of loop. Flash and feeder 
stumps well removed from mouth. Body angles crisp 
with very light beadings along their upper halves. 
Three stouter ribs descend vertically from horizontal 
rib moulding below a pronounced upper mouth 
moulding of near biconical form. Socket tapers to 
narrow rectangular end. Loop broad with isosceles 
section. L 102.5mm; W cutting edge 53.0mm; W 
mouth 41.7mm; B mouth 39.0mm; max B loop 
12.4mm; 0 socket 70mm; Wt 288.4g. AM Lab no 
840299, OG 641, Period 2B rampart. 

2 Socketed axe, Class E (Fig 30). Patchy surface of dull 
green, yellowish brown, pinkish spots, and brighter 
greens. Last mainly associated with flaking of very 
thin surface layer. Some undulations and 'dimpling' 
of surface is likely to represent original as-cast form. 
Cutting edge in totally blunt as-cast state with cast
ing flash still present, but probably hammered over; 
also minimal hammering of adjacent surfaces has 
created small facets. Much but not all of side flashes 
partially reduced by cutting/hammering. Projecting 
spur from underside of loop. Mouth flash and feeder 
stumps fully and neatly removed. Casting defect in 
form of a double notch into upper mouth moulding. 

Very pronounced biconical upper mouth mould
ing with rib moulding below. From the latter 
descend three vertical ribs which are neither espe
cially straight nor evenly spaced. Fairly angular body 
angles, especially crisp towards cutting edge. Body 
cast with marked flare and minimally concave sides. 
Loop broad with flattened oval section. Socket tapers 
to thin wedge end. L 97.0mm; W cutting edge 
46.1mm; W mouth41.0mm; B mouth42.0mm; max B 
loop 12.0mm; 0 socket 71.0mm; Wt 299.2g. AM Lab 
no 852661, OG 676, Period 2B rampart. 
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3 Shank fragment (not illustrated). Patches of yellowy
green patina, badly flaked to dry light green surface; 
generally fragile. 

Probably of circular section with curve towards 
one broken end. Could belong, for example, to pin 
shank, thick wire bracelet, or rivet. Extant L 12.5mm; 
max Om 3.3mm; Wt 0.3g. AM Lab no 844288, OG 67 4, 
Period 3A rampart. 

4 Blob of copper alloy (not illustrated). Small knobbly 
lump with much of surface flaked away. Max dimen
sion 4.7mm; Wt 0.06g. AM Lab no 844294, OG 637, 
Period 3A rampart. 

5 Socketed axe, Class E (Fig 31). Very dark green 
patina, part flaked thinly to green dry surface and 
much speckle-pocked to similar surface. One blade 
tip slightly chipped due to corrosion, rest of cutting 
edge intact and sharp being backed by narrow (1-
2mm) and steep bevel carrying concentric grinding 
marks. Hints of hammer marks up to 25mm above 
edge, but no defined bevel. Blade tips only modestly 
expanded with no development of hollows. Several 
small dimples in surfaces are possible casting de
fects, as also is rounded notch in mouth top on one 
side. Casting flash removed to broad, low stump on 
lower sides, but fairly prominent higher and incor
porating stump of a spur on underside of loop. Two 
halves of loop either side of flash are mismatched, 
giving dislocated lenticular section, but whole of 
body shows good valve matching. Feeders and flash 
round mouth virtually wholly removed, final ham
mering having then created some facets. Upper 
mouth moulding sub-biconical, lower one rib-like 
and supporting three prominent vertical ribs, fairly 
evenly and widely spaced. Body cast with moderate 
flare and with somewhat round body angles. Socket 
tapers to flattish rectangular end. L 84.0mm; W cut
ting edge 51.5mm; W mouth 41.2mm; B mouth 
38.7mm; max B loop 1 0.3mm; D socket 62.0mm; Wt 
238.3g. AM Lab no 810415, OW 145, fill ofF50, Period 2B. 

6 Socketed axe, Class B (Fig 31). Grey-green patina 
broken by pocking to light green dry surfaces. Short 
stretches of cutting edge intact and sharp, but most, 
including both blade tips, is corrosion-chipped, 
probably since excavation. Bands of fine grinding 
marks run parallel to cutting edge, whilst hammer
ing probably extended higher up blade; this caused 
slight change in line and crispness of body angles as 
well as small blade tip expansion and associated 
hollows. Probable as-cast dimpling on upper body 
surfaces. Casting flash removed on lower sides, leav
ing only a ghost, and reduced to low stump above, 
at least partly by hammering; stump of projecting 
spur on underside of loop; stump of mouth flash round 
inner edge of socket mouth with feeder base above 
either face; a punched bevel encircled this flash. 

Good angular body angles. Three vertical ribs, not 
quite evenly spaced, descend from slight step defin
ing the base of moulding, which expands 
trumpet-like to biconical upper mouth. Loop 
roughly oval sectioned. Socket tapers to thin wedge 
end. L 109.0mm; extant W cutting edge 48.6mm; W 

mouth 43.0mm; B mouth 44.4mm; max B loop 
1l.Omm; D socket 79.0mm; Wt 307.1g. AM Lab no 
819159 OW 226, Period 9. 

7 Socketed axe, blade half, Class B (Fig 33). Green 
patina much broken by pocking to dry light green 
surface, especially towards cutting edge. Signs of 
hammer marks associated with crushing of body at 
the break, thus certainly scrapped. The lower parts 
of three vertical ribs on either face are disfigured by 
this damage. Many minor dents and scratches over 
body. Blade tips well expanded thus having created 
blade tip hollows. Some evidence of hammer marks 
survives on steepish edge bevel despite corrosion; 
bevel not crisply defined at top. Low, rounded 
stumps of casting flashes on sides. Cutting edge 
damaged by corrosion, but rough furrow in central 
part may bed ue to original flaw. Socket ends in sharp 
wedge form. Body angles fairly angular. Extant L 
79.5mm; W cutting edge 52.6mm; D socket 65.0mm; 
Wt 134.1g. AM Lab no 819160, OW 180, Period 9. 

8 Socketed axe, Class D (Fig 32). Mottled blackish 
green/milky green patina, areas broken by speckled 
mini-pocking to light green surface, especially close 
to cutting edge. Both tips of latter are corrosion 
chipped, but remainder is intact with sharp, acute 
edge. Band of grinding marks (up to 10mm broad) 
concentric with edge, and diffuse hammer marks 
extending to about 25mm up the blade. Body very 
well polished but diffuse traces of longitudinal 
grinding marks along facets. Casting flashes ex
tremely well removed leaving traces only in loop angles, 
and, much flattened, at points around mouth top. 

Upper mouth moulding virtually flat-topped 
with fairly angular profile; concave underside has 
obtuse break of angle before reaching lower mould
ing. The latter would originally (as-cast) have been a 
small step, thus overall a trumpet moulding; how
ever a bead- or rib-moulding effect has been created 
in post-cast working by punching two horizontal 
grooves, one at the step, one higher. In a few places 
punch strokes have not held the line thus spoiling 
otherwise neatly executed grooves. 

Loop with D section, body with symmetrical 
duodecimal section. Blade tips expand abruptly. 
Socket tapers to flattish rectangular end. L 113.0mm; 
extant W cutting edge 44.0mm; W mouth 33.0mm; B 
mouth 31.5mm; max Bloop 6.0mm; D socket 83mm; 
Wt 154.7g. AM Lab no 865095, OW 557, Period 9. 

9 Socketed axe, Class E (Fig 32). Remnants of green 
patina much disfigured by pocking to dry green 
surface. Some light file marks across central rib of one 
face. Small fragments of patina close to cutting edge 
suggest concentric grinding marks; edge itself 
broadly intact, but blunt, probably due to corrosion 
and subsequent damage. Moderate blade tip expan
sion occurs below a defined curved bevel about 
18mm above edge; no associated blade tip hollow
ing. Perforation high in side wall has rounded edges 
- almost certainly an original casting defect. Low, 
thin stump of casting flashes on sides, but very little 
left on mouth top. 
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Upper mouth moulding with rather changeable 
profile, rounded to sub-biconical. Lower moulding 
survives as slight bump only, as do three widely 
spaced ribs. Body angles fairly angular. Loop with 
thin lenticular or D-section. Socket tapers to very thin 
rectangular end. Body profile slightly hollowed be
tween rib ends and edge bevel. L 85.5mm; extant W 
cutting edge 49.5mm; W mouth 40.0mm; B mouth 
36.5mm; max Bloop 9.0mm; D socket 68mm; Wt 
160.1g. AM Lab no 794742, pre-excavation chance 
find, more or less from centre of South Cutting. 

10 Socketed knife (Fig 33). Mottled green/blackish 
green patina with only limited pocking. Large stret
ches of cutting edge including tip are ragged from 
corrosion chipping; upper parts only are intact and 
sharp, being backed by very narrow secondary 
bevels ( < lmm). Breakage on one face at mouth 
probably ancient. Hammer rippling, including 
rounded and elongated indentations, covers much of 
blade surfaces and gives wavering facet junctions. 
Dense band of fine grinding marks across both faces 
at top of blade immediately under socket. Similar 
copious transverse grinding marks cover whole 
socket surface, on the sides crossing slight vestiges of 
the reduced casting flashes. Some lipping round in
side of pegholes due to punching from outside. 

Socket has flat top and evenly waisted body ter
minating in near straight, abrupt step to blade. 
Internal socket tapers to flat, thin rectangular end. 
Blade had slight constriction before swelling to maxi
mum girth, this shape being reflected by the central 
of five longitudinal facets. 

Wood fragments were retrieved from the socket 
during conservation. Extant L 159.5mm; W mouth 
26.4mm; W shoulders 27.2mm; min intact blade W 
23.0mm; max extant blade W 24.0mm; extant B 
mouth 12.5mm; B socket end 9.4mm; Th blade top 
7.0mm; D socket 33.0mm; Wt 88.8g. AM Lab no 
865088, OW 522, Period 9. 

11 Sword blade fragment (Fig 33). Slightly greyish
green patina broken by scattered pocks to lighter 
green dry surface. Virtually all of cutting edges 
blunted to greater or lesser extent by fresh corrosion 
chipping; one very short stretch is just about intact 
with sharp edge thinned by slightly hollowed edge 
bevels. Small clusters of hammer marks lie on midrib 
alongside both breaks, though on one face only. 

Broad convex-sectioned midrib with slight flank
ing hollowing inside bevels. Distance between edge 
bevels narrows steadily towards one break, indicat
ing the fragment is likely to originate from gently 
tapering part of blade. Extant L 100.5mm; max extant 
W 37.7mm; max Th 6.2mm; Wt 103.3g. AM Lab no 
819161, OW 158, Period 9. 

12 Socketed spearhead (Fig 33). Dark green-brown 
patina largely intact. Blade edge damaged by fresh 
corrosion chips in several places including tip. Rest 
of edges possibly intact, but they are rounded rather 
than sharp. Neat concave edge bevels follow blade 
outline. Casting flashes have been left rather promi
nent on socket. 

Leaf-shaped blade. Near circular socket/midrib 
section tapering quickly from squat socket. Socket 
has small circular flattish end. Extant L 94.0mm; W 
mouth 29.5mm; B mouth 28.8mm; max W blade 
33.5mm; D socket 70.5mm; Wt 72.8g. AM Lab no 
801508, OW 10, Period 9. 

13 Ingot fragment (Fig 33). Green patina intact. Orig
inal edge an even convex curve and one angle 
rounded to give a plano-convex profile. Original 
surfaces are slightly uneven and may include some 
small hammer indentations. Extant radius 30.0mm; 
W 39mm; max Th 12.7mm; Wt 55.1g. AM Lab no 
865100, OW posthole F285, Period 3. 

14 Lump (not illustrated). Small fragments of green 
patina but most flaked to a powdery light green 
surface. Broadly wedge-shaped piece, probably 
broken at the thicker end; tapers a little to other, 
rounded end; roughly oval section. Possibly part of 
a thick tang or punch. L 13.3mm; W 12.0mm; Th 
7.7mm; Wt 4.5g. AM Lab no 865129, OW posthole 
F264, Period 3. 

Iron Age copper alloy objects 
(Figs 34 & 35) 
by Jennifer Foster 

1 Rim for leather vessel (Fig 34) 

(Note by Peter Ellis: (a), (b), (c), and (d) were found in 
1984 at the Outer Gateway west of the curtain wall in 
the Period 2B layer 860. Their position was recorded 
three-dimensionally and indicates that they in fact be
long with (e), (f), and (g) found the season before in the 
Period 3layer 833 filling pit F831.) 

(a) Half of an oval rim, probably from a leather vessel 
discussed below. Made of beaten bronze, the rim 
consists of a double plate riveted to the leather with 
three carefully planished disguised rivets. On the 
outer surface the rivet heads are almost impossible 
to see. Decorated with two incised lines, one below 
the rim, the other following the gently curving lower 
edge. On the inner surface beating marks can just be 
seen; on the outer surface, where it is finished to a 
mirror-like surface, there are none. Broken at both 
ends. The leather would have been thick (3mm); a 
few fragments remain inside the rim. AM Lab nos 
852657 and 852658. 

(b), (c), and (d) Three fragments representing the other 
side of the rim. They mirror exactly the curve, shape, 
and rivets of (a). This suggests that the diameter is not 
distorted and that the original object was oval in shape, 
not circular. None of the pieces joins. 

(b) No edges. Part of outer face of binding with upper 
line of decoration, lower line broken off. Rivet 4mm 
long is planished as in (a). AM Lab no 844290. 

(c) Internal face of binding, one rivet. AM Lab no 
852659. 
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Fig 34 Iron Age copper alloy objects: reconstruction of leather vessel; scale 1:2 

(d) Top of rim, outer edge has upper line of decoration. 
Edge on inside face. AM Lab no 852660. 

(e) Extension of rim which rises up into a domed knob 
(knob A). The knob is of cast bronze and was cast 
onto the beaten rim. It is just possible to see the joins 
on the inside of the rim. The knob is of a slightly 
different colour than the rim, owing to the different 
composition of the pieces (see below). The rim is 
decorated with two incised lines (a), with the upper 
line of decoration rising up into a point beside the 
knob, while the lower line ceases below it. Here the 
bronze was carefully filed flat; this was the area 
covered by the handle (g). The decoration was evi
dently done after the knob had been cast onto the 
rim. Diameter of knob 15mm. AM Lab nos 844291, 
844293, and 844295. 

(f) Knob B from the other side of the vessel matches 
knob A exactly except that the area under the knob 
has been finished for display; there was no handle on 
this side. It has the same diameter (15mm) as knob A 
and was similarly cast on to the beaten rim. On one 
side this join subsequently cracked and has been 
supported by a bracket (decorated with two incised 
lines) and a rivet, not as well disguised as the original 
rivets. The other arm has also been broken, and this 
looks worn. It is possible that the vessel was used in 

a fragmentary condition. The knob also is corroded. 
AM Lab no 844287. 

(g) Cast handle in the form of two joined circles with a 
diamond between them. Beautifully made and fin
ished. The handle is the blue-green bronze of knobs 
A and B. It was at a steep angle to the rim (see 
reconstruction, Fig 35) and would have borne the not 
inconsiderable weight of the vessel; the outer circle 
is slightly damaged in consequence. The fitting plate 
is also damaged on the lower edge. 0 inner circle 
39mm, outer circle 41mm, one of rivets 7mm; D rivet 
heads 3.5mm. AM Lab no 844289. 

(h) Reconstruction of the vessel (Fig 35). Pieces (a) to 
(g) are almost certainly from a single object, the rim 
and fittings of a leather vessel. The rim plates were 
made first, by beating from a low-tin sheet bronze. 
Radiography by Gerry McDonnell indicates that the 
ends of the rim plates were then flattened and the 
knobs cast on. The handle was the last piece of the 
vessel to be added, fitting the rim of the vessel, below 
knob A, snugly without solder by means of a convex 
oval plate, the underside of which still bears the 
scratches where it was filed to fit against knob A. The 
area of bronze below knob A was also carefully filed 
flat to accommodate the handle. There is a casting 
flaw here, which would have been covered by the 
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handle plate. The handle was riveted on to the 
leather with four rivets, which, like the rivets on the 
rim, have been so well planished that they are almost 
impossible to see on the outer surfaces, although they 
are now a slightly different colour owing to differen
tial composition. After the handle was attached, the 
rim plate was decorated with a double incised line, 
and the rim then riveted to the leather vessel. The 
leather must have overlapped where it joined, but 
there is no sign from the remaining bronze pieces 
where this was. The vessel was oval in shape, rather 
than round, approximately 135mm long internally 
and 75mm across. The depth is difficult to estimate, 
although a plausible reconstruction, as shown here, 
indicates a depth of c 130mm. The capacity would be 
a little over 1 pint (0.5 litres), and it was probably 
designed as a drinking vessel. It is not possible to say, 
of course, whether the vessel was flat-bottomed or 
rounded; although later Iron Age drinking tankards 
were flat-bottomed (Corcoran 1952) they were of 
wood rather than leather. 

One of the interesting aspects of the bronze fit
tings is the careful choice of alloys, evident in the 
different colours between the beaten bronze rim, 
which is a yellow-green, and the cast knobs and 
handle, which are blue-green in colour. Knob A is 
composed of a leaded high-tin bronze (Gerry 
McDonnell, SEM analysis, M1 :C2-5), chosen spe
cially for its properties in casting: the presence of lead 
would increase the fluidity of the metal and it would 
be liquid at a lower temperature than unleaded 
bronze. However, the subsequent alloy is more 
brittle and would not be suitable for beaten sheet 
bronze, like that used for the vessel's rim: this is of a 
low-tin bronze (SEM analysis, M1:C2-5). The dif
ference in colour between the two alloys was 
probably not noticeable when the object was made. 

This is a rare and beautiful vessel made by a highly 
accomplished craftsman. It is very well finished, 
down to the last rivet. It would have been greatly 
prized during use, and was carefully mended when 
it cracked. It was probably secreted in F831 either 
with an intention to retrieve it at a future date, or as 
a final resting place for a ritual object. 

2 Cast copper alloy bracelet/ armlet segment dec
orated with round knobs, broken at both ends. 
D-shaped section. Badly corroded and worn. There 
are a few knobbed bracelets/arm rings from Britain, 
most of which were found in the Arras graves in 
Yorkshire (Stead 1979, 72-7). This fragment is un
usual in that there is generally a gap or ridge between 
the knobs. Continental parallels suggest that the type 
lasted from the Late Hallstatt into the La Tene period. 
Cunliffe suggests (1974, 146-7) that all the British 
knobbed bracelets were imported from France and 
Switzerland. L 50mm. AM Lab no 731852, OG Tower 
5, SGT 5, Period 9. 

3 Undecorated cast bracelet fragment broken at both 
ends, at one end with force. Ovoid section. Diameter 
distorted. L 30m. AM Lab no 865093, OW 543, Period 9. 

4 Cast horse harness link, broken at the collar. Ovoid 

hole probably extenuated by wear: most links of this 
type have circular holes (eg Cunliffe 1974, fig 10.5). 
L 17mm. AM Lab no 819098, OW 166, Period 9. 

5 U-shaped section binding strip with splayed termi
nal, other end broken. Stress cracks at terminal, due 
probably to beating during production (Tylecote 
1962). A very similar piece from Dane bury, de
scribed as possible scabbard binding, was not later 
than 100BC (Cunliffe 1984b, 342, Fig 1.49). L 37.5mm. 
AM Lab no 830461, OG 443, Period 4. 

6 Domed weight with tapering central hole. Distorted 
on one side probably due to casting fault. Worn. This 
is not pre-Roman in date and could be post-medie
val. D 11mm. AM Lab no 865087, OW 522, Period 9. 

Iron objects (Fig 36) 
by Ian Stead 

1 The upper part of the blade and lower part of the tang 
of a dagger. The fragment is 112mm long, of which 
the blade is 76mm at one side and 82mm at the other 
(the shoulders are not level). The shoulders slope 
from the thin rectangular-section tang (7 x 3mm) to 
a maximum width of 42mm. From there the blade 
tapers sharply to about 33mm and then maintains 
that width. Several La Tene I dagger sheaths are 
flared at the mouth to take blades of this shape (e.g. 
Jope 1961, nos 16, 21, and 25). AM Lab no 844352, OG 
854, Period 3A. 

2 Spear- or javelin-head. L. 111mm. It has a pro
nounced midrib that tapers from the socket and a 
single large perforation (1 0 x 9mm) at one side. Inside 
the socket are traces of the mineral-preserved wood 
of the shaft, to which the head has been attached by 
an iron rivet. Spearheads with perforated blades are 
known from the continent, usually in La Tene II 
contexts (Brunaux and Rapin 1988, 126), but they 
seem to be much larger than the Beeston Castle spe
cimen. There is a close parallel, but longer (200mm), 
from Roodstown, Co Louth (Raftery 1983, no 285), 
and one with two perforations, from Broomlee 
Lough, Northumberland (Manning 1976, no 19). AM 
Lab no 835039, OG 311, Period 7. 

3 Socketed tool, with curved blade slightly expanded from 
the socket. Perhaps a somewhat delicate adze rather than 
a chisel. AM Lab no 852646, OG 862, Period 3B. 

4 Small curved blade with a short tang. Perhaps a 
razor. L 81mm. There are similar examples from All 
Cannings Cross (Cunnington 1923,126, pl21.11) and 
Gussage All Saints (Wainwright 1979, 104, fig 
80.1104) but the type continued into Roman times (cf 
Manning 1985, type 23, especially Q.66 and 67, from 
Hod Hill). AM Lab no 811921, OW 28 in posthole F5, 
Period 3. 

5 Swan-neck pin with broken head (indicating it could 
have been a ring-headed pin). L 85mm. For the type 
see Dunning 1934. A copper alloy ring-headed pin 
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Fig 36 Prehistoric iron objects; scale 1:2 

was found in a Late Bronze Age context at Run
nymede Bridge (probably seventh century BC, S 
Needham, pers comm) so iron examples might occur 
as early as iron was used in this country. They are 
well known from Iron Age settlements such as Gus
sage All Saints (Wainwright 1979, figs 80.1081 and 
80.1103) andAllCanningsCross(Cunnington 1923,129, 
pl 21.2-4) - where there is also an iron swan-neck pin 
(ibid, pl21.1). AM Lab no 852640, OG 860, Period 3A. 

6 Strip with rounded ends, perforated at each end for 
a nail or rivet. Perhaps a repair strip. L 46mm. AM 
Lab no 852643, OG 862, Period 3B. 

7 Broken strip with remains of four copper alloy rivets. 
L 25mm. AM Lab no 852644, OG 860, Period 3A. 

8 Thin strip, curved in section and curved along its 
length, as if a segment from a hoop (ega nave-hoop 
-but it is very thin for that). AM Lab no 811920, OW 
28 in posthole FS, Period 3. 

The Romano-British brooches 
(Fig 37) 
by Sarnia Butcher 

The full report on two brooches is in microfiche 
(M1:C6-7). In brief they are: 

1 Trumpet brooch, first to second century AD, prob
ably made in the north-west part of the province. 
Outer Gateway, Period 9. 

2 Enamelled brooch, second century AD. Outer Ward, 
Period 9. 

The metalworking evidence 
by Hilary Howard 

(Note: The following report is based on Chapter 111.5 of 
Hilary Howard's PhD thesis (Howard 1983). The report 
describes the material found in the Outer Ward in 1980. 
Metalworking evidence from later excavations is de
scribed in an appendix (p 56). The analytical results, 
including fabric descriptions, are available in the micro
fiche (M1:C8-11). 

Illustrated fragments (Fig 38) 

Outer Ward 

1 Crucible; Fabric 1. OW 20, Period 9. 

2 Crucible; Fabric 2. OW 7, Period 9. 

3 Crucible; Fabric 2. OW 7, Period 9. 

4 Crucible; body, Fabric 2, and upper relining, Fabric 
1. OW 19, Period 9. 

5 Mould; inner valve for socket or ferrule, Fabric 3. OW 
3, Period 9. 

6 Mould possibly for sword; inner valve, Fabric 3, and 
outer wrap, Fabric 4. OW 19, Period 9. 

7 Mould for sword; inner valve, Fabric 3. OW 19, 
Period 9. 

Outer Gateway 

8 Crucible/furnace lining. OG 618, Period 3A. 

9 Crucible with slag adhering. OG 618, Period 3A. 

10 Mould; two curving grooves. OG 353, Period 7. 

Discussion 
Metalworking debris recovered during the excavation 
of the Outer Ward area in 1980 comprised some 20 
fragments of bivalve clay moulds and five crucible 
sherds (including Fig 38.1-4). The mould fragments are 
generally poorly preserved, but parts of matrices for 
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Fig 37 Romano-British brooches; scale 1:1 

casting swords (Fig 38.6 and 7) and a socket or ferrule 
(Fig 38.5) were tentatively identified. 

The small collection of refractories from Beeston is 
extremely difficult to interpret. Although a bivalve 
technology and the presence of spearhead and ferrule 
matrices point to a Late Bronze Age date, little more can 
be inferred from the mould evidence at present avail-
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Fig 38 Refractory debris; scale 1:2 
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able. Most moulds are too abraded for identification of 
the range of implements cast, and the lack of strati
graphic relationships precludes any suggestion of 
separate casting phases. A measure of technological 
information was obtained from fabric analysis (differ
ent clay preparation and slightly different inclusion 
suites for inner and outer mould components), but at 
this stage no distinct groups can be defined on min
eralogical grounds. 

While all the mould fragments at Beeston could con
ceivably be derived from a single casting episode, the 
crucible evidence suggests a longer period of activity. 
Two crucible fragments were identified with inclusions 
differing from the moulds. Variations in grain size, 
range, and matrix density show that at least three and 
possibly five vessels are represented. The use of an 
organic crucible paste is unique in British Bronze Age 
contexts, and illustrates the individuality of smithing 
groups during this period. Whilst it is possible that the 
Beeston smiths added charcoal or other organic ma
terial to a ferruginous clay, it is equally likely that 
naturally carboniferous clays such as those occurring in 
abundance at Bunbury may have been deliberately se
lected for crucible making. The relining of one organic 
and sand-tempered crucible sherd (Fig 38.4) with the 
more siliceous carbon-free material is especially inter
esting, and suggests the concurrent use of two distinct 
pastes for crucible production by the Beeston smiths. 
X-ray fluorescence detected trace amounts of lead in 
two samples of Fabric 2, and a little tin in the relined 
fragment (presumably in the relining layer) but the 
amounts detected were very small and near the detec
tion limits for the machine used (J Bayley, pers comm). 
Although it would be unwise to deduce that the selec
tion of different crucible pastes was related to the 
composition of the metal to be melted, the possibility 
cannot be entirely discounted. 

The individual requirements of Bronze Age crucible 
and mould makers are emphasised when the Beeston 
refractory fabrics are compared with those of the 
various pottery groups from the site (Table 22). Unlike 
the pottery no rock fragments are present in the Beeston 
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refractories which, with the exception of the organic
rich crucible sherds, consist exclusively of sand, 
sandstone, a little quartzite, and moderately micaceous 
or non-micaceous clay. Raw material studies have 
shown that all these refractory ingredients could be 
obtained with ease in the vicinity of Beeston crag. Al
though the deposits exploited cannot be identified with 
certainty, close matches between clays and refractories 
have been made. It is clear that, as at other b.ronze 
production sites of this period, the Bronze Age smiths 
at Beeston were familiar with the range of locally avail
able materials, and were able to adapt these materials 
to meet their own stringent requirements. 

Appendix 
by Peter Ellis and Cathy Royle 

Further fragments of moulds and crucibles were ident
ified in later excavations at the Outer Gateway. In 
addition, during the course of the analysis of the prehis
toric pottery, a group of sherds with slag adhering was 
isolated. This additional refractory debris was macro
scopically identified and no thin sectioning or X-ray 
fluorescence analysis has been undertaken. While the 
pieces are visually similar to those assessed by Hilary 
Howard it was thought preferable not to assign them to 
the fabric groups outlined above. 

The five crucible fragments included one piece and 
joining sherds from the Period 3A rampart (Fig 38.8 and 
9). An inner valve mould fragment was noted in a 
Period 7layer (Fig 38.10). There were also four sherds 
with slag adhering. 

The distribution of the Outer Ward find spots (Fig 
22) strongly suggests a centre of metalworking located 
near the South Cutting, since the amount of refractory 
debris found in the East and West Cuttings is small in 
comparison. Within the South Cutting the finds are 
concentrated in the southern area, suggesting the focus 
of activity lay there or nearby. 

A second concentration of metalworking debris find 
spots is to the north of the prehistoric entranceway, and 
is principally located in the Period 3A rampart. In addi
tion, soil analysis of these rampart layers (p 83) 
suggested furnace debris and waste from high tempera
ture fires. The position of this material must suggest 
that it was already waste at the time of the construction 
of the rampart. The rampart components must presum
ably have been gathered from close at hand and thus a 
second metalworking location can be postulated in 
Period 2B just inside the enclosure entranceway. 

The condition of the moulds does not, unfortunately, 
allow comparisons between the examples from the two 
separate find locations. In view of the arguments out
lined above for long-standing production, it is likely 
that the two identified metalworking locations were not 
contemporary. 

The flint 
by Rebecca Smart 

A total of 862 flint pieces were recovered from the 
excavations, of which the majority (671) came from the 
Outer Ward (Tables M14 and M16, M1:C13-14); almost 

all the remainder derived from the Outer Gateway 
(Tables M17 and M18, M1:01). The collection can be 
considered as wholly residual. The full report is avail
able in the microfiche (M1:C12-01). A list of the 
illustrated pieces and the discussion is presented here. 
Flakes of rock crystal are the subject of a separate report 
(M1:06). 

The illustrated flint tools (Figs 39 & 40) 

1 Microlith; narrow blade, steep backing, retouch on 
upper half of both ends; Mesolithic. OW 652 posthole 
F175, Period 2. 

2 Blade; use on left side has caused flaking, on poor
quality flint; Mesolithic. OW 73, Period 9. 

3 Blade; evidence of use on right edge, on fine banded 
chert; Mesolithic. OW 543, Period 9. 

4 Blade; retouch left edge, patina broken by retouch, 
bulb snapped off at later date; Mesolithic. OW 543, 
Period 9. 

5 Microlith; steep retouch on left side partially remov
ing bulb, evidence of use right edge; Mesolithic. OW 
612, Period 9. 

6 Arrowhead, leaf-shaped; broken, tip snapped off at 
bulb end, very thin in section with minimal retouch 
on bulb side, on good chalk flint; Early Neolithic. OW 
161, Period 9. 

7 Arrowhead, leaf-shaped; delicate retouch all round, 
blunted in places; Early Neolithic. OW 7, Period 9. 

8 Arrowhead, leaf-shaped; fine pressure flaking; Early 
Neolithic. OW 543, Period 9. 

9 Arrowhead, leaf-shaped; very delicate, heavy light 
grey patina; Early Neolithic. OW 612, Period 9. 

10 Blade, ?small knife; delicate pressure flaking on 
both edges, on good chalk flint; Late Neolithic/Early 
Bronze Age. OW 154, Period 9. 

11 Knife or scraper; delicate pressure flaking, very 
steep angle of retouch; Late Neolithic/Early Bronze 
Age. OW 557, Period 9. 

12 Knife or blade; retouch left side, generally rounded 
by use with a slight gloss, right edge steep blunting 
retouch; Late Neolithic/Early Bronze Age. OW 10, 
Period 9. 

13 Knife; delicate retouch both edges and bottom, 
slight gloss runs parallel to right edge on bulb side, 
slight use along edges with much heavier use at tip 
where slightly rounded; Late Neolithic/Early 
Bronze Age. OW 10, Period 9. 

14 Scraper; delicate retouch, very slight stepping due 
to use. OW 19, Period 9. 
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15 Scraper; some cortex remaining, delicate retouch at 
end, on good chalk flint. OW 211, Period 5. 

16 Scraper, short end; light thermal fracturing oc
curred after retouch, possible crude attempts to 
reshape scraping edge from bulb side, no gloss. OW 
7, Period 9. 

17 Point (not an awl); delicate retouch both sides, 
pressure flaking on top side (ventral). OW 543, 
Period 9. 

18 Arrowhead, leaf-shaped; fine delicate retouch, on 
good grey flint; Early Neolithic. OG 656, Period 2B. 

19 Arrowhead, leaf-shaped; broken at tip; Early Neoli
thic. OG 676, Period 2B. 

20 Arrowhead, ?barbed and tanged; broken, fine deli
cate pressure flaking, on light grey good flint. OG 
657, Period 3A. 

21 Scraper, double end; very heavily burnt, some dam
age on bulb side. OG 831, Period 3B. 

22 Arrowhead, tanged; most of the retouch on one side 
only resulting in a thick section. OG 349, Period 6. 

23 Core fragment; four clear blade-like negative facets, 
on poor quality red chert, probably from local 
boulder clays. OG 823, Period 5. 

24 Scraper, large end; retouch along all edges with 
evidence of heavy use. OG 804, Period 5. 

25 Scraper, small; fine delicate retouch, on mottled 
grey good flint. OG 284, Period 9. 

26 Awl; light retouch on dark grey good flint. LG 2, 
Period 9. 

Discussion 

The only local flint source is from the boulder clay 
covering much of the Cheshire plain (Fig 2). This con
tains many erratics, including flint probably derived 
from Northern Ireland or submarine chalk outcrops in 
the Irish Sea (Poole and Whiteman 1966, 61). The quality 
of the boulder clay flint is generally poor, being coarse 
in texture and difficult to work. There is little evidence 
that it was extensively used at Beeston. Most of the flint 
raw material is of good quality and must have been 
imported into the area, possibly from Yorkshire or 
north Lincolnshire. 

The imported flint is unlikely to have travelled in its 
natural nodule form but more likely as prepared cores 
or flake blanks, as attested in south-west England 
(Coles 1978, 118; Grinsell1985). The low proportions of 
primary and secondary flakes (Table M15, M1:C13) 
support this hypothesis, while the handful of rejuvena
tion flakes and core fragments indicates the presence of 
cores (Fig 40.23). The scarcity of good flint probably led 
to the reuse of any sizeable pieces of flint such as cores, 
explaining the fragmentary nature of the few surviving 
examples. 

Dating of the collection is extremely difficult. A wide 
time span is probably involved. There are too few com
plete flakes or whole cores to give even a loose date to 
the debitage. The datable Mesolithic material comprises 
the two microliths (Fig 39.1 and 5), the worked blades 
(Fig 39.3 and 4), and the blade scraper end (Fig 39.2). Of 
the 11 whole or fragmentary arrowheads, 5 are clearly 
leaf-shaped and are Neolithic (Figs 39.6-9; 40.18 and 
19). A Beaker or Early Bronze Age presence is suggested 
by the tanged arrowhead (Fig 40.22) and by the knives 
(Fig 39.10-13). The remaining tools, comprising 
scrapers (eg Fig 40.14-16, 21, 24, and 25), awls (eg Fig 
40.26), points (eg Fig 40.17), arrowheads (eg Fig 40.20), 
and retouchers, and the miscellaneous worked flints are 
difficult to date and could well cover more than one 
period. Since arrowheads are by their nature easily lost, 
the Beeston examples may be chance losses and not 
necessarily connected with the flint collection as a whole. 

Pottery and metalwork found at Beeston indicates a 
Late Bronze Age date for an episode of site use. How
ever the Beeston flints, by comparison with the small 
number of flint assemblages from other Late Bronze 
Age sites (Micheldever Wood, Hampshire: Fasham and 
Ross 1978; Shearplace Hill, Dorset: Rahtz and ApSimon 
1962), include a larger number of knives, and many of 
the scrapers have fine retouch rather than the coarse 
retouch noted at the above sites. However, the lack of 
comparable flint assemblages in the area make any 
detailed conclusions extremely difficult. 

The non-flint lithic finds 
by Don Henson and Linda Hurcombe 

A condensed report is available in microfiche (M1:D2-
5) and the full report is in the archive. The illustrated 
pieces and a discussion of the assemblage are presented 
here. 

The illustrated pieces (Figs 41 & 42) 

1 Saddle quem, lower stone; sandstone. OW, East Cut
ting A. 

Table 19 Stone objects: composition by type of the assemblage 

QuernsAxes Whetstones Pestle stones Hammerstones Rubbing stones Spindlewhorls Lids Pot-boilers Other 

14 3 17 36 7 17 6 25 109 162 
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2 Neolithic axe, butt fragment. OW, F200, West Cut
ting. 

3 Neolithic axe, butt fragment. OC. 

4 Whetstone; fine green sandstone. Period 3A rampart. 

5 Whetstone; basalt. Period 3A rampart. 

6 Whetstone; green vesicular lava. OG, Period 5. 

7 Spindlewhorl or weight; fine micaceous sandstone. 
Period 3A rampart 

8 Perforated disc; fine micaceous sandstone. Period 3A 
rampart. 

9 Spindlewhorl; Passage Beds stone. OW, East Cutting A. 

10 Spindlewhorl or bead; fine green sandstone. OG. 

11 Loomweight; Passage Beds stone. OG. 

12 Disc; micaceous Passage Beds stone. Period 3A ram
part. 

13 Disc; micaceous Passage Beds stone. Period 3B ram
part. 

14 Disc; micaceous Passage Beds stone; 3B rampart 

15 Bead; jet or cannel coal. OW, South Cutting. 

16 Bead; jet or cannel coal. OW, South Cutting. 

17 Hone, ?post-medieval; black mudstone. OC. 

Table 20 Stone objects, Outer Gateway rampart 
layers 

Period Querns Whet- Pestle Hammer- Rubbing Spindle- Lids Total 

2B 
3A 
3B 

Total 

1 

1 

stones stones stones stones whorls 

2 

2 

13 
5 

18 

1 
2 
1 

4 

1 
1 

2 

2 

2 

1 
9 30 
3 10 

12 41 
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Table 21 Stone objects, Outer Ward 

Period Querns Axes Whet- Pestle Hammer- Rubbing 
stones stones stones stones 

3 postholes 3 1 1 
later layers 6 8 10 3 

Total 9 1 9 10 3 

Discussion 

A wide range of stone types was found (Table 19). Study 
of the assemblage suggested that the lithic resources 
were exploited with an awareness of the different 
properties of the stones. Preferred raw materials, both 
quarried and obtainable as surface finds, were clear. 
Sandstone Conglomerate was used for the querns; Pas
sage Beds stone for querns, discs, and rubbing stones; 
quartzite pebbles for the pounding and crushing pestle 
stones; green siltstone for whetstones and rubbing 
stones; igneous erratics also for rubbing and abrasion 
stones. Field survey of the locally available stone 
sources suggested that over 80% of the stone examined 
could have been obtained from quarrying in the vicinity 
of Beeston crag. The remaining material, although of a 
foreign origin, could well have come from locally found 
glacial erratics. Although there is little evidence to dis
tinguish imported material, the use of non-local flint 
raw material (p 59) indicates that some stone was 
brought from considerable distances. 

Wear patterns on the utility stones were closely stu
died and the evidence in the majority of cases suggests 
the use of each stone for a special function. These func
tional aspects can only be guessed at. Some uses are 
generally indicated, as, for instance, corn grinding by 
the querns, and the working of wool or other fibres by 
the spindlewhorls. In addition stones seem to have been 
involved with heating, and for working metal and other 
stones (whetstones). The pestles and rubbing stones 
could have been used for producing fine sand for cruc
ibles and for other activities associated with 
metalworking, or for preparing pottery temper. Other 
possibilities are food and herb preparation, and work
ing on skins. Other stone categories suggest the use of 
discs as lids or counters. Of interest is the group of 31 
stones from seven different categories which are likely 
to represent a Late Bronze Age assemblage collected in 
the Early Iron Age Period 3A rampart layers, and these 
must represent debris from a working area nearby 
(Table 20). The presence of a quern fragment, and of the 
spindlewhorls, indicates corn grinding and weaving at 
Beeston in the Late Bronze Age. The Outer Ward, how
ever, produced the majority of stone finds (Table 21). 

The objects of shale (Fig 43) 
by Angela Bliss 

Discussion 

Six different rings are presented of which at least four 
were originally of sufficient diameter to have been worn 
as bracelets, armlets, or anklets. Analysis of the rings by 
X-ray fluorescence by Michael Heyworth at the Ancient 

2 
6 

8 

Spindle- Lids Pot- Miscellaneous Total 
whorls boilers 

1 8 
3 9 98 8 151 

3 10 98 8 159 

Monuments Laboratory, English Heritage and by Gill 
Spencer at the Research Laboratory for Archaeology 
and the History of Art, Oxford has shown that they are 
not of jet. Therefore they are probably of shale. It re
mains possible that other non-jet materials, such as 
cannel coal or lignite, are represented. 

Two of the rings, 1 and 2, are from the pre-Iron Age 
Period 2B rampart and a third, 3, is from the Early Iron 
Age Period 3A rampart. The date of the rings suggests 
that they were hand-cut rather than lathe-turned. Al
though 1 and 3 are eroded and decayed, the rings are 
finely worked and regularly made with smooth edges 
and parallel faces. Ring 2 is so well finished as to be 
almost indistinguishable from later lathe-turned rings. 
The grooves on its inner face may represent tooling 
marks. 

The evidence from the later Bronze Age/Early Iron 
Age site of Eldon's Seat, Dorset suggests that neither 
section shape nor size have either a regional or chrono
logical significance (Cunliffe and Phillipson 1968, 226). 
The fine finishing of the rings is interesting and can be 
paralleled by other examples from the later Bronze Age 
hillforts such as Thwing and Grimthorpe, both in East 
Yorkshire (Manby 1980, 320-1; Stead 1968, fig 10.1-3). 
Other examples of well-made jet/ shale rings are known 
from a number of sites including Heathery Burn Cave 
(Britton 1968), Fengate (Pryor 1980, fig 13.6), and the 
later Bronze Age/Early Iron Age site at Staple Howe 
(Brewster 1963, figs 66.1-3). 

The three remaining rings were unstratified and 
were found above the hillfort rampart (4) and in the 
Outer Ward (5 and 6). The crudeness of the hand
worked decoration on 6 stands in marked contrast to 
the fine finishing of the ring, which is so highly 
smoothed and polished as to look like jet. It may be that 
the decoration represents secondary working of inferior 
craftsmanship which took place away from the original 
site of manufacture, especially in view of the lack of 
parallels. 

There is no evidence to suggest that the rings were 
worked on site. Their visual differences suggest more 
than one source. With the exception of ring 5, which is 
of brown shale, they are all of black shale. Only ring 6 
breaks with a conchoidal fracture and can take a high 
polish. Ring 5 has a higher iron content and ring 2 has 
a higher copper content (M Heyworth, pers comm). 
This may well be explained by different material types 
or different sources, although copper concentrations 
can also be affected by deposition conditions (Pollard et 
al1981). 

There are few known Bronze Age shale-working 
sites. At Eldon's Seat, Dorset, shale ring working is 
associated with the initial occupation (Cunliffe and 
Phillipson 1968). Early Bronze Age working of cannel 
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coal is known in Derbyshire at Swine Sty (Machin 1971 
and 1975) and Totley Moor (Radley 1969). At Barnby 
Howes, East Cleveland, craftsmen worked 'jet' orna
ments (Ashbee and ApSimon 1958, 20-1). Many sites in 
the Pennines have produced undated, isolated finds of 
partially worked shale rings (Beswick 1975, 209), which 
may suggest that working sites are in fact quite 
numerous. Although the Pennines are a nearby location 
of attested prehistoric shale-working there is not suffi
cient evidence at present to suggest that they are the 
source of the Beeston rings. 

Catalogue 

(D=diameter, L=length, W=width) 

1 Fragment of an undecorated ring of D-shaped sec
tion. The surface is heavily weathered but the inner 
and outer edges appear smooth and parallel. OG 879, 
Period 2B. 

2 Part of an undecorated ring of D-shaped section. All 
the surfaces are finely smoothed and burnished. The 
inner surface bears many irregular and shallow cir
cumferential and oblique grooves and the upper and 
lower surfaces bear irregular, slightly incised lines. 
D c 70mm, OG 641, Period 2B. 

3 Part of an undecorated ring of rounded D-shaped 
section, now laminated into two pieces. The surface 
is heavily weathered but vertical cuts and a deep 
transverse groove are visible on the lower I upper sur-

face. The inner and outer edges are quite smooth and 
appear to be parallel. D c 85mm, OG 872, Period 3A. 

4 Horizontally sheared fragment of an undecorated 
ring of uncertain- (oval?-) shaped section, which is 
highly convex on the inner surface. The surfaces have 
a smooth finish, although the extant edge shows 
pitting in some places. OG 806, Period 9. 

5 Part of an undecorated ring of D-shaped section. The 
surfaces are regular and finely smoothed. The outer 
surface bears many irregular cuts which are also 
visible on the inner surface together with circum
ferential striations. The inner and outer edges are 
parallel. D c 80mm, OW 838, Period 9. 

6 Part of a ring of D-shaped section with grooved 
decoration on its upper edge, the original form of 
which is not known as the ring is broken at this point. 
The extant decoration consists of a 'tongue' of a 
similar width to the ring created by a wide and 
deeply cut curved groove. The groove is crudely cut 
and the 'tongue' bears knife cuts along one edge. The 
other surfaces are highly smoothed and polished and 
bear lightly incised lines. The inner and outer edges 
are parallel. D c 80mm, OW 557, Period 9. 

The prehistoric beads (Fig 44) 
by Peter Ellis (based on notes by Margaret Guido) 

1 Fragments of an amber bead. IW A1, Period 9. 

2 Dark blue glass with white decoration. Iron Age 
Old bury type, second/ first century BC (Guido 1978, 
56). OW 543, Period 9. 

The prehistoric pottery 
by Cathy Royle and Ann Woodward 

Introduction 

The prehistoric assemblage from the excavations at 
Beeston Castle consists of many small fragments of 
irregularly fired, hand-made vessels. With few excep
tions they are tempered with large angular crushed rock 
fragments of glacial drift derivation. The bulk of the 

~ . . 

I 

Fig 44 Prehistoric (1-2) and post-medieval (3-4) glass 
beads; scale 1:1 
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material is of Late Bronze Age date, but a small propor
tion of the assemblage extends the date range from the 
Early or Middle Neolithic to the Iron Age. Because the 
pottery fragments are generally very small (only two 
nearly complete vessels could be reconstructed), a 
study of the material leans heavily on fabric analysis 
rather than a comparison of forms. In total1140 sherds 
were analysed, a further 1765 pieces being either fired 
clay or sherds too small for fabric analysis. The follow
ing report analyses the assemblage under the following 
headings: raw materials, technology, forms, decoration, 
function, exchange, analysis, and cultural affinities. 

Raw materials 

In 1981 Elaine Morris began petrological analysis on the 
Beeston Castle material and identified (in an archive 
report) eight fabric types (Fabrics 1-8) and two fired 
clay types (Fabrics A and B). After further excavation 
up to 1985, the present authors continued this work, 
fitting the newly excavated material into these eight 
fabric types where possible and identifying macro
scopically a further 18 types (Fabrics 9-26), the 
petrological analysis being carried out by Agostino Fa
varo. 

Brief descriptions of each fabric type are contained 
in microfiche (M1:D7-13); more detailed petrological 
descriptions are contained in the archive reports. 

Table 22 Prehistoric pottery: source and date of fabrics (listed in chronological order) 

Fabric Date %by Source of raw materials 
weight 

10 Early/Middle Neolithic 0.1 glacial drift of Cheshire/Shropshire basin 
11 Early/Middle Neolithic 0.1 glacial drift of Cheshire/Shropshire basin 
12 Early/Middle Neolithic 0.2 glacial drift of Cheshire/Shropshire basin 
13 ?Late Neolithic 0.5 glacial drift of Cheshire/Shropshire basin 
14 Late neolithic/Early Bronze Age 

(Beaker) 0.1 glacial drift of Cheshire/Shropshire basin 
15 ?Late Neolithic/Early Bronze 

Age (Beaker) 0.7 glacial drift of Cheshire/Shropshire basin 
16 Early Bronze Age 0.8 glacial drift of Cheshire/Shropshire basin 
17 Early Bronze Age 0.6 glacial drift of Cheshire/Shropshire basin 
18 ?Early Bronze Age 1.2 glacial drift of Cheshire/Shropshire basin 
21 ?Middle Bronze Age 0.2 glacial drift of Cheshire/Shropshire basin 
19 ? 0.9 glacial drift of Cheshire/Shropshire basin 
20 ? 0.004 not known 

2 Late Bronze Age 52.2 glacial drift around Beeston Castle 
3 Late Bronze Age 1.6 glacial drift of Cheshire/Shropshire basin 
4 Late Bronze Age 1.9 glacial drift around Beeston Castle 
5 Late Bronze Age 1.3 glacial drift around Beeston Castle 
6 Late Bronze Age 0.2 Wrekin Hill, Shropshire, or glacial drift 

deposit consisting of rhyolites only 
7 Late Bronze Age 4.3 glacial drift of Cheshire/Shropshire basin 
8 Late Bronze Age 3.9 glacial drift of Cheshire/Shropshire basin 
9 Late Bronze Age 18.1 glacial drift of Cheshire/Shropshire basin 

22 Late Bronze Age 1.8 glacial drift of Cheshire/Shropshire basin 
23 Late Bronze Age 1.1 glacial drift of Cheshire/Shropshire basin 
24 Late Bronze Age 1.3 glacial drift of Cheshire/Shropshire basin 
25 Late Bronze Age 0.3 glacial drift of Cheshire/Shropshire basin 

1 Iron Age 6.3 south-east Cheshire, Middlewich/Nantwich 
area 

26 Iron Age 0.1 glacial drift of Cheshire/Shropshire basin 
Fired clay 
A local clay source near Beeston Castle 
B local clay source near Beeston Castle 
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Sources of clay and temper 

After a survey of some of the worldwide ethnographic 
literature of pottery making, Arnold (1981) was able to 
conclude that 29% of communities obtain their potting 
clay at a distance of 1km or less, and 82% from less than 
7km away. As for the pottery temper, 52% obtained this 
from up to 1km distant, and 96% from up to 8km. 

In the area around Beeston Castle, Hilary Howard 
(M1:C8-11 and Howard 1983) carried out a raw ma
terial sampling programme as part of her study of the 
mould and crucible fragments. Eleven sites up to 6km 
away were sampled, and all could have provided ma
terial for either moulds or crucibles. Fired Clay A is 
similar to the mould fabrics, and the clay matrix to the 
pottery Fabric 4. 

For unspecialised functions, such as hearth or wattle 
and daub construction, the nearest clay sources will 
usually suffice since no specific qualities other than 
plasticity are required. Clays are readily available in the 
Beeston Castle area, so the community there would not 
have needed to venture very far afield for supplies. The 
proportions, shapes, and size range of the quartz grains, 
and the micaceous and iron-rich clay matrix of Fired 
Clay B, are all similar to Fabrics 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, and 8. 

The crushed angular rock fragments used as temper 
for most of the fabrics can all be found in the glacial drift 
deposits of boulder clays and Lake District and Scottish 
erratics in the Cheshire/Shropshire basin. This again 
implies a close local source for pottery made of these 
fabrics. Fabric 6 may have a more precise source for its 
raw materials. According to Elaine Morris its very 
dense clay matrix and rhyolite inclusions originated 
from a nearby quartz-free clay source, either an outcrop 
of rhyolite, such as The Wrekin in Shropshire (Earp and 
Hains 1971, 16) or from a glacial drift deposit consisting 
only of rhyolites. Beeston Castle Fabric 6 is identical to 
Wrekin fabric 2. 

The source of Fabric 1, the Cheshire stony-tempered 
VCP, is easier to pinpoint. Morris's work (1985, 366) has 
shown that the likeliest area for the production of Che
shire stony VCP is south-eastern Cheshire, in particular 
the area from Middlewich to N antwich. 

The occurrence of the various fabrics by weight, and 
summaries of the dating and sources, are shown in 
Table 22. 

Technology 

The prehistoric pottery types from Beeston Castle (with 
the possible exception of Fabric 26) are hand-made. 
Large angular rock fragments are added to sandy clays 
to prevent the pots shrinking too much while drying. 
Some fabrics only have sand as a temper (Fabrics 15, 18, 
and 24), while Fabric 20 appears to contain fossil shell 
fragments. Fabric 26 is vesicular, due to the leaching out 
of its original organic or calcareous inclusions. 

It was anticipated that the vessels would have been 
formed by starting with a flat round slab of clay for the 
base, and then building the sides up with coils or collars 
of clay. This does indeed seem to be the case. Although 
some vessels are constructed with deliberately protrud
ing feet, at least one was so irregular that it was likely 
to have been very roughly formed from the original flat 

base, the coils for the vessel sides perhaps having a 
smaller circumference. Coil building is indicated by 
several sherds which have broken along the line of 
construction, resulting in a smooth, regularly concave 
or convex break surface (eg Fig 46.27, OW 18, Period 9). 
This is presumably due to the new coil being placed on 
the previous one, and the join being smoothed over in 
a downward direction on both the inside and the out
side. At least one Early Bronze Age sherd (not 
illustrated) seems to show evidence of the collar 
method of construction, where deeper bands of clay are 
joined together by smoothing the join upwards on the 
outside and downwards on the inside (or vice versa). 

Several base sherds have a very gritty appearance on 
the bottom, probably resulting from being stood on 
deposits of crushed angular rock fragments used for 
temper, when the clay was still soft. On the base of one 
vessel (Fig 48.42, OG 67 4, Period 3A), two curving 
grooves may indicate that the vessel was removed from 
its place of manufacture by using a cord or wire. Figure 
50.77 (LG 14, Period 9), a Fabric 1 VCP base, may exhibit 
the same feature. 

Most of the vessels are irregularly fired, causing 
variations in the colours of outer and inner surfaces, as 
well as core areas. These colours can vary within fabric 
types and even within vessels themselves. Generally 
the pottery is quite hard, although Fabrics 7 and 10 are 
often crumbly. The finer, sandy fabrics tend to be more 
evenly fired. Pottery Fabrics 1-26 are all anisotropic (ie 
fired below c 800° C), with the exception of two Fabric 
2 vessels (Fig 46.26 and 27, OW 18, Period 9) which were 
isotropic (ie fired above c 800° C). Although not joining, 
these two sherds may derive from a single vessel. Both 
had an extremely iron-rich coating applied to the exte
rior surface, which, when fired, resulted in a bright 
orange-red exterior contrasting with a light grey core 
and interior. Six other sherds, also of Fabric 2, possessed 
similar iron-rich coatings. 

Forms 

Neolithic and earlier Bronze Age pottery 

Amongst the large assemblage of Late Bronze 
Age/Early Iron Age pottery it was possible to isolate a 
small but significant series of sherds belonging to earlier 
ceramic styles. These sherds accounted for 5.4% of the 
total assemblage by weight (see Table 22). They be
longed to various Neolithic or Bronze Age traditions 
and the diagnostic sherds are described below. Most are 
illustratedinFigure45,and theirdecorativefeaturesare 
described here. 

Neolithic (Fig 45) 

1 Plain, slightly everted rim sherd from a bowl of the 
Grimston series, Fabric 10. OG 503, Period 3B, and 
OG 535, Period 2A. 

2 Everted rim and neck from a plain wide-mouthed 
carinated bowl of the Grimston series, Fabric 12. OG 
505, Period 1. 
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Beaker and related wares 

3 Wall sherd decorated with one incised horizontal 
line, very worn, Beaker, Fabric 14. OW 612, Period 9. 

4 Wall sherd decorated with very worn incised lines; 
one broken horizontal line and other faint traces, 
Fabric 14. OW 612, Period 9. 

5 Flat-topped rim sherd from a plain round-bodied 
bowl, Fabric 15. OG 854, Period 3A. 

6 Flat-topped rim sherd from a larger bowl, Fabric 15. 
OG 860, Period 3A. 

7 Joining wall sherds from a round-bodied vessel, ir
regular fingertip smears and grooves on exterior 
surface, rough fingertip smoothing on interior; rus
ticated ware, Fabric 15. OG 877, Period 3A. 

8 Plain, thin rim sherd, Beaker, Fabric 18. OW 790, 
posthole F235, Period 3 (not illustrated). 

9 Rim sherd from a bowl with internal rim bevel, 
Fabric 18. OG 860, Period 3A. 

10 Flat-topped rim from a bowl, traces of rustication 
on exterior surface, Fabric 18. OG 860, Period 3A. 

Early Bronze Age 

11 Plain wall sherd broken at coil join, Urn, Fabric 17. 
OW 277, Period 9 (not illustrated). 

12 Plain flat-topped rim sherd, Urn, Fabric 17. OW 543, 
Period 9. 

13 Plain rim and part of concave collar from a Collared 
Urn, Fabric 17. OW 543, Period 9. 

14 Rim sherd with fingertip impressions on the inter
nal bevel, the bevel formed by folding the rim 
inwards; Collared Urn or Food Vessel (globular bowl 
type), Fabric 18. OW 218, Period 9. 

15 Plain rim sherd with internal bevel, Urn or acces
sory vessel, Fabric 18. OW 543, Period 9. 

16 Plain simple rim sherd, Fabric 18. OW 612, Period 9. 

17 Two joining fragments of externally expanded base 
angle, Urn, Fabric 16. OG 886, Period 3A. 

18 Plain simple rim sherd, Urn, Fabric 17. OG 674, 
Period 3A. 

19 Simple base angle, Urn, Fabric 17. OG 832, Period 3B. 

20 Plain rim from a round-bodied vessel, ?accessory 
cup, Fabric 18. OG 637, Period 3A. 

Late Bronze Age and Iron Age (Figs 46--48) 

Due to the fragmentary nature of the prehistoric ce-

ramie material from Beeston Castle it was only possible 
to reconstruct the complete profiles of two vessels: a 
slack-shouldered, bucket-shaped jar with everted rim 
(Fig 47.36, OG 642, Period 3B) and a barrel-shaped jar 
(Fig 49.54, OW 838, Period 9). Any discussion of vessel 
forms based on the remaining rim sherds must there
fore be viewed with caution. Base sherds are generally 
uninformative, being either plain or having a slightly 
protruding foot. The base angle is nearly always about 
15° from the vertical. Because of the small size of most 
of the sherds any estimation of rim or base diameter is 
likely to be unreliable. The majority of rim sherds ap
pear to represent less than 10%, and often less than 5%, 
of their vessel circumference. The angles of rim, espe
cially the simple rounded or flattened rims of 
barrel-shaped jars, are also difficult to determine. 

With such coarse domestic material a description of 
each rim shape would be of little value. In some cases 
one rim sherd may have differing profiles along its 
length. However, with a few exceptions the Late Bronze 
Age material can be divided into two main vessel ca
tegories: slack-shouldered jars with everted rims, and 
barrel-shaped jars. 

The slack-shouldered jars with upright or everted 
rims have a rim diameter of between 180 and 220mm 
with the exception of the large reconstructed vessel (Fig 
47.36) ·which has a rim diameter of c 290mm. Three 
shoulder sherds of this vessel type were also recovered. 
The wall thickness is generally 100-130mm thick. With 
one exception (Fig 48.47, Fabric 6, OW 19, Period 9) all 
recognisable rim sherds from this vessel category are of 
Fabric 2, and it is this vessel form which exhibits the 
iron-rich exterior coating (Fig 46.27, OW 18, Period 9). 

In their various forms fragments of barrel-shaped 
jars constitute the majority of rim sherds recovered. 
There appear to be several versions of rim profile, but 
all represent variations on the same general theme: 

(a) rounded (Figs 46.26 and 27, OW 18, Period 9; 47.36, 
OG 642, Period 3B); 

(b) flattened (Figs 46.29, OW 522, Period 9; 48.39, OG 
872, Period 3A, 43, OW 838, Period 9, 48, OW 557, 
Period 9, and 51, OW 612, Period 9; 49.57, OW 27, 
Period 9 and 60, OW 166, Period 9); 

(c) intemally-bevelled (Figs 46.32, OW 612, Period 9; 
48.37, OG 355, Period 3B and 52, OG 101, Period 7); 

(d) straight (Figs 48.39, OG 872, Period 3A; 49.54, OW 
838, Period 9 and 59, OW 557, Period 9); 

(e) inturned (Figs 48.45, OG 92, Period 7, 49, OG 616, 
Period 3B, and 53, OG 933, Period 3A; 49.58, OW 838, 
Period 9); 

(f) tapering (Figs 46.31, OW 557, Period 9; 48.44, OG 67, 
Period 9; 49.61, OW 557, Period 9 and 62, OW 277, 
Period 9). 

The rim diameters of these vessels range from c 180-
260mm and the thickness of the vessel wall is between 
90 and 130mm. Only one complete profile from this 
vessel category was reconstructed (Fig 49.54, OW 838, 
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Period 9) but enough survived to estimate a rim 
diameter of 260mm, a base diameter of 195mm, and a 
volume of over 1.2m3

. Again, with few exceptions, most 
of these rim sherds are of Fabric 2. 

Of other vessel types represented, one shoulder 
sherd comes from a thick-walled jar with a raised hori
zontal cordon. This sherd (Fig 46.34, OW 612, Period 9) 
joins a neck sherd (not illustrated) which shares the 
same find number as a rim sherd and a base sherd, all 
apparently of the same fabric, although there is some 
doubt as to whether these sherds are from the same 
vessel. The rim sherd has a flattened top, slightly 
sharper on the inside (or outside) edge and curves 
inwards (or outwards). The base has a fairly sharp 
protruding foot. 

Alongside these coarse wares are a few sherds in 
Fabrics 23, 24, and 25, which are sandier and finer 
(especially Fabric 24) and can be seen as fine ware 
versions of the two main vessel types. One unusual find 
is that of a miniature vessel (Fig 49.62, OW 277, Period 
9), presumably used as a cup, which looks like a bucket
shaped or globular jar with a delicately made, everted 
rim, and which has a rim diameter of c 80-1 OOmm. The 
fine ware examples of barrel-shaped urns (eg Fig 49.59, OW 
557, Period 9) exhibit the same variety as the coarse wares. 

An unusual rim sherd in Fabric 23 is illustrated in 
Figure 49.58 (OW 838, Period 9). The vessel wall 
thickens at the shoulder and curves fairly sharply in
wards, retaining this extra thickness all the way to the 
rounded rim. The fabric is hard and sandy, with no 
large inclusions, and the sherd may be from a bucket
shaped urn with a hooked rim, the only one of its kind 
in the Beeston assemblage. The vessel wall is 110mm 
thick, and the estimated rim diameter is 180mm. 

Flat-rimmed bowls occur mainly in the Late Neoli
thic and Early Bronze Age material, but one rim sherd, 
possibly from a deeper bowl or a globular pot, was 
found in the Outer Ward (Fig 49.57, OW 277, Period 9). 
The body of the sherd is c 1 OOmm thick and curves 
gently inwards, finishing in a flat-topped rim with an 
exterior lip. Another sherd in the same fabric (Fabric 23) 
may be of a similar form, although the rim appears more 
upright and has both an internal and external lip to its 
flat top. It is also possible that the Fabric 24 decorated 
sherd (Fig 49.60, OW 166, Period 9), with slashes on the 
flat rim, is from a flat-rimmed bowl, as it has an internal 
lip, but the sherd is badly damaged and the description 
is a tentative one. 

Only one sherd of fine ware shows signs of burnish
ing. This is illustrated in Figure 49.63 (OG 674, Period 
3A), an expanded, flat-topped or internally-bevelled 
rim from a thin-walled, wide-mouthed vessel. The red
dish-brown coloured sherd is burnished on the exterior 
and the rim edge only. Like the coarse wares, all these 
sherds of fine wares are from hand-made vessels. 

A rim sherd from a sharply carinated, thin-walled 
vessel was described by Morris as being similar to a 
situlate vessel from Mam Tor (Barrett 1979, fig 19.4). If 
this is correct, and if such situlate vessels are supposed 
to be ceramic imitations of bronze buckets which first 
appeared in the eighth century BC, then a post-eighth 
century date for this vessel would seem reasonable. 
However, the sherd seems just as likely to be similar in 
form to the rim of a globular pot, also from Mam Tor 

(Barrett 1979, fig 27.5), and since it bears certain simi
larities to a rim from a slack-shouldered jar (not 
illustrated), it may be safer to regard it as another rep
resentation of this vessel form. 

Iron Age (Figs 49 and 50) 

Cheshire stony VCP 

Most of the Cheshire stony VCP (Fabric 1) recovered 
from Beeston Castle is in small pieces, since the fabric is 
often ill-fired and soft and crumbles easily. The majority 
of the rim sherds and the most informative of the base 
sherds are illustrated. One rim sherd from the early 
excavations (OW 18, Period 9, sherd 570) was described 
by Morris as being a simple, flared shape with a flat, 
smoothed top rising from a constricted neck. Rim 
sherds recovered later are all slightly different, but es
sentially simple (Fig 50.66). They may be flat-topped or 
rounded and similar to VCP rims from Fisherwick 
(Banks and Morris 1979, fig 14). The bases tend to be 
quite thick. One (Fig 50.74, OW 557, Period 9) is a simple 
base rising at c 25° from the vertical, while three others 
(including Fig 50.75, OW 612, Period 9 and 77, LG 14, 
Period 9) seem to be parts of very large protruding feet. 
The sherd from the Lower Green (Fig 50.77) appears to 
have an especially pronounced foot and it may be simi
lar to the base of a putative reconstruction of a stony 
VCP container from Fisherwick (ibid). With the ma
terial available from Beeston it is impossible to 
reconstruct a profile of a VCP container, but similar 
material from other sites indicates that such containers 
were tall and flared, with small, flat bases of up to 
170mm diameter and rims of up to 250mm diameter. 

As noted below (p 7 4), the occurrence of Fabric 1 
pottery beneath the Period 3A rampart suggests a cur
rency for Middlewich/Nantwich VCP from the Early 
Iron Age. 

Fabric 19 

The handful of sherds of Fabric 19 are sandy and or
ganic-tempered, two of them being from bases with an 
extremely small diameter (Fig 50.78, OW 877, fill of 
posthole F268, Period 3 and 79, OW 612, Period 9). The 
form of the base is unusual as it is extremely thick (c 
30mm) and small (60/80mm diameter) and flares out at 
c 40° from the vertical before curving upwards again. 
The exterior of the larger sherds shows very rough 
smoothing marks. The date and function of these sherds 
are not clear; they do not appear to be Droitwich VCP 
(E Morris, pers comm). 

Fabric 26 

Of the vesicular, organic-tempered Iron Age pottery 
there are only two sherds, both rims, from two different 
vessels. One (fig 49.65, OG 234, Period 4) has a sharp 
reversed-'S' profile leading to a flat rim with an interior 
lip. The vessel wall is 60mm thick and the estimated rim 
diameter is 180mm. The second rim sherd (not illus
trated) is simpler in profile, slightly everted, with an 
estimated rim diameter of 160mm. The vessel wall is 
90mm thick. 
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Decoration 

Out of c 2500 sherds, of which only c 1100 were large 
enough to record and classify according to fabric type, 
only eight sherds of Late Bronze Age date show any 
signs of decoration. The decorated earlier pottery has 
been described above (p 66). 

As might be expected, fingertip and fingernail im
pressions occur on sherds of Late Bronze Age date. A 
possible shoulder sherd of Fabric 7 (not illustrated) 
exhibits a deep fingertip impression on its exterior, but 
a similar impression on its interior may mean that it is 
due to clumsy shaping of the pot rather than deliberate 
decoration. One large Fabric 2 body sherd (Fig 46.22, 
OW 612, Period 9) has irregular fingernail impressions 
on the exterior, which do not seem to indicate any 
particular pattern. Another Fabric 2 sherd, a slightly 
everted rim from a slack-shouldered jar (Fig 46.23, OW 
73, Period 9) appears to have a horizontal row of finger
nail impressions just below the shoulder of the vessel. 

Three sherds, again of Late Bronze Age date, a Fabric 
24 rim (Fig 49.59, OW 557, Period 9) and two Fabric 2 
body sherds (Fig 46.21, OW 612, Period 9 and 24, OW 
105, Period 9), have shallow, roughly vertical grooves 
on their exterior surface. These may be decorative 
grooves made by lightly brushing the soft clay with 
twigs or something similar. 

Only one rim sherd in Fabric 24 shows parallel, 
diagonal slashing on its flattened, inturned rim (Fig 
49.60, OW 166, Period 9) and only one (possibly from a 
neckless, barrel-shaped jar) shows a single horizontal 
incised line about 10mm below its flattened rim. This 
sherd (Fig 48.50, OW 166, Period 9) also has a very wide, 
shallow, vertical groove on the exterior, probably the 
result of smoothing the clay when building up the sides. 

In addition to these decorated sherds, the vessels 
with an iron-rich exterior coating, described earlier (p 
66), could also be viewed as decorated. The applied 
haematite-rich slip turns a bright orange-red on firing, 
contrasting with the pale grey of the core area and 
interior surface. This treatment is rare, and is applied 
only to coarse Fabric 2 types, including at least one 
slack-shouldered jar. 

Function 

Some idea of the functions of the prehistoric pottery at 
Beeston Castle may be gained by a study of both the 
vessel forms and fabrics. The large vessels of coarse 
fabric, such as the two reconstructed vessels (Figs 47.36, 
OG 642, Period 3B and 49.54, OW 838, Period 9), are 
likely to have been used as cooking or storage jars, the 
latter having a calculated volume of over 1.2m3

, 

whereas the bowls of finer fabric (Figs 48.49, OG 616, 
Period 3B and 49.61, OW 557, Period 9) may have been 
used for serving or eating. The vessels with an iron-rich 
coating, although of coarse fabric, may also have been 
considered as part of the 'fine ware' assemblage. The 
vessel illustrated in Figure 49.62 (OW 277, Period 9) is 
in a class of its own, a miniature version of a slack-shoul
dered jar, which, with a rim diameter of c 80-100mm, is 
more like a small cup, with a very delicate rim. It could 
also perhaps have been a 'demonstration model', a 
child's plaything, or a small drinking cup. 

Fabric 1 has a special function, as it denotes the Che
shire briquetage, used for drying salt produced in the 
Middlewich/Nantwich area, and for transporting it to 
sites in the general area of the northern Welsh Marches. 

Some sherds have a black, crusty, 'sooty' coating on 
them which flakes off easily. It was interesting to note 
that of the 56 sherds with 'sooting', all the body or base 
sherds showed it only on the interior, while rim sherds 
showed it on combinations of interior, rim edge, and 
exterior, as if this 'sooting' was some decayed residue 
of the original contents of the vessel. Blackening due to 
sooty fires or matter acquired in a post-depositional 
phase would surely have resulted in this black residue 
also being on the exterior of body sherds and break 
surfaces respectively. 

Unfortunately no single vessel form dominates the 
range of sherds exhibiting 'sooting'. As to the fabrics, 31 
of the sherds are of Fabric 2; 7 are of Fabric 8; and Fabrics 
3, 5, 7, 11, 16, 18, 22, 23, and 25 all include one or two 
sooted sherds each. The fabric types are not significant 
as they simply reflect the rough proportions of these 
fabrics in the assemblage as a whole. The distribution 
of these sherds will be discussed later. 

In addition, dark horizontal bands appear on some 
vessels, usually the slack-shouldered jars with everted 
rims, along the rim edge and on the start of the shoulder. 
Sometimes there is a lighter-coloured gap in between 
them. This may be a result of sooting from fires, where 
the most protruding part of the vessel catches the rising 
smoke. Perhaps the paler band in between is the result 
of protection by a strap wrapped around the neck of the 
vessel to suspend it over a fire for cooking. 

Exchange 

The presence of Cheshire stony VCP at Beeston Castle 
indicates the existence of at least one trade network in 
which the site was involved. Salt was evidently trans
ported to Beeston from the Nantwich/Middlewich area 
from the Early Iron Age, and Beeston Castle may well 
have become involved later in an extended distribution 
chain. Whether the site developed a controlling role 
within the network is not yet clear. 

A trading link with people further south may be 
indicated by the appearance of Fabric 6 at Beeston. The 
source of this fabric, identical to Wrekin fabric 2, is likely 
to be The Wrekin or the area around the hill. Only nine 
sherds of Fabric 6 have been recovered at Beeston Castle 
and it seems likely that they represent evidence of one 
or two vessels containing a special substance trans
ported from the Wrekin area to Beeston. It may be 
significant that the only Fabric 6 rim sherd appears to 
be from a slack-shouldered jar with everted rim, a con
tainer which could easily be sealed by tying down a 
cloth over its mouth and under the rim. 

Analysis 

First it is necessary to deal with some general types of 
analysis which proved to have negative results. 

For the Outer Ward, features with prehistoric pottery 
were plotted and colour-coded by fabric type. It was 
hoped that sets of postholes containing potsherds of the 
same fabric might reveal the existence of structures. 
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Only 68 of the features contained pottery, however, and 
no structures were apparent; there was no significance in 
the distribution of rim forms within these features. No 
conclusions could be drawn from the distribution of fea
tures with early pottery in them, some features having 
both Early Bronze Age pottery and Cheshire stony VCP. 

In addition, all the spot finds were plotted by fabric 
type, and again there was no apparent significance in 
the distribution, although in general sherds tended to 
cluster near features. There was no specific area in the 
Outer Ward producing a higher concentration of VCP, 
so it was not possible to see one area set aside for the 
breaking up of VCP containers and the distribution of 
salt. Interestingly, the Lower Green area, although pro
ducing few potsherds, had a relatively high proportion 
of VCP, seven out of the 12 sherds being of Fabric 1. 

Metalwork, loomweights, spindlewhorls, and 
'sooted' potsherds were all plotted to see if they repre
sented areas of specialisation, but with little result. All 
these different categories of finds were well spread over 
a general area, and although there seems to be more 
material in the South Cutting, this may be because the 
area lay away from the footpath, and therefore suffered 
less erosion. The junction of West, South, and East 
Cutting A produced little material but this may reflect 
post-medieval terracing. 

A study of fabrics, forms, and distribution of prehis
toric pottery at Beeston Castle prompts the suggestion 
of four theories of possible activity: 

(1) that the prehistoric site has been more or less 
continuously utilised from the Early /Middle Neoli
thic to the Iron Age; 

(2) that although pottery from most periods exists, 
the bulk of the prehistoric pottery from Beeston 
Castle is Late Bronze Age in date, and the site was 
almost completely aceramic from the Early Iron Age; 

(3) that Cheshire stony VCP and its contents appear 
to have been in use from the Early Iron Age; 

(4) that trade was carried out with at least one site to 
the south as well as with the salt-producing site or 
sites to the east. 

These four theories will now be considered in turn. 

(1) Continuous utilisation 

As can be seen in Table 22, most periods from the 
Early /Middle Neolithic are represented by finds of pot
tery at Beeston Castle. The percentages of the total 
assemblage weight are given for each fabric type, show
ing that the Late Bronze Age period is by far the best 
represented. 

(2) Aceramic Iron Age 

There are five instances of sherds joining between con
texts of the Period 3B rampart and the earlier 3A 
rampart; one instance of sherds joining between the 
Period 3B rampart and the occupation level behind the 
Period 2B rampart; and one instance of sherds joining 

between the Period 3A rampart and the Period 2B le
vels. There is no difference between the phases in terms 
of fabrics or forms used, so the prehistoric material 
(other than VCP and the Neolithic and Early Bronze 
Age material) may be seen as one homogeneous as
semblage of Late Bronze Age ceramics, which are found 
in all the rampart phases, with no new fabrics or forms 
appearing in successive phases. Since 42 sherds occur 
in Period 2B contexts, 84 in 3A and 3B rampart layers, 
and only 34 in post-rampart contexts, it is reasonable to 
assume that the material is residual from at least as early 
as the construction date of the Period 3B rampart. A 
higher proportion of material in each rampart make-up 
could be expected since the occupation levels behind 
the line of the defences would have been dug through 
to provide material for building up the rampart. Either 
the same occupation layers were dug into on each occa
sion of rampart construction, or the latest rampart 
incorporated material it disturbed in the earlier ram
parts. The dearth of pottery in post-rampart 3B layers 
contrasts with the 40 sherds of VCP. 

The same picture is provided by the comparative 
absence of pottery from the Period 3 postholes in the 
Outer Ward and, with the exception of three sherds, one 
Late Iron Age in date, from the fills and recuttings of the 
defensive ditch, apparently first cut in Period 3A. 

For these reasons it is clear that Beeston Castle was 
aceramic from the Iron Age onwards, except for VCP 
and a few possibly imported pieces of Fabric 26. This 
situation is paralleled elsewhere in the region (Morris 
1985, 368). 

(3) Cheshire stony VCP 

Although the VCP sherds occur predominantly in con
texts later than the Period 3B rampart, the presence of 
three sherds beneath the Early Iron Age platform to the 
rear of the 3A rampart, and four in the body of the 
rampart, must suggest the use of VCP containers earlier 
than or contemporary with the 3A rampart, and cer
tainly prior to the Middle Iron Age rampart dated by 
radiocarbon to around 400 be. 

(4) Trade 

Trade with the salt-producing area of Nan
twich/Middlewich is now indicated by the appearance 
of Cheshire stony VCP at several sites in the northern 
Welsh Marches including Beeston. As indicated above, 
sherds of Fabric 6 (Wrekin fabric 2) may indicate a trade 
in other materials too. It would be interesting to dis
cover whether pottery fabrics identical to Wrekin fabric 
2 occur at other sites in the region. 

Cultural affinities 

Neolithic, Beaker, and Early/Middle Bronze Age 

The earlier prehistoric ceramic assemblage from Bees
ton Castle provides a welcome addition to the corpus 
of Neolithic and Early Bronze Age pottery known to 
have been found in Cheshire. A map of all such finds 
known to the authors is shown in Fig 51, and a catalogue 
of the mapped items appears in the microfiche (Table 
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Fig 50 Iron Age pottery: Fabric 1 (66-79) Very Coarse Pottery or VCP; scale 1:2 

M23, M1:E1-8). The main sources used are the Victoria 
County History of Cheshire, vol I (Longley 1987), Long
worth's catalogue of Collared Urns (Longworth 1984), 
and the county Sites and Monuments Record (informa-

tion kindly provided by Richard Turner). The fabrics of 
the vessels and fragments, now housed in the Grosve
nor Museum Chester, were identified macroscopically 
by Catherine Royle. 
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Fig 51 Distribution of Neolithic and Bronze Age pottery in the region; scale as shown 

The earlier Neolithic Grimston bowl sherds from 
Beeston Castle cannot be matched elsewhere in the 
county. The only Neolithic sherds previously known in 
Cheshire are of the Peterborough tradition, with the 
addition of one possible Grooved Ware vessel from 
Delamere. These would date from the Late Neolithic 
period; the nearest earlier Neolithic parallels for the 
Beeston Castle pieces come from Aston-on-Trent, As
tonhill, and Green Low, Aldwark, all in Derbyshire 
(Vine 1982, 321). The gritted, hard-fired fabrics with 
their smooth, almost burnished surfaces can be 
matched at the Breiddin, Powys, where a rim sherd and 
carinated wall fragments suggest an open Neolithic 
bowl shape (C Musson, pers comm). At Sharpstones 
Hill, Shropshire, black, hand-made pottery has also 
been described as being typical of the Neolithic period 
(E Morris, pers comm). Here the temper was of crushed 
quartz pebbles, whereas at Beeston Castle Fabric 12 
contained clasts of granite. Further quartz-tempered 
wares were identified at Willington, Derbyshire, where 
Grimston-style bowls were represented, as at Beeston 
Castle, by rim fragments from plain carinated bowls 
(Manby 1979, figs 58.14 and 58.15). 

Beaker fine wares are not well represented in Che
shire. The decorated sherds from Beeston Castle are 
matched only by one complete vessel, the step 6 Beaker 
from Garnsworth (Longley 1987, fig 11.2), and by the 
bowl fragments found at Highfield Lane East, Win wick 
(Freke 1991, fig 10.5). The fabrics of the Beeston Castle 

sherds contained quartz sand and granite and are 
matched by the fabric of the Winwick bowl, although 
the clasts in that vessel were rhyolite or tuff. The coarse 
surface-smeared bowls, with their fine sandy fabrics, 
have been ascribed, somewhat tentatively, to the Beaker 
rusticated tradition. The closest parallels may be found 
at Swar kestone, Derbyshire, where fingernail rusticated 
coarse vessels were recovered in association with a 
roughly grooved cordoned Beaker (Vine 1982,331 and 
333). Most of the Early Bronze Age sherds derive prob
ably from Collared Urns or accessory cups. These 
classes of pottery are well represented in Cheshire (Fig 
51). The simple rims, rims with internal bevel, concave 
necks and simple or expanded bases all may be paral
leled amongst the urns known from elsewhere in the 
county (Longley 1987, figs 10-12). The tempers used in 
the vessels represented at Beeston Castle include quartz 
sand, granite, rhyolite, and basalt, and all the fabrics are 
characterised by a soapy texture. This texture and var
iety of clast types are all found amongst the other 
Collared Urns known from the county, with the addi
tion of grog, limestone, andesites, and a possible 
example of organic temper indicated by voids. All these 
tempering agents would have been available locally, 
either in clay deposits or derived from specially selected 
glacial erratics. A few sherds tempered with densely 
distributed medium granite clasts may have been of 
Middle Bronze Age date but no diagnostic items were 
present. 
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The map (Fig 51) shows that most earlier prehistoric 
pottery derives from the areas of higher ground, and 
indeed the vessels have been recovered mainly from 
round barrows. These monuments have survived best 
on the more elevated and marginal land, but a scatter 
of unidentified urns, many recorded before the twen
tieth century, also occupies the lower ground. This 
evidence, together with that of the distribution of me
talwork (Longley 1987, fig 17), indicates that the 
landscape was exploited fully during the Bronze Age 
period. Whether the Beeston Castle sherds derive from 
one or more destroyed round barrows, or from an oc
cupation site, is considered in Chapter 4. 

Late Bronze Age 

As described above, the bulk of the prehistoric pottery 
from Beeston Castle appears to be a plain ware assemb
lage comprising slack-shouldered jars, barrel-shaped 
jars, and a few possible flat-rimmed, lipped bowls, typi
cal of the Late Bronze Age. Other sites in the north and 
north-west which have produced similar assemblages 
to the Beeston material include: Mam Tor, Derbyshire; 
Ball Cross Farm, Derbyshire; Sharpstones Hill, Site A, 
Shropshire; Moel y Gaer, Rhosesmor, Flintshire; Will
ington, Derbyshire; The Wrekin, Shropshire; Castle 
Ditch, Eddisbury, Cheshire; Castle Hill, Almondbury, 
Yorkshire; and the Breiddin, Powys. Except where spe
cifically mentioned, all fabrics are different to the 
Beeston material, one of the characteristics of this pot
tery being its use of local raw materials. 

Large, barrel-shaped vessels with everted rims, simi
lar to the Beeston Castle examples occurred at Mam Tor 
(Barrett 1979), Ball Cross Farm (Stanley 1954), Sharp
stones Hill, Site A (E Morris, pers comm), Moel y Gaer 
(Guilbert 1976), Willington (Elsdon 1979), the Wrekin 
(Stanford 1984), and the Breiddin (C Musson pers 
comm). Mam Tor produced a range of coarse and finely 
made jars, and at Ball Cross Farm, although few rim 
sherds are illustrated in the report, they seem to come 
from simple, barrel-shaped jars, or jars with slightly 
everted rims. According to an archive report by Elaine 
Morris, the majority of the pottery from Sharpstones 
Hill, Site A, is hand-made and tempered with local 
inclusions of crushed basaltic rock, or granite and rhyol
ite from glacial drift deposits. The vessel forms 
(barrel-shaped jars or slack-shouldered/ situlate jars), 
and the absence of Middle/Late Iron Age pottery, sug
gest that the occupation represented by this assemblage 
is likely to be of Late Bronze Age or Early Iron Age date. 
The pottery from Moel y Gaer is described as being 
coarse, heavily gritted, and having slack profiles with 
slightly everted or flat-topped rims, which indicates 
another similar assemblage. 

Excavations at Willington produced a large, well
stratified collection of Early Iron Age pottery. This was 
divided into six main categories, two of which, the large 
slack-shouldered jars with upright or slightly everted 
rims, and the barrel-shaped or straight-sided jars and 
bowls, can be paralleled in the Beeston Castle assemb
lage. At Willington, the slack-shouldered jars fall 
mainly into the category of material for which a date of 
late eighth to early seventh century be is assumed. The 
barrel-shaped jars, on the other hand, appear to have a 

much longer life, being dominant in a later phase (dated 
fourth to second century be) as well as in the Early Iron 
Age phase of occupation. 

Although in the small published corpus of rim 
sherds from The Wrekin no direct parallels for the 
Beeston material could be found, the necked jars and 
barrel-shaped jars, generally of Late Bronze Age/Early 
Iron Age date, appear again. Similar rims to the Wrekin 
sherds appear at the Breiddin (Stanford 1984). 

Since Castle Ditch, Eddisbury, is one of the closest 
hillfort sites to Beeston Castle, it would be interesting to 
compare the ceramic assemblages. However, the ma
terial from Castle Ditch is no longer available, and the 
only description is of a hard-fired, sandy-buff ware 
forming the rim and sides of a high-shouldered, flat
rimmed cooking pot (Varley 1952, 17). Apparently the 
same type of material or vessel was found at Maiden 
Castle, Bickerton (Varley 1935, 1936), and was thought 
to be of Iron Age date. According to Varley the closest 
parallel site to Castle Ditch is the hillfort on Almond
bury Hill, Yorkshire. His support for this comes from a 
plain, vesicular, grey-buff sherd from a round high
shouldered cooking pot of Iron Age date (Varley 1952, 
53). In his 1976 report Varley gave the vessel forms from 
Castle Hill, Almondbury (round-shouldered jars with 
straight or everted rims) an Early Iron Age date (Varley 
1976,407, fig 7.1 and 7). 

Like the Beeston rim sherds the rims from vessels at 
the Breiddin are sometimes rounded, but more usually 
they are flattened or internally bevelled; barrel-shaped, 
conical, or situlate jars seem to dominate the assemb
lage. The date given for the Bronze Age settlement at 
the Breiddin is c eighth century be. 

As at Beeston Castle, vessel bases from the other 
assemblages are generally simple and flat, occasionally 
having a slight protruding foot. The covering of finely 
crushed stone on the underside of base sherds men
tioned elsewhere occurs at the Breiddin also. 

Although slack-shouldered jars with everted rims 
and barrel-shaped jars dominate the Beeston assemb
lage, there are a few flat-rimmed lipped bowls. Plain 
bowls also occur at Mam Tor, and at the Breiddin a few 
rims may belong to open bowls. 

Certain decorative motifs used at Beeston Castle also 
occur at some of these other sites. At Mam Tor five 
sherds from a large barrel-shaped vessel with everted 
rim showed a red coating on their exterior surfaces (like 
the iron-rich coating on Fig 46.27, OW 18, Period 9) 
although the raised arcs of circles on this vessel do not 
appear at Beeston (Coombs and Thompson 1979, fig 
23.1). One vessel, in the common jar form, from the 
Wrekin also displays an iron-rich, thick slip or coating 
on the exterior surface. 

The most common form of impressed decoration, as 
might be expected, is executed by fingertip or finger
nail. At Mam Tor decoration is restricted to the kind of 
impressions that sometimes appear on the shoulder of 
a vessel (Barrett 1979), and at Moel y Gaer decoration is 
again limited to fingertip or fingernail impressions, and 
an Early Iron Age date is suggested (Guilbert 1976). One 
or two fingermarks or nail impressions are visible on 
the Breiddin material, but these may be unintentional. 
Decoration is also rare on the Willington material, 
where it consists of fingertip marks on the rim or 
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shoulder and light brushing in the earlier phase, and 
deep random slashing or light vertical brushing in the 
later phase. Light vertical brushing (possibly with 
twigs) may be in evidence on, for example, Figure 46.24 
(OW 105, Period 9). Some sherds from the Breiddin also 
have been brushed or wiped. 

One sherd from Beeston Castle (Fig 49.60, OW 166, 
Period 9) displays a series of parallel, evenly spaced, 
diagonal slashes on the flat top of the rim. Although the 
rim shape is different, a rim with similar incised decora
tion occurs at Ball Cross Farm (Stanley 1954, fig 3.12). 

A vessel from the Breiddin, a sloping-shouldered jar 
with an upright rim, has a raised horizontal cordon on 
its shoulder, and this is paralleled at Beeston (Fig 46.34, 
OW 612,Period 9). The vessel profiles appear to be similar, 
and the bases both have a slightly out-turned foot. 

Perhaps the most interesting aspect of the Wrekin 
material is that two of the five fabric types identified by 
Elaine Morris are similar to fabrics from Beeston Castle 
(Morris 1984). As mentioned earlier (p 66), Beeston 
Castle Fabric 6 is identical to Wrekin fabric 2 (the rhyol
ite-tempered fabric), the source of the rhyolite possibly 
being the Wrekin hill itself. Beeston Castle Fabrics 7 and 
8 (granite and rhyolite-tempered) are almost indistin
guishable from each other and both have some 
similarities with Wrekin fabric 3. The only decoration 
on the Wrekin pottery is fingertip impressions just 
below the rim. 

Excavations at the defended hilltop settlement of the 
Breiddin, Powys, in the central Welsh borderland, pro
duced a large body of prehistoric ceramic material. The 
fabric shows variations in texture and temper, and, as 
with the Beeston pottery, firing conditions are incon
sistent. The anisotropic clay matrix contains angular 
crushed rock fragments, probably of local origin, and 
these can be very coarse, up to 10mm or more across. 
One fabric, though, may indicate a non-local source for 
pottery production. This is the Breiddin fabric 5, a 
rhyolite-tempered fabric with dolerite (Morris, archive 
report). The closest likely sources for these rock clasts 
are the glacial deposits of the Cheshire Plain. Although 
rare at the Breiddin, it is a variation of this fabric type 
which is so abundant at Beeston Castle (Fabric 2). One 
sampled sherd from the Breiddin, according to the 
archive report by Elaine Morris, is from a context dated 
to 710 ± 80 be. The forms of the vessels are generally 
similar too, although again diagnostic sherds are often 
small and rim angles and diameters can be difficult to 
estimate. The average rim diameter is 200-250mm re
ducing to 130-180mm at the base, and the thickness of 
the vessel wall is usually c 10mm. 

Iron Age 

During the Iron Age two main salt-producing centres 
provided and distributed salt to sites in western Britain: 
Droitwich and a site in Cheshire. The distribution of salt 
from the two centres can be mapped by the occurrence 
of the two different container fabrics used exclusively 
at each site (Morris 1985). 

At Beeston Castle it is the Cheshire stony VCP which 
is found. The previously earliest dated sherds of Che
shire stony VCP away from the production site is at the 
Wrekin, where two sherds come from a posthole with 

a radiocarbon date of 390 ± 70 be. Other sites, the 
Breiddin, Collfryn, and Fisherwick (Morris 1985), also 
indicate that Cheshire stony VCP was principally cur
rent in the Middle or Late Iron Age. Although at Beeston 
Castle an earlier date of occurrence can now be sug
gested, the bulk of the material clearly postdates the 
Period 3B rampart. 

No comparative material was seen to match the two 
Fabric 26 rim sherds from Beeston Castle (Fig 49.65, OG 
234, Period 4). 

Clay objects (Fig 52) 
by Cathy Royle and Ann Woodward 

Description and provenance 

A small collection of fired clay objects, mainly loom
weight and spindlewhorl fragments, came from the 
excavations at both the Outer Gateway and the Outer 
Ward. Three spindlewhorl fragments were found in the 
Period 3A rampart layer 637. Two of the three (Fig 52.1 
and not illustrated) are between 11 and 13mm thick, 
have an estimated diameter of 30-32mm, and estimated 
total weights of 11.4g and 12.9g. The fabric is a fine, 
slightly sandy, fired clay. The third fragment (Fig 52.2) 
is only tentatively described as a spindlewhorl as it is 
larger than the other two fragments but too small to be 
a loom weight. Three loom weight fragments came from 
Period 3A layers at the rear of the rampart. Two (Fig 
52.3 and 5) were of a fairly fine, hard, fired sandy clay 
fabric and came from layers 864 and 854, the former 
exhibiting a flat base and smooth rounded sides. The 
third (Fig 52.4) was of a different fabric, a coarse, sandy, 
possibly unfired clay. Its diameter is approximately 
110mm and the central hole has an estimated diameter 
of 17mm. Because it is so coarsely made its shape is 
difficult to determine, but it may have been bun-shaped 
or cylindrical. The weight of the recovered fragments 
(found in layer 860) of this loomweight total419g. 

A prehistoric date is clearly indicated for the Outer 
Gateway pieces, and their position in the the Period 3A 
rampart suggests a Late Bronze Age context in line with 
the other material scraped up in the Early Iron Age 
defences. The four loomweight fragments (Fig 52.6-8 
and not illustrated) from the Outer Ward may also be 
of Late Bronze Age date. These are all of a fine, sandy, 
fired clay fabric similar to the Outer Gateway examples. 
Because of the small size of the fragments no reliable 
reconstruction of their shape can be attempted although 
a bun or cylinder shape is suggested. Two were found 
in South Cutting and two in East Cutting A. 

One other fired clay object was recovered (Fig 52.9). 
It came from the South Cutting and, like the loom
weights, was of a sandy fabric. It appears to be complete 
and may be some sort of plinth or pedestal. None of the 
Outer Ward pieces was found in a prehistoric context. 

Discussion 

Cylindrical or bun-shaped clay loomweights occur 
commonly on occupation sites of the later Bronze Age 
in southern England. Cylinders of similar size to those 
from Beeston have been found at Trevisker, Cornwall 
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(ApSimon and Greenfield 1972, fig 24.A1) and Itford 
Hill, Sussex (Burs tow and Holleyman 1957, fig 25), 
while that from Thorny Down, Wilts (Stone 1941, fig 8) 
is about half the size. At Shearplace Hill, Dorset a series 
of bun-shaped weights varied in diameter from 60-
106mm (Rahtz and ApSimon 1962, fig 22.1-3). 
Fragments of cylindrical weights also came from Late 
Bronze Age sites in Surrey (Kingston, Farnham, and 
Carshalton), as well as from Knights Farm Site 2 in the 
Kennet valley. Again the size range matched that of the 
example from Beeston (Bradley et al1980, fig 37). 

Spindlewhorls are less common on Bronze Age sites 
in the south, but the Beeston items may be matched at 
Weston Wood, Surrey and at Plumpton Plain Site B, 
Sussex, where nine examples displayed 'shapes varying 
between cylindrical, biconical and roughly spheroidal 
with a tendency towards becoming biconical' (Holley
man and Curwen 1935, figs 18-36). 

2 
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Insect attack in charcoal 
by the late Maureen Girling 

Charcoal representing upright structural timbers (F621 
and F624) of the Period 3B Iron Age rampart at the 
Outer Gateway was examined for possible insect attack, 
in addition to species identification and radiocarbon 
determinations. A further example from the Period 4 
layer 323 was also examined. The charcoal showed clear 
evidence of beetle attack in the form of larval borings 
and flight holes indicating that the wood was subject to 
insect infestation. These signs have survived burning 
and charring. 

Fifteen samples were examined (tabulated in Girling 
1985). Although it was not possible to reach a definite 
conclusion the signs of infestation were most likely 
caused by Anobium sp. ('woodworm' or 'furniture 
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Fig 52 Objects of baked clay; scale 1:1, except 1 and 2, which are 1:2 
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beetle') and by Xestobium rufovillosum ('deathwatch 
beetle'). In addition to insect borings, it was possible to 
identify galleries, a possible brood chamber, and frass 
(the remains of wood after it has passed through the 
larval gut). 

The charred plant remains from 
prehistoric contexts 
by Glynis Jones and Richard Moss 

The relationship of crop compositions to Period 3 build
ings and Period 2 pit groups (M1:F1-3), together with 
Tables M25-M32 (M1:F5-M2:C14) and Figures M54-
M61 (M2:D1-E2), are available in the microfiche. A 
methodological outline, details of the species repre
sented, analysis of the samples, interpretation of the 
evidence, and conclusions are presented here. 

Methods 

Between 1980 and 1985 c 800 soil samples (typically of 
40 litres each) were collected from postholes, pits, and 
layers in the Outer Ward and from postholes and layers 
of the overlying Period 3A platform inside the Outer 
Gateway. Postpipes and packings were sampled separ
ately where they could be distinguished. The samples 
were processed for the recovery of charred plant re
mains by flotation and subsequent wet sieving using a 
125 micron mesh to collect the flot and a 600 micron 
mesh to collect the heavy residue. Samples collected 
before 1985 were sorted without further sieving or sub
sampling. For samples collected in 1985, both flot and 
residue were subsequently dry sieved using a 1mm 
mesh and the > 1mm fractions of c 250 samples were 
randomly subsampled (using a sample splitter) and 
sorted (at x10 and x20 magnification) for charred plant 
remains. 

High priority was given to the sorting of samples 
from prehistoric postholes and pits in the Outer Ward 
as these contexts were relatively undisturbed and most 
likely to reflect the functions of buildings and areas; 170 
samples were sorted from these negative features (15 
samples from post-medieval features were also sorted 
but not submitted for identification). Lower priority 
was given to layers in the Outer Ward as these were all 
very disturbed; a small number of samples (15) were 
sorted to establish whether the plant remains differed 
markedly from those in the postholes and pits. Low 
priority was also given to samples from the Outer Gate
way as the layers forming the platform had all been 
redeposited from higher up the slope and are therefore 
stratigraphically uncertain; 50 samples were sorted in 
order to compare the species represented with those 
from the Outer Ward. The data presented here are based 
on samples from the East and West Cuttings of the 
Outer Ward - samples from the South Cutting were 
rejected (p 81). 

Plant remains were identified by comparison with 
fresh material using magnifications of x8 to x40. 

Species represented 

The main crop species represented were the glume 

wheats, emmer (Triticum dicoccum Schiibl) and spelt (T. 
spelta L.). The charred grains of these two species are 
difficult to distinguish but the glume bases (chaff) are 
more distinctive. Characteristic grains and glume bases 
of both species were present though many fell into an 
indeterminate category. Emmer and spelt, in varying 
proportions, together dominate all samples. Given the 
secondary depositional context of the samples (see 
below), however, and the presence of cereal grains not 
identified to species, it is not possible to determine 
whether spelt and emmer were grown together as a 
maslin or were cultivated separately and became mixed 
post-depositionally. 

Grains of barley were also frequently encountered. 
All those that could be determined were of the hulled 
variety and the presence of twisted grains indicated the 
six-row species (Hordeum vulgare L.) though many of the 
grains were indeterminate. (Grains of two-row barley 
are all straight whereas two thirds of the grains from 
six-row barley are twisted.) There were also occasional 
rachis internodes (chaff) of six-row barley and a few 
grains of the free-threshing bread wheat (T. aestivum L.) 
in some samples. Both barley and bread wheat are 
represented as only minor components of samples and 
so may simply have been contaminants of emmer I spelt 
crops and not cultivated in their own right. 

Grains of oat (Avena sp.) were also present in many 
samples but it is not possible to distinguish wild from 
cultivated species on the basis of grains. Some oat floret 
bases (chafO were recovered and most of these were 
from wild species (A. fatua or A.ludoviciana); a few could 
have been from either A.ludoviciana or one of the culti
vated species (A. sativa or A . strigosa). 

Elsewhere in Britain, on the evidence currently avail
able, emmer is the predominant wheat in the Neolithic, 
giving way to spelt by the Iron Age (M Jones 1981; Greig 
1991), but retaining its importance in parts of highland 
northern Britain (van der Veen 1992). Six-row barley is 
documented throughout this time (MJones 1981; Greig 
1991). Closer to Beeston, the Iron Age sites of the Breid
din (Hillman, 1991) and Collfryn (Jones and Milles 
1989) in north Wales have produced very similar crop 
assemblages dominated by emmer and spelt. 

Of the wild species represented a few were probably 
collected, eg hazelnut (Corylus avellana), black
berry /raspberry I dewberry (Rubus sp.), sloe/ cherry I 
plum (Prunus sp.), and elder (Sambucus nigra). The vast 
majority of the 'wild' species, however, probably grew 
as weeds of the cereal crops. 

The species represented in the> 1mm flots and heavy 
residues include some indicative of damp conditions 
(eg Polygonum persicaria - persicaria, P. lapathifolium -
pale persicaria, Galium palustre- marsh bedstraw, Eleo
charis palustrisfuniglumis - spike rush, and probably 
Carex spp. - sedges). If these species were weeds of 
crops this implies that cultivation was not restricted to 
the steep and freely draining hill of Beeston crag itself. 
Suitably damp conditions would have been available 
within close proximity of the site. More detailed con
sideration of weed ecology as an indicator of where the 
cereals may have been grown would require sorting of 
the <1mm fractions (where for example any seeds of the 
acid loving Rumex acetosella - sheep's sorrel, should be 
found). This laborious task has not yet been undertaken 
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because the uncertainty surrounding both the degree of 
contemporaneity and the absolute date(s) of the plant 
remains would seriously reduce the value of any posi
tive results. 

Analysis of samples 

General 

Samples from layers in the Outer Ward produced very 
few charred plant remains compared to the majority of 
those from the postholes and pits, though the range of 
species was similar. In the light of evidence for erosion 
(p 83), it seems likely that the sparse plant remains in 
these layers were derived from disturbance of the post
holes and pits rather than the reverse. 

The range of species represented in samples from the 
Outer Gateway was similar to that from the Outer Ward 
but the quantity of material was again low. 

Actual densities of plant material (number of items 
per litre of soil) were not calculated, as, for postholes 
and pits at least, it was thought these were most likely 
to reflect the depth of the feature in relation to any layer 
or layers from which the plant remains were derived 
(see below). 

Outer Ward pits and postholes 

Choice of samples 

The range of species represented is very similar for all 
the postholes and pits in the Outer Ward. Such dif
ferences as occur are in the relative proportions of 
species and of grains to glume bases. Samples with 100 
or more cereal items were therefore selected for further 
analysis as these would provide reasonably reliable 
estimates of relative proportions. Re-sorting of 25 flots 
from samples collected in 1980 and 1981 from South 
Cutting showed that significant quantities of glume 
bases had been overlooked, probably because of the 
difficulty of sorting large quantities of unsubsampled, 
unsieved flot. Unfortunately the heavy residues from 
these samples could no longer be located for re-sorting 
and so their further analysis had to be abandoned as 
reliable estimates of the relative proportions of grain to 
glume bases could not be calculated. Material selected 
for analysis comprised over 100 samples with 100 or 
more cereal items (totalling c 60,000 cereal items) from 
the East and West Cuttings (collected in 1985). The 
identifications for these samples are tabulated in Tables 
M25-M32 (M1 :F5-M2:C14), and the proportions of the 
major crop components plotted on site plans in Figures 
M54-61 (M2:D1-E2). 

Assessment of recovery method 

It is immediately apparent from Tables M25-M28 that 
the ratio of emmer and spelt grains to glume bases is 
consistently high in the flots, whereas in the heavy 
residues it is consistently low. Clearly a processing 
method which relied on flotation alone would have 
failed to recover most of the glume bases and grossly 
distorted the ratio of grains to glume bases in most 
samples. The great majority of hazelnut shell fragments 

were also recovered from the heavy residues. The deci
sion to use a system which included wet sieving as well 
as flotation, and the considerable time spent sorting 
plant remains from the heavy residues, were amply 
rewarded in terms of the quality of retrieval. 

Crop compositions 

The majority of samples produced emmer I spelt grains 
and glume bases in more or less equal proportions- the 
approximate proportion in which they are represented 
in the wheat ear. (An ear of emmer or spelt is composed 
of a number of spikelets, each usually with two grains 
tightly enveloped by two glumes or husks.) The most 
likely explanation for this ratio of grains to glume bases 
is therefore that, at the time of charring, the grains were 
still enclosed by glumes - in other words they were in 
the form of whole spikelets or ears which then disinte
grated (as they commonly do) on charring. Indeed, 
intact spikelets were found in some samples. The pro
portions of emmer to spelt spikelets vary considerably 
from sample to sample. 

Some samples had a rather higher ratio of 
spelt/ emmer grains to glume bases and a similar imbal
ance is possible in many samples where indeterminate 
wheat and cereal grains were common. Grain-rich 
samples may simply reflect the differential destruction 
of glume bases under certain charring conditions 
(Boardman and Jones 1990). Conversely several 
samples which were richer in glume bases cannot easily 
be accounted for by differential destruction. Straw 
nodes which would usually be removed at an early 
stage of cleaning were infrequent but they do not sur
vive charring as well as grains and glume bases (ibid). 

Although crop species other than emmer and spelt 
contributed relatively little to the overall composition 
of samples, barley was rather more common in East 
Cutting A. 

Weed seeds were rare compared with cereal grains, 
even allowing for the fact that the <1mm flots and heavy 
residues have not yet been sorted. This suggests that the 
crops had been cleaned of weeds, perhaps by sieving, 
before they were charred. Thus it seems likely that the 
wheat was in the form of disarticulated spikelets rather 
than whole ears, unless the ears had been harvested by 
plucking, leaving most of the weeds in the field. The 
proportion of weed seeds in samples rich in glume 
bases was not unusually high, suggesting that these 
samples do not reflect the admixture of crop cleanings. 

The relationship of crop compositions to Period 3 
buildings and Period 2 pit groups is discussed in the 
microfiche (M1:F1-3). 

Interpretation 

Interpretation of the data presented in microfiche is 
complicated by the need to use the composition of the 
plant samples as evidence both for the nature of the 
activities from which they are derived and for the 
relative date of their deposition. This is necessary be
cause the plant remains have been recovered from at 
least secondary depositional contexts, in postholes and 
pits which are themselves not securely dated. Thus 
similarity of composition in adjacent features may help 
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to identify groups of contemporary features and, if the 
discard of the plant remains can be assigned to the 
usage or abandonment of buildings, may throw some 
light on their function. 

All the plant material has been preserved by charring 
and so was probably burnt accidentally, during storage 
or food preparation, or deliberately, through use of 
discarded crop processing residues as fuel (Hillman 
1981). Emmer and spelt spikelets predominated in the 
majority of samples, as described above, and these nor
mally would have been dehusked to release the grain 
as required for food preparation. They are unlikely 
therefore to have been deliberately burnt while still 
whole. It is more likely that they were accidentally 
burnt either when in store (glume wheats are best 
stored as whole spikelets since in this state they are 
relatively protected from fungal and insect attack- ibid) 
or while being parched (the parching of spikelets makes 
them easier to dehusk- ibid). If these finds of spikelets 
are the result of accidents to a valued resource rather 
than deliberate burning of unwanted waste, it is prob
able that they represent one or two major charring 
episodes rather than frequent IPinor incidents. 

If most of the plant remains recovered do result from 
one or two accidents, it is perhaps surprising that they 
are dispersed over so wide an area (at least the full 
length of the East and West Cuttings and probably into 
the South Cutting as well- there were abundant cereal 
remains in the South Cutting but whether in the form 
of spikelets it is not possible to establish). Unless the 
plant remains were dispersed laterally after charring, 
their distribution would seem to imply either parching 
in bulk or, more probably, a large storage complex. 
Either way, this suggests activity above the domestic 
level. Even if the plant remains were charred in 
numerous small accidents, this suggestion is still plaus
ible, as storage or parching are the only activities 
positively attested in this extensive area of the site. 

What would be the date of this complex? Samples 
from the packing of postpits should have been de
posited when the various buildings were constructed. 
The soil filling the spaces between the stones packing 
the postpit is most likely derived from the pit dug to 
erect the post, and the plant material could therefore be 
derived from the surface or from a buried layer or layers 
cut through by the pit. Thus the plant material could 
immediately predate the construction of the building (ie 
be broadly contemporary with the construction), could 
predate it by some length of time, or could be of mixed 
date. 

Where postpipes and packing from the same post
hole can be distinguished, the composition of plant 
remains in each tends to be very similar (Figs M54-M61, 
M2:D1-E2). This suggests that the earth fill in the post 
packings (containing charred plant remains) fell or fil
tered into the postpipes when the posts were removed 
or as they decayed. Plant remains from the postpipes 
therefore also apparently date to the construction phase 
of the various buildings, or earlier, and their composi
tion cannot shed any light on the function of the 
buildings. Undifferentiated fills of postpits presumably 
contain plant material from both packing and pipe, but, 
since the source of the plant material is probably the 
same for both, deposition again dates to the construe-

tion phase. Plant remains from other pits probably en
tered after these features had served their primary 
purpose and could again be derived either from the 
surface or from a buried layer. Unfortunately erosion 
has been widespread in this area so that ancient layers 
-surface or buried- have not survived (p 83). 

If the plant remains entered the various features from 
surface deposits, more or less contemporary with the 
cutting of the features, then the similarity of composi
tion between features of very different date is 
irreconcilable with the suggestion of charring in just one 
or two major accidents. Even if charring took place in 
several minor accidents, however, the similar composi
tion of some neighbouring features of different date 
would demand that emmer and spelt were burnt in the 
same proportions and in the same spot over a long 
period of time. Derivation from a surface layer, there
fore, would imply that the proposed relative 
chronology of features is flawed, and that most features 
are in fact contemporary with each other. 

Alternatively the plant remains may be derived from 
a layer buried before the majority of features were cut 
(ie during or before the Late Bronze Age/Early Iron 
Age). Any such layer must have been eroded or dug 
away after the majority of the features were filled up. 
This explanation is rather complex but is compatible 
with the evidence in two respects: first, with the sug
gested phasing of features, and, secondly, with the fact 
that position in the excavated area is as good a guide to 
crop composition as either date of deposition or mem
bership of a particular building. 

Thus the date of primary deposition of the charred 
plant remains is uncertain, but must be earlier than the 
secondary deposition in Late Bronze Age/Early Iron 
Age pits. The only certain way of dating this activity 
would be to date the plant remains themselves. This 
would also resolve the question of whether or not all 
the plant material is contemporary and which, if any, of 
the construction periods it is associated with. The exist
ence of a storage complex or of large-scale processing 
at any time in the pre-Roman period is, of course, of the 
utmost importance. 

Conclusions 

The study raises some important points with regard 
both to archaeobotanical methodology and to the na
ture of the prehistoric settlement at Beeston and its 
relationship with the surrounding countryside. An ob
servation of methodological importance is that large 
numbers of glume bases and hazelnut shell fragments 
failed to float and were recovered from the heavy 
residues. This emphasises the need for methods of re
covery which incorporate sieving of material that sinks 
(eg French 1971, Kenward et al1980, Badham and Jones 
1983) and for an efficient programme of subsampling to 
streamline the laborious but essential task of sorting the 
resulting flots and heavy residues. 

As regards the status of the prehistoric settlement at 
Beeston, the suggestion of a pre-Roman storage or 
parching complex raises the possibility that the site 
served some sort of central place role. At the Iron Age 
hillfort of Danebury in Hampshire, Martin Jones has 
argued for the communal dehusking of cereals, grown 
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within a wide hinterland (M Jones 1984, 1985). In the 
Thames valley the same author has also suggested a 
distinction among minor settlements between those 
which produced and those which consumed cereals (M 
Jones 1985). 

Further excavation and archaeobotanical study is 
clearly desirable, first, in other parts of the settlement, 
to determine whether grain dehusking took place on a 
large scale or domestic scale and whether grain was also 
stored on a domestic level; and, second, at other sites in 
the area, to ascertain whether movements of grain can 
be detected, such as have been suggested in southern 
England- in this context, the existing <1mm £lots and 
heavy residues from Beeston should be examined to 
determine whether they contain weed seeds indicative 
of particular habitats. The third, and of course most 
urgent, avenue for future research is direct radiocarbon 
dating of the Beeston plant remains themselves, to test 
the suggestion that they are the result of just one or two 
major charring episodes, to determine when these took 
place, and so to allow plant usage at Beeston to be 
viewed in the context of a regional network of contem
poraneous and economically interdependent sites. 

The soils and pollen 
by Richard Macphail 

Introduction 

Excavations by Peter Hough in the Outer Ward, at the 
Outer Gateway, and below Tower 7 were the subject of 
a number of soil reports by the author (Macphail 1980, 
1981a, 1981b, 1983, 1984, and 1987). Study of a pollen 
sequence below Tower 7 was undertaken by Ken Whit
taker (Whittaker undated) and is discussed in Macphail 
1987. The following is a summary of the main find
ings and conclusions of these reports. 

Environmental studies at Beeston have been limited 
by a combination of erosion within the Outer Ward and 
lack of soil stability along the steep slopes at the Outer 
Gateway. Hence, although truncated soils, colluvial, 
and occupational sediments readily occur, well-sealed 
in situ buried soils are rare. In addition, sediments at the 
site were not generally suitable for fossil pollen studies, 
both because of instability and because of their highly 
oxidised nature and induced high pH around the Gate
way. The sediments are naturally acid, but medieval 
use of mortar has superimposed alkaline conditions 
upon them. It was therefore encouraging to find a series 
of ditch fills sealed by a soil dump below Tower 7, 
which contained good quantities of pollen. This se
quence was investigated by Ken Whittaker, and two 
levels were dated by radiocarbon assays. The soils 
examined at the different excavation sites have been 
analysed, described, and classified following the crite
ria laid down by A very and Bascomb (197 4), Hodgson 
(1974), and Avery (1980) respectively. In particular the 
1985 rampart profile east of the curtain wall was addi
tionally studied by thin section analysis of the 
Ah/ occupation and the Bs/Bs(t) layers (Bullock et al 
1985; Courty et al1989). 

The Outer Ward 

The site is characterised by a humo-ferric podzol. This 
soil contains weakly formed Bh and Bs horizons, and 
also the eluvial Ea horizon is only partly leached. The 
shallow nature of the Ah and eluvial horizons suggests 
that the soil may well have been affected by erosion, and 
is indicative of the soil being truncated. The present-day 
ease with which the soil is disturbed and eroded, and 
the particular slope unit position of the soil in question, 
are further indications of erosion processes applying in 
the past. 

The Outer Gateway ramparts 

Three areas were examined, the deposits beneath and 
east of Tower 5 in 1981/2, and the rampart layers north 
of the gateway, east and west of the curtain wall, in 1983 
and 1985. Analysis of the bank layers at Tower 5 sug
gested that the soils were already strongly podzolised 
at the period of embankment (Fig 18, Section 3). Layers 
of grey sand (164 and 159, Period 3A) may relate to 
heaping up of Ea horizon material from local humo-fer
ric podzols on to a soil already truncated as far as the 
Ea horizon (layers 324 and 160, Period 2B). Later work 
to the north of the entrance indicated that the truncated 
humo-ferric podzollayers forming the rampart there 
were in all ways comparable to the rampart material at 
Tower 5 (Fig 18, Section 5). The lowest bleached sand 
deposits probably relate to prehistoric strongly leached 
sand forming a cover to the eroded parent material. A 
phase of anthropogenic activity gave rise to the charcoal 
rich 'burned bleached sand' (layer 669, Period 2A). A 
later phase of colluvial sand produced the 2b Ea hori
zon, which was stable enough to allow organic matter 
laminations to form prior to the next on-site phase, the 
dumping of reddish brown heterogeneous loamy sand 
(layer 641, Period 2B). This phase was again succeeded 
by colluviation or dumping of leached sands (layer 637, 
Period 3A), in the upper part of which a podzol Ah 
horizon developed prior to the latest (Middle Iron Age) 
phase of rampart construction using stone revetting. 
The very loose nature of these soils combined with the 
natural slope beneath may indicate the need for revet
ting and for dumps of more cohesive sand. 

West of the curtain wall the deposits were similar 
(Fig 18, Sections 1 and 4). Soil micromorphology indi
cated that the Ah horizon (layer 872, Period 3A) could 
be divided into two major components: natural and 
anthropogenic. The natural elements were bleached 
(leached) sand grains and amorphous organic matter 
infills and coatings normal for Ah horizons. Frequently 
however this material was affected by human activity 
and contamination. These included charcoal and phy
toliths (from grass I cereals), dusty clay coatings relating 
to trampling, and rare amorphous infills common in 
occupation sediments and resulting from organic 
waste. There was also evidence of the employment of 
fires of a higher temperature than necessary for purely 
domestic needs. One suggestion is that the heavily 
burnt deposits are redeposited fragments of hearths 
scraped up for rampart construction, and possibly re
lated to metallurgy in view of the presence of 
metalwork and moulds. Again there was evidence of a 
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diffuse junction between the lower relic subsoil (layer 
884, Period 2B) and the overlying podzolic sands of the 
platform. 

The Outer Gateway approaches 

A colluvial sand (layer 432), brown in colour, stoneless, 
and approximately 0.4-0.5m thick, was of the same 
grain size as the sands upslope (Fig 19, Section 6). 
Coarse layering throughout its depth strongly sug
gested that it was colluvial, and associated finds 
suggested a prehistoric date. There was no evidence of 
a wind-blown origin, and it seemed probable that the 
deposit was concentrated in its down-valley position as 
the result of anthropogenic soil disturbance upslope. At 
its surface there was evidence of a deeply truncated soil 
with only the base of a Bs horizon preserved. This was 
overlain in part by a dark soil layer (234, Period 4), 
which was not a topsoil or buried soil. Layer 234 may 
be seen either as a soil bed base for the overlying cobbles 
(layer 235, Period 5), or as the result of a combination of 
trample of people and stock at an entrance area, and the 
erosion and mixing, through access use, of the Ah and 
loose Ea horizon deriving from the layers below. Else
where on the slopes in front of the gateway a 
solifluction deposit containing many small boulders 
was noted which may well have come downslope along 
the line of the entrance. 

The prehistoric ditch below Tower 7 (Fig 21) 

Dating 

The ditch, F1000, is considered to be prehistoric on the 
grounds of its relationship to ditch F185 at the gateway 
and to the later Civil War ditch, F1001. The radiocarbon 
dates for the ditch section are: layer 1014, 2b Ah, 791-
410 cal BC, and layer 1006, the humic A horizon, 
673-892 cal AD (HAR-8102 and HAR-8101 respec
tively). Radiocarbon soil dates have to be carefully 
interpreted, more so than charcoal dates. Normally a 
correction date in excess of a millennium is applied to 
radiocarbon dates from buried soil A horizons (Mac
phail 1987, 360). However the correction applies to 
topsoils formed in situ over many thousands of years, 
and this is not so in the case of the two Beeston sedi
ments. The length of time over which the soil formed in 
each case therefore needs to be decided. In the case of 
the b Ah horizon above the ditch fill, field analysis 
showed it to be a moderately deeply formed mature 
topsoil over a weakly developed B(s) horizon. It there
fore seems to have had plenty of time to form residual 
organic matter, so the radiocarbon age may suggest that 
it was quite recently buried (even though some fine 
charcoal was present), or that the date is unreliable. The 
Civil War ditch F1001 provides an archaeological ter
minus ante quem for the deposit. In contrast, the lower 
buried humic horizon (2b Ah) appeared as a narrower 
and more humic band that was less like a slowly de
veloped topsoil than a moderately rapid accumulation 
of organic matter in fine material concentrating in the 
damp bottom of the ditch. The date can more satisfac
torily be considered as a 'peat' date than a soil date, and 
the ditch is therefore accepted to be Early Iron Age. 

Soil pollen 

The pollen sequence of 31levels was carried out by Ken 
Whittaker (unpublished report in archive) under the 
supervision of N Balaam, and a pollen diagram of four 
zones was produced. The more organic levels were 
sampled at 40mm intervals, the less organic at 100mm 
intervals, and a total pollen sum of 500 grains at each 
level (excluding Alnus and spores) was counted. A sum
mary relating to the interpretation and dating of the 
ditch is presented. 

In pollen zone 1 both the primary mineral fill (layer 
1014, 2b B) and the humic band (layer 1012, 2b Ah) 
contain high arboreal pollen ratios, primarily consisting 
of Quercus (oak) and Corylus (hazel). Other woodland 
elements are present, including Ilex (holly), Betula 
(birch), Alnus (alder), and Tilia (lime). The non-arboreal 
pollen component consists primarily of Gramineae 
(grasses) and Pteridium (bracken). Cereal pollen and 
weed species associated with agriculture are also pres
ent. The data suggest that the Early Iron Age ditch was 
cut in a wooded environment, although open areas for 
agriculture were probably contemporary with the occu
pation of the site. 

Pollen zone 2 occurs in sands probably eroded from 
the Late Bronze Age and Iron Age ramparts (layer 1 007), 
so that problems of differential preservation and resid
uality have to be considered. All that may be said from 
the pollen is that the environment probably became 
increasingly open. This suggestion may be supported 
by local evidence, since palaeomagnetic and pollen data 
from the nearby Peckforton Mere indicates a primary 
peak of erosion related to intensified agriculture, poss
ibly during late prehistory or the early historic period 
(Oldfield et al1985, 38-40), although there has been no 
absolute dating. 

The more recent history of the crag, as represented 
by soil pollen in the mature soil profile (layer 1006) 
above the ditch fill (pollen zone 3), indicates that the 
area became rewooded first with Betula and Quercus, 
then by Alnus and Corylus. The modern soil pollen 
(pollen zone 4, layer 1003) reflects the open nature of the 
present vegetation. 

Discussion 

Beeston crag is composed of coarse Permo-Triassic sedi
ments, such as the Keuper Sandstone, Keuper 
Sandstone Conglomerate, and Bunter Upper Mottled 
Sandstone. These freely draining deposits have given 
rise to humo-ferric podzols of the Delamere Soil Series 
(Furness 1978), and typical brown sands, within the 
Bridgnorth Soil Association (Ragg et al1983). The devel
opment of these soils is now examined. 

Firstly periglacial deposits have been suspected on 
the site including probable solifluction gravels at the 
Outer Gateway, and microfabric analysis has con
firmed that soils developed under a periglacial 
environment were present. During the Flandrian, pri
mary soil formation appears to have been brown sand 
development in the sandstone parent material as it 
continued to weather (Avery 1980).1t is evident that the 
brown sand soil progressively acidified, developing 
into a podzol. Although the soil pollen data are not 
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Table 33 The radiocarbon dates 

Harwell Date +I- Calibrated date Site/ context/period 
number BP range, 1 standard 

deviation 

HAR 4401 2620 90 843 - 777 cal BC OW posthole F25 Period 3 
HAR 4402 2380 100 760 - 390 cal BC OG posthole F213 Period 3B 
HAR 4405 2860 80 1160- 920 cal BC OG 160 Period 2B rampart 
HAR 4406 2280 80 402 - 234 cal BC OW posthole F29 Period 3 
HAR 5609 2400 70 757 - 397 cal BC OG 376 Period 3B rampart 
HAR 5610 1890 120 30 cal BC-250 cal AD OG 375 Period 3B rampart 
HAR 6459 2480 100 800 - 400 cal BC OG 323 Period 4 
HAR 6461 5330 110 4340-4003 cal BC OG 542 Period 1 
HAR 6462 5140 90 4036--3816 cal BC OG ditch fill F490 Period 3B 
HAR 6464 2300 80 405 - 258 cal BC OG F621 Period 3B rampart 
HAR 6465 2430 70 765 - 402 cal BC OG F624 Period 3B rampart 
HAR 6468 2290 70 402 - 257 cal BC OG F621 Period 3B rampart 
HAR 6469 2370 80 752 - 390 cal BC OG F621 Period 3B rampart 
HAR 6503 2350 70 487 - 387 cal BC OG F621 Period 3B rampart 
HAR 6504 2310 70 405 - 270 cal BC OG 234 Period 4 
HAR 8101 1230 90 673 - 892 cal AD OG 1006 Period 4 
HAR 8102 2480 70 791 - 410 cal BC OG ditch FlOOD Period 3A 

tightly dated, it can be inferred that the soils at Beeston 
Castle developed under a mixed oak woodland, which 
was still extant into the Late Bronze Age. It is probable 
that the podzolisation evidenced beneath the Iron Age 
rampart had developed in the first place under a mixed 
oak woodland cover. Such development without full 
forest clearance and the impact of heathland vegetation 
is well documented, for example at Caesars Camp, Kent 
(Cornwall 1958; Dimbleby 1962), and the chemical 
mechanisms are understood (Davies 1970; Mokma and 
Buurman 1982).1t would appear that the initial prehis
toric defences were provided in an environment of 
mixed oak woodland with local clearance, and where 
cultivation of cereals and patches of waste ground are 
suggested. 

The soil pollen suggests that the site became increas
ingly open in later prehistory, but abandonment of the 
area after Iron Age occupation led to the crag becoming 
increasingly rewooded. This may also be inferred to be 
the case in the area as a whole from the sedimentary 
record at Peckforton Mere (Oldfield et al1985, 38-40), 
and Beeston crag was probably wooded when it was 
fortified in the 1220s. 

The radiocarbon and archaeo
magnetic dating results 
by Peter Ellis 

Seventeen radiocarbon dates were obtained from 
samples of wood and charcoal, and from charcoal-rich 
silts. In addition an archaeomagnetic date was obtained 
for burnt stones in the Iron Age rampart. The radiocar
bon dating results are tabulated (Table 33) and 
discussed below, while the archaeomagnetic data fol
lows. 

Archaeomagnetic dating 
by Tony Clark 

Four blocks of burnt sandstone in the Iron Age rampart 
were orientated by the archaeologists, using the disc 
method with a magnetic compass, and were sent to the 
Ancient Monuments Laboratory. Measurements on 
subsamples showed that two of these were closely simi
lar and fitted on to the Iron Age part of the reference 
curve, from which it was deduced that they were prob
ably undisturbed, while the other two readings gave 
very aberrant results, indicating movement since heat
ing. The date obtained from the first two blocks was 
360-240 cal BC and 400-200 cal BC at 1 and 2 standard 
deviations respectively (AML ref 873704-5). A descrip
tion of the techniques used, and measurement data for 
these samples, are given in Clark et al (1988). 

Discussion 

A single date was obtained from the Period 1 Neolithic 
occupation area (HAR-6461). The sample came from 
fragments of charcoal in layer 542. As will be argued 
below, the date from a nearby sample (HAR-6462) may 
represent a further Period 1 date from disturbed ma
terial. 

HAR-4405, from charcoal lying on the surface of the 
2B rampart, gave a date centred on the turn of the 
second and first millennia BC. As noted by Stuart Need
ham (p 45), this may be mature wood from earlier than 
a rampart construction date, which is better suggested 
by the two Ewart Park bronzes thought to be founda
tion deposits. At the two-sigma range the date calibrates 
to 1300-840 cal BC. While it can be argued that the 
timber was felled earlier or was reused, this remains a 
problematic date. 

A number of dates were obtained from the charred 
post remains on the Period 3B rampart. These may be 
secondary to the initial rampart construction. The two 
massive timbers F621 and F624 yielded four samples 
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(HAR-6464, 6468,6469, and 6503) and one (HAR-6465) 
sample respectively. A further date came from an asso
ciated displaced fragment of wood (HAR-5609 from 
layer 376). An aberrant date in the Roman period came 
from another displaced fragment (HAR-561 0 from layer 
375). Although these six dates (disregarding HAR-5610) 
provide a wide-spanning date range from 765-257 cal 
BC at one standard deviation, they must reflect the 
position of the dates on the ambiguous Iron Age section 
of the calibration curve, rather than a widely disparate 
group of features from different rampart phases. On 
calibration, the dates fall into two overlapping blocks, 
one earlier (HAR-6459, 6465, and 6469) and one later 
(HAR-6464, 6468, and 6503). Of the two rampart post
holes, F621 provided dates from both groups, while 
F624 gave the earliest date of the group. The actual 
difference of 140 radiocarbon years between all the 
samples is likely to indicate that the dates are all much 
closer, and may come from a single episode. A date in 
the fourth century BC may be suggested. The archaeo
magnetic dates discussed above could possibly be 
associated with an initial process of vitrification prior 
to the establishment of the timber structure, but seem 
more likely to represent a later episode of burning. 

An associated date (HAR-4402) came from posthole 
F213 south of the entrance. This feature may have been 
for a revetting post at the front of the rampart, but the 
slopes here are very steep and the stratigraphy con
fused. 

Of the two samples from the prehistoric ditch below 
the defences, HAR-6462 came from layer 546 in the 
Period 3A ditch F490. The presence of Iron Age pottery 
in the same layer provides the dating evidence for the 
filling of this ditch, and the sampled charcoal must have 
derived originally from the Neolithic horizon to the 
east, dated by HAR-6461, as material eroded into the 
ditch. The sample from below Tower 7 (HAR-8102 from 
layer 1014, the primary ditch fill of F1000) is discussed 
in more detail by Richard Macphail (p 84), who suggests 
that the date is acceptable without the usual correction 
for radiocarbon soil dates. The ditch may then be dated 
either to the Late Bronze Age/Early Iron Age or to the 

Iron Age if the date is grouped with the Period 3B 
rampart dates discussed above. 

Layer 234, from which HAR-6504 came, is argued to 
be a Period 4 deposit representing both hill wash and a 
trampled surface overlying the Iron Age entrance track. 
The layer contained Romano-British pottery, and the 
sample date may indicate the presence of timber frag
ments from the period 3B rampart upslope. A further 
Period 4 sample came from layer 1006 sealing ditch 
F1000 below Tower 7 (HAR-8101). This date is also 
discussed by Richard Macphail who casts doubt on its 
reliability (p 84). However, a date in the late first mil
lennium AD may be correct for a stabilising soil 
established after a long period of erosion following the 
abandonment of the hillfort. A final Period 4 sample, 
HAR-6459, derived from displaced wood beneath col
lapsed rampart stone downslope from the scarp edge. 

At the Outer Ward samples were obtained from two 
postholes both in South Cutting, HAR-4401 from F25, 
and HAR-4406 from F29. The difficulties of dating the 
Outer Ward postholes are discussed below. The radio
carbon dates suggest both Bronze Age and Iron Age 
occupation. The date for F25 is significantly earlier than 
the Outer Gateway group. 

The dates provide a useful framework for the Iron 
Age defences, with the single Period 2B date supporting 
other dating evidence to suggest that the defensive 
sequence commenced in the Late Bronze Age. The two 
Neolithic dates from the slopes below the plateau con
firm the pottery evidence from this area, while the 
Outer Ward posthole dates make it clear that the post
hole data are not all contemporary and that occupation 
there was long-standing. 

The radiocarbon dating was undertaken at the Har
well Laboratory and was facilitated by Jill Walker. The 
scientific dating programme was organised success
ively by Tony Clark and David Haddon Reece at the 
Ancient Monuments Laboratory. Calibration was 
undertaken by David Jordan of the Archaeometry Sec
tion of the Ancient Monuments Laboratory using the 
calibration curves of Stuiver and Pearson (1986) and 
Pearson and Stuiver (1986). 



4 Discussion of the prehistoric and Roman evidence 

by Peter Ellis 

The Neolithic and Early/Middle 
Bronze Age data 

The pre-Late Bronze Age features found at Beeston 
were few, comprising a possible Neolithic burnt struc
ture, a pit from the Outer Gateway excavations, and a 
few possible postholes from the Outer Ward. The 
Period 2A line of postholes and the linear slot from the 
Outer Ward and the Outer Gateway may be any date 
from Neolithic to Late Bronze Age. By contrast to the 
small number of features, the finds present a more 
detailed picture. The handful of microliths in the flint 
assemblage may indicate use of the hill in the Mesolithic 
period. Subsequently the presence of three, or possibly 
four, different Neolithic pottery fabrics suggests more 
than the passing use attested by the flint arrowheads. 
At the Outer Ward, concentrations of flint flakes may 
indicate areas of activity. Occupation therefore appears 
to have been widespread, and there are hints of com
plexity. 

The radiocarbon dates of 4340-4003 cal BC and 4036-
3816 cal BC, associated with the burnt area at the Outer 
Gateway, accord well with other dating evidence from 
close by. Pollen data from the area north of Beeston 
suggest that an initial clearance phase here, presumably 
associated with farming, did not occur until the end of 
the third millennium. Radiocarbon dates from the post
glacial pollen site of Hatchmere suggest uncalibrated 
dates between 5269 and 4692 BP (Switsur and West 
1975a, 39; 1975b, 303), and the pollen profile here is in 
accord with those from Flaxmere and Abbots Mere. At 
Flaxmere there followed phases of forest regeneration; 
of flooding, possibly towards the end of the second 
millennium; and finally of renewed clearance activity 
coinciding with the arrival of the Romans although this 
area may have been affected by swamps and meres in 
the early post-glacial periods. 

In the earlier Bronze Age six sherds from urns and 
four probable flint knives, both artefact types often 
found in barrow contexts, suggest the presence of bu
rials on the crag, and the hypothesised round barrows 
could well be associated with a community. Contem
porary occupation may be attested by the finds of 
pottery from later layers at the entranceway. The clay 
sources of the Neolithic and Bronze Age fabrics are 
suggested to be the drift deposits of the Cheshire Plain 
(Table 22). The flints found during the excavations tend 
to support the pottery evidence by indicating a suc
cession of differing occupations and activities. The flint 
raw material was most likely brought to the area from 
the east coast, suggesting wide regional contacts in 
addition to use of the hill over a long period (p 59). 

Unlike other parts of the British Isles there is little air 
photographic information for the area. The distribution 
of earlier prehistoric pottery suggests that sites are con
centrated on and around the sandstone outcrops (Fig 
51; Table M23, Ml:El-8); but this may only reflect the 
zones less damaged by subsequent land-use, rather 
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than occupation foci. With the extent and complexity of 
prehistoric land-use exhibited elsewhere it would seem 
best to assume the same degree of occupation in the 
fertile Cheshire Plain, and thus to see the Neolithic and 
Bronze Age evidence at Beeston in the framework of a 
well-utilised region. 

The defences (Fig 62) 

Period 2A 

The enclosure sequence at Beeston Castle appears to 
begin in the later Bronze Age, with the possible palisade 
postholes and slots from the Outer Gateway and Outer 
Ward. Other early hilltop definitions have been noted 
at, for example, Castle Ditch, Eddisbury where a trench 
was found (Varley 1952, 34); at the Breiddin where a 
double line of postholes reinforced a bank (Musson 
1976, 296); and at Oswestry, Shropshire (Varley 1948). 

Period 2B 

The subsequent defences are represented by a slight 
bank on the scarp edge. It is possible to interpret the 
crossways timbers as lacing within a rampart or as the 
remains of a timber superstructure on a levelled plat
form. The difference in the finds associated with layers 
above and below the timbers suggests two separate 
defensive processes. A similar division of the early 
deposits was noted at the Breiddin (Musson 1976, 297). 

Apart from the outlines of carbonised wood there 
were no definite indications of the nature of the Period 
2B defences. A number of discontinuities in plan and 
section may represent postpits but cannot be placed in 
a coherent plan. To the rear of the defences the scatter 
of postholes and spread of occupation debris suggest 
that they came to a simple entrance with no inturning. 
The evidence suggests that there was no accompanying 
ditch. 

The two copper alloy axes of the Ewart Park tradi
tion, located beneath the timber frame and near to the 
entrance, may be a deliberate deposition marking the 
significance of the site and its defences (p 48). The choice 
of metalwork may have a connection with the function 
and status of the site, and indicate one of its most valued 
attributes. Finds of metalworking debris in the Period 
3A defences and the Outer Ward demonstrate that 
smiths worked at the site. Pottery in the bank may be 
associated with similar pottery from The Wrekin (Fab
rics 7 and 8), and with a rare pottery fabric found at the 
Breiddin (Fabric 2). 

Period 3A 

The subsequent slight overlying bank is argued to rep
resent a new episode of defensive work because of the 
presence of a wider range of pottery fabrics, and of 
metalworking debris. These components are paralleled 
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by the material found in the sloping layers to the west 
at the entranceway, and it is argued that bank and 
platform are contemporary. The later rampart has 
removed any evidence for the nature of the bank. A 
steep-sided ditch was cut in this period below the ram
part, defining what may have been a narrow entrance 
passage. The layers to the rear of the rampart must 
represent special provision at the entrance. Inturned 
entrance banks either side of a narrow passage are 
present nearby at Castle Ditch, Ed dis bury (Varley 1952, 
fig 4), and are common in the Marches (Savory 1976, fig 
8). At Beeston, the finding of the cache of slingstones 
supports the interpretation of these entrances as twin 
fighting platforms at the entrance. A parallel to the 
slings tone cache is provided by a group of 500 egg-sized 
stones at Crickley Hill (Dixon forthcoming). The evi
dence suggests a later alteration in the form of the stone 
spread and the possible hearth and charcoal spread, 
and these may represent surviving elements of a guard 
chamber as at Eddisbury, where the provision of stone 
guard chambers was secondary (Varley 1952, 29), and 
at a number of sites to the west (Savory 1976, fig 8). 

Period 3B 

The stylistic change in rampart construction is marked 
by the use of stone rubble rather than sand as the core 
of a timber framework. There appears to have been an 
initial, trenched front and rear boulder revetment. It is 
a pity that these features cannot be more definitely 
identified and presented, since there seem to be no 
parallels in the literature for the foundation trenches 
(Avery 1976, 12). The boulder revetment may have been 
carried upward as a drystone wall, since there could not 
have been more than two courses at the most of the 
massive boulders noted at the gateway. Within the 
rubble core there is marked evidence for cellular con
struction, and these differing infills may represent all 
that remains of a timber box frame. Two very large 
vertical posts were found, one of oak and one of ash, 
and must represent some upper timber palisade on top 
of the stone rampart. The associated postholes to the 
rear are secondary, and may well indicate a timber 
structure associated with an entranceway, possibly the 
north side of a walkway across the entrance. Later, they 
appear to have been deliberately removed and their 
postpits backfilled. 

That there may have been vitrified sections of the 
rampart elsewhere is attested by the finds of heavily 
burnt and vitrified material spread throughout the ex
cavated sites (M3:G5). However, at the excavated points 
the evidence is not clear. Burnt stones appear to belong 
discretely to the boxed areas as though they were al
ready burnt when placed there rather than fired in situ. 
The area of vitrification is very small. However any 
argument that already burnt material was introduced 
to the rampart is contradicted by the archaeomagnetic 
date suggesting that burning was contemporary with 
or followed construction. 

The hillfort rampart was firmly recognised only to 
the north of the gateway. Further south there are merely 
stone layers above the earlier rampart in positions sug
gesting parallels with the stratigraphy further to the 
north, but no evidence of the boulder footings. It may 

be that the Iron Age defences ran to the west of the 
excavated area more or less along the line of the curtain 
wall. Further south again at Tower 7 the cutting beneath 
the tower floor appeared to expose the front of the early 
rampart but with little evidence of the Iron Age 
defences. It is possible that the boulder revetting dis
cussed above was confined to the entranceway. 

An entranceway is clearly defined by the terminal of 
the north ditch. The southern continuation of the ditch 
was not located north of the exposure below Tower 7, 
and must have been obliterated by later ditches in the 
Outer Gateway excavation. Differing trackway ele
ments were located, including the marks of an apparent 
timber corduroy at the junction of ditch and track, and 
evidence for patching and repair where the stone sur
face had been worn or eroded. 

With the exception of the possible palisade posts at 
the south-western edge of the Outer Ward, there is no 
evidence of prehistoric defences on the north, south, or 
west sides of the plateau. Although it is possible to 
argue that at all periods the enclosure defences were 
confined to the east side, cutting off the promontory 
otherwise protected by sharp natural slopes, it would 
seem more likely that, at least in the Iron Age, the 
hillfort was enclosed by artificial defences. Only at the 
Inner Ward are the natural slopes sharp enough to 
provide an effective obstacle, and even at the small 
nearby site of Helsby (Forde-Johnston 1962, fig 2) there 
are additional defences on the cliff side. Until excava
tion took place at Beeston in 1981 there were no ground 
indications of prehistoric defences anywhere, and it 
may be that parts of a complete circuit remain to be 
found. It is clear on the ground, however, that any such 
circuit could only have had a ditch on the east side. 

Dating 

While the Period 2B radiocarbon date suggests a con
struction date at the turn of the second and first 
millennia BC, it is possible that the bronzes and the Late 
Bronze Age pottery fabrics offer a more realistic date. 
The dated timber could have been felled some time 
before its use, or have been reused. The continuance of 
Period 2B until the Iron Age may be suggested by the 
increased number of pottery fabrics found in the open 
area to the rear of the rampart at the gateway. 

The Period 3A defences are argued to contain almost 
wholly residual pottery, the exception being the sherds 
of VCP found in the rampart and to its rear at the base 
of the additional platform. Further support for an early 
Iron Age date is provided by the finds of ironwork in 
layers forming the upper platform at the rear of the 
rampart. The provision of a ditch is likely to have taken 
place at the same time as attention to the entrance defile, 
and thus the ditch with its radiocarbon date of 791-410 
cal BC below Tower 7 is also taken as an indicator of 
date. 

Period 3B seems to be well dated by the group of 
radiocarbon dates from the timber posts on top of the 
stone bank, by the archaeomagnetic date from in situ 
burning, and by the further sherds ofVCP found in and 
behind the rampart. The single sherd of Iron Age pot
tery in the ditch fill below the defences also supports 
the suggested dating. The closure of the sequence ap-
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pears to have occurred before the Roman conquest. It is 
possible that the hillfort came to a sudden end, as may 
well be witnessed by the failure to retrieve the bronze 
and leather vessel (Fig 34.1) from its hiding place behind 
the rampart. The small quantity of Period 4 Romano
British finds do not indicate reuse of the hillfort, 
although the Roman period radiocarbon date (HAR-
5610) from an apparent Period 3B rampart layer raises 
this possibility. 

Occupation and utilisation 

There is a wealth of evidence for Late Bronze Age and 
Iron Age occupation in the form of long-lived defences, 
a range of pottery and other finds, wide-ranging radio
carbon dates, and the possibility of major crop storage 
and metalworking centres located on the same site at 
different periods. All demonstrate that a considerable 
period of complex occupation is represented at Beeston. 
The evidence of the crucibles (p 55) suggests an under
standing of the potential of the clays of the area, with 
the consequent accumulation of technical knowledge 
and the establishment of a tradition. From this, too, 
long-standing residence at Beeston may be argued. 
There is Late Bronze Age pottery distributed over the 
excavated areas, and some of the fabrics indicate wide 
contacts. Other indicators of Late Bronze Age/Early 
Iron Age occupation are the pottery vessels and the 
shale rings. Food preparation is witnessed by the finds 
of quernstones and utility stones in the 3A rampart and 
in the packing of three later postholes in the Outer 
Ward. 

The metalworking evidence (p 48) strongly suggests 
the actual site of a Late Bronze Age production centre, 
which would have been accompanied by structures for 
the workers and for the production process. Apart from 
the composition of the metal assemblage itself, a key 
argument is the finding of fragile crucibles and moulds 
indicating both a primary place of deposition, and little 
subsequent disturbance. The pottery and domestic de
bris seem likely to be associated. A link with the Late 
Bronze Age rampart is provided by the axes probably 
placed in the bank as foundation deposits. 

However, the complex of postholes at the Outer 
Ward was without a~y evidence of accompanying oc
cupation levels, exterior surfaces, or working areas, and 
an association with metalworking can only be inferred. 
The chronological position of the suggested circular 
structures is not clear. The plant remains evidence sug
gests that there may have been a widespread buried 
soil. Denudation and consequent loss of stratified de
posits must be suspected in the Outer Ward areas since 
the prehistoric period. Evidence for major structures, 
founded in deeper subsoils than survive today, may 
well have been lost, while the survival only of features 
cut into bedrock may present a distorted picture. A further 
distortion, in this case to the dating evidence, arises from 
the absence of Iron Age pottery in the region. 

The crop remains evidence suggested that crop pro
cessing at Beeston predated the pits of Period 2 and the 
postholes of Period 3. The homogeneity of the remains 
present in all the features examined suggested that the 
material arrived in the features from a pre-existing layer 

or layers. From the perspective of the crop remains, the 
Outer Ward structures may represent a rebuilding of 
storage and accommodation facilities immediately fol
lowing a disastrous fire. The date of this event would 
be indicated by radiocarbon dating of the plant remains 
themselves, but, whatever its date, it is clear that the 
existence of large-scale storage facilities should be en
visaged, together with areas for processing and 
parching the grain. 

The data, although exceptionally rich for a prehis
toric upland site, are to some extent contradictory. It is 
possible to suggest two alternative sequences, the first 
involving a crop storage complex followed by metal
working and widespread occupation, both located in 
the Late Bronze Age, and the second involving Late 
Bronze Age metalworking succeeded by an Iron Age 
crop storage complex and associated or later occupa
tion. 

Beeston Castle in its regional and 
national context 

The identification of a hitherto unknown Iron Age hill
fort is a rarity given modern survey and air 
reconnaissance. To find a new hillfort preceded by a 
much rarer Bronze Age defended enclosure is even 
more surprising, and Beeston can now be added to the 
lists of both Bronze Age and Iron Age defended sites. 

In its local context Beeston can be seen as part of a 
group of defended prehistoric sites located on the ridge 
of higher ground running from the Mersey estuary in 
the north to the Malpas Peckforton ridge in the south, 
and clearly intended to exploit the plain on either side. 
These sites have been surveyed and discussed by Forde
Johnston, who pointed out that all except Eddisbury 
shared the common attribute of a use of natural features 
such as steep cliffs, as at Helsby, Woodhouses, Kelsbor
row, and Maiden Castle, and a river or lake, as at 
Bradley and Oakmere (Forde-Johnston 1962, 34). By 
comparison Beeston is very much larger than all except 
Eddisbury. It is tempting to regard the small, heavily 
defended sites at Helsby, Oakmere, Kelsborrow, 
Maiden Castle, and Bradley as possible Early Iron Age 
defended sites, to which may be added the unfinished 
fort at Woodhouses. These sites may then be seen as a 
relatively short-lived group owing their existence and 
characteristics to the special circumstances of the Early 
Iron Age (cf Cunliffe 1984a, 20). 

Setting this group on one side, Beeston and Eddis
bury may be seen as the key sites of the area, 
representing large Iron Age developed hillforts. At 
Beeston there were Early Iron Age and Late Bronze Age 
antecedents, with a possible primary palisade. Eddis
bury, too, may have pre-Iron Age origins. There is 
evidence of a palisade, and subsequently of two prehis
toric phases, according to the excavator (Varley 1952, 
49), or three according to other scholars (Cotton 1954, 
61; Forde-Johnston 1962, 38). Features of interest at 
Eddisbury included an inturned entrance and a 
possible guard chamber, and the parallels with Beeston 
have been discussed above. The pottery assemblage, 
although not available for study, may contain Late 
Bronze Age/Early Iron Age material (p 77). 
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In a wider context the new evidence from Beeston 
demonstrates that metalwork was produced on the site. 
Its use as foundation deposits in the Late Bronze Age 
defences demonstrates its importance. If the crop stor
age complex can be shown to be Late Bronze Age, 
perhaps preceding the metalworking, it will represent 
the first such evidence for large-scale crop storage in 
Britain at that time. It was only detectable at Beeston 
because the complex was destroyed in a major confla
gration. If it can be placed after metalworking ceased, 
and prior to the Outer Ward suggested buildings, it may 
then be hypothesised that the Period 2B to 3A transition 
was marked by the closure of the metalworking site, 
and by the exploitation of the agricultural potential of 
the area. The degree of agricultural expropriation may 
be in part witnessed by the emphasis on defence shown 
by the ditch and the fighting platform, although presum
ably this must also reflect competition with other sites. 

Iron Age occupation on the Cheshire Plain should be 
similar to that in neighbouring areas such as the upper 
Severn valley in Shropshire (Carver 1991a). Aerial sur
vey of both lowland and upland areas to the south and 
west of Cheshire has recorded the cropmark evidence 
of Iron Age/Romano-British landscapes comprising 
widespread field systems and numerous enclosure sites 
and farmsteads of a wide morphological range (Whim
ster 1989). Consideration of the excavation and air 
photographic evidence in Shropshire has shown that it 
does not fall easily into a division of sites into either 
hillforts or lowland farms, and a complex settlement 
hierarchy has been suggested (Carver 1991b, 4). Al
though the social structures involved, as they emerge 

from future research, are unlikely to be simple ones, the 
hillforts would presumably have dominated the settle
ment hierarchy. Some control of agricultural produce is 
already suspected at hillfort sites; it may also be the case 
that Beeston with other major hillforts in the Welsh 
marches exercised some control over the production 
and distribution of salt. At Beeston, the Cheshire stony
tempered VCP fabric used as a salt container appears at 
an earlier date than previously recognised, first occur
ring at the same time as Droitwich VCP (Morris 1985). 

The nature of the impact of Rome on the Iron Age 
landscape of the region, outside the towns and forts, is 
virtually unknown. The number of surviving cropmark 
sites demonstrates the potential for future work (Jones 
1975; Ellis et al forthcoming). Although the Romano
British evidence at Beeston is slight, it does not suggest 
any occupation or reoccupation of the hillfort area. 
However, there were some indications of Iron Age/Ro
mano-British continuity at the possible settlement at the 
Lower Green, although the nature of the site was ill
defined by the excavations. 

Excavation of the Beeston sites had to surmount the 
problems presented by erosion and the superimposi
tion of the great medieval castle gatehouse and curtain 
wall. Nevertheless the excavations have produced a 
body of data to be added to the known evidence for 
Bronze Age and Iron Age defended sites, and have 
demonstrated a new hilltop site to be added to the 
increasing number where long-lived prehistoric occu
pation is suspected at different periods since the 
Mesolithic. 



PARTII MEDIEVALANDPOST-MEDIEVAL 

The main events in the medieval and post-medieval 
sequence at the different excavation sites are presented 
in Table 34. 

5 The castle: history and structure 

by Laurence Keen 

The historical and documentary 
background 

The construction of Beeston Castle was started by 
Ranulf, the sixth Earl of Chester. The early history of the 
castle cannot be understood without an examination of 
the history of the earldom and its relationship with the 
Welsh principalities. 

The earldom owed its origin to the Mercian revolt of 
1069 and the threat of Anglo-Welsh resistance to Wil
liam the Conqueror. William had given the city of 
Chester and the county to Gerbod the Fleming. Gerbod 
soon withdrew to the Continent and William made his 
follower, Hugh of Avranches, earl in 1071 (Orderic 
Vitalis, ii, 260; iii, 216-17). The earldom then consisted 
of Cheshire, Flintshire, and much of Denbighshire. Earl 
Hugh died in 1101. He was succeeded by his son Ri
chard, who drowned in the Channel together with the 
Crown Prince, when, on 25 November 1120, the White 
Ship foundered. 

The power of the earldom extended far beyond the 
bounds of Cheshire, with possessions in Lincolnshire 
and eastern England, and as far south as Wiltshire and 
Gloucestershire. The earls also had extensive interests 
in Normandy. From the Domesday Survey it can be 
seen that most of the earl's English income was derived 
not from his 48 manors in Cheshire but from his other 
estates. The earl's military resources showed the same 
picture: two-thirds of his service was provided by fiefs 
outside Cheshire, with no more than 80 knights from 
Cheshire. 

On Earl Richard's death, his possessions and title 
passed to his cousin, Ranulf Meschin, whose mother 
was a daughter of Richard, Duke of Normandy. From 
Earl Ranulf I the earldom passed in 1129 to his son, 
Ranulf de Gernons (Ranulf II), and then, in 1153, to his 
grandson Hugh (II) of Cyfeiliog. On Hugh's death in 
1181 the inheritance passed to his son Ranulf de Blun
deville (Ranulf Ill), a minor. 

Earl Ranulf II seems to have placed little emphasis 
on conquest in Wales; rather, by a policy of marriage 
alliances with Welsh dynasties, he enlisted Welsh sup
port for his ambitions in England. During the reign of 
Henry II, because Chester was not an English base 
against Wales, Henry relied on alliances with Welsh 
princes to reduce the power of the Earl of Chester. When 
Earl Hugh rose in rebellion against Henry in 1173, 
David, son of Owain Gwynedd, and Rhys ap Gruffydd 
supported the king to help defeat the revolt (for further 
discussion see Barraclough 1951, on which these para
graphs are based). 
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The earldom was weakened by forfeiture (1174-7) 
following Earl Hugh's revolt, and by the minority of 
Earl Ranulf III (White 1976). Ranulf III was knighted by 
Henry II in 1188. In the same year he married Con
stance, daughter and heiress of Conan, Duke of 
Brittany, and widow of Geoffrey, the king's third son. 
The ear 1' s interests were centred on his own possessions 
in Normandy and those of his wife. The loss of Nor
mandy in 1204, therefore, naturally focused Ranulf' s 
energies on English politics. The new Welsh ruler, 
Llywelyn ab Iorwerth of Gwynedd, had married King 
John's illegitimate daughter Joan. By his treaty with 
John against the Scots in 1209 he had allied himself to 
the English cause. But a break came in 1210 and John 
gathered a large army at Chester in 1211 against Llywe
lyn, who was demoralised by John's campaigns, based 
on much experience and knowledge of the country. 
Llywelyn allied himself with the baronial party against 
King John and further established his position by 
marrying his daughter Gwladus to Reginald de Braose. 
Earl Ranulf and Llywelyn were on opposite sides. 
Ranulf had advanced his claim to the Perfeddwlad in 
1210, built a castle at Holywell, and rebuilt the castle at 
Degannwy (Alcock 1967). Between 1212 and 1218 
Llywelyn was in confrontation with the Marcher lords 
in the South West and South East, where he exploited 
his opportunities. But it was from Chester that the 
greatest threat to his principality came. Llywelyn re-

Table 34 The medieval and post-medieval 
sequence: location and period of the main events 

Inner Ward 

Period; inner ditch; 
castle buildings 

Period 6 

Period 7 Civil War 
occupation; 
demolition 

Period 8 

Period 9 

Outer Gateway 

entranceway; 
castle buildings 

Tower 5; 
pits 

Civil War 
occupation; 
ditch and outer 
bank 

gate house 
reoccupation; 
demolition 

Outer Ward 

?terraces 

quarrying; 
Bunbury Fair 
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alised that his position depended not only on military 
strength but on coming to terms with the Marcher lords. 
In 1218 he made peace with Ranulf, and two years later 
confirmed the alliance by meeting the earl on his return 
from crusade. Finally in 1222 he sealed the friendship 
with the marriage of his daughter, Helen, to the earl's 
heir and nephew, John le Scot. Llywelyn now had a 
powerful ally at court, and a friendly neighbour on his 
eastern border (Davies 1987,241, 248). 

Ranulf's entente with Llywelyn established the earl
dom's security from Welsh advances, and consolidated 
his position in English politics. He was among King 
John's most powerful supporters. The singular status 
and independence of Cheshire at this time is illustrated 
by the need for Cheshire to obtain a separate charter of 
liberties from its earl (Barraclough 1951, 37). 

After John's death in 1216, during the minority of 
Henry III, Earl Ranulf exercised a major political role. 
Following his return from the Holy Land in 1220 his 
power decreased. The uneasy relationship with Hubert 
de Burgh, justiciar, no doubt led Ranulf to make sure 
that Llywelyn was an ally. After his confrontation with 
Hubert de Burgh and the king's party, Ranulf was 
forced to give up the castles of Shrewsbury, Bridgnorth, 
and Lancaster in 1223. 

'The source of his strength lay not in Chester, but in 
the immense territorial power he had built up ... across 
the length and breadth of central England' (Barraclough 
1951, 34). John granted him the honour of Leicester in 
1215, the honour of Lancaster in 1216, and in 1217 he 
was created Earl of Lincoln. He 'added office to office 
and lordship to lordship, reaching southwards into 
Staffordshire and Leicestershire and eastwards to the 
Lincoln coast' (ibid). He took part in the battle of Lin
coln, was commander-in-chief in the French campaign 
of 1231, a crusader who led the capture of the Egyptian 
fortress of Damietta, and one of two Englishmen whose 
deeds are mentioned in The Vision of William concerning 
Piers the Plowman: 

Ich can nouht parfytliche my pater-noster, as the 
prest hit seggeth 
lch can rymes of Robin Hode, and of Randolf, erl 
of Chestre, 
Ac of oure lord ne of oure lady, the lest that eure 
wasmaked. 

(Skeat 1886, 167) 

'Ranulf III impressed contemporaries and posterity not 
because he ruled a "palatinate" in Chester, but as a man 
of affairs, a statesman, a crusader and a stalwart soldier' 
(Barraclough 1951, 34). 

Earl Ranulf' s position was secure enough for him to 
go on the crusade of 1218 (Christie 1886, 50). He re
turned to England in 1220 and arrived at Chester on 16 
August to be received 'with great honour by the clergy 
and people' (ibid). In 1226 the local annalist records 
that, first, Ranulf levied a tax, and, second, began to 
build Beeston Castle (ibid, 52-4). Some historians have 
interpreted the tax as linked particularly to Beeston (for 
instance Ridgway and Cathcart King 1959, 3). But 
Ranulf Higden, a monk of Chester, records for the year 
1220 Earl Ranulf' s return from the Holy Land and the 
building of castles at Chartley, Staffordshire, and Bees-

ton, and the Cistercian Abbey of Dieulacres, Stafford
shire, all paid for by a tax throughout his lands (Lumby 
1882, 198). There is every reason to suppose that the earl 
started building a third castle, at Bolingbroke, Lincoln
shire, at the same time (Thompson 1966, Drewitt 1976). 

Ranulf had founded the Abbey of Dieulacres in 1214. 
To his new foundation he transferred the monks of 
Poulton Abbey, Cheshire, which was too exposed to the 
Welsh (Mon Angl, v, 626). On his death at Wallingford 
in October 1232 his body was buried in Chester, and his 
heart at Dieulacres. 

After the earl's death his widely-spread possessions 
were divided between his four sisters and their de
scendants. His nephew, John le Scot, representing the 
eldest co-heir, was given the earldom of Chester. Eales 
has stressed that a key point, not taken up by biographi
cal studies of Ranulf, is the fact that the issue of his 
succession, important because of the sheer scale of his 
possessions, must have caused the earl great concern for 
many years before his death. The speed of the suc
cession and the scale of the potential legal 
complications which were swept aside, give the im
pression of a settlement planned long before Ranulf' s 
death. The county of Cheshire does not seem to have 
been taken into the king' s hands at any time in 1232 (see 
Eales 1986 for a full discussion of Earl Ranulf' s inge
nuity in securing the succession). 

In contrast, when Ranulf's nephew, Earl John, died 
in June 1237, Henry III almost immediately appropri
ated the earl's possessions and gave orders to Henry de 
Audley about the custody of the castles of Chester and 
Beeston. Crossbows and other weapons found in the 
castles were handed over (CPR 1232-47, 184-5 (6 June), 
188 (22June);CR1234-37,538-9 (22June)).Johnde Lacy, 
Earl of Lincoln, was appointed custos of the county and 
of Chester and Beeston Castles on 10 July (CPR 1232-47, 
189). 

In 1238 the constable of Beeston Castle was in
structed to hand over the eyrie of falcons to Thomas de 
Herlham, for the king's use (CR 1237-42, 43). The king's 
concern for the last earl's castles is well demonstrated 
in the Pipe Rolls. Allowances were paid for two knights 
and 30 serjeants for castle-guard at Beeston between 
August 1237 and August 1238 (Stewart-Brown 1938, 
36). The wells were attended to, a cable bought for one 
well, and buildings repaired during the same period 
(ibid, 38). One hundred pigs were salted and sold and 
20 were sent to Beeston (Stewart-Brown 1938, 39). On 
25 January 1238/9 instructions were given for the well 
to be repaired, and a bucket with a good rope to be 
found for the well. Orders were given on 18 May 1239 
for the walls to be taken care of, a cable bought for a 
well, and the houses of the castle to be repaired. Francus 
de Brene, constable, was instructed to have a rope to 
draw the water suitable for the well of the castle on 3 
June (CLibR 1226-40, 310, 383, 388). The Pipe Roll ac
count for August 1238 to August 1239 includes 12d 
spent de novo cremento de uno domo extra castellum de 
Rupe, and 34s 8d for one cable, suitable for drawing 
water, for the well (Stewart-Brown 1938, 42, 45). 

To what extent Earl Ranulf's design for Beeston 
Castle, incomplete at his death, had been realised by his 
nephew, can only be a matter of speculation, as there 
are no documents comparable to those which exist for 
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the period when the castle belonged to the Crown. 
These show clearly that during the reign of Henry III 
substantial works were carried out. In November 1241, 
John Lestrange, justiciar of Chester and custos of the 
castles of Chester, Beeston, and Halton, received 1000 
marks from the Irish Treasury, of which 250 went to
wards the fortification of Beeston and Rhuddlan Castles 
(CPR 1232-47, 267). For this period the Pipe Rolls contain 
details of payments to the constable of Beeston Castle, and 
John Lestrange is paid for his services (Stewart-Brown 
1938,58-60, 67). 

Between Christmas 1241 and Christmas 1242, John 
Lestrange accounted for much expenditure connected 
with the Welsh rebellion. A total of £410 12d was spent 
on strengthening the castles of Beeston and Rhuddlan 
(Stewart-Brown 1938, 71), while £817s 101!2d went to the 
repair of buildings at Chester, Beeston, and Shotwick 
Castles (ibid, 73). Payments were made also to knights, 
mounted serjeants, foot-serjeants, and crossbowmen 
garrisoning Beeston and Rhuddlan Castles (ibid, 72; 
CPR 1232-47, 278 [16 March 1242]). The constable of 
Beeston Castle was paid livery at 11 V2d a day in 1241 
(CLibR 1240-45, 20, 59). 

Lestrange remained as justiciar until August 1245, 
the year in which, in October, he was replaced by John 
de Grey. Lestrange's accounts end when the king 
visited Chester in August 1245 for the campaign against 
the Welsh. Knights and serjeants detained at Beeston 
and Rhuddlan Castles in 1242 were paid an unspecified 
sum, which, with the cost of finishing two turrets at 
Beeston Castle, amounted to a total of £242 17s 10112d 
(Stewart-Brown 1938, 77). In the accounts for 1241-2 a 
list of general repairs refers to work at Chester, Beeston, 
Shotwick, and Frodsham Castles (ibid, 78). 

Lestrange's remanent (residual account) of his 1242-5 
Cheshire account was not submitted until 1252-3; it 
deals mostly with Welsh affairs but includes a reference 
to all the king' s hostages being removed from Chester 
Castle to Beeston in 1245 (ibid, 79; CR 1242-47, 327-8). 
On 6 February 1246, the justiciar was instructed that the 
hostages and prisoners in the king' s prison in Beeston 
Castle were 'to have such liveries as they used to have 
in the time of John Lestrange' (CLibR 1245-51, 25). 

In de Grey's account for 30 October 1245 to 30 Oc
tober 1247, £20 was spent on repairing buildings in 
Chester and Beeston Castles, and a total sum of £10 was 
paid to chaplains for two years' duties (1245-6, 1246-7) 
in the chapels in the two castles (Stewart-Brown 1938, 
89; CLibR 1245-51, 29). In the account for 30 October 
1247 to 2 July 1250 the chaplain and chapel at Beeston 
are mentioned again. Repairs to buildings in Chester 
and Beeston Castles amounted to £10 in 1247-8 (Ste
wart-Brown 1938, 94). Further repairs to the two castles, 
mentioned in the same account, cost 50s in the first 
quarter of 1247-8, and 48s 21!2d in 1250 (ibid, 94-5). 
Beeston Castle's continuing use as a prison is shown in 
1249, when 12s was spent on carrying Welsh hostages 
and a man named Philip Calston from Chester to Bees
ton (CLibR 1245-51, 246 (25 July)). 

On 14 February 1253 I 4, Henry III gave his eldest son, 
Edward, later Edward I, Cheshire and the Welsh lands, 
with all the castles and towns (CPR 1247-58, 270, 272, 
285, 365). Prince Edward was created Earl of Chester. 
The king' s gift was to descend to the earl's heirs and 

never to be separated from the Crown. This gift set the 
scene which was to last until after the end of the Middle 
Ages. From now on either the king or the heir-apparent 
controlled Cheshire (Booth 1981, 50). 

The prince was abroad until November 1254, so the 
judiciar, Alan de la Zouche, was ordered to give full 
seisin.lt was not until17 July 1256 that the prince visited 
Chester, and the nobles of Cheshire and the men of 
north Wales paid him homage and fealty. Zouche re
mained as judiciar until Michaelmas 1255, when Gilbert 
Talbot was appointed. On 26 September 1255, Zouche 
was instructed to hand over all supplies and arms in the 
castles of Chester, Beeston, Diserth, and Deganwy (Ste
wart-Brown 1938, 106; CR 1254-56, 134). 

On account of disturbances in the Welsh marches 
Zouche was sent to preserve the peace in 1262: on 25 
December, Thomas de Orreby, justiciar of Chester, was 
commanded to deliver the castle of Chester, Beeston, 
and Shotwick (CPR 1258-66, 238). 

There are no Pipe Roll accounts for the period 1254-
70 because the revenues of Cheshire and the north 
Wales lands belonged to the prince and not to the king. 

Beeston Castle had a part to play in the civil wars of 
the 1260s between Henry III and Simon de Montfort, 
Earl of Leicester. Under the terms of the peace made 
after de Montfort's success at the Battle of Lewes in May 
1264, Prince Edward and his cousin Henry of Almain 
were made hostage. Edward was confined in Dover, 
Wallingford, and then in the Earl of Leicester's castle of 
Kenilworth. On 24 December the tenants of the shire, 
castle, and honour of Cheshire, were ordered to serve 
the Earl of Leicester as they used to serve the last earl of 
the old line, Ranulf de Blundeville. Prince Edward's 
confinement ended on 8 March 1265, but he continued 
to be deprived of the county of Cheshire. On 28 May 
Edward was able to escape. Mustering the support of 
Roger Mortimer, the Earl of Gloucester, and other 
nobles, he assembled an army. Worcester surrendered 
to him, and on 29 June he took Gloucester. After success 
against his opponents at Kenilworth on 31 July, he 
intercepted Simon de Montfort's army at Evesham on 4 
August, where he was victorious: de Montfort was slain 
along with his son Henry and many others; Humphrey 
de Bohun, the younger, was wounded and died at 
Beeston Castle in October. 

After his victory at Evesham, Edward moved north. 
He took with him to Beeston Castle prisoners captured 
by his supporters, James de Audley and Urian de Saint 
Pierre. Chester Castle, which had not been taken, sur
rendered. 

The Benedictine abbey of St Werburgh, Chester, had 
not been affected by the political conflicts. In 1264 a row 
of houses belonging to the abbey was demolished to 
allow the construction of a ditch around the city as a 
protection against 'the barons or the Welsh' (Burne 
1962, 34). On 14 August 1265 Simon de Whitechurch, 
Abbot of St Werburgh, went to Beeston Castle to see 
Prince Edward. The abbot had been admitted by Simon 
de Montfort, not by the prince, who was the abbey's 
patron. 'Contrary to the hopes of many, the Lord Ed
ward, urged by divine inspiration, received the abbot 
with clemency' (Christie 1886, 94-6). 

Edward succeeded to the throne in November 1272, 
but did not return to England until August 1274. It is 
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significant that Llywelyn ap Gruffydd ignored the sum
mons to attend the coronation on 19 August; nor did he 
comply with the summons to meet the king at Shrews
bury in November. Edward I went to Chester in 
September 1275 to meet Llywelyn, who refused to come 
to him. He also failed to attend the following parlia
ment. 

In the autumn of 1276 the king was at Gloucester and 
Evesham taking measures against the Welsh. In No
vember he sent knights into the Marches to keep order, 
and on 12 November it was agreed 'that the king should 
make war on the Welsh with the force of the kingdom' 
(Foedera, I, ii, 535). On 17 November the king decided to 
go against Llywelyn as a 'rebel and a disturber of his 
peace' (CR 1272-9, 359-60). It was not until November 
1277 that Llywelyn submitted at Rhuddlan and finally 
did homage. During the military campaigns of 1277 
against the Welsh, and those of 1282-3 and 1294-5, the 
building of ten new castles in Wales and four new 
'lordship' castles took place, as well as additional build
ing at three existing Welsh castles and work at several 
border castles (Hewitt 1929, 78-81; Colvin 1963, i, 293-
408; Morgan 1987). Chester was of the greatest 
importance as a base for the military campaign and as 
the centre for the co-ordination of personnel, provi
sions, and building materials in a castle-building 
programme of enormous scale. 

Beeston Castle's strategic position, and what little 
administrative role it had had previously, became of 
minor relevance now that the power-base was firmly 
centred in Chester; Edward's new castles became the 
bases for military campaigns against the Welsh. This is 
not to say that Beeston Castle remained ungarrisoned 
or the buildings neglected. The Pipe Roll for July 1270 
to Michaelmas 127 4 records the payment of 1 OOs to John 
Arneway, a well-known Chester merchant, for cloth 
taken for the use of the serjeants in Chester and Beeston 
Castles (Stewart-Brown 1938, 109). Subsequent ac
counts submitted for the years to 1302 contain regular 
payments to the justiciar for the custody of Beeston 
Castle (ibid, 119, 123, 129, 155, 167, 175, 182). 

In 1275-76 provision was made for men-at-arms in 
the Marches and for Chester and Beeston Castles (ibid, 
125),andin 1287-8and 1288-9a totalof£84s 11¥2d was 
spent on repairs to Beeston Castle for work ordered on 
16 November 1288 (ibid, 167; CR 1279-88, 521). 

On 7 February 1300/1 Edward I created his son, the 
future King Edward II, Prince of Wales and Earl of 
Chester. In April1301 the prince appointed William of 
Melton his first chamberlain. Melton's accounts, and 
those of his successors to 1360, have been published 
(Stewart-Brown 1910; 1938 Appendix). In Melton's ac
count for September 1303 to September 1304 an 
expenditure of £109 2s 4¥2d is entered for works at 
Beeston Castle. 

The three towers in the Inner Ward were repaired, 
steps, galleries, doors, windows, and a new bridge were 
made, the walls of the three towers were raised and 
crenellated 'because they formerly had high wooden 
surfaces, and now they are made level', and a 'great 
massive stone wall', 34ft high, 7ft thick, and 20ft long, 
was made before the new bridge to receive it. Masonry 
work was carried out to the gate of the 'Dungon', 
hinges, hooks, locks, and keys made for the great gate, 

and doors and windows for the three towers. The use 
of the word 'Dungon' here is of interest: it is applied to 
the whole of the Inner Ward, in the same way that the 
term was used at Degannwy Castle in 1250 (Colvin 
1963, ii, 625). 

The works were carried out, under the general direc
tion of Master Richard the Engineer, by Master Hugh of 
Dymock, master carpenter, and Master Warin, master 
mason. Roger le Belgeter made the bolsters for suppor
ting the bridge, with 22lb of brass which had been 
bought for him; iron, steel, and coals were provided for 
the smith. 

Timber was brought from the forest of Delamere. 
Lead trimmings from the great tower of Flint Castle, 
and lead from Northop, were carried to Chester Castle, 
where the lead was founded into sheets, along with 
other lead bought for Jordan of Bradford and Benedict 
of Staundon. Brother Thomas le Plummer, a monk of 
Combermere, was chief plumber- a fascinating refer
ence to the use of monastic labour. Brother Thomas 
spent 145 days fixing the lead on the roofs of the three 
towers, with nails on a bed of sand, to prevent the 
wooden boards from rotting (Salzman 1967, 265-6). 
Madoc le Quarreour 'and his fellow' pointed the ma
sonry; lime and timber boards were brought from 
Chester, and a cable from Flint. Women were paid for 
carrying water from one furlong away- a surprising 
item, since water should have been available from the 
castle wells. 

Ithel, the smith, and his assistant were paid for mak
ing masonry tools. Soap and grease were bought for the 
machines used to draw and raise timber, and ropes for 
raising the timber and drawing the drawbridge (Ste
wart-Brown 1910, 42--44). 

In the following year, under the direction of Master 
Robert of Glasson, the outer gate was repaired at the 
cost of £14 6s 3d (Colvin 1963, ii, 560). 

Edward II become king in 1307. His immediate prob
lems with the barons, led by Thomas, Earl of Lancaster, 
may have been the reason for an assessment of the 
condition of the royal castles. The houses and towers at 
Beeston were mended and repaired in 1312-13 by Ro
bert the carpenter of Kyngislegh (Kingsley) and 
William the plumber, at a cost of 45s 71;2d (Stewart
Brown 1910, 81). 

The Earl of Lancaster's threats to Edward were no 
doubt the reason why the castle at Beeston was garri
soned between 20 May and 20 July 1313 by Sir Ralph de 
Vernon, with two esquires, and six bowmen; Ralph and 
his esquires were paid 3s a day, and his bowmen 4d 
(ibid). This temporary garrison put the castle in a state 
of defence against raiding parties. The arrangement 
may be compared with the instructions given in 1318 
by the Earl of Lancaster to the constable of his castle at 
Bolingbroke, Lincolnshire: the constable had to choose 
12 or more tenants to act as a temporary garrison; only 
authorised men were to be given access and the draw
bridges were to be raised and the gates closed by day 
and by night (M W Thompson 1965). The Earl of Lan
caster's rebellion in 1332 ended with his trial at 
Pontefract and his beheading on 23 March. The keeper 
of the castle was ordered on 13 April1322 to remove the 
garrison of men 'put therein by reason of the late dis
turbances in the realm and to keep the castle in the same 
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way as before the disturbances'. Victuals were to be 
kept safely, and those that would not keep were to be 
sold (CR 1318-23, 437). 

The chamberlain of Chester was instructed on 2 
March 1326 to cover the towers of Beeston Castle; the 
wells and peels (courtyards) at Beeston and at the 
castles of Chester, Flint, and Rhuddlan were to be 
cleansed, at a cost not exceeding £140 (CR 1323-27,450). 
What works were actually carried out cannot now be 
determined. In 1324-5 £15 3s 93/ 4d was spent on 
'divers works' carried out by Hugh of Peck and Walter 
of Hereford, masons (£4), Master Richard of Legh, car
penter (£4), and Robert of Huxelegh (£7 3s 93/4d) 
(Stewart-Brown 1910, 96-7). Additional works to the 
'houses, chambers, turrets and other buildings in the 
king's castles of Chester, Beeston, Flint and Rhuddlan' 
were ordered on 18 May 1328 (CR 1327-30, 288). 

The justice and chamberlain of Chester were in
structed, on 6 February 1331, to inspect the castle and 
determine what repairs were required and the cost of 
them (CR 1330-33, 186). 

The castle was surveyed when Edward III's eldest 
son was created Earl of Chester in 1333. It was reported 
that the castle was 'well and surely sited on a rocky 
eminence, and very well enclosed'; no repairs were 
recommended (Colvin 1963, ii, 560). 

A constable (William Carey), watchman, and janitor 
were paid £10 in 1347-8 (Stewart-Brown 1910, 123). In 
1359-60 £5112s 51;2d was spent on carpentry works in 
repairing the castle, and in carriage of timber from 
Peckforton Park. Masons, quarriers, and other work
men, and cement, iron, and steel cost £34 1 Os 2V2d. Alan 
of Maurdyn, plumber, was paid 7d a day- a total of £7 
18s 8d- for 272 days spent roofing the tower of the castle 
with lead, and Richard del Flynt, Alan's servant, 49s 4d 
for 37 weeks work at 16d a week. A workman helping 
Alan, and nails and tin, cost 46s 7 d. Thomas le Smith of 
Denbigh was paid 33s 6d for making four locks for the 
gate (Stewart-Brown 1910, 271-2). Repairs were conti
nued in 1361-2: £11 14s 7d was paid to masons, 
quarrymen, and other workers, and mortar, iron, and 
board were bought (Booth and Carr 1991, 34.4). 

Richard II (1377-99), having no heir, retained the 
earldom of Chester for himself. He made it a princi
pality in 1398. Richard continued to appoint a constable 
for Beeston Castle, along with a janitor; in 1395 Henry 
Champneys was appointed constable (Ormerod 1881, 
ii, 274). In May 1399 Richard went to Chester before 
setting sail from Milford to Ireland, to avenge the death 
of the Ear 1 of March in the previous September, carrying 
with him his regalia and treasure. Some of the treasure, 
however, is said to have been sent from Chester for 
safe-keeping in other castles in the area. This rumour 
may be relevant to Beeston, as the following account 
makes clear. 

Following Henry of Lancaster's landing in Yorkshire 
in early July, and his march on Bristol, Richard sailed to 
Milford and made his way to north Wales. Henry 
reached Chester on 9 August. Richard arrived at Con
way, to find himself hemmed in. Resigning the crown, 
he was taken to Flint, where Henry met him on 19 
August. Richard was then taken to Chester before his 
journey to London and the Tower. 

Not only Chester but many other castles were taken 

by Henry, and many men were killed and their goods 
confiscated, according to the Kirkstall Chronicle 
(Clarke 1931, 133). 'Vessels and many other goods 
found in water cisterns' and 'other secret places' were 
seized (Adam of Usk, quoted in Thompson 1904, 26). 
The Dieulacres Chronicle, a local text, adds that Henry 
seized treasure and other valuables that had been bu
ried (Clark and Galbraith 1930, 172). 

These events were described and published in 1631 
by John Stow: he states that Beeston Castle, six (actually 
ten) miles from Chester, was surrendered without re
sistance, although of great strength, garrisoned with 
100 men, and provisioned for a five-year siege. Stow 
adds that Henry found there coin to the value of 100,000 
marks, and other jewels 'which Richard caused to be 
kept' worth twice that sum, 'all of which Duke Henry 
took with him' (Stow 1631, 321). C A R Radford has 
drawn the author's attention to a seventeenth-century 
manuscript volume in the British Library (Harley 2111), 
apparently compiled in Cheshire c 1640, containing 
accounts of local interest in Chester and Cheshire. The 
volume relates the same story as Stow, but with addi
tional material from another source not mentioned by 
Stow .It is possible that Stow was using this other source 
for his account (Radford, pers comm). The story should 
not be dismissed as a later elaboration of the events 
recorded in the Kirkstall and Dieulacres Chronicles, 
and by Adam of Usk, since the story appears in much 
the same form in a fourteenth-century poem by Jean 
Cretan (Webb 1824, 122-4, 345-6). 

Cretan had been on Richard's expedition to Ireland 
and went with the Earl of Salisbury to Conway, but was 
not with the king from the time Richard left Ireland 
until he arrived at Flint (Clarke and Galbraith 1930, 
138-9). Cretan's account, however, differs from Stow in 
the identification of the castle: 

A vj. mile de la ville y avoit 
un autre fort, que houlton appelloit 
Sur une roche moult hault assis estoit. 

[Six miles from the town there was another castle, called 
Holt, set on a very high, rather narrow rock.] 

Since the descriptive parts of these lines and the 
comment, in later lines, that 'ansi faut pas our pas aller a 
pie amant' [so it was necessary to go on foot, step by step, 
to the summit], are more applicable to Beeston than to 
Holt, it is very probable that Cretan confused Holt 
(hoult) with Beeston's medieval name - castellum de 
Rupe. The references to Beeston in Stow and the British 
Library manuscript reinforce the view that Cretan's 
identification was wrong. Nevertheless, Cretan's ac
count shows that the story of a large amount of money 
and valuables was current when he was writing his 
poem. The various accounts of this story had led to 
much effort being expended in clearing the well in 
Beeston Castle's Inner Ward in the hope of finding 
Richard's treasure (see p 104 below). Similar efforts 
have been made at Holt. 

Expenditure on the castle under Richard II 
amounted to no more than a few shillings a year, and 
in the fifteenth century the castle appears to have been 
rather neglected (Colvin 1963, ii, 560).It was not aban
doned, however, since janitors, porters, or keepers were 
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appointed regularly during the fifteenth century. Ri
chard, Duke of York, had the castle and manor included 
in the lands and possessions of the earldom of Chester 
in 1460. Thomas Colbrand was appointed keeper of 
Beeston at the beginning of the reign of Henry VII, but 
was still asking for wages and arrears in 1502 (Driver 
1971, 54). By the early sixteenth century the castle was 
ruinous (Leland 1548, quoted in Ormerod 1882, ii, 275). 

The manor of Peckforton, which included Beeston 
Castle, was sold by the Crown to Hugh Beeston in 1602 
for £2,500 (Mostyn Estate Records no 4270). Prior to this 
the estate had been leased to members of the Beeston 
family. 

The will of Sir Hugh Beeston, dated 16 January 1626, 
refers to his two poor kinsmen, George and Richard 
Beeston, who were living in the castle, and requests that 
they be maintained in the 'house room and easements 
and commodities' that they 'hold and occupy within the 
walls', or be rehoused elsewhere (Mostyn Estate Rec
ords no 8847). 

A late sixteenth-century account of the castle de
scrib es the Inner Ward, 'with a Goodly strong 
Gatehouse, and a strong Wall, with other Buildings; 
which when they flourished, were a convenient Habi
tation for any great Personage', and the outer 'Wall, 
furnished with Turrets' and 'first a fair Gate' (Erde
swicke 1717, no page). 

When the Civil War broke out, Cheshire was 
divided. Chester was a royal base, but the towns in the 
east of the county were held by the Parliamentarians. 
The importance of Beeston Castle was recognised by 
both sides, since it controlled a number of lines of 
communication and, from its commanding position, 
the movement of troops could be seen easily. 

The castle, with 'much wealth and other goods of the 
gentry and other neighbours brought thither for safety', 
was occupied on 20 February 1643 by the Parliamentary 
forces under Sir William Brereton, and garrisoned with 
between 200 and 300 men (Hall1889, 38). At this time 
Brereton 'caused the breeches to be made up with mud 
walls, the well of the outer ward to be cleansed, and a 
few rooms erected' (Dore 1965-6, 104; see also Dore 
1984 and 1990). 

Following the arrival of part of the royal army from 
Ireland at the end of November, Brereton's headquar
ters at Nantwich were captured. Just before dawn on 13 
December, Captain Sandford, of the Royalist army from 
Ireland, with eight firelocks, entered 'the upper ward of 
Beeston Castle by a byeway'. Captain Steele, Parliamen
tary governor of the castle, who had 60 men against 
Sandford's eight, received Sandford in 'his lodging in 
the lower ward', and after dinner agreed to surrender 
the castle- perhaps because additional Royalist troops 
were outside the main gate- and, with his soldiers, was 
allowed 'to depart with their colours and arms' to Nan
twich. All the stores and ammunitions, and the large 
quantity of private goods in the castle, were left in the 
care of the Royalist force (Hall1889, 91- 2). 

Brereton's forces besieged the castle again in Novem
ber 1644. After a successful Royalist attack on a 
detachment of 26 Parliamentarians in a house nearby, 
the Parliamentary siege of the castle grew closer and 
large forces were concentrated on it. Brereton reported 
that 'We have almost finished a mount before Beeston 

Castle gate, which is encompassed with a strong, deep 
trench. This will command and keep them in the castle, 
so that they dare not issue out in strong parties to annoy 
the country or bring in provision' (Morris 1923, 84; Dore 
1984, 370). 

The siege works, including 'good buildings' on the 
mound, were only just completed in May 1645 (Hall 
1889, 169). But by the summer the castle had been 
restocked and Brereton's earthworks thrown down 
(ibid, 169-70). In early August the surrounding ditch 
had been dug again, and another strong fort was 
erected, within musket shot of the gate to the outer 
ward, containing 100 men, and stocked with provisions 
and ammunitions (Hall1889, 180). 

After the defeat of the king at Rowton Heath, Beeston 
Castle was surrendered on 15 November 1645. Captain 
Vallett and 56 men were allowed to march out under 
safe conduct (Hall 1889, 188-9). At the time of the 
surrender the garrison had almost no provisions. The 
governor's horse was so weak from lack of fodder that 
it could hardly carry him out of the castle. 'Theire was 
neither rneate, Ale nor Beere found in the castle, save 
only a peece of Turkey pye, Twoe Bisketts, a lyve Pea
cock and a peahen' (Hall1889, 189). 

On the day after the surrender Brereton ordered 
provisions and ammunitions to be removed from the 
fort outside the gate into the castle, and the fort and all 
siege works to be pulled down (Dore 1965-6, 116). 
Chester fell on 3 February 1646. 

The Parliamentarians issued warrants to the constables 
ofBunbury, Tarporley, Wrenbury,andActonforthe 'pull
ing down and defacing' of Beeston. This was carried out 
before Whitsun: 'Onelie the Gatehowse in the lower 
warde and parte of some Towers in the heigher warde, 
weire lefte standings, which scythens are pulled downs 
and utterlie defaced' (Hall1889, 206-7). 

After the Civil War the castle remained in much the 
same state as it is today. In the eighteenth century it was 
a favourite subject for engravings and paintings. In 1703 
George Walley is recorded as renting and living in a 
'house and close by the castle gate' (Mostyn Estate 
Records no 6085). The only activity recorded at the 
castle is stone quarrying: a stone quarry in the Outer 
Ward is documented in the eighteenth century (Mostyn 
Estate Records no 6089). A 'horse causeway' mentioned 
in 1722rnaybeassociated with quarrying work. In 1759 
workmen were paid for stone quarrying, gunpowder 
was purchased, and a blacksmith employed (Mostyn 
Estate Records no 5385). Quarrying continued in the 
nineteenth century (CRO DTW Ace 2477 for 1868). 

The ownership of the castle passed, by marriage, to 
Sir Thomas Mostyn of Mostyn Hall, Flintshire (Clwyd) 
in the eighteenth century. In 1840 the estate was pur
chased by John, first Lord Tollernache. Between 1844 
and 1850 he commissioned Salvin to build Peckforton 
Castle, a medieval castle in its arrangements, but with
out so many of a medieval castle's inconveniences. His 
new castle was clearly designed to complement Beeston 
Castle on the outcrop of rock nearby. Some of Beeston 
Castle's walls were repaired and a skimpy gatehouse, 
medieval only in its plan, was built at the road entrance, 
to control those who carne to the hill for picnics, to see 
the kangaroos, which were run on Beeston crag by the 
Tollernaches, or to visit the Bunbury Fair. 
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Beeston Castle was taken into guardianship by the 
Ministry of Works in 1959. The archaeological excava
tions reported in this volume were carried out, on the 
one hand to make the Inner Ward safer for visitors and, 
on the other, with those on the Outer Gate, to make the 
surviving structure more intelligible to the general pub
lic, by exposing more of the medieval building. 

Architectural description 

'A place well guarded by walls of a great compass, by 
a great number of its towers, and by a mountain of very 
steep ascent', so William Camden (1551-1623) de
scribed the castle. Castellum de Rupe, the Castle of the 
Rock, was the name used consistently during the 
Middle Ages. Its defences used the natural strength of 
the prominent and dramatic rock outcrop to maximum 
advantage (Fig 63). From every direction the long-dis
tance view of the castle shows the rocky hill and 
defences in stark outline. At close quarters the defences 
appear more formidable than they actually are because 
of the sloping ground in front of them. The towers look 
higher from the outside than they are internally: a de
ception achieved by the fact that the lower ground to 
the front and the lower parts of the most of the towers 
form a revetment to the solid ground behind (Fig 64). 

The castle was planned in two parts: an Inner Bailey 

sited on the highest point, with a high, precipitous, 
natural defence to the north and a rock-cut ditch to the 
south; and an Outer Bailey with walls, towers, and a 
gatehouse, following the contours. The Outer Bailey 
encloses a very large area (Fig 63), so large that its 
defences must have been dictated by the existing 
defences of the Iron Age hillfort, which it was thought 
prudent to take into account. Not to have done so, and 
to have constructed a smaller Outer Bailey, would have 
left the prehistoric defences for the use of any assailant. 
The plan of Beeston Castle, therefore, was influenced by 
existing earthworks and by the topography. It may be 
compared with Chartley Castle, Staffordshire, where 
the layout of Ranulf's stone castle was dictated by the 
plan of the existing motte and bailey: here the motte was 
utilised to accommodate a circular keep and a gate
house, towers, and curtain wall constructed on top of 
the earlier earthworks. At Ranulf's third castle at Bol
ingbroke, Lincolnshire, on the other hand, there were 
no earlier features to determine the castle plan. 

Although Beeston Castle was never completed fully 
to its original plan- the absence of large halls, kitchens, 
stables, etc is particularly notable- it nevertheless was 
provided with a completed outer defence and Inner 
Ward, its military strength lying in two massive gate
houses and curtain wall towers. Even in this state of 
construction the castle was a striking symbol of lord
ship, dominating the surrounding countryside. 

Fig 64 Inner Ward: gatehouse towers, view north-east (Photo H Hawley) 
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Despite the absence of many of the buildings necess
ary for the castle to function as an administrative centre 
and residence, enough accommodation was provided, 
by small halls and chambers in the gatehouses and by 
chambers in at least two of the towers in the Inner Ward, 
for the basic requirements of the constable, who was 
most likely to have been in residence for long periods, 
and of the visiting earl, his officials, and guests. 

The castle is constructed of local stone quarried on 
site: grey Keuper Sandstone, mainly from the ditch in 
front of the Inner Ward, and the underlying red Upper 
Bunter sandstone. The only dressed and finely tooled 
stone was that needed, for example, to construct gate
ways, doorways, and windows. All the walls of the 
castle were built of hewn stone with rough vertical 
faces, the courses of masonry being levelled up with 
small stones. The unexceptional quality of the construc
tion, however, would perhaps have been hidden by 
external rendering of lime mortar, or by limewash. 

The Inner Ward (Fig 3) 

Gatehouse and entrance 

The wide, flat-bottomed ditch surrounding the Inner 
Ward on the south was the quarry for most of the stone 
for the Inner Ward: wedge-holes for extracting the stone 
are to be seen in many places along both faces of the 
ditch. 

The gatehouse was reached by a stone causeway, 
4.7m wide, which stops short of the main gateway. The 
great difference in levels between the ground of the 
Outer Ward and the gatehouse means that the top of the 
causeway had a steep ramp. The gap between the cause
way and entrance passage was spanned by a 
drawbridge. Accounts show that the bridge and cause
way were built in 1303-4 (p 96). However, there is now 
no evidence for a drawbridge and it is difficult to see 
how one would have functioned. Furthermore, the 
present dimensions of the causeway do not correspond 
with those given in the medieval accounts (Hough 1978; 
Weaver 1987). Encased by the causeway and projecting 
from it on the west side is a roughly shaped pillar of 
natural stone 4m high. This was no doubt the intermedi
ate support for the timber bridge which was replaced 
by the causeway. 

The modern footbridge has been constructed slightly 
above the medieval ground level of the gatehouse pas
sage, which has been severely reduced towards the 
ditch, either deliberately or by erosion. Until recently 
access was gained by nineteenth-century rock-cut steps 
from the top of the filling in the ditch. 

A pointed arch with two plain square orders leads to 
the gate passage between two half-round gatehouse 
towers (the East and West Gatehouse Towers). In front 
of the arch there was a two-leafed gate. The position of 
the iron crooks upon which the gate was hung is indi
cated by irregular recesses on either side; the grooves 
for the crooks are visible on the lower surfaces of the 
recesses on the west side. The flat outer surface of the 
second order of the arch served as a rebate for the gate 
when closed, and indicates that the gate opened out
wards. On either side of the archway are the holes for a 
drawbar to secure the gate. Beyond the drawbar holes 

Fig 65 Inner Ward: gateway, view south (Photo L Keen) 

is a portcullis slot, visible in the side walls and in the 
solid masonry above. Further into the passage, origin
ally covered by the wooden floor of the chamber above, 
its width increases with a rebate: two recesses, one on 
either side, once contained the iron crooks for a second 
gate, the leaves folding back against the walls of the 
widened passage. The inner gate passage arch is 
pointed and, like the outer, has two plain square orders 
(Fig 65). 

There is no access from the gate passage to the towers 
on either side: doorways to these are in the rear wall of 
the gatehouse, which is constructed directly on natural 
rock cut down to create a more level surface. The door
way to the West Gatehouse Tower has a pointed arch 
with chamfered arrises. On the east side two holes in 
the door rebate mark the position of iron crooks. On the 
west side there is a groove for the door latch, and to the 
west of the doorway there is a square-headed window 
with a deep external chamfer and internal splay. In the 
sill there are two square holes, set diagonally, for iron 
bars; curiously there are no similar holes in the jambs or 
head. As the stonework does not follow the adjacent 
courses the window is probably a fourteenth-century 
insertion. In the outer wall of the tower are two vaulted 
embrasures with narrow arrow-loops with cross-slits 
and fishtail bases covering the ditch and entrance cause
way. To support the wooden floor of the room above 
there are six plain corbels: one in each corner on the 
north, three over the east embrasure, one over the west 
embrasure, and one midway on the straight west wall. 
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A hole between the two embrasures at the level of the 
springing of the embrasure vaulting probably marks 
the position of another corbel to carry a wall-post. 

Less survives of the East Gatehouse Tower: almost 
all of the east side has been demolished. In the rear wall 
both jambs of the doorway remain, with one hole for an 
iron door-crook on the west side. In the south wall are 
remains of two embrasures. The greater part of the 
eastern one has gone; its western part survives with part 
of the vault and the fishtail base and side with a cross
slit of the arrow-loop. The western embrasure is 
complete, but the arrow-loop contains blocking, pres
umably dating to the Civil War. A window in the rear 
wall, in a position similar to that in the West Gatehouse 
Tower, may be assumed. 

Traces of the original medieval lime mortar survive 
on parts of the walls. Three plain corbels to support the 
wooden floor above survive over the western embra
sure, and between the two embrasures, at the level of 
the vault springing, there is another corbel for a wall
post: this arrangement is the same as in the West 
Gatehouse Tower. 

The second stage of the gatehouse, in contrast to the 
grey stone of the towers and passage below, is built 
mainly of red sandstone. Access to this level was 
through a doorway in the north wall of the West Gate
house Tower, approached originally by an external 
wooden stair. The doorway has chamfered arrises; an 
angle on the chamfer suggests that it was pointed like 
the doorway to the tower below. There are two holes 
for iron door-crooks in the west rebate. The room 
reached through this door occupied both towers and 
the area above the passage, with walls set back from the 
wall-faces of the ground floor. This chamber had a 
wooden floor supported by the corbels in the towers 
below. The front walls of the towers are solid; the only 
surviving evidence for windows is one in the north, rear 
wall over the east wall of the west tower. This is square
headed and has a deep external chamfer. Square sockets 
in the lintel indicate the position of three vertical iron 
bars. Internally the window splay has a segmental arch 
above and a seat with undercut chamfers on either side. 
This window, like that on the ground floor which it 
matches in style, is an insertion. 

In the front wall over the passage, which contains the 
portcullis slot, are two square holes: these served to 
hold timbers locking the portcullis in position when 
raised. There are now no clues to suggest how the 
portcullis was lifted. It could have been raised by ropes 
running through pulleys fixed in the ceiling of the first 
floor chamber, or by a windlass located on the first floor 
or in the storey above. In the west wall of the West 
Gatehouse Tower a passage leads to a blocked doorway 
giving access to the curtain wall-walk; the doorway is 
clearly visible on the external face. From a door in the 
north-west corner of the West Gatehouse Tower, one 
jamb of which survives, a flight of nine steps rises over 
the passage to the wall above. A single corbel in the 
north wall, larger than those supporting the first floor, 
indicates the position of the floor of the storey above. 
Another corbel half-way up the corner, at the junction 
of the East Gatehouse Tower with the flat front wall 
above the gatehouse passage, marks the position of a 
wall-post supporting the upper floor. 

The gatehouse now consists of two stages. It is un
certain if the surviving staircase from the first floor gave 
access to another storey, or to the roof and battlements. 
The accommodation in this extra floor would have 
added to that provided by the room on the first floor of 
the gatehouse, and by the chambers on the first floors 
of the South-West and South-East Towers. It is reason
able to suggest that the accommodation provided here 
may have been used by the constable. 

The masonry work on the gate, mentioned in the 
building accounts for 1303-4, cannot be identified with 
any certainty. It is unlikely to have consisted of making 
provision for the portcullis, since the portcullis slot is 
an integral part of the structure and there are no indica
tions that it was an insertion. Windows are referred to 
in the accounts, and as those in the back wall of the 
gatehouse are insertions in the original fabric they could 
perhaps belong to the work carried out at this time. 

South-West Tower and Curtain Wall 

Three steps, two of stone and the third rock-cut, lead 
from the doorway down to the floor level inside the 
tower (Fig 74); the door jambs have chamfered arrises. 
The rock-cut step and the natural stone floor showed 
distinct traces of chisel marks after the tower had been 
excavated (Fig 75). A drawbar hole, going 0.98m back 
into the wall, is visible in the west door rebate. Below it 
is a recess for a post-medieval door-lock. In the east 
door rebate is the recess for the lower iron door-crook. 
There is a square-headed window with deep external 
chamfer in the back wall: it has square socket holes for 
iron bars, two on the sill and two on each jamb. Two 
small holes on the east jamb, one with part of the iron 
crook and its lead fixing still present, indicate that the 
window had a wooden shutter. In the south wall, facing 
south and south-east to cover the causeway and ditch, 
are the remains of two embrasures. The fishtail base of 
the arrow-loop in the south-east embrasure survives. 
The roughly mortared interior walls were exposed after 
the tower was excavated: on the east wall of the en
trance a builder's vertical marking-out line for the 
internal face of the rear wall was visible. Three corbels 
to support the wooden floor above survive in the west 
wall. Excavation showed that the first floor chamber 
was plastered and had a fireplace: a blackened fireplace 
lintel with a chamfered rear face to the flue showed that 
the fireplace was 1.37m wide. The fireplace and chim
ney were probably constructed in the west wall. This is 
the only indication of a heated chamber in the Inner 
Ward. Indeed there is no evidence for others elsewhere 
in the castle. The wall-walk from the first floor of the 
gatehouse would have given access to this heated 
chamber, which must have been of some importance. If 
the accommodation in the gatehouse was for the use of 
the constable, this chamber may have provided separ
ate private quarters. To the east of the tower the height 
of the curtain wall has been much reduced. It survives 
to parapet level on the west where one side of a merion 
is visible. 

To the north of the south-west corner of the ward two 
round-headed arches carry the curtain wall over two 
rock fissures (Fig 76, Section 9). These may have been 
intended for latrine chutes from a building in the south-
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Fig 66 Inner Ward: F70 in area W, view north; scale in feet 
(Photo L Keen) 

west corner which was never constructed. The wall 
built behind the curtain wall here is later in date (F17; 
Figs 80 and 82). The west curtain wall is interrupted by 
a substantial gap, where the natural rock forms a ledge 
overhanging the cliff below. This 'Pulpit Rock' has lost 
any medieval masonry that may have existed. It is the 
obvious location for the eyries of falcons recorded in the 
thirteenth century. 

Prior to excavation a levelled area in the north-west 
corner suggested that a large building might once have 
been here. This possibility is strengthened by the tusks 
of masonry 7m to the east of the north-west corner: the 
tusks are of grey stone in contrast to the red sandstone 
blocks below. No evidence was found in the excavation 
for any structure in this position. Between points 18m 
and 25m from the north-west corner a section of re
paired wall is apparent externally: this was confirmed 
by excavation (F70; Figs 66, 67, and 72). A few metres 
west of the north-east corner are the remains of two 
single-light windows in the curtain wall. The west win
dow has an internal rebate to take a wooden shutter. 
The windows suggested the presence of a building but 
excavation failed to establish any evidence for it. 

East Tower 

This tower has a rounded external face like all the other 
towers in the castle. However, it differs from them in its 
internal plan: the internal face has three straight sections 
of wall instead of a curve. The threshold of the doorway 
is slightly above the level of the floor. Both the threshold 
and the jambs have a chamfered arris. In the south door 
rebate there is a drawbar hole and above it a latch 
groove. On the north a recess for the lower iron door
crook was revealed during excavation. In the rear wall 
the square-headed window is narrower than those in 
the other towers in the Inner Ward. Externally it has a 
deep chamfer, though not as deep as those in the win
dows of the gatehouse and South-West Tower. There is 
a small square socket in the sill and lintel and two 
sockets in each jamb for iron bars. The window splay is 
covered internally by a rounded arch. In the outer wall 
are the remains of two embrasures, one facing east, the 
other south-east. Although almost all of the arrow
loops have gone the fishtail bottom of both loops 
survives in each embrasure. Two joist holes and a single 
corbel in the north-west corner indicate a wooden floor 

to the chamber above. There are slight indications that 
the walls were plastered. 

Between the East and South-East Towers the battle
ments survive in a good state: the only place in the castle 
where they are so well preserved. The parapet is built 
mainly of red sandstone in contrast to the grey stone 
below. Four merlons survive. Cut into the wall-walk 
and going beneath the parapet are six roughly square 
channels to take the wooden beams for hoarding (a 
wooden covered gallery attached to the curtain wall 
and projecting over the ground below). South of the 
East Tower is a blocked opening with a large lintel (F45; 
Fig 80) which is probably a Civil War gunport. 

South-East Tower and garderobe 

In the rear wall of the tower one door jamb with external 
chamfered arris survives on the west side. Inside the 
doorway is an iron-stained groove for an iron door
crook. To the east are one jamb and sill of a 
square-headed window with a deep external chamfer 
and internal splay. There is one small square socket in 
the sill and two sockets in the jamb for iron bars. As in 
the other towers there are two embrasures, one facing 
south, the other south-east. The one on the west side, 
which faces south, has remains of stone paving: that on 

Fig 67 Inner Ward: F70 in area W, view west; scale in feet 
(Photo L Keen) 
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the east, after excavation, had a plastered floor. The 
latter embrasure is largely intact and its vaulting re
mains. One side of the arrow-loop with a cross-slit 
survives. There is a rounded corbel in the north-east 
corner and a line of joist holes. In the thickness of the 
east wall there is a garderobe pit. Access to the gar
derobe was from the first floor, along a passage in the 
thickness of the east wall. Joist holes for the floor of the 
garderobe are visible and show that the wooden latrine 
seat was against the north wall. It may be inferred that 
the garderobe also served the stage above. The gar
derobe pit is as deep as the surviving masonry. At 
ground level outside the tower on the east is a narrow 
outlet passing through the east wall to the garderobe pit. 

A second blocked opening (F86; Fig 80), between the 
South-East Tower and the East Gatehouse Tower, is 
probably a Civil War gunport. 

The well (Fig 72) 

In 1794 the well was said to be filled to within 90 yards 
(82m) of the top, and to be 160 yards (146m) deep. The 
well was almost completely cleared out to a depth of 
366ft (111.93m) in 1842. At the same time a protective 
stone coping was built around the top. Later the well
head was covered by a stone hut to stop visitors 
throwing material down the shaft. The well has been 
explored on two occasions: between January 1935 and 
April1936, and in 1976. 

In 1935 the depth of the well was said to be 11 Oyd 
(100.1m). Medieval masonry was noted to a depth of 
about 200ft (61m). It is recorded that below the masonry 
the shaft, 6-7ft (1.82-2.13m) wide, was cut through solid 
dark red sandstone. Three openings in the sides of the 
shaft were recorded. There are conflicting measure
ments for the position of the openings above the top of 
the infilling. Approximate depths below the top of the 
well are, probably, the first at 260ft (79.2m), the second 
at 290ft (88.4m), and the third at 327ft (99.19m). The first 
opening, at compass bearing 50° magnetic east of south, 
was found to be 11ft (3.35m) high, tapering from 3ft 
(0.92m) beneath a large semicircular arch to 18in 
(0.45m) at the base. The opening was recessed 3ft 6in 
(1.06m). At 6ft (1.83m) above the base of the opening 
there was a 4ft (1.22m) deep shelf, with headroom of 5ft 
4in (1.62m). Beyond the 4ft (1.22m) deep entrance pas
sage a tunnel had been cut for about 30ft (9.14m) on an 
approximate compass bearing of 92° magnetic west of 
south. Near the end of the explored length of the tunnel, 
holes for poles were noticed near roof height. This 
passage is probably the one explored in 1842. It was 
then said to be 60ft (18.28m) in length, with a draught 
strong enough to blow out candles. The second opening 
was 3ft (0.91m) wide and 6-7ft (1.83-2.13m) high. It 
gave access to a passage cut into the rock for 8ft 6in 
(2.59m). The third opening was a rectangular shaft 5ft 
6in (1.67m) high, 2ft 6in (0.76m) wide, and 12ft (3.65m) 
long, cut on compass bearing 170° magnetic. Slots were 
observed on both sides of the entrance (Beeston Field 
Centre MS; Cheshire Life, October 1937, 16-17 and No
vember 1937, 7-9; Dalton 1794; le Saxon 1895; Jones 
1897). 

The interpretation of these three features is difficult. 
The change in direction in the highest, from the en-

trance to the tunnel, and its length, suggest that it may 
have been intended for a salley-port. A fissure in the 
roof of the tunnel, recorded by the explorers, may have 
been the reason why the tunnelling was abandoned. 

A further 15 tons of spoil were removed but the shaft 
became waterlogged and in January 1936 excavation 
was abandoned at a depth of 339ft (103.2m). The abor
tive 1976 explorations focused more on the possibility 
of rock-cut chambers just below the surface (Cheshire 
Life, January 1978). The motivation for the explorations 
in the well appeared to have been the search for the 
treasure supposedly hidden in Beeston Castle by Ri
chard II and the hope of finding underground passages 
from the Inner Ward to the plain below. 

The Outer Ward, curtain wall, and Outer 
Gatehouse (Figs 3 and 63) 

All the curtain wall towers, with the exception of Tower 
2, have semicircular external front faces and no stone 
rear walls. Towers 2,6, and 7 show evidence of steps up 
to the wall-walk. Evidence in Towers 6 and 7 shows that 
all the towers must have had timber floors. Structural 
details suggest that the towers were built prior to the 
construction of the linking curtain wall. Although there 
is no evidence surviving to demonstrate the fact, all the 
curtain wall towers must have had at least one storey 
above the level of the battlements: this is amply demon
strated in castles where towers survive to a greater 
extent. The extra storey provided, on the one hand, the 
facility to cover the adjacent battlements if these were 
taken by attackers and, on the other, additional accom
modation. Embrasures with arrow-loops were 
constructed in the bottom stage of each tower; their 
number and direction were determined by the slope of 
the ground on which the towers were built. 

Towerl 

Only the semicircular ground plan survives of this 
tower, which is much smaller than others along the 
curtain wall. The masonry projects very slightly (0.25m) 
from the back of the curtain wall, which extends 17m to 
the north; traces of the wall can be seen for a further 9m. 
A rock outcrop, exposed in the quarry to the west, forms 
the north-east corner of the Outer Ward. Westwards, 
quarries have left a narrow ridge of stone which prob
ably represents the line of the curtain wall enclosing the 
Outer Ward on the north. 

Tower2 

The tower sits awkwardly in the curtain wall: to the 
south-west the wall kinks to reduce the wall thickness 
from 2.3m to about 1.8m. Access to the tower, which 
had a solid stone rear wall, would have been through a 
doorway on the south side. To the north of where the 
doorway would have been is one jamb of a window in 
the rear wall. The sloping ground to the south is covered 
by a south-facing embrasure. It has springers for the 
vault and evidence of repairs. In the side walls of the 
tower are remains of two sets of steps giving access to 
the first floor; four steps remain in the south wall and 
two in the north. On the south side one step provides 
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access to the curtain wall-walk between Towers 2 and 
3. There is no trace of joists for the wooden floor, only a 
wide, elliptical internal sill on the east side for joists to 
rest on. Two stones project from the north external face 
of the tower; their east faces are 0. 9m from the junction 
of the tower with the curtain wall. This indicates that 
the curtain wall was intended to be built further for
ward than the place in which it was subsequently 
constructed. A straight joint is visible in the curtain wall 
to the south, at a point 6m north of Tower 3. The joint 
is particularly noticeable since, to the north, there is a 
predominance of red sandstone. 

Tower3 

Towers 3 and 4 are the north and south towers of the 
Outer Gatehouse (Fig 79). Most of Tower 3 has been 
completely demolished (Fig 68). In the solid stone rear 
wall, which continues the line of the internal face of the 
curtain wall, are the remains of a window with internal 
splays and a sloping base. The sill has a chamfered arris 
and three very eroded sockets for bars. Nothing re
mains of the doorway. In the north part of the tower one 
side of the north, east-facing embrasure survives. Two 
half-rounded corbels to support a wooden first floor are 
visible in the north wall. The foundations of the front of 
the tower have been destroyed below the original inter
nal floor level; the plan is now marked out by a new 
external face (dated 1989) using old stones. The port
cullis slot in the south wall is not original and is a stone 
found during the excavations. 

Gate passage 

The only details of the passage are the features remain
ing in the north wall of Tower 4. Here part of the 
portcullis slot survives to a height of 1.15m (Fig 19, 
Section 6; Fig 79). A square hole, 0.26m deep and 0.9m 
forward of the portcullis slot, is for securing the outer 
gate, which must have opened outwards like the outer 
gate of the Inner Ward Gatehouse. There are no signs to 
indicate the position of the iron crooks to carry the gate. 

Tower 4 (Fig 79) 

The walls survive to their highest point where Tower 5 
abuts the south wall (Figs 68 and 69). In the rounded 
front wall are two embrasures, one pointing ahead 
(east), the other in a more south-easterly direction. In 
each case only the floor and one side of the embrasure 
survives. No corbels or joist holes survive in the well
preserved south wall: there is no indication of a sill. In 
the solid rear wall of the tower the southern splay of a 
window survives. North of the window is a doorway 
with chamfered arrises on the jambs. In the top surface 
of the remains of the northern jamb is a slot for an iron 
door-crook. The south-west back corner of the tower is 
1.98m back from the rear face of the curtain wall. 

Apart from the corbels in Tower 3 there is no evi
dence for the upper parts of the gatehouse. From the 
surviving details of the gatehouse of the Inner Ward it 
may be assumed that there was originally a first floor 
chamber or hall occupying the space over the two 
towers and the gate passage. Access to it was either 

Fig 68 Outer Gateway: gatehouse and curtain wall, view south (Photo P Hough) 
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Fig 69 Outer Gateway: Tower 5, view north (Photo P Hough) 

from an external staircase or directly from the wall
walks of the adjacent curtain walls. The height of Tower 
5, built against Tower 4, suggests that the Outer Gate
house may have had three, or even four stages. 

TowerS 

This square tower, a later addition to the outer defences, 
was built by constructing two walls in the angle of 
curtain wall and the south face of Tower 4 (Fig 69). As 
the result of settling, the joints between the tower and 
the walls of the curtain and Tower 4 are quite wide. In 
comparison with the other masonry of the castle, the 
masonry in this tower is poor, with haphazard use of 
roughly dressed large and small stones. The basement 
had a flagstone floor revealed during excavation (Fig 
89). This floor level was approximately at the same level 
as the floor of the second stage in the adjacent gatehouse 
tower: the present gravel surface is well below the level 
of the original flags. The basement was originally unlit: 
later a crudely constructed small window was cut 
through one of the two latrine shafts in the south wall. 
There are no indications of a door into this basement 
stage, so access was probably by a ladder from the floor 
above. Five joist holes are visible in the east wall. Corre
sponding joist holes were cut into the outer face of the 
medieval curtain to support a timber first floor. This 
stage is lit on the east side by a narrow, rectangular, 
square-headed window with an internal splay. The 
floor above had a timber floor with joists: there are five 

joist holes in the south internal face. This stage was lit 
by a narrow, single-light, vertical opening in the east 
wall with a long thin lintel. Internally there is an offset 
on the east wall at the level of the first floor joist holes: 
there is another slight offset just below the second floor 
joist holes. Externally there is an offset at second floor 
level on the south and east faces, and a chamfered offset 
on the east face at basement floor level. 

For both the first and second floors there are latrines 
in recesses within the thickness of the south wall. That 
for the first floor has a lintel supported by corbels, and 
that for the floor above has a lintel consisting of a single 
slab resting on the side walls of the recess. There is 
carbon blackening on the side and rear walls of the 
latter. The shaft from the second floor latrine is located 
to the east of the shaft from the first floor one. Both 
shafts terminate in square openings with sloping sills at 
the base of the south wall, just above the turf. 

There is no precise dating for the construction of this 
tower: the archaeological evidence suggests a medieval 
date. Its purpose was clearly to provide extra accommo
dation with latrines for the gatehouse. The basement, 
originally unlit, may well have been used for storage. It 
is, however, the only secure place which now survives. 
Since the evidence in the Inner Ward demonstrates that 
all the ground floor doors of the towers and gatehouse 
could be secured by drawbars on the inside- the same 
arrangement no doubt existed in the Outer Gatehouse 
and Tower 2- none of these could have been used for 
the custody of the prisoners known to have been kept 
at Beeston. The basement of Tower 5, therefore, may be 
considered as a possible candidate for the place where 
prisoners were housed. 

Tower6 

This is the most unusual of the towers on the outer 
curtain wall. On the north and south sides are vaulted 
embrasures with arrow-loops covering the adjacent 
stretches of curtain wall. Both arrow-loops have square 
lintels. A narrow passage in the south wall of the tower, 
reached from the outside, led originally to a staircase 
giving access to the first floor. The staircase was built 
over the southern embrasure: massive stone lintels of 
the roof survive and its southern wall curves anti-clock
wise. One of the lintels serves as part of one tread of a 
flight of steps leading up to the wall-walk on the south. 
The east wall of the passage survives as do the remains 
of three other steps. At the top of the steps is a thin red 
sandstone slab placed vertically and slotted into a 
grooved stone on the south side. Behind this slab is 
another step and, visible only in plan, the east side of a 
passage narrower than the passage for the flight of steps 
to the north, the inserted vertical slab is an alteration. 
The timber first floor is indicated by four joist holes in 
the south wall of the tower. There is no evidence to 
suggest whether or not the back of the tower was en
closed; if it was, timber was undoubtedly used. The 
upper floor perhaps had an embrasure facing out
wards, to complement the embrasures covering the 
curtain wall. 

The curtain wall to the south has been breached and 
repaired between points 10 and 12m south of this tower. 
This gap is shown on the 1874 Ordnance Survey map. 
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Six metres south of the tower there is a drain passing 
through the curtain wall. 

Tower 7 (Fig 21) 

Two embrasures with arrow-loops are sited on either 
side of the tower. The west embrasure has a roof of 
pitched stone with a slightly lower arch with small 
stones cut into the springers over the entrance. There is 
a stone lintel over the arrow-loop which has been par
tially blocked by two large stone blocks. The 
pitched-stone roof of the embrasure in the east wall is 
shallower than that in the west. Two courses of sand
stone blocks have been inserted into the base of the 
arrow-loop. 

A door jamb for an inward-opening door survives at 
the level of the wall-walk on the east side of the tower. 
The adjacent parapet survives to a height of 1.53m. On 
the west side a flight of five steps leads up to a narrow 
doorway, the jambs of which survive; another four 
steps lead up to the wall-walk. On the east side, at first 
floor level, there are remains of another flight of steps 
and the east wall of the staircase passage, leading up to 
the battlements of the tower. Five joist holes in the south 
wall indicate a timbered first floor; the joists and floor 
would have cut across the top of both embrasures. At 
first floor level the south face is intact and has no 
embrasure. The back of the tower is open. No evidence 
for a back wall was found during excavation. Large 
stones projecting from both the east and west external 
faces of the tower are tusks placed ready for the con
struction of the adjacent stretches of curtain wall The 
tower is built directly on to rock, and a V -shaped mark
ing-out notch is visible in front of the south wall. 

TowerS 

An embrasure with arrow-loop is located on the east 
side of the tower, as are the embrasures of the remaining 
Towers 9 and 10. This arrangement was necessitated by 
the steeply rising ground to the west, and ensured that 
the arrow-loops covered the ground sloping downhill 
to the east. It may be assumed that embrasures in the 
upper stages covered the rising ground to the west and 
the ground to the south, in front of the towers. The 

Fig 70 Outer Ward: curtain wall F90, area P, view north; scale 
in feet (Photo L Keen) 

embrasure has a pitched-stone roof with a pronounced 
inverted V. On the north side of the embrasure is a 
recess with a massive stone lintel. The junctions with 
the curtain walls on both east and west sides demon
strate the tower was constructed before the curtain wall. 
The tower has an open back. There are no surviving 
details of the first floor. 

Tower9 

The foundations are built directly on to a rock platform 
with a V -shaped marking-out notch in front of the front 
wall. The embrasure in the east wall is in a poor state of 
preservation. The south internal face is angled, while 
the north face appears to have been straight. All traces 
of the arrow-loop have disappeared. Three joist holes to 
support the timber first floor are visible in the front wall 
of the tower. The tower is open-backed. It would seem 
from the surviving stonework in the back of the side 
walls of the tower that the curtain wall was built after 
the tower. 

TowerlO 

Like Towers 7, 8, and 9, the foundations are built di
rectly on natural rock with a small marking-out notch. 
There is an embrasure in the east wall and both straight 
sides survive. Several courses of the arrow-loop remain 
with a fishtail base. The tower is open-backed. 

For the next 20m there are surface indications of the 
stonework of the curtain wall. The spacing of the sur
viving towers to the east suggests that there must have 
been at least another five towers in the curtain wall. At 
the extreme north-west corner of the Outer Ward there 
is a solitary piece of masonry, only 1.5m high externally, 
with a right angle (Figs 70 and 86). It may reasonably be 
suggested that this is the masonry of another tower. 

The Outer Ward well (Fig 63) 

Lying in a rock-cut hollow the well is now almost 
completely filled in. It is undoubtedly one of the wells 
referred to in the medieval accounts. It was cleared and 
brought back into use in the Civil War (Dare 1965-6, 
104). William Webbe recorded its depth as 240ft (73m). 
The quarrying marks on the sides of the hollow are 
characteristically post-medieval and suggest that the 
hollow may have been enlarged in the Civil War. 



6 The excavations 

by Peter Ellis 

Period 5: medieval 

Inner Ward (Figs 71 and 72) 

Excavations in the Inner Ditch (Hough 1978) showed 
that the vertical-sided ditch cutting was carried right 
through to the north and west sides, with a pinnacle of 
rock acting as an initial bridge support. Construction of 
the Inner Ward on the summit of the crag would have 
been preceded by the excavation of the Inner Ditch for 
stone to provide building materials. The Inner Ward 
data is presented first from the gatehouse, then from the 
remainder of the southern side, and finally from the 
west, north, and eastern excavations. 

The East Gatehouse Tower walls were constructed 
directly on to bedrock, with no evidence of foundation 
trenches (Fig 73, Section 6). The semi-circular south wall 
rested on an offset. A layer of concreted mortar, EGT 6, 
overlay the offset, and was sealed by a mortared rubble 
floor, EGT 4. Layer 6 may represent a mortar mixing 
level, F59, during construction of the tower. 

In contrast some ground preparation was necessary 
to provide the footings for the West Gatehouse Tower 
(Fig 73, Section 7). Here the tower area now lies c lm 
below the bedrock surface immediately to the north of 
the tower. It would seem that some clearance of un
stable rock had taken place before a firm base was found 
for the footings. The south wall footings were carried 
up to ground level. The interior was then infilled with 
layers of sand, rubble, and small stones, containing 
charcoal and mortar (WGT 25, 38, 39, 41, 42, 44, and 45). 
A floor of mortar and stone, WGT 16, sealed these layers 
at the level of the threshold, just below wall offsets 
marking the commencement of the above-ground 
tower structure. 

On the exterior, examination of the north face of the 
Inner Ditch below the tower suggested that the tower 
footings are at the same level as inside. The buttressing 
noted below this level appeared to have been added 
subsequently (Fig 64). 

Foundation trenches, F35, F62, and F63, were re
corded in area N to accommodate the footings of the 
curtain wall west of the gateway and of the South-West 
Tower. F35 and F62 represented the curtain wall footing 
trenches, and F63 the trench for the west wall of the 
South-West Tower. The remaining foundation trenches 
for the South-West Tower had been cleared as gullies in 
a later period. A concreted layer of mortar, F34, was also 
recorded, and may represent the remains of another 
mortar mixing area during the construction phase. Only 
to the rear of the West Gatehouse Tower and between 
the gatehouse and the South-West Tower did medieval 
levels survive, represented by layers of compacted sand 
and stone. 

The initial construction process for the South-West 
Tower involved the cutting back of the Inner Ditch face 
to form a ledge, F82, 2.75m below ground level (Fig 73, 
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Section 8). The semi-circular south wall footings must 
then have been constructed freestanding, with backfill 
layers of sand and silt, SWT 7, 14, and 15, between the 
rear of the footings and the rock face (Fig 74). Presum
ably loose rock had been cleared back to provide a solid 
base for the walls; chisel marks were clear on the rock 
face itself (Fig 75). The base of this cut lay some 2.5m 
higher than the outside base of the wall to the south, 
where the tower footings were brought up by a series 
of four offsets to a point more or less level with bedrock 
on the interior of the wall. On the interior the footings 
displayed further offsets below the interior floor level. 

A pit, F21, was excavated into the upper part of the 
backfilling behind the footings, SWT 7, and layers of 
sand and stone, interleaved with charcoal deposits, 
were noted in its base, SWT 9-13 (Fig 73, Section 8). The 
pit was then partly filled by and sealed beneath a layer 
of soil, SWT 5/8, in turn underlying a mortar and 
sandstone floor level, SWT 4, covering most of the 
interior of the tower. There was no subsidence in the 
floor, and the pit had evidently been carefully levelled. 
An offset was located above the floor level on the south 
wall. The coincidence between the back of the ledge and 
the interior line of the curtain wall suggests that F82 
may have continued beyond the tower limits to the east 
and west, but this could not be tested by excavation. A 
possible interpretation might be that construction of the 
curtain wall and tower footings was not immediately 
followed by the above-ground structure. 

To the east of the gate tower, further medieval fea
tures were revealed in addition to the well. Deep cuts, 
F84, into the rock east and west of the well, F85, may be 
associated with its construction. Overlying the Period 4 
sand were medieval levels of soil and stone cut by a 
short section of unmortared wall, F7, and a semicircle 
of similarly unmortared stones, Fll. A rectangular cut 
into bedrock, FlO, was also noted. The curtain wall is 
pierced by a drain outflow, F86, in this area. This may 
have been a medieval provision, but any interior fea
tures associated with the drain must have been 
removed subsequently. 

F7 may represent the remains of a structure, and Fll 
an associated oven. A rough shelter in the angle of 
tower and curtain wall is possible, perhaps marking a 
temporary building during a construction phase. 

Further east there was no evidence of foundation 
trenches for the South-East Tower, where the walls 
were laid directly on to bedrock (Fig 78, Section 5). An 
apparently natural step downward lay beneath the 
north wall of the tower, and a natural rock fissure was 
also recorded. A layer of plaster, SET 5, represented the 
medieval floor. 

The garderobe pit and its drain on the east side of the 
tower were found to have been blocked with a silt layer 
suggesting a deposit of cess. An unsuccessful attempt 
to unblock the drain was represented by a cut into the 
silt. This was sealed directly beneath tumbled masonry 
and may date to the later medieval or Civil War periods. 
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Fig 74 Inner Ward: interior of South- West Tower, view east; scale in feet (Photo L Keen) 

The west and north curtain walls of the Inner Ward 
were about half the thickness of the south and east walls 
against the inner side of the Inner Ditch. Examination 
of the curtain wall in area N, north of the south-west 
corner of the Inner Ward, showed the wall supported 
on two relieving arches, 5m north of the corner (Fig 76, 
Section 9), carrying the wall over two natural fissures in 
the rock. On the interior, a pit, F80, was recorded filled 
with layers of sand and soil, N 23-6, N 28-32. It is 
possible that this represents an abortive attempt to cut 
a drain or garderobe chute through to a point beneath 
the relieving arches. 

Further north the curtain wall was seen in areas X 
and K to rest on an offset (F64 in area X, F70 in area K: 
Fig 77, Section 1). In area K, excavation of the founda
tion trench was terminated 1.4m beneath the natural 
rock level, without locating its full depth. It may be 
presumed that extensive ground preparation work 
preceded the wall construction, as below the South
West Tower. The curtain wall footings would have been 
built freestanding on a prepared ledge of solid rock, 
with backfill layers of silt, K 3, and soil with stone, K 5, 
behind the foundations. A drain, F90, was noted 10.5m 
east of the north-east corner, cutting beneath the wall, 
and this may be a medieval feature. Along the north 
curtain the offset continued to the east of area K. In the 
eastern part of area W it widened to a maximum of 
0.83m at a point where the wall crossed a sharp rise in 
the level of bedrock (Figs 66 and 67). East of this point 
the medieval wall survived only in the form of a patchy 
rubble and mortar layer beneath the subsequently re
built wall. 

In the east part of the castle, excavation showed no 

evidence of foundation trenches for the curtain wall 
(Fig 77, Sections 2 and 4). The East Tower was similarly 
constructed directly onto bedrock with the exception of 
a trench, F44, cut into a discontinuity in the bedrock (Fig 
78, Section 3). Here a rubble backfill layer, A 14, was 
noted. 

In area A, probable medieval layers survived against 
the north and east walls. These were represented by 
layers of plaster and mortar, A 15, soil and stone, A 16, 
and by mortar and rubble deposits, A 8, 9, 9a, 9b, and 
10 (Fig 77, Sections 2 and 4). In the area between the East 
and South-East Towers, a sealing humic layer was 
noted, A 7. It is possible that these layers represent a 
deliberate levelling at the foot of the curtain wall, or 
construction debris. In the south-east angle they sealed 
a slight hollow, F18, cutting through the Period 4 sand 
into bedrock, while, to the south, four stones, F46, were 
located at the level of A 10. These appeared to form a 
solid, level base to take the weight of some object above 
ground level. 

Foundation trenches were, therefore, only provided 
at points of unstable bedrock. Deep foundations were 
clear on the north curtain wall and at the South-West 
Tower and, to a lesser extent, at the West Gatehouse 
Tower. The latter two bedrock defects must have 
become apparent during excavation of the Inner Ditch. 
Slighter foundation trenches were noted for the curtain 
wall west of the gateway, as far as the south-west cor
ner. Elsewhere the walls were placed directly on to 
bedrock. 

Internal floors of mortar and stone were noted in 
both gatehouse towers and in the South-West Tower. A 
floor of plaster was recorded in the South-East Tower. 
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The absence of any alterations or additions to the floors, 
and the lack of occupation levels, suggests that they 
were maintained in readiness for the defence of the 
Castle. Elsewhere there is no evidence as to the function 
and use of the different parts of the Inner Ward, and it 
is likely that the main living quarters were on the first 
floor of the gatehouse and of the other towers. Only the 
stone pads in the south-east corner hint at use of the 
exterior. The slight structures and possible hearth by the 
well may be attributed to a building phase, as too may 
the mortar spreads, and the pit in the east side of the 
Ward. 

An upper fill of F63, the foundation trench for the 
west wall of the South-West Tower, contained a Henry 
III Long Cross penny, struck in the late 1260s and lost 
before 1279. An unworn halfpenny of Edward I, de
posited c 1280-1300, was found in the upper fill of the 
north wall foundation trench in area W. A Henry III 
Short Cross penny, lost before 1247, was found in a 
Period 9layer (p 132, coins 2-4). 

Medieval pottery was found in the construction tren
ches for the curtain wall in areas N (Fig 123.1, 2, 7, 14) 
and K, and for the South-West Tower. A large pottery 
group was found beneath the floor of the South-West 
Tower in F21 and overlying layers (Figs 123.5, 6, 10, 13; 
124.24,30; 125.36,49,50; 127.93, 97; 128.117, 134). Sherds 
of the later thirteenth-century Fabric F were found in 
the north wall and South-West Tower trenches, and in 
layers overlying F21 but beneath the floor of the South
West Tower (Fig 123.9). Other sherds of diagnostic later 
pottery were found in the medieval layers abutting the 
east curtain wall. However, this pottery was quantita
tively overshadowed by pottery of secure 
thirteenth-century date (Figs 123.3-5, 17; 124.22, 23, 32, 

Fig 75 Inner Ward: chisel marks on rock in South- West 
Tower; scale 1 foot (Photo L Keen) 

33; 125.41, 51; 126.53, 57; 127.94, 100; 128.110, 125, 129, 
130, 136, 137; and 129.147). 

The coin and pottery evidence suggests a later date 
for the South-West Tower and the north curtain wall 
than for the initial building phase. The coins provide 
termini post quem in the later thirteenth century. The 
construction sequence evidence for the South-West 
Tower would certainly be compatible with a later date 
for the tower than for the rest of the south side, as would 
the spread of sherds from vessels found beneath the 
tower floor (M3:A9). 

Other finds were few. A lead disc (Fig 104.94) and an 
ivory die (Fig 106.19) were found in layer N 6, and three 
arrowheads (Fig 108.16-18), and, presumably intrusive, 
a fragment of shot header in layer N 4. A possible chest 
handle (Fig 98.123) and a silver tag-end (Fig 103.84) 
were found in area H, while a ceramic marble (Fig 
107.25), possibly post-medieval and intrusive, was lo
cated in the west wall foundation trench in area K. 
Finally an iron buckle (Fig 97.95) was found in SWT 8 
beneath the floor of the South-West Tower. 

There were few secure occupation layers. How much 
can be made of this in terms of assessing the extent of 
use of the castle is not clear. The post-depositional 
movement of the pottery (M3:A8) suggests that the 
Inner Ward was kept relatively clean. However finds of 
medieval rna terial in later contexts from the Inner Ward 
and Inner Ditch are few. The absence of interior fea
tures, apart from those associated with construction 
work, suggests that the use of Beeston Castle was 
limited. However, the medieval finds hint at items of 
high quality, while the animal bones from the medieval 
levels suggest a varied diet (Table M59, M3:Gl)). 

Outer Gateway (Fig 79) 

A trackway layer of orange gravel, F235, kerbed in 
places, was recorded over an east-west length of 26m, 
with a maximum surviving width of 7m (Fig 19, Section 
6, and Fig 79). The layer narrowed within its kerb to 
coincide with the later gatehouse entrance, and wid
ened out downslope before dividing into two tracks, 
one running north-east and the other south-east. Kerb
ing was noted on the north side and possible remnants 
may be indicated by F418 at the point of bifurcation (Fig 
19, Section 6). The trackway overlay the Period 4layer 
234 and, at the gateway, was seen to underlie the foot
ings of Tower 4 (Fig 19, Section 6). To the east F235 
overlay gravel and stone layers (403, 404, and 409), 
possibly successive road surfacings. The southern 
trackway eastward was cut by later features. 

The evidence suggests that an initial route was 
formed prior to the construction of the gate towers, 
giving access on to the hill plateau and thence to the 
Inner Ward and the construction work there. 

At the gateway, foundation trenches, F603 and F604, 
only slightly wider than tower and wall footings, were 
noted on the north side of Tower 3, and to the east of 
the curtain wall. The wider foundation trench north of 
the change of alignment in the curtain wall is a later 
Period 9 cutting. By contrast the construction trench 
west of Tower 3, F822, was 2m wider than the wall, and 
turned east apparently to align with the north wall of 
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BEESTON CASTLE 
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AREA N (I ayers prefixed N l 

Fig 76 Inner Ward: section 9 (reversed); scale 1:50 

the tower and trench F603. The curtain wall trench to 
the north, F813, was narrower than F822, and, within 
3m of the tower, was confined to the width of the wall 
footings. Both trenches were cut to a similar depth. No 
trenches were noted within the tower. 

While the plan of the foundation trenches west of the 
tower suggests that its construction was conceived as a 
separate unit with a large foundation trench specifically 
for its construction, the fills of tower and curtain foun
dation trenches could not be distinguished. The size of 
the construction trench west of Tower 3, and the ab
sence of a similar-sized cutting west of Tower 4, may 
perhaps indicate that larger gateway towers were in
itially intended but abandoned with the construction of 
Tower3. 

A construction trench, F211, on the outer, east, side 
of the south gate tower, Tower 4, was recorded running 
to the south. The trench widened to 0.4m within Tower 
5, cutting the prehistoric ramparts. No construction 
trench was definitely noted on the west side, but it is 
possible that the trench lay below layers 42 and 43 (Fig 
19, Section 7). South of Tower 4, the curtain wall trench, 
F917, within the later square tower (Tower 5), was 1.7m 
wide and at least 1.5m deep, cutting through the prehis
toric rampart layers (Fig 18, Section 3). The fills of F211 
and F917 could not be distinguished, and the evidence 
suggests that they were open at the same time. 

Within Tower 4, a number of layers were en-

.:· .. '·.:.VII!J'I/,159m.OD 
~~,,,, 7": 

countered beneath Period 7 occupation levels (Fig 19, 
Section 7). Above bedrock, the edge of which was seen 
here to turn to the west, a layer of sand with some 
charcoal inclusions, 156, lay beneath a layer of sand and 
rubble, 154. Above 154 and directly beneath the Period 
7 floors was a layer of sand and rubble containing 
angular stone chippings, 116. There was no evidence of 
a foundation trench on the east side of the east wall of 
the tower, and it is probable that the level within the 
tower was raised by deposition of material within the 
already constructed drum tower footings. While the 
layers beneath represent this infilling, layer 116 may 
have served as a working level for the construction of 
the upper parts of the tower. There was no evidence of 
the original floor, nor of medieval occupation levels 
attributable to Periods 5 or 6. The evidence suggesting 
that the plan of Tower 4 was totally excavated to be
drock may indicate the same for Tower 3. 

The tower and curtain wall footings were seen, 
where exposed, to be of coursed rubble, resting on large 
sandstone boulders north of Tower 3, and below the 
north wall of Tower 4 (Fig 18, Section 2; Fig 19, Section 
6). These stones may be the inner revetment of the 
Period 3B defences, taken by the medieval builders to 
provide a sufficiently firm base for their walls. At the 
entranceway the large projecting stone beneath Tower 
4 (Fig 19, Section 6) may, alternatively, represent a 
definition of the medieval entranceway, F235. Within 
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BEESTON CASTLE 
Periods 5 and 6 

OUTER GATEWAY 

\ F818 

+ 

+ 

south l!mlt--
ot later track \~, 

F211 
FOUNDATION TRENCH 

+ 

F687 PIT 

10m 

Fig 79 Outer Gateway: gatehouse and curtain wall, view south (Photo P Hough) 

both gatehouse towers was evidence of offset founda
tion courses. Their position must indicate a response to 
the sharp fall in the bedrock noted within Tower 4 and 
probable within Tower 3. Further offsets were recorded 
on the east side of the curtain wall north of the gateway. 
These ran on beneath the slight change in the wall 
alignment to the north constructed in Period 9. 

At Tower 7 the lowest layers beneath the tower floor 
are interpreted as possibly representing elements of the 
prehistoric defences (p 29); and it is suggested that the 
cut down the face of layers 17 and 22 (Fig 21) may 
indicate the site of the Period 3B boulder revetment. The 
surface of layers 10, 20, and 21 seemed to represent a 
compacted floor level, and spreads of charcoal were 
recorded, perhaps from hearths. 

At area P to the south of the Inner Ward (Fig 3), 
excavations by Laurence Keen revealed a surviving 
fragment of the Outer Ward curtain wall (Figs 70 and 
86). The stump of wall, F90, may represent the position 
of a tower. Erosion of the scarp edge in this area would 
have removed evidence of the curtain wall itself. 

While the construction sequence could not be deter
mined from the surviving archaeological evidence, the 
size and layout of the construction trench to the rear of 
the north gatehouse tower suggest that work focused 
initially on the gateway, and that perhaps the planned 
size of the gate towers was reduced. The similarity 
between the backfilling layers in tower and curtain wall 
foundation trenches, both north and south of the gate
way, indicates that construction of gatehouse and 
curtain was contemporary. 

Within the curtain wall on the north side a possibly 

boulder-revetted sloping terrace, F818, was noted. This 
was 4m wide and ran parallel to the wall (Figs 79 and 
18, Section 1). An unmetalled track along the back of the 
curtain wall may be indicated. 

Medieval pottery was found in the backfill layers in 
Tower4andinF822, theTower3trench(Fig123.11 and 12). 
Amongst a large group of pottery was a single sherd of the 
later thirteenth-century Fabric F, found in F822. Medieval 
coins (p 132, nos 1, 5--8), one of John and the remainder of 
Edward I, were found in post-medievallayers. 

The trackway, F235, was overlain by deposits of 
rubble,261, within which surfaces could be recognised 
at different levels. Layer 261 underlay an intermittent 
surface of cobbles, F271. To the south these levels were 
continued beyond the southern limit marked by F235, 
with trampled surfaces and a layer of cobbling, 373, 
corresponding to F271. At the entranceway F235 was 
overlain by a further layer of stone and rubble, 263, 
marking a sharp change in gradient. In places the sur
face of both 263 and F271 was marked by a layer of 
brown soil and worn stones. 

This further trackway level was subsequently raised 
by the addition of a rubble layer, 171. A differentiation 
was noted in this layer between levels of voided rubble 
and more compacted soil-packed stones, and the latter 
levels were taken to represent further trackway sur
faces. At the gateway a layer of fine metalling, 227, was 
noted. Layer 171 spread further north than the initial 
trackway F235, and to the south was defined by a stony 
bank overlying layer 373. 

These successive layers combined both trackway 
surfaces and layers clearly intended to raise the en-
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tranceway levels. The gradient of the final layer, 227, 
related both to the base of the portcullis slot, and thus a 
levelled area within the gateway towers, and to a mark 
scored on the side of the large boulder underlying the 
southern gate tower (Fig 19, Section 6). 

Finds of medieval pottery were made in a number of 
trackway layers (Figs 126.70; 127.92; 128.119) together 
with a few, presumably intrusive, sherds of post-medie
val pottery in upper levels. Amongst thirteenth-century 
fabrics a single sherd from a Fabric F vessel (Fig 128.119) 
was found in a layer equivalent to 171. 

Following the construction of the gateway, the track 
may have run up to a gate at the rear of the gate towers 
before later deposits brought the trackway up to an 
access, on a level gradient, beyond a portcullis entrance 
at the front of the towers. During this process it seems 
that make-up layers extended southward beyond the 
original route and that, at an early stage, cobbled sur
faces ran directly to the gateway from the south-east. 
The Fabric F vessel sherds found in the foundation 
trench of Tower 3 and in the trackway may indicate that 
the provision of the gateway and the raised access was 
contemporary, and occurred in the later thirteenth century. 

Further excavation on a small scale took place to the 
north (Fig 3, Cuttings A, B, and C). A trackway was 
visible on the ground running from the Outer Gateway 
area along the hill contours to the north. This was 
sectioned by three trenches, in all of which some evi
dence was found of levelling on the eastern downslope 
side, together with wheel ruts 1m apart. With the excep
tion of a single post-medieval sherd overlying the track, 
no indications of date were found. This trackway seems 
to represent the route continuing northward associated 
with the entranceway layer F235, and its subsequent 
alterations, while the southern route noted within the 
excavation would represent the route towards Beeston 
village and the main thoroughfares. 

Period 6: Later medieval 

Outer Gateway (Fig 79) 

A garderobe tower (Tower 5), of later medieval charac
ter, was added within the angle of Tower 4 and the 
curtain wall on the outside of the circuit (Fig 69). Its 
foundation trench, F207 and F919, cut the foundation 
trenches of Tower 4 and the curtain wall to the south, 
and cut through the prehistoric rampart layers (Fig 18, 
Section 3). The trench was located at the same construc
tion level as that for the curtain wall, but may have 
postdated rubble layers, 898-900, banked against the 
curtain wall. Both the trench and the rubble layers were 
sealed beneath a deposit of dark soil, 897, in turn under
lying layers of mortar and rubble, 895 and 894. A layer 
of sand and mortar, 893, spread across the interior of the 
tower, may represent the make-up levels for contem
porary occupation. 

The rubble layers banked against the curtain wall 
may be interpreted as deposits accumulated in Period 
5 prior to the construction of Tower 5. Subsequently the 
interior levels were raised by infilling before a floor 
level was established, although no medieval layers 
were noted above layer 893. 

The function of the tower is indicated by two garderobe 
chutes from the first and second floors, and these must 
relate to accommodation on the upper gate tower floors. 
Access to the lower floor of Tower 5 was from the upper 
levels and there were no window lights. The room may 
well have been used as the prison suggested by the docu
ments (p 212). 

A continued maintenance of entranceways must be 
assumed in Period 6. Although all the medieval en
tranceway evidence has been described under Period 5, 
it is possible that some of the upper resurfacings should 
be attributed to Period 6. There is, however, evidence, 
discussed below, that the southern routes went out of 
use, and that Period 6 access was directly from the east 
or north-east. The indications are that less importance 
was attached to access to the castle in the later medieval 
period and thus remetallings are unlikely. 

Three quarry pits or an interrupted ditch were recorded 
in the south part of the excavation. These features would 
have terminated traffic on the southern Period 5 access 
routes. F352 was concave-profiled and filled with voided 
rubble. It was cut by a second pit, F268, 6m long and at least 
2.5m wide, with vertical eastern and southern sides, and a 
flat base (Fig 19, Section 8). The west side was cut by a Period 
7 ditch. F268 was filled with layers of sand and voided 
rubble. A large boulder overlay and had partly sunk into 
the upper fills to the south. The pit was separated by a 
2m-wide area of unexcavated bedrock from a second pit
like feature, F687, which was only partially excavated, its 
upper fills comprising layers of sand and stone. 

These pits cut the Period 4 erosion deposits as well as 
the Period 5 trackways F235, F271, and layer 171. A poss
ibly stone-packed posthole, F419, was located at the same 
horizon to the north-east, and a second possible rock-cut 
postpit, F628, was noted to the south-east. 

The backfills of F352 and F268 suggest that these 
features may represent quarries refilled with unused 
material from stone, shaped and split at the quarry site. 
The position of the pits lay partly across the line of the 
early entrance route F235 and must thus mark its partial 
disuse. The posthole, F419, placed directly in the centre 
of the earlier Period 5 route may represent an associated 
feature, perhaps a crane placement. 

To the north of the entrance route a further large pit, 
F276, was recorded (Fig 20, Section 11). Its north side 
had been truncated by the later Period 9 entranceway 
and it may represent a pit on the same scale as those to 
the south, although its sloping sides suggest a smaller 
feature. Backfilled layers of sand and rubble, 176 and 
237, were recorded. 

None of the medieval pottery associated with the 
construction of Tower 5 was diagnostic. The medieval 
pottery in the fills of F268 was, however, more instruc
tive. Amongst sherds of vessels in earlier pottery fabrics 
(Figs 124.21; 126.77-9; 127.82, 83, 88, and 92) were two 
Fabric F vessels (Fig 128.118 and 120), and a jug (Fig 
128.122) in the late medieval Fabric G. Post-medieval 
finds in an upper layer, 312, must be intrusive. 

The position of these pits, partly across the medieval 
entrance, demonstrates a lack of importance attached to 
the castle entranceways at the time of their digging in 
the later medieval period. The additional garderobe 
tower, Tower 5, may therefore belong to an earlier 
period of activity. The paucity of later medieval pottery 
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Fig 81 Inner Ward: West Gatehouse Tower, view north (Photo P Hough) 

and coins in the overall finds assemblages from all 
periods suggests that there was little later medieval 
occupation of the castle buildings. 

Period 7: Civil War 

Inner Ward (Fig 80) 

The Period 7 evidence from the Inner Ward is presented 
in a clockwise sequence starting at the gatehouse. 

A layer of soil and stone, EGT 3, was recorded in the 
ground floor room of the East Gatehouse Tower directly 
overlying the Period 5 floor (Fig 73, Section 6). Outside 
the rear of the tower a cobbled surface occupied the 
same horizon as a layer of rubble, F42, inside the tower. 
F42 overlay EGT 3 and appeared to represent a rough 
stone spread thrown down at the entranceway and 
across the room. The blocking of the east arrow-loop 
probably belongs to this phase. In the West Gatehouse 
Tower a dump of fine sand and stone in the north-west 
corner overlay the medieval floor, which was cut by 
three rectangular postholes, F19, F21, and F30 (Fig 81). 
A circular postpipe was noted on the north side of F19 
and it was clear that prior to decay the post had sloped 
to the north. 

The medieval floor of the South-West Tower was 
overlain by a thin layer of soil trample, SWT 3, contain
ing fragments of wall plaster (Fig 73, Section 8). The 
north foundation trench of the tower, F36, appeared to 
have been cleared and used as a gully judging from the 

post-medieval clay pipes and pottery in the backfill. 
North of the south-west corner the west curtain wall 

had been strengthened. The additional wall, F17, more 
than doubled the width of the wall. It continued for 8m 
north of the south-west corner, and its south end 
abutted the south curtain wall (Figs 82 and 76, Section 
9).1ts foundation trench, F33, cut the suggested medie
val pit, F80, and the south curtain wall foundation 
trench, F62. Subsequently F33 was cut by two pits, F23 
and F24, alongside the newly emplaced wall. 

On the north side of the Inner Ward three graves, F67, 

Fig 82 Inner Ward: curtain wall strengthening F17 in area 
N, view west; scale in feet (Photo H Hawley) 
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F68, and F69, were excavated alongside the curtain wall 
in area K. Grave F67 was 1.85m long and 0.66m wide, 
F68 was 1.8m long and 0.63m wide, and F69 was 1.9m 
long, 0.65m wide, and c O.Sm deep (Fig 83). All three 
burials were supine and were aligned with their heads 
to the west. A later disturbance had removed the skull 
from F68. This latter and the burial in F69 were laid out 
with their hands crossed over the pelvis. Coffin nails 
were recorded in F67 and F69. The level from which the 
graves were excavated was not clear. All three burials 
represented young adult males (M3:F9-11; Table M58, 
M3:F9). A shallow pit was located to the west. 

In the East Tower a layer of clay, ET 3, may represent 
a floor provided in this phase (Fig 78, Section 3), while 
in the enclosed space between the South-East and the 
East Tower, a group of features were recorded which 
postdated the medieval layer A 7. A large shallow pit, 
F1, appeared to be associated with two small pits F12 
and F14 (Fig 77, Section 4). F1 was filled with mortar 
and soil, and F12 and F14 with charcoal, soil, and clay. 
These features were sealed beneath a layer of soil, A 6, 
and may have a relationship with F45, the aperture in 
the east curtain wall suggested to represent a Civil War 
gunport (p 103). 

In the South-East Tower an accumulation of soil and 
silt, SET 4, was recorded overlying the medieval floor 
(Fig 78, Section 5). 

East of the gateway a large pit, F57, filled with mortar 
and rubble was excavated at the wellhead. The unifor
mity of the fill suggested that backfilling had occurred 
relatively soon after its cutting. The cut was irregular 
with a maximum depth of 2.04m. The relationship be
tween F57 and a further feature, F8, was not clear. F8 
had removed the upper surface of bedrock from the east 
side of the gate tower to west of the well, and had also 
destroyed the presumably medieval drain associated 
with the Period 5 culvert. A soil-marked linear feature, 
F3, was recorded. 

All these features and levels relate to the Civil War 
occupation, with the possible exception of the additional 
walling at the south end of the west curtain wall, which 
may be late medieval. The function of F17 is unclear: it 
may be all that was completed of an intended strengthen
ing of the wall circuit on the west and north sides. 

The Civil War occupants used the medieval floor 
surfaces within the tower ground floor rooms. In the 
East Gatehouse Tower some 0.4m of material accumu
lated prior to the rough flagstone path laid across the 
floor. The blocking of the arrow-loop indicates that 
these apertures no longer had a function, presumably 
being too small for matchlock use. In the opposite gate
house room the postpits are paralleled by similar 
features at the Outer Gateway. From the angle noted for 
one of the posts some kind of stand may be envisaged. 

In the angle between East and South-East Towers the 
group of pits may be associated with the gun port. Later 
features here are discussed under Period 8, and a roof 
is suggested under Period 8 which may be of earlier, 
Civil War date. 

Two Nuremberg jettons and a James I farthing were 
found in the pit F1 in area A, while a forged James I 
farthing and a Charles I farthing were found in the East 
Gatehouse Tower in layer EGT 3 (p 132, nos 14, 16, 
20-2). Mid-seventeenth-century clay pipes were found 

in F1, EGT 3, and, in large numbers, in the South-East 
Tower (SET 4, Figs 119.39, 120.43). Other equally closely 
dated pipes came from the South-West Tower, SWT 3, 
and from F36 to its north (Fig 120.40), as well as from 
pits F23 and F24 in area N (M2:G3). 

Sherds of 72 post-medieval pottery vessels were 
found in a number of Period 7layers, with particularly 
large groups from area A at the east end of the ward, 
area N in the south-west, the East Gatehouse Tower, 
and the South-East Tower (Figs 130.1-9; 133.63-5; 
135.88-90; 137.109). Comparatively little pottery was 
found in the South-West Tower and the West Gate
house Tower, and none in the East Tower. It is possible 
to contrast the assemblage here with that from the Outer 
Gateway, and to suggest that the more circumscribed 
range of forms represents the use of pottery for storage 
or indicates the better quality of pottery used by officers 
(Table M56, M3:D2). 

Other finds (p 134) came principally from within the 
towers. In the East Gatehouse Tower these comprised a 
door bolt (Fig 93.62), a bone pin or parchment pricker 
(Fig 106.14), an ivory peg (Fig 106.15), and a copper 
alloy book-clasp (Fig 101.41). From the South-East 
Tower came a number of spurs (Figs 112.3, 4; 113.5-8; 
115.30, 31), two horseshoes (Fig 99.130 and 131), a bone 
handle (Fig 106.13), a boot heel (Fig 97.99), and an iron 
plate (Fig 94.41). The handle of a glass vessel was also 

Fig 83 Inner Ward: burial F69, view west; scale in feet 
(Photo L Keen) 
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found here (Fig 116.32). In the South-West Tower a 
buckle (Fig 97.93), a ring (Fig 101.37), a marble (Fig 
107.26), and fragments from lead shot moulds (not il
lustrated) were found. Further finds came from the east 
end of the ward, and included four bindings (Fig 
102.61-4), a belt hook (Fig 102.69), and a needle (Fig 
103.75) from the pit Fl. Other layers here produced a 
lock hasp, a padlock key, and a chest key (Figs 96.74 
and 75; 102.71), a buckle plate and a medieval buckle 
(Fig 100.10 and 13), arrowheads (Fig 108.12 and 13), 
shears blades (Fig 93.18 and 19), and a hinge (Fig 94.37). 
From the area of the well came two knives (Fig 93.16 
and 17), an iron tool (Fig 95.55), and a bone offcut (Fig 
107.22). 

These finds represent intensive use of the Inner Ward 
during the Civil War. There are some indications that 
the ground floors of the towers were used for storage. 
The South-East Tower assemblage may indicate an 
equipment store, and layer EGT 3 may be the result of 
constant use and trample. Occupation would have been 
on the upper floors. Amongst the pottery assemblage 
storage and drinking vessels were common, as well as 
some bowls. Finds in the South-West Tower and in later 
layers suggest the production of shot. The possible 
gunports show that the defenders were prepared to 
abandon the lengthy outer curtain and concentrate their 
resources in the Inner Ward. The burials were located 
away from the main occupation areas, and may repre
sent Royalist casualties of the siege. 

+ 

.. ~ 

+ 

Outer Gateway (Fig 84) 

Within the south tower, Tower 4, a compact level of 
sand and stone, 95, was located overlying the Period 5 
layer 116 (Fig 19, Section 7). Three stone-packed post
holes, F105-7, were cut from this layer. All were square 
or rectangular placements with stone packing in a rec
tangular pit. Groups of stakeholes, generally 0.2m in 
diameter and 0.4m deep, appeared to be associated. 
They comprised 26 separate features, one group clus
tered between F105 and F106, with a stakehole cutting 
the backfill of F105, and a second group toward the 
doorway. Three further stakeholes lay to the east of 
F107. Layer 95lay just below the level of the lower offset 
on the north side of the tower, and the 0.1m-high face 
of the upper offset was plastered in places. This level 
lay O.Sm below the door threshold to the west. 

The stone-packed postholes may represent some 
kind of subdivision of the lower gatehouse room. The 
stakeholes appear to be more temporary; none occur 
toward the centre of the room and the majority lie 
within the zone marked by the postholes. They may 
represent the position of working areas or equipment 
storage placements which were regularly altered. The me
dieval floor levels must have been deliberately lowered, 
taking the new floor level below the door threshold, poss
ibly to maximise the storage facilities offered by the room. 

In a second phase the floor was raised by the addition 
of a make-up level of sand and rubble, 77, overlain by a 
spread of burnt material, 86. This in turn underlay a 
floor of compacted grey brown sand, 76. Layer 76 com-
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prised successive trampled layers containing much oc
cupation debris. On this surface a burnt area was 
located to the north, overlying the lower offset of the 
medieval footings. Extensive scorching was also noted 
on the northern wall-face of the room. A change in 
function in the second phase is indicated, with the 
renewed floors and the hearth showing intensive use. 

Outside the tower to the west were interleaved layers 
of coal, ash, and gravel, 42 and 43. Over these was 
evidence of make-up layers of sand and clay, 39 and 35, 
underlying a level of mortar, 34, which may represent 
the floor of a structure on the same level as the entrance 
door to Tower 4. A test pit at the south-west corner of 
Tower 4 located a layer of paving at the level of layer 
34, further attesting structures or yards to the rear of the 
tower. 

In Tower 3 little survived the Period 9 demolition. 
However, a level of sand and mortar, 71, possibly a floor 
level, just below the medieval offset in the north wall 
footings, presents enough similarities to the Tower 4 
evidence to suggest that the sequence in Tower 3 may 
have been similar, and that the floor levels in both 
towers were initially lowered. 

Further south in Tower 7, post-medieval finds in 
layer 8 suggested its deposition in Period 7. Both the 
floor level and the area to the rear of the tower had been 
raised to form a level 0.75m above the medieval surface 
(Fig 21). 

A substantial pit, F257, located on the south side of 
the entrance between the two gate towers, was paral
leled by a second pit, FlO, which had been heavily 
truncated by the Period 9 entranceway. The surviving 

part of FlO below bedrock was sufficient to indicate a 
similar diameter to F257. FlO would have been sited 
against the north gate tower, complementing F257 to 
the south, and both may represent the positions of posts 
forming a gateway structure. Although, in the context 
of the castle structure, the pits seem a relatively unsoph
isticated approach towards the provision of a gateway, 
they are very large and would have held substantial 
uprights. The renewed gateway must indicate that the 
portcullis had long gone out of use and could not be 
refurbished. 

Layers associated with the early post-medieval en
trance can be identified overlying the medieval 
entranceway surface, 171. F166 comprised a relatively 
complete stretch of over 15m of cobbled surface. Two 
depressions, probably eroded potholes (F172 and F188 
filled with 174 and 84 respectively), were noted in the 
surface cutting through 166 into the medieval surfaces 
(Fig 19, Section 6). Wheel rutting, F222, was recorded in 
two places running to the entrance, where a layer of 
compacted soil and rubble, 89, was located. 

From the entranceway the track ran to the north of 
the medieval line and this route seemed to be initiated 
in Period 7. In addition there was a suggestion of an 
additional route to the north of F166, with cobbling and 
trampled layers overlying zones of rubble and a dump 
of flat stones. 

On either side of the entrance were two ditches, F113 
and F365, running east from the castle walls and dying 
out downslope. Two postholes F208 and F209 were 
recorded, with F209 cut by F113. The ditches may rep
resent clearance channels to carry water away from the 

Fig 85 Outer Gateway: Period 7 ditch F198, view east (Photo P Hough) 
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tower bases, or possibly preliminary work for an aban
doned defence protecting the entrance. 

Earlier entrances were blocked to the south by the 
cutting of a flat-based ditch F198 (Fig 85). The ditch cut 
the fills of the Period 6 pits to the east (Fig 19, Section 
8), and the upper medieval road layer 171. It terminated 
to the north in a line just to the north of the south side 
of the gateway. A vertical face to the west enhanced the 
steepness of the hillside. 

To the east a bank of voided rubble was deposited on 
the Period 4 erosion deposits. The bank, F336, compris
ing layers 337 and 335, terminated northward within 
the excavation although a later cutting may have 
removed part of its terminal (Fig 20, Section 9; Fig 19, 
Section 8). Southward F336 survived as a feature visible 
on the ground, and could be traced to the south-east 
corner of the hillside (Fig 63). 

Interpretation of the bank and ditch is aided by the 
location of similar features 60m to the south below 
Tower 7 (Fig 21), where a slightly wider (5m as opposed 
to 4m), flat-based cutting, F1001, terminated to the west 
in a vertical face. The ditch here was clearly related to a 
bank, F1002, the southern counterpart of F336. Bank 
and ditch thus represent a defensive feature. This inter
pretation is complicated if a comparison is made 
between the two profiles across bank and ditch at the 
Outer Gateway and at Tower 7. The profile of F1001 
shows a lower base level to the east, together with a 
possible recutting line in the fills 1015. There is a marked 
similarity with the complete profile of F198 and F268 at 
the Outer Gateway. It is possible to suggest a primary 
ditch and bank with a recutting westward and presum
ably a refurbishment of the bank. If this is so, then the 
Period 6 pits should be allocated to Period 7. 

The fills of ditch F198 must belong to a post-Civil 
War infilling. They comprised base layers of sand and 
rubble together with charcoal and dark soil deposits 
deriving from the Period 4 erosion layer 234, overlain 
by layers of voided rubble, 101 and 108, and further 
deposits of sand and stone. Medieval pottery was found 
in the base fills of F198, while pottery, clay pipes, and 
other finds of the Civil War period, discussed in more 
detail below, were not located below layer 108.1t would 
appear that medieval deposits were initially backfilled 
into the ditch. The fills of sand and voided rubble 
continued above the inner lip upslope to the west. A 
more secure post-medieval date for the ditch was pro
vided by finds, again discussed below, in the primary 
fills of F1001 and in the bank F336. 

Other post-Civil War demolition evidence has been 
included in Period 7. Layers of stone rubble and soil (51 
and 54), up to 0.4m thick, in which dressed stones were 
incorporated, sealed the trackway, F166, the gatepost 
pit, F257, and the ditches, F113 and F365. 

Plentiful and consistent dating evidence for Period 7 
at the Outer Gateway was provided by coins, clay pipes, 
pottery, and other finds. 

Two James I coins, a penny and a half groat, were 
found in F365 in front of Tower 3. A Nuremberg jetton, 
a further James I half groat, and a forged Charles I 20 
pence piece were found in Fl 05. 

Seventeenth-century clay pipes were found in a 
number of contexts. From the floor levels of Tower 4 
came a large mid-seventeenth-century assemblage, 

mostly from the upper floor layer 76, although the fill 
of posthole F106, from the earlier phase, contained a 
single, probably seventeenth-century stem. A small 
number of seventeenth-century pipes were found in 
upper layers of the ditch F198, while mid-seventeenth
century pipes were found in the base fill of its 
counterpart below Tower 7, F1001. Postholes F208 and 
F257 produced seventeenth-century pipes, as did the 
ditches either side of the entrance, F113 and F365 (Figs 
117.7, 10; 119.33). Other layers with mid-seventeenth
century pipes were found to the west of Tower 4 (Fig 
119 .31), and forming the entrance trackway (Fig 119 .38), 
the latter including F166. Finally the demolition layers 
in front of the gateway yielded a large mid -seventeenth
century group (Figs 117.3, 8; 118.16 and 17). 

Post-medieval pottery of the same date was found in 
the gateway pits FlO and F257; in the upper fills of F198, 
and layers forming the bank F336; in trenches F113 and 
F365; and in posthole F208. Of the layers within Tower 
4,layer 76 contained a large pottery group, while sherds 
were also found in the fill of one of the stakeholes and 
in posthole F105. A further large assemblage was found 
in layers to the rear of Tower 4 (Figs 130.10, 11; 131; 132; 
133.43-62; 134; 135.82-7, 91-7; 136; 137.105-8, 110-25; 
138). 

Numerous small finds came from these horizons. 
Inside Tower 4layer 77 produced a fragment of vessel 
glass (Fig 116.19), while from layers to the rear of the 
tower came an iron rod (Fig 98.111), a powder pan pin 
(Fig 108.24), a jaw screw from a gun (Fig 108.26), and 
window leads (not illustrated). Trackway layers in front 
of the gatehouse produced a padlock key (Fig 96.66) and 
a fragment of plate in iron (Fig 98.100), a medieval 
buckle (Fig 100.2), a fitting (Fig 100.16), a strap orna
ment (Fig 100.19), and a bell in copper alloy (Fig 101.50), 
and a lead rod (Fig 109.34). Musket balls, one impacted, 
were also found here. From an upper layer in Tower 5 
came a medieval iron knife (Fig 93.3), and from the 
postpit F257, an iron buckle (Fig 97.88). Finds from the 
two ditches on either side of the gateway comprised, 
from F113, an iron spout (Fig 98.109), a medieval belt 
ornament (Fig 100.18), and a stud in copper alloy (Fig 
101.53), four window leads (not illustrated), a powder 
pan cover (Fig 108.21), a powder flask nozzle (Fig 
109.39), and two glass fragments from beakers (Fig 
116.13 and 15). From F365 on the other side of the 
gateway came a scissors handle (Fig 95.42), a lock and 
keyhole plate (Fig 96.64 and 65), and a buckle (Fig 
97.77), all of iron. From the west side of Tower 3 came 
a knife fragment (Fig 98.101) and a binding strap (Fig 
98.108) in iron, and late medieval copper alloy strap 
ornaments (Fig 100.21-6). The fills of ditch F198 con
tained an iron padlock key (Fig 96.67) and buckle (Fig 
97.76), and a medieval copper alloy buckle (Fig 100.3). 
An iron possible candlestick fragment (Fig 98.107) and 
a silver object (Fig 103.83) were found further down the 
slope. 

The post-Civil War layers in front of the gateway (51, 
54, and 60) produced a large assemblage. Iron objects 
comprised knives (Fig 93.2, 4-7, 9), a chain (Fig 94.20), 
a spatula (Fig 95.43), a small spud (Fig 95.44), a hoe (Fig 
95.46), a candlestick fragment (Fig 96.57), a padlock bolt 
(Fig 96.63), a buckle (Fig 97.77), plates, probably from a 
chest (Fig 97.78 and 79), a weight (Fig 98.102), a spout 
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(Fig 98.1 03), plate fragments (Fig 98.104 and 1 05), a strip 
(Fig 98.1 06), a binding strap (Fig 98.11 0), an arrowhead 
(Fig 108.7), and a gun scourer (Fig 108.29). Copper alloy 
objects comprised a gilt buckle which perhaps came 
from the same mould as one found at Leicester and had 
probably belonged to an officer (Fig 100.1), medieval 
strap ornaments (Fig 100.15, 17, and 20), a ring (Fig 
101.32), a pin (Fig 101.42), a lace tag-end (Fig 101.51), 
and a fragment of binding (Fig 101.52). Other objects 
comprised a lead bar (Fig 104.87) and rod (Fig 109.35), 
window leads (not illustrated), and two bone knife 
handles (Fig 106.2 and 4). Vessel glass fragments were 
found from a possible wine glass (Fig 116.2), a beaker 
(116.17), and an apothecary's flask (Fig 116.30). Sixteen 
musket balls, four impacted, came from these layers, as 
did many of the numerous fragments of the jack of 
plates (Figs 110-11). Eleven spurs were found (Figs 

112.2; 113.14-17; 114.26-7; 115.32-4 and 37) and a stud 
attachment for a spur leather (no 37). 

The Civil War evidence from the Outer Gateway 
indicates intensive use and remodellings of the lower 
room in Tower 4, and the use of the area outside the 
tower to the west. In Tower 3, a floor at the same level 
as that in Tower 4 suggests similar contemporary use. 
Entranceways were renewed and, in part, relocated to 
run north of a stretch of ditch and outer bank, the ditch 
provided with a deliberate flat base and vertical wall 
accentuating the steepness of the hillslope. Other 
slighter ditches were recorded at the entranceway, as 
was evidence for a massive timber gateway. Finds of 
pottery and especially clay pipes provide a secure date 
in the mid-seventeenth century. 

Other clearly military changes are recorded for the 
castle fabric on the outer circuit. The widening of arrow-
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loops in Towers 8 and 9 may have been intended to 
accommodate flintlock guns. In contrast to the gateway 
evidence the floor in Tower 7 was raised. 

All the earlier post-medieval evidence at the Outer 
Gateway can be assigned to the Civil War. Unlike the 
Inner Ward towers, the Outer Gateway tower deposits 
were not immediately sealed by demolition material. 
However, the deposits containing building stone in 
front of the gateway may indicate some demolition 
following the cessation of hostilities. It is in these de
posits that the bulk of the finds were made, indicating 
a wholesale clearance of the gateway buildings. Later 
activity further redistributed some of this Civil War 
material into later Period 8 and 9 contexts. 

The finds attest the scale of the occupation, and 
provide a picture of the non-perishable material re
quired to equip and maintain the military presence. 
While there was a strong military element provided by 
the armour, musket balls, guns, and the evidence for 
lead shot, whether in the form of runners or window 
leads, the remaining material, leaving aside the handful 
of medieval objects, indicates the range of items re
quired for day-to-day needs. The clothing accessories, 
glass vessels, pottery containers, clay tobacco pipes, 
and eating utensils, together with the tools, locks, keys, 
candlesticks, and building fittings, demonstrate the 
range of surviving material from the two-year reoccu
pation of the castle. 

Outer Ward (Fig 92) 

The terraces apparent on the plateau (Fig 63), although 
clearly the site of Period 9 activity, may have been 
constructed at an earlier date. The topographical evi
dence suggests that the terracing was already in 
existence at the time extensive quarrying began, since 
the two principal quarry areas appear to respect the 
northern end of the long terrace. 

The levelling comprised one long terrace, 110m by 
7.5m, with a second terrace, measuring SOm by 13m, 
sited below the main terrace to the south-east. These 
areas were partly examined by the excavations. The 
upper terrace was cut by East Cutting A and South 
Cutting, while the lower terrace terminated in the south 
part of South Cutting. A stone-sided and capped drain, 
F74 and F153, was recorded running along the rear of 
the main terrace. The drain joined a second, similar 
drain, F152, set at right angles and running downslope 
to the east. A ditch, F43, to the south of the South 
Cutting may represent a further element of the drainage 
scheme, possibly the robbed-out line of a drain similar 
to F7 4. In East Cutting A a short section of coursed stone 
walling, F227, was found, aligned to the terracing and 
presumably associated. 

It is possible that Civil War features are represented, 
with drained terraces forming levelled areas for the 
temporary accommodation of soldiers. The section of 
walling may represent the remains of more permanent 
structures erected here. Finds of seventeenth-century 
pottery and clay pipes were largely confined to the area 
of East Cutting A, where a Charles I penny was also 
found. These finds derived from overall layers which 
also contained Period 9 finds. The recovery of six mus-

ketballs suggests some Civil War use. Amongst the 
other finds, items of Civil War date comprised hinges 
and straps (Fig 94.34-6), a key (Fig 96.69), a dress fasten
ing hook (Fig 97.97), stirrups (Fig 99.124 and 125), and 
a powder flask nozzle and four powder holder caps (Fig 
109.38, 42, 43, and not illustrated). 

A line of three postholes in area P (Figs 3 and 86) has 
been discussed already in a prehistoric context (p 21). 
They could represent Civil War-period blocking of 
breaches in the medieval curtain. 

Period 8: Late seventeenth century 

Inner Ward (Fig 80) 

Rubble spreads overlying the floors and occupation 
levels in the ground floor tower rooms are likely to have 
resulted from demolition soon after the raising of the 
siege, since there are no sealed items suggesting later 
use (Figs 73 and 78). However, two groups of features 
outside the towers suggest some activity later than the 
mid-seventeenth century. 

At the south-east corner of the Inner Ward some 
occupation took place between the East and South-East 
Towers. Here three features were set into the Period 7 
layer A 6. A linear spread of bricks covered by a layer 
of yellow mortar, F40, ran north from the back of the 
South-East Tower.lt is possible that a slight wall footing 
is represented. At the north end of F40 aD-shaped stone 
hearth, F41, abutted the south-west corner of the East 
Tower (Fig 87). The sides were well constructed of 
dressed stones set in yellow clay, and contained a 
spread of randomly placed rubble. The straight side 
was stained red by heat and an area of burnt clay was 
recorded. To the east, in the angle of the East Tower and 
the curtain wall, a pair of millstones had been set into a 
rubble base, F38 (Fig 88), and these formed the base for 
a chevron-shaped brick setting, F39. A layer of charcoal 
was apparent under the bricks, and F38 may in its 
earlier phase have been a hearth. 

Notches cut into the south-east corner of the East 
Tower and the north-west corner of the South-West 
Tower may be associated. They may have supported a 

Fig 87 Inner Ward: F41 in area A, view north; scale in feet 
(Photo L Keen) 
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Fig 88 Inner Ward: F38 in area A; scale in feet (Photo by 
HHawley) 

roof joist, and indicate a temporary use of a sheltered 
part of the castle, perhaps during the slighting process. 
Rainford style clay pipes suggesting the presence of 
demolition gangs were found in this area (M2:G3). 
However, later activities, perhaps the provision of a 
shelter during quarrying or shepherding work on the 
hill, also provide likely contexts. 

There was no dating evidence to distinguish this 
phase of activity from the Period 7 evidence. The bricks 
in the upper part of F39 were of a more recent type than 
those in F40. All these features were directly buried by 
spoil from the well excavations of 1842 and must have 
been clear on the surface at that time. 

Between the West Gatehouse Tower and the South
West Tower, a line of three rectangular postpits was 
recorded, F27, F28, and F31. The stratigraphic position 
of these was not clear, and they appeared in excavation 
to have been cut from the Period Slevel. However, F31 
contained the stump of a wooden post, indicating a 
more recent origin. It is possible that another shelter 
against the curtain wall, during or following the slight
ing of the castle towers, is represented. Rainford style 
pipes were again found in this area. 

Outer Gateway (Fig 89) 

At the castle entrance a revetted track and steps were 
cut into the Period 7 layers of rubble in front of the 
gateway (Fig 90). The new entranceway was formed of 
earth, rubble, and stones, 82, acting as a make-up layer 
for a pathway surface, 52 and 64 (Fig 19, Section 6). 
These levels were confined to north and south by dry
stone walls, F83, revetting banks of light red rubble. The 
walls were constructed in part with reused building 
stones, including a door jamb fragment. The trackway 
terminated east of the gateway at the lowest of a flight 
of four steps, F111, built on to an area of rubble, 110, 
similar to the side banks. Building stones were again 
reused in the steps. The southern revetment wall 
crossed the infilled northern terminal of the Period 7 
ditch F198. 

The track was traced for Sm, and was then lost until 
a layer of metalling seen in section, F238, represented 
its continuation eastward (Figs 19, Section 6 and 20, 
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Fig 90 Outer Gateway: Period 8 entrance path and steps, view east (Photo P Hough) 

Section 9). To the south of the entranceway a hollow, 
F165, 3.7m wide and 0.3m deep, appeared to represent 
a westward continuation of a further hollow, F180 (Fig 
20, Section 9), filled with soil and stone, 387. Further 
south a bank, F388, was recorded crossing the Period 7 
Civil War bank, with a drystone revetment, F392, and a 
ditch, F389, on its north side. This bank could be traced 
on the ground running east-west for over 20m. 

These features may be contemporary, and represent 
not only an access to the gateway, but also an element 
of landscaping and drainage on the steep hillslopes to 
the south. Other earthworks may have existed to the 
north, but have been destroyed by the later entrance. 
The revetted bank and ditch to the south may represent 
a field boundary bank, paralleled by a similar bank 
north of Tower 1 (Fig 63). 

The new approach to the castle suggests a private 
and domestic occupation of the castle, rather than an 
access to the hill plateau. There was clearly no way on 
to the hill here for wheeled vehicles. The occupation 
evidence is limited to the remains of flagstone floors, 
F81 and F890, within Towers 4 and 5. Some stones of 
F81 were heat-cracked and may have formed the base 
for a hearth (Fig 19, Section 7; Fig 91). In Tower 5 a group 
of make up layers were provided beneath a well-laid 
stone floor, F890 (Fig 18, Section 3). In Tower 3 a layer 
of flat stones may indicate the remains of a further 
flagstone floor. 

A build-up of soil in the revetted way, and the partial 
collapse of the drystone walling, indicated the decay of 
the access route prior to its abandonment, the latter 

attested by the deposition of a deep layer of soil and 
stone, 6, emplaced over the earlier entranceway fea
tures. The layer may be associated with the cutting of a 
new access route on to the hill plateau, curving north
ward to give a gentle gradient before following the 
former entrance route at the gateway. Tower 3 was 
largely demolished to accommodate the new route. 

Finds from these Period 8 levels comprised further 
large assemblages of Civil War period clay pipes, pot
tery, and other finds. However, a late seventeenth- or 
early eighteenth-century date for Period 8 was afforded 
by a small number of diagnostic finds. Layers forming 
the revetted trackway surface contained clay pipes 
dated 1660-1715 (Figs 118.20; 120.50, 52; 121.59). Within 
Tower 4 the stone floor, F81, sealed a pipe bowl dated 
1640-90 (Fig 120.51). Late seventeenth-/early eight
eenth-century pipes were found with earlier examples 
in the later dumps overlying the entrance (Figs 118.21 
and 22; 120.49; 121.53-5). In Tower 5 a spur of c 1700 (Fig 
115.36) was found in layer 891 beneath floor F890. Al
though the pottery associated with Period Slayers was 
predominantly Civil War in date, diagnostic late seven
teenth-century vessels and fabrics could be 
distinguished (p 209). Sherds of Mottled ware vessels, 
not dated earlier than 1690, occurred in Tower 4, in the 
entranceway layers, and in the overlying dumps (Fig 
144.233-42). Amongst the other finds a later seven
teenth-century date can be assigned to a group of 
copper alloy pins (Fig 101.44-7), three from Tower 5, 
and one from Tower 4; some of the window leads with 
glass (Fig 104.85); and eight hinges from the same con-
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Fig 91 Outer Gateway: Period 8 floor F81 in Tower 4, vertical view (Photo P Hough) 

text in Tower 4 (Fig 94.24-31) (p 138). The condition of 
coins of Charles II and William III (p 133, nos 27 and 29) 
found in later layers suggests deposition not at this 
period but in the later eighteenth century. 

Analysis of the clay pipe evidence (M2:G3) sug
gested that the gatehouse was left by its inhabitants 
some time before the new access route was cut, if the 
latter event can be linked with the deposition of layer 6. 
The evidence suggested a date around 1700. Clay pipes 
in layer 6 (Fig 118.21,22) differed from those associated 
with the gatehouse reoccupation, and may indicate that 
the road was cut c 1720. 

Period 9: Eighteenth to twentieth 
centuries 

Inner Ward 
Within the towers there was no evidence of use later 
than the Civil War until repainting work in this century, 
evidence of which was apparent in the West Gatehouse 
Tower. A few postholes on the north side were re
corded, perhaps associated with a rebuilding of the 
north curtain wall noted in the east part of the north 
wall. Here, in area W, the wall was seen to rest on a 
crumbled mortar and stone foundation, and the evi
dence suggested a modern rebuild on the remains of the 
medieval wall. 

At the east end of the Inner Ward were deep deposits 
deriving from the clearances of the well in 1842 and 1935 
(p 104). The earlier work was clearly more extensive, 
judging by the quantity of spoil. These layers were 
noted in area A as layers 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 (Figs 77, Sections 
2 and 4, and 78, Section 3), of which layer 2 represented 
a turf line formed following the nineteenth-century 
work. During the second of these clearance processes 
the well housing was reconstructed sealing the fill of the 
Period 7 cut F57. 

The finds made in these layers overwhelmingly re
flect the Civil War occupation, although some, most 
obviously the coin of Henry III found in A 5, must 
indicate medieval use. None amongst them could be 
clearly attributed to Periods 8 and 9 with the exception 
of the telescope eyepiece and the fob (Fig 103.80 and 81), 
attesting the presence of day visitors. A coin of George 
II is thought to be a late eighteenth-century loss (p 133, 
no 30). A few eighteenth-century clay pipes were found 
in Period 9 layers, but the majority of the pipes were 
nineteenth or early twentieth century in date (Fig 
119.26, 28-30). The sherds of Victorian pottery found 
here may be attributed to the nineteenth-century fairs. 

Outer Gateway (Fig 89) 

The burying of the Period 8 entrance beneath layer 6, 
and the provision of a new entranceway involving the 
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partial demolition of Tower 3, may be associated. As 
noted above (Period 8), clay pipes in layer 6 may indi
cate a date of c 1720 for the new route (M2:G3). The 
construction of the new track is likely to have caused 
the revetting of the standing part of Tower 3, while to 
the rear of the gateway the new hollow-way cut 
through to a level below the medieval ground surface. 

A possible structure to the rear of Tower 4 can be 
attributed to the recent period. Above the Period 7 
levels represented by layer 34, a succession of dumps 
brought the ground level up by 0.5m (Fig 19, Section 7). 
On this surface the remains of a stone wall, F27, running 
west from the medieval tower were recorded. Too little 
survived to suggest its function, although the presence 
of a layer of coal, 11, may indicate that it formed a 
containing wall for a coal dump, the coal perhaps being 
used as fuel by coal-burning traction or crane engines 
involved in the quarrying. 

The curtain wall6m north of Tower 3 appears to be 
a recent rebuilding. A straight joint was recorded here, 
with a different mortar used to bond coursed walling 
little different to that to the south. The joint coincides 
with foundation trenches, F819 and F688, on both sides 
of the wall (Fig 18, Section 1) at a change in alignment. 
On the east side of the wall the medieval offset con
tinues in a straight line north beneath the rebuilding. 
The extent of the additional walling northward is not 
clear. It may have stopped at the sharp change of direc
tion just south of Tower 2. The rebuilding may be 
attributed to nineteenth-century consolidation of the 
castle fabric, as with the work in the Inner Ward. 

Amongst other evidence of recent activity was a 
group of pits, F412, F416, F422, and F549, filled with 
modern rubbish, and a pit, F78, located in Tower 4, 
possibly representing part of a robbing trench for stone 
from the tower (Fig 19, Section 7). West of Tower 4, a 
large pit, F23, was recorded filled with layers of sand 
and rubble (Fig 19, Section 7). 

At Tower 7 the upper layers contained modern ma
terial, and formed a surface over the Period 7 level. 

Period 9 layers and features at the Outer Gateway 
again produced a large assemblage of pottery, clay 
pipes, and other finds of Civil War date. Coins of 
George III and Victoria were found, as well as modern 
whiteware pottery, a handful of nineteenth-century 
clay pipes, and a spoon stamped Beeston Castle (Fig 
105.98). A walking stick ferrule (Fig 103.82) was found 
in Tower 7. 

Outer Ward (Fig 92) 

In West Cutting a group of postholes and possible pits 
were recorded cut into the subsoils underlying the top
soil (Table M35, M2:E10-11). Of these a line of eight 
postholes was recorded running parallel to the ter
racing to the east, and separated from a second group 
of post and stakeholes by a 4m gap to the west. A tent 
placement may be located here. Stone spreads, F302, at 
the east end of the West Cutting, and F297, in the north 
part of South Cutting, indicated recent hardcore on the 
pathway. 

Period 9 features in South Cutting comprised groups 
of linear marks of red sand, F294; a stone spread, F291, 
along the foot of the upper terrace; postholes; stakeholes; 
and pits (Table M36, M2:E12-13). East Cutting A features 
included a line of probable tent-peg holes, F155, and a 
large pit, F257, while in East Cutting B the south-west 
comer of a large quarry, F301, was excavated (Table M37, 
M2:E13). 

In all the excavated zones iron rings set in large 
stones were recorded, and others were located in the 
ground beyond the excavation limits. The rings were 
aligned with the terraces and a number were placed on 
the terrace edges. 

The various stake and postholes and the iron rings 
are likely to indicate the position of temporary tent 
structures, all associated with the nineteenth-century 
fairs held annually on Beeston crag. The rectilinear 
stains may indicate the position of stalls, while the pits 
were presumably dug to dispose of rubbish collected 
from the fair. 

Finds of nineteenth-century pottery and clay pipes 
were made in all the Outer Ward excavation areas. 
These were vertically distributed throughout the sandy 
layers overlying bedrock. Analysis of the soil layers (p 
83) suggested that this material was carried down 
through the loose soils by natural processes, and not as 
a result of wholesale levelling. 

The finds included a number of coins comprising one 
of George III, three of Victoria, and one each of George 
V and VI; a large group of nineteenth and twentieth
century clay pipes (Figs 118.24-5; 121.62-6); and 
modern pottery including a cup and saucer printed 
with the words 'Beeston Castle Festival' (Fig 145.251). 



Table 38 Deposit periods of the pre-Hanoverian coins 

Coins 

Short Cross coinage 
Long Cross coinage 
Edward I 

Deposited 

before c 1247 
before c 1279 
before c 1300 
c 1325--50 

No of coins and list no 

2 (1-2) 
1 (3) 
1 (4) 

Edward I and II (inc. jetton) 
Elizabeth I 
Jettons 
James I 
Charles I 
Charles II 

seventeenth century/Civil War 
seventeenth century/Civil War 
seventeenth century/Civil War 
seventeenth century/Civil War 
later eighteenth century 

5 (5-8 and 44) 
2 (9-10) 
7 (11-16 and 45) 
5 (17-21) 
5 (22-6) 
2 (27-8) 

William III later eighteenth century 1 (29) 

7 The finds 

The coins 
by Marion Archibald 

Catalogue 

1 John, cut halfpenny, class Vbii, Winchester or Lin
coln mint, moneyer Andreu; ref: North (1980, 970); 
wt 0.68g; c 1205-10. Some wear, could have been 
deposited at any time until the end of the coinage, 
1247, but possibly earlier rather than later within the 
possible bracket. OG 304, Period 8. 

2 Henry III, Short Cross issue, class 7b, London mint, 
moneyer Giffrei; ref: North (1980, 979); wt 0.30g; c 
1217-42. Deposited before 1247. IW, B3, Period 9. 

3 Henry III, Long Cross penny, class 5g, London, 
moneyer Renaud; ref: North (1980, 997); wt 1.36g. 
This coin was struck in the late 1260s and was cer
tainly lost before 1279. IW N9, Period 5. 

4 Edward I, halfpenny, class IIIc, 1280; ref: North 
(1960, 1045); wt 0.70g. Unworn, probably deposited 
shortly after issue, say c 1280-1300, but condition of 
halfpennies can be deceptive so a later deposit can
not be ruled out. IW F3, Period 5. 

5 Tiny fragment of edge of Edward I, penny, Class II, 
1280, mint name illegible; wt 0.24g. OG 84, Period 7. 

6 Edward I, penny, class IVc(?), Canterbury mint, c 
1282-3; ref: North (1960, 1025); wt 0.74g. Corroded 
but apparently not much worn and unclipped, prob
ably deposited c 1300-25 but certainly before c 1350. 
OG 893, Period 7. 

7 Edward I, penny, class IXb (no star), London mint, c 
1300; ref: North (1960, 1037); wt 1.30g. Little wear, 
was probably deposited c 1325-50. OG 84, Period 7. 

8 English sterling jetton, official type as coins of class 
XI,c 1310;ref: Berry type 1 (1974, pl2 and4); wt3.33g. 
Sterling type with pellets in place of legend both 
sides. OG 51, Period 7. 

132 

9 Elizabeth I, penny, initial mark illegible; wt 0.28g. 
Worn, could have circulated into the Civil War 
period. OG 46, Period 8. 

10 Elizabeth I, groat, initial mark illegible; wt 1.14g. 
Very worn, could have circulated into Civil War 
period. OG 57, Period 9. 

11 Nuremberg jetton, poor style; wt 1.45g; diam 24mm; 
16th century. Blundered legends, Reichsapfel/three 
crowns and three lis type. OG 55, Period 7. 

12 Nuremberg jetton, Wolfgang Laufer, fl1612-32; ref: 
Barnard (1916, 88); wt 1.47g; diam 22mm. Obv: ro
sette GOTTES SEGEN MACHT REICH, as no 13. 
Rev: rosette WOLF LA VFER IN NVRNBERG RECH, 
as no 13. OG 22, Period 8. 

13 Nuremberg jetton, Hanns Krauwinckel, fl 1586-
1635; ref: this common reverse is not in Barnard 
(1916);wt 1.45g; diam22mm. Obv: rosetteGOTT.AL
LEIN.DIE EER.ESEI Reichsapfel. Rev: rosette 
HANNS.KRA VWINCKEL.IN.NVR (correct legend 
punched over erroneous spelling, KRA WINCKEL), three 
crowns and three lis around rosette. OC 1, Period 9. 

14 Nuremberg jetton; wt 0.78g (corroded); diam 21mm. 
Details as no 13 above except ends at IN (without 
NVR) on reverse. IW area A, F1, period 7. 

15 Nuremberg jetton; wt 1.04g. As no 13 except rev 
legend ends IN NV (NV over VN). Found on Beeston 
crag by a visitor. 

16 Nuremberg jetton; wt 1.32g; diam 22m. Details as no 
14 above. IW area A, F1, Period 7. 

17 James I, half-groat, first issue, initial mark, lis 1604; 
ref: North (1960, 2076); wt 0.48g. Worn, could have 
circulated into the Civil War period. OG 54, Period 7. 

18 James I, penny, second coinage, initial mark, escal
lop; ref: North (1960, 2106); wt 0.47g; 1606-7. Worn, 
could have circulated into the Civil War period. OG 
353, Period 7. 
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19 James I, half-groat, second coinage, initial mark, co
ronet; ref: North (1960,2106); wt0.48g; 1607-9. Worn, 
could have circulated into the Civil War period. OG 
353, Period 7. 

20 James I, farthing, details uncertain; wt 0.26g. IW area 
A, F1, Period 7. 

21 Contemporary forgery of a farthing of James I of 
rough, unofficial style; wt 0.43. IW EGT 3, Period 7. 

22 Charles I, farthing, Richmond type 1624-34, type Ic, 
initial mark, fish hook; ref: Peck (1964, 163); wt 0.39g 
IW EGT 3, Period 7. 

23 Charles I, farthing, Richmond type 1625-42, Ic initial 
mark, dagger; ref: Peck (1964, 158); wt 0.63g OG 1, 
Period 9. 

24 Charles I, half-groat, initial mark, eye, 1645; ref: 
North (1960, 2258); wt 0.83. This coin is hardly worn 
and was probably deposited shortly after issue. OG 
Tower 5, GHT 5, Period 9. 

25 Charles I, Scottish coinage, third coinage (lozenge 
above and below XX); ref: Stewart group 1 (1967); wt 
0.19g. OW 543, Period 9. 

26 Contemporary forgery of Charles I Scottish coinage 
20 pence piece, second or third issue; wt 0.56g. The 
unofficial style of this piece identifies it as a contem
porary imitation. It has been bent which may 
indicate that it was suspected of being a counterfeit. 
OG 51, Period 7. 

27 Charles II, farthing; wt 4.85g. The volume of the 
left-facing head suggests Charles II, and this coin is 
typical of the condition of farthings of this reign 
which survived in circulation into the late eighteenth 
century. OG 1, Period 9. 

28 Charles II, farthing; wt 4.93g. Found on Beeston crag 
by a visitor. 

29 William III, halfpenny; wt 8.39g. Very worn, prob
ably deposited in the later eighteenth century. OG 30, 
Period 9. 

30 George II, halfpenny, 1746--9; wt 8.31g. Very worn, a 
late eighteenth century loss. IW Q +,Period 9. 

31 Very corroded copper coin, almost certainly George 
III 'Cartwheel' penny, 1797; wt 20.40g. OG 30, Period 9. 

32 George III, halfpenny, 1806; wt 8.31. IW Z +,Period 9. 

33 George III, halfpenny, 1806; wt 8.62. IW surface find. 

34 George III, shilling, 1816; wt 5.17g. Worn, probably 
a Victorian loss. OW 522, Period 9. 

35 Victoria, penny, 1861; wt 8.34g. Found with no 36 
and both very worn, probably twentieth-century 
losses. OW 557, Period 9. 

36 Victoria, penny, 1861; wt 8.17g. See no 35. OW 557, 
Period 9. 

37 Victoria, halfpenny, 1862; wt 5.18g. Very worn, a 
twentieth-century loss. IW W +,Period 9. 

38 Victoria, halfpenny, 1862; wt 4.82g. OW 523, Period 9. 

39 Victoria, halfpenny, 1875; wt 4.23g. OG 30, Period 9. 

40 Victoria, penny. 1885; wt 9.22g. OG 30, Period 9. 

41 George V, halfpenny, 1914; wt 4.80g. OW 500, Period 9. 

42 George VI, threepence, nickel-brass type, 1941; wt 
6.50g. OW 521, Period 9. 

43 Elizabeth II, florin, 1955; wt 11.25g. Intrusive in OG 
231, Period 7. 

Coins from Beeston village 

44 Edward I, penny, class IXb, Hull mint, c 1300; ref 
North (1960, 1037; wt 1.32g. Some wear, unclipped, 
probably deposited c 1325-50. Find from Beeston 
village. 

45 Nuremberg jetton, very corroded; wt 0.55g; diam 
20mm (edges corroded, originally 22mm?). Uncer
tain legends Reichsapfel ?crowns and lis type. Find 
from Beeston village. 

46 George Ill, Irish farthing, 1806; wt 4.03g. Find from 
Beeston village. 

Discussion 

The earliest coin from the site is a cut-halfpenny of Short 
Cross type, class Vb, struck c 1205-10 (no 1). This coin 
is relatively unworn, and although a deposit date at any 
time before c 1247 must be allowed, it is more likely to 
have been deposited relatively early within the possible 
bracket, and could therefore have been lost during the 
earliest building phase in the 1220s. The other Short 
Cross coin (no 2) is a later type but again certainly 
deposited before c 1247 (Table 38). 

Only one coin of the Long Cross type was found (no 
3) but this need not signify any decline in activity or 
prosperity on the site as this coinage was of much 
shorter duration than its predecessor. It is a late coin of 
the type giving a very narrow deposition bracket of c 
1269-79. 

There is just one coin (no 4), apparently deposited in 
the period c 1280-1300, but it is possible that this coin, 
being a halfpenny, whose currency pattern is less re
liable, may be a survivor in unusually good condition 
and may in reality belong in the same deposit period as 
the following group. The absence otherwise of coins 
apparently deposited in the period 1280-1325 is likely 
to indicate some change in the nature of the activity on 
the site. 

Four coins (nos 5-8) appear to have been deposited 
between c 1325 and c 1350. These coins are all unclipped 
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and unlikely to have survived in this condition after the 
reduction on the standard weight of the penny in 1351. 
The contrast with the previous period seems to indicate 
renewed coin-using activity on the site at this period. 

The complete absence of any later medieval coins 
either struck or deposited after 1325-50 certainly points 
to a change in the nature of the occupation of the site. 

The numismatic evidence suggests a revival in acti
vities requiring coin in the Stuart period. The 
Krauwinckel jettons (nos 11-16) have not been nar
rowly dated and all the jettons could have been around 
in the Stuart period. The Elizabethan coins (nos 9-10) 
are all well worn and are likely to have been deposited 
well into the seventeenth century, probably into the 
Civil War period. To this same general period belong 
the common copper farthings of James I and Charles I 
(nos 17-26). It is not possible to assess the likely dura
tion in circulation of these coins as their corroded 
condition precludes any estimate of the wear. The 
James I farthings were demonetised by the Charles 
issue and so theoretically might have suggested an 
earlier seventeenth-century period of activity. 

There is then another coinless period between c 1650 
and the later eighteenth century in which the very worn 
coppers of the end of the previous century were de
posited (nos 27-30). There is thereafter a continuous 
trickle of coin losses down to the present day (nos 
31-43). 

The coin list therefore seems to fit the known history 
of the site- the earliest coinciding with the foundation 
in the 1220s, lively occupation in the earlier fourteenth 
century, followed by a long period of apparent lack of 
activity from the mid-fourteenth century to the Civil 
War. The context of the sixteenth- and early seven
teenth-century coins is in most cases Civil War layers, 
and the recognition of this group of coins as having 
been in use in the Civil War is of considerable numis
matic interest. The late seventeenth- I early 
eighteenth-century occupation does not seem to be re
flected in the coin evidence, unless the later 
seventeenth-century coins are regarded as early eight
eenth-century losses, a circumstance rendered unlikely 
by the degree of wear on the coins. 

The medieval and post-medieval 
objects 
by Paul Courtney 

Introduction 

The medieval and post-medieval objects are presented 
by material and type rather than by stratigraphic group 
since many of the finds are in residual contexts. Iron 
objects are catalogued in one section, copper alloy, sil
ver, lead, and lead alloy objects in a second, and bone 
and ceramic objects in a third. Weaponry, regardless of 
material, is discussed in a fourth section, and spurs and 
fragments of armour are the subjects of separate reports 
(pages 161 and 165 respectively). Catalogue entries are 
followed by the context number preceded by the exca
vation location (IW Inner Ward, OW Outer Ward, OG 
Outer Gateway, ID Inner Ditch). The contexts for the 

Inner Ward and the excavations by Laurence Keen at 
Towers 5 and 7 on the outer curtain are preceded by the 
area letter. These finds letters have not been altered in 
the catalogue but the simplifications used in the report 
text should be noted (p 13). Thus area A amalgamates 
excavated areas A, B, D, E, L, and R; area H, areas H, G, 
and Z; area X, areas X andY; area K, areas M and K; and 
finally area W, areas F, J, Q, and W. Area N remains 
unaltered. The few objects deriving from medieval con
texts comprised iron objects (Figs 93.1; 97.95; 98.123; 
108.16-18), a silver tag-end (Fig 103.84), a lead disc (Fig 
104.94), bone objects (Fig 106.1 and 19), and a ceramic 
marble and counter (Fig 107.25 and 28). There were 
equally few objects in later layers which were recog
nisably of medieval date. These included iron (Figs 93.3; 
98.123) and copper alloy objects (Figs 100.2,3, 15, 17-27; 
101.38 and 49). The fact that the will of 1627-8 refers to 
'two poore kinsmen' living in the castle suggests that 
some seventeenth-century finds could be earlier than 
the Civil War, although it is uncertain which part of the 
castle was occupied (p 98). Some items from later post
medieval contexts may be related to the reoccupation 
of the Outer Gateway after the Civil War, among them 
the pins (Fig 101.44-7) and the window leads with glass 
(Fig 1 04.85), or to nineteenth-century activity on the hill 
(Figs 95.51; 103.80-2; 105.98). However, the overall im
pression is that the Civil War period, 1643-5, accounts 
not only for the large number of finds found in Period 
7 contexts but also for a large proportion of the small 
finds found in later layers. It is significant that those 
items which can be dated, for example the spurs, are 
overwhelmingly of Civil War date, as too are the wea
pons (p 156), which are perhaps the easiest category of 
artefact to assign to the Civil War occupation, even 
when they derive from residual contexts. 

Of the other categories of finds, five buckles can 
certainly be ascribed to the Civil War period (Figs 97.76-
9; 100.1). The latter is gilt and possibly from the dress of 
an officer. However, many of the buckles in later con
texts in the Outer Gateway could be residual, and most 
of the Inner Ward collection probably also dates to the 
Civil War. It is extremely difficult to distinguish cloth
ing and harness buckles. As noted above, the spurs are 
a definite Civil War group and the many stirrups found 
could also be of Civil War date. 

Outer Gateway contexts of Civil War date produced 
six knives with bolsters (Fig 93.2, 4-7, 9), which were 
probably the main eating implements of both the ordi
nary soldiers and the officers. A razor or penknife was 
also recovered from the Inner Ditch Civil War horizon 
(Hough 1978, 21, fig 1.5) as well as two knives with 
bolsters, one with silver inlay (ibid, fig 1.6-7). The Inner 
Ditch produced a crude lead spoon, cut from sheet, in 
a Civil War context (ibid, no 1). The pewter porringer 
(Fig 105.99) from the Inner Ward probably dates to the 
Civil War period on typological grounds. As the name 
suggests it was probably used for eating porridge rather 
than as a bleeding bowl, as is sometimes suggested. The 
hooks and eye (Fig 97.97 and 98) are possibly associated 
with the seventeenth-century clothing. Finally the spa
tula (Fig 95.43) is likely to represent an object in use in 
the Civil War. 

Numbers of eighteenth- and nineteenth-century ar
tefacts were also recovered from the excavations, 
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perhaps losses during the stone quarrying which oc
curred on the hill in the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries. However, the rise of the Romantic Movement 
in the late eighteenth century, and the consequent arri
val of middle-class visitors in search of the picturesque, 
are a more likely explanation for many of the lost ob
jects. In the nineteenth century visitors were also 
attracted by the annual fair. 

Catalogue 

Iron objects 

Knives and shears (Fig 93) 

The knives and shears come mainly from contexts asso
ciated with the Civil War occupation, or appear to 
derive from them. One knife (Fig 93.1) carne from a 
medieval context, although both no 3 and probably no 
15 are likely to be medieval and therefore residual. The 
knives have either whittle or scale tangs, most of them 
with a bolster between blade and tang. The bolster was 
an innovation in hafting which was introduced into 
knife manufacture during the sixteenth century (Hay
ward 1957, 4), and different forms, varying in length 
and shape, became fashionable. The range of bolster 
shapes among the Beeston Castle knives (Fig 93.2, 4-7, 
9-11) is broad and is similar to that on knives from Civil 
War deposits at sites such as Basing House, Hants 
(Moorhouse and Goodall1971, 36-8, fig 17.1-5, 8-11), 
and Sandal Castle, W Yorks (I Goodall 1983, 242, fig 
6.73-84). The moulded form of the bolster on no 9 is 
unusual for its date: such shaping was more common 
in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries 
(Hayward 1957, 15-16, pl IX-XII, XVI, XVII). The 
decorative copper alloy bands on the bolster of no 6 are 
unusual: silver encrustation, as on a knife from the 
Inner Ditch Civil War horizon (Hough 1978,21, fig 1.6), 
was more usual though never common. The bolster 
sometimes developed into a solid iron handle (Moor
house and Goodall1971, 36, fig 17.6, 7) and no 14 may 
be of this type. Knives 1, 3, 12, and 15-17lack bolsters 
and have either whittle or scale tangs; of these no 1 is 
medieval and nos 3 and 15 might be. Nos 18 and 19, and 
perhaps 8, are shears blades. See also the bone handles 
(Fig 106.2-10). 

1 Whittle-tang knife. OG 617, Period 4. 

2 Whittle-tang knife with bolster. OG 54, Period 7. 

3 Knife with copper alloy end cap on scale tang which 
retains remains of wooden scales attached by four 
iron rivets. A scabbard mount was found with the 
knife. It has an attachment loop welded to the back 
and a mineralised textile lining. This knife and scab
bard mount are probably residual finds of 
fourteenth- or fifteenth-century date (Cowgill et al 
1987, 26-32). OG 891, Period 7. 

4 Broken knife with long bolster of hexagonal section 
and short bone handle mounted on a whittle tang. 
Early to mid-seventeenth-century type (Moorhouse 

and Goodall1971, 36-8, fig 17.4). OG 51, Period 7. 

5 Broken knife with whittle tang and bolster of circular 
cross-section. OG 51, Period 7. 

6 Broken knife with whittle tang. Bolster of circular 
cross-section inlaid with two decorative copper alloy 
bands. OG 51, Period 7. 

7 Broken knife with oval-sectioned bolster and broken 
whittle tang. OG 51, Period 7. 

8 ?Shears blade. OG 51, Period 7. 

9 Knife with bolster and broken whittle tang. OG 51, 
Period 7. 

10 Whittle-tang knife with bolster. OG 6, Period 8. 

11 Broken knife with scale tang and bone handle held 
by iron rivets. The bolster, of oval cross-section, 
showed traces of silvering or tinning on the X-ray. 
OG 22, Period 8. 

12 Broken knife with whittle tang. OG 74, Period 8. 

13 Whittle-tang knife with broken bone handle and 
copper alloy hilt guard. The bone handle has two 
crudely cut lines around its circumference. OG 801, 
Period 9. 

14 Knife, perhaps with incomplete solid iron handle. 
OG 1, Period 9. 

15 Knife blade with broken scale tang and one iron 
rivet. IW N +,Period 9. 

16 and 17 Whittle-tang knives. IW H 4, Period 7. 

18 and 19 Shears blades, broken. IW E 6, Period 7. 

Chains (Fig 94) 

20 Two S-shaped links with central collars. OG 51, 
Period 7. 

21 Hook, S-shaped link, and circular link. OG 7 4, Period 
8. 

22 Elongated figure eight-shaped link. OG 6, Period 8. 

Hinges and straps (Fig 94) 

The hinge and strap fragments, although almost with
out exception from Periods 8 and 9, include many 
which must come from the decay or demolition of 
earlier features. The hinges which retain their means of 
support include no 28 which has a looped hanging eye 
which fitted over a hinge pivot; and nos 23, 31,33-4, and 
37-40, which are pinned hinges with integral pins 
which were self-supporting. The shape of the hinges 
and strap fragments varies. The long straps of nos 23, 
28, and 31-6 could be either medieval or post-medieval 
(Holden 1963, 169, fig 36.9; Moorhouse and Goodall 
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1971, 41, fig 19.43, 44; Goodall 1976a, 26, fig 13.24; 
Goodall 1983, 246, fig 7.112, 113) but the trifid form of 
nos 24-7 and 30, the butterfly shape of nos 37 and 39, 
and the cockshead shape of nos 38 and 40 are all post
medieval. The trifid shape recalls the shape of some late 
seventeenth- and eighteenth-century spoon handles 
(Snodin 197 4, 29-31), suggesting that the straps may be 
contemporary with their contexts, but the butterfly and 
cockshead forms could be of Civil War or later date 
(Moorhouse and Goodall 1971, 41, 43, figs 18.40, 41; 
19.48; Goodall1978, 143, fig 30.5; Goodall1976a, 26, fig 
14.28, 29). 

23 Pinned hinge with one complete and one broken 
strap. OG 304, Period 8. 

24-27 Strap fragments with trifid terminals. OG 22, 
Period 8. 

The above four hinges are virtually identical except that 
no 24 is slightly smaller. All four come from the same 
layer as do the four following. 

28 Strap hinge with shaped terminal and looped eye. 
OG 22, Period 8. 

29 Fragment of tapering strap hinge. OG 22, Period 8. 

30 Strap fragment with trifid terminal. OG 22, Period 8. 

31 Broken strap from pinned hinge. OG 22, Period 8. 

32 Hinge strap with shaped terminal. OG 46, Period 8. 

33 Distorted single leaf from pinned hinge. OG 40, 
Period 9. 

34 Pinned hinge, both straps broken. OW 543, Period 9. 

35 Strap fragment with broken terminal. OW 543, 
Period 9. 

36 Strap fragment with shaped terminal. OW 523, 
Period 9. 

37 Pinned butterfly hinge. IW E 6, Period 7. 

38 Single leaf from pinned cockshead hinge. Non-fer
rous coating visible. IW W +,Period 9. 

39 Single leaf from pinned hinge, probably of butterfly 
form. Non-ferrous coating visible. IW W +,Period 9. 

40 Single leaf from pinned cockshead hinge. IW G IE 4, 
Period 9. 

41 Plate with mineralised wood surviving on back. IW 
SET 4, Period 7. 

Tools and domestic items (Fig 95) 

42 Broken looped handle from scissors. OG 353, Period 7. 

43 Double-bladed spatula. OG 51, Period 7. 

44 Spud with broken tang. OG 51, Period 7. 

45 Sickle blade. Tower 5, OG SGT 7, Period 8. 

46 Socketed hoe. OG 60, Period 7. 

47 Claw hammerhead with side straps and fragment of 
wooden handle in eye. OG 30, Period 9. 

48 Awl. OG 5, Period 9. 

49 Incomplete object. OG 1, Period 9. 

50 Curved, double-bladed spatula. OG 67, Period 9. 

51 Iron tip with two rivets for attachment to tip of a 
wooden post. It may be associated with the nine
teenth-century fair in the Outer Ward. OW 521, 
Period 9. 

52 Awl. OW 445, Period 9. 

53 Object of square cross-section developing from a 
socket. OW 524, Period 9. 

54 Tool with whittle tang, perhaps a file with all trace 
of its teeth lost, or an incompletely forged knife. IW 
W +,Period 9. 

55 Reamer or pick. IW H 4, Period 7. 

56 Axe. IW N 2, Period 9. 

Building fittings (Fig 96) 

57 Broken piece of hinged candlestick stem. Compare 
with no 61. OG 60, Period 7. 

58 Wall anchor with perforated head. OG 30, Period 9. 

59 Wall anchor with perforated head set at an angle to 
the tang. OG unstratified. 

60 Window bar fragment. OG 41, Period 9. 

61 U-shaped, twisted arm from a combined rush and 
candle holder. The socket held a candle, whereas the 
clip above the hinge originally formed a pair with a 
second clip and held the rushlight. Seventeenth- and 
eighteenth-century examples took a variety of 
shapes (Lindsay 1964,44-5, figs 229,234, 238-42). OG 
31, Period 9. 

62 Door bolt with holes for handle and for pivot. IW 
EGT 3, Period 7. 

Locks and keys (Fig 96) 

63 U-shaped padlock bolt, leaf springs lost. OG 51, 
Period 7. 

64 Lock with decorative lock plate with keyhole and 
hole for staple of hasp; cased mechanism attached to 
rear. The toothed bolt of the mechanism passes 
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through the case and is held by a back spring, carried 
on its top edge, to hold it securely in both the locked 
and unlocked positions. The lock mechanism has a 
pair of collars surrounding the keyhole. Non-ferrous 
coating. OG 353, Period 7. 

65 Keyhole plate. OG 353, Period 7. 

66 Barrel padlock key with looped terminal. OG 166, 
Period 7. 

67 Barrel padlock key with hooked terminal. OG 103, 
Period 7. 

68 Key with solid stem and symmetrical bit capable of 
opening a lock from both sides. OG 22, Period 8. 

69 Key with solid stem and broken symmetrical bit. 
Non-ferrous coating. OW 10, Period 9. 

70 Key with solid stem and symmetrical bit. Tower 1, 
unstratified. 

71 Key with broken bow, hollow stem and asymmetri
cal bit. OG, Tower 5, GHT 5, Period 9. 

72 Key with solid, moulded stem and asymmetrical bit. 
IW G/E 4, Period 9. 

73 Key with broken bow, solid stem, and asymmetrical 
bit. IW EGT 2, Period 9. 

74 Stapled hasp from lock, the broken strap attached by 
a pinned hinge. The hasp has a moulded tip which 
acted as a fingerhold. Non-ferrous coating. IW 0 5, 
Period 7. 

75 Barrel padlock key with hooked terminal. IW 0 5, 
Period 7. 

Buckles and furniture fittings (Fig 97) 

The buckles, which may be either personal or from 
harness, are similar in their range of shapes to those 
from Sandal Castle, W Yorks (I Goodall 1983, 248, fig 
9.178-99). The commonest shape is rectangular (nos 76, 
77, 93, and 94), but others are variously double-looped 
(nos 85, 86, and 92), trapezoidal (no 88), and 0-shaped 
(nos 91 and 95). Most are plain but the decoration on no 
94 is exceptional for an iron buckle. No 87 is a buckle 
plate, similar to those still attached to nos 86 and 95. 

Nos 78-84 and 89 are variously complete and incom
plete fittings similar in overall form and detail and 
probably from small chests. The bent round sheet-iron 
plates generally have a single rivet through each side, 
and they wrap round rectangular frames. The plates 
retain mineralised wood on their inner faces, and min
eralised textiles on one external surface. The 
rectangular frames are not buckles since none has a pin, 
but they may have served to guide and hold leather 
straps around chests. No 90 is a handle, most probably 
from a door or drawer, as are a pair from Ardingly, 
Sussex (Goodall 1976b, 60-1, fig 9a.30, 31). Similar 
handles, but usually of copper alloy, such as one from 

Southampton (Harvey 1975, 265, fig 245.1864), also 
formed part of chafing dishes (Lewis 1973). 

76 Rectangular buckle with pin and revolving sheet
iron cylinder. OG 103, Period 7. 

77 Square buckle frame with revolving sheet-iron cylin
der, pin lost. OG 54, Period 7. 

78 Plate with rectangular frame. OG 54, Period 7. 

79 Pair of plates, each with rectangular frames. Fortui
tously corroded together. OG 54, Period 7. 

80 Plate with two nail holes and rectangular frame. OG 
22, Period 8. 

81 Plate with rectangular frame out of place within it. 
OG 66, Period 8. 

82 and 83 Plates with rectangular frames, one broken. 
Mineralised wooden cores and mineralised textile on 
one exterior surface of each plate. OG 22, Period 8. 

84 Plate, rectangular frame lost. Mineralised wood core; 
mineralised textile on one exterior face. OG 3, Period 9. 

Also (not illustrated) two plates identical to nos 82-4. 
OG 22, Period 8. All have mineralised wood remains on 
the inside and mineralised textile on the upper surface 
of their exteriors. Elisabeth Crowfoot reports on the 
textile remains (Crowfoot 1983): 

82 Area 50 x 44mm, Z/Z, tabby weave, thread count 
13/12-13 on 10mm; 83 Area 41 x 32mm, Z/Z, fine 
tabby, even weave, count 16/16; 84 Z/Z, tabby, count 
15-16/14-15. In all these the spin is very loose. Of the 
unillustrated fragments: 1 Area 47 x 32mm, Z/?, open 
tabby weave, count c 14-15/14 per 10mm, corroded; 2 
Area 55 x 28mm, Z/Z, appearance suggests wool, 
tabby, close, even, count 10-12/10 per 10mm. The 
latter is a good garment weight woollen. 

85 Irregularly-shaped double-looped buckle with 
broken pin and rotating sheet-iron cylinder. OG 6, 
Period 8. 

86 Double-looped buckle with buckle plate and incom
plete distorted pin. OG 6, Period 8. 

87 Buckle plate. OG 7 4, Period 8. 

88 Trapezoid buckle frame with fragment of pin loop. 
OG 245, Period 8. 

89 Broken plate with mineralised wood on both sides. 
Elisabeth Crowfoot reports on mineralised textile on 
the plate (Crowfoot 1983): lying in two folds, only 6 
x Smm clear, Z/Z, fine tabby, estimated count c 
22/18 on Smm. OG 806, Period 9. 

90 Door or drawer handle with looped staple for attach
ment (cf Harvey 1975, fig 245.1864). OG 57, Period 9. 

91 0-shaped buckle frame. OG 41, Period 9. 
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92 Double-looped buckle with revolving sheet-iron cy- 95 Buckle with pin and attachment plate. IW SWT 8, 
Iinder, pin lost. OG 806, Period 9. Period 5. 

93 Rectangular buckle with pin. IW SWT 3, Period 7. 

94 Buckle with broken frame with sheet-iron cylinder 
and long, incomplete buckle plate. The plate and 
cylinder are inlaid with silver wire. IW D 3, Period 9. 

Dress fittings (Fig 97) 

Hooks and eyes similar to nos 96-8 are still used today 
for fastening clothing. In the early post-medieval period 
they were used for fastening bodices and doublets as 
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well as holding up breeches (Cunnington and Cunning- Civil War oxhide 'buffcoat', as worn by musketeers, 
ton 1973, 51-2 and 152: Bradfield 1968, 15). The large which is preserved in Worcestershire County Museum 
size of the Beeston examples suggests that they were (Bullard 1967). 
used for hanging breeches, a fashion of the sixteenth 
and seventeenth centuries. From around the beginning 
of the eighteenth century breeches merely hung from 
the waist (Cunnington and Cunnington 1964, 66-9). 
Smaller-sized hooks were used for fastening a possible 

96 Fragment of mineralised shoe leather set with studs. 
OG 304, Period 8. 

97 Fastening hook. OW 153, Period 9. 
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Also four other examples, not illustrated, of similar size: 
OG 46 (two), OG 66 (with non-ferrous plating), and OG 
22, all Period 8. 

98 Eye, used with fastening hook similar to no 97. OG 
Tower 5, GHT 5, Period 9. 

99 Boot heel. IW SET 4, Period 7. 

Miscellaneous (Fig 98) 

100 Piece of plate iron. OG 89, Period 7. 

101 Hilt plate from a whittle-tang knife. OG 803, Period 7. 

102 Hemispherical weight comprising a lead core and an 
iron shell with decorative grooves. Traces of brazing 
occur on the exterior surface but large amounts 
around the underside edge suggests that it was 
brazed to its opposite side. Two indentations indi
cate it had been compressed with a pair of pincers. It 
has a central perforation which widens out towards 
the centre. The object weighs 298g, too heavy for a 
sword pommel or pistol butt. Its function remains 
uncertain. OG 51, Period 7. 

103 Tubular sheet-iron spout. OG 51, Period 7. 

104 Slightly curved iron plate. OG 51, Period 7. 

105 Iron plate with three holes. OG 51, Period 7. 

106 Strip with indented decoration at one end. OG 54, 
Period 7. 

107 ?Distorted pricket candlestick. OG 311, Period 7. 

108 Curved binding strap fragment with thickened inner 
edge, the flange pierced by three nails; other nail 
fragments are attached by corrosion. Similar to no 
110. OG 803, Period 7. 

109 Rolled sheet-iron spout, brazed along the join. OG 
92, Period 7. 

110 Curved binding strap fragment with thickened inner 
edge, the flange perforated. Similar binding straps 
are common on Civil War sites (see Goodall1983,248, 
fig 8.165-70 and references). OG 60, Period 7. 

111 Iron rod. OG 49, Period 7. 

112 Rolled strip. OG 46, Period 8. 

113 Square washer with screw through to central hole. 
OG 25, Period 8. 

114 Candlestick, pricket and stem broken. OG 22, Period 8. 

115 Triangular riveted iron plate with decorative groove 
on outer face. OG 12, Period 8. 

116 Buckle frame. OG 66, Period 8. 

117 and 118 Tanged objects with V-shaped heads, 
seemingly too small to be pitchforks, but perhaps 
musket rests. OG 304 and 4, Period 8. 

119 Vessel rim. OG 806, Period 9. 

120 Trefoil-shaped iron band, perhaps plated, attached 
to block of mineralised ?oak. OG 7, Period 9. 

121 Iron strip with terminal. OG 24, Period 9. 

122 Scale-tang knife, blade and tang broken. OW 543, 
Period 9. 

123 Handle, possibly from a box or chest. Similar objects 
from Eynsford Castle, Kent and Writtle, Essex are 
medieval in date; one from Sandal Castle, W Yorks, 
is from a context of 1485-c1600 (Rigold 1971, 147, fig 
9.20; Rahtz 1969, 85, fig 47.57; I Goodall 1983, fig 
8.161). IW H 3, Period 5. 

Horse furniture (Fig 99) 

Stirrups are the most numerous items of horse furniture 
apart from the spurs (p 165), and nos 124-8 are all of the 
same type with rectangular loops for the stirrup leather, 
curved sides, and, but for no 124, flattened and ex
panded treads. No 129 is the mouthpiece of a bridle bit. 
Nos 130 and 131 are horseshoes with an inner keyhole 
shape which was introduced in the seventeenth century 
and remained popular in the eighteenth century. They 
may be compared with contemporary examples from 
Sandal Castle, Yorks (I Goodall 1983, 251, figs 9.220, 
10.221-5) and with a wider range from Williamsburg, 
Virginia (Chappell1973, 102-4, figs 1, 2, 4). 

124 Incomplete stirrup with rectangular loop for stirrup 
leather. OW 199, Period 9. 

125 Part of stirrup with expanded tread. OW 10, Period 9. 

126 Complete iron stirrup with expanded tread and rec
tangular loop for stirrup leather. OG 304, Period 8. 

127 Expanded, slightly arched tread from stirrup. OG 7, 
Period 9. 

128 Stirrup with rectangular loop for stirrup-leather and 
flat tread. IW EGT 2, Period 9. 

129 Mouthpiece from bridle bit. IW EGT 2, Period 9. 

130 and 131 Horseshoes with rectangular nail holes and 
inner keyhole shape. IW SET 4, Period 7. 

Copper alloy objects 

Buckles (Fig 100; see also iron buckles Fig 97.76-7, 85-8, 
91-5) 

1 Alison Goodall writes: gilt buckle with ornate cast 
decoration on the loops consisting of rosettes and 
husks. An almost identical buckle was found at 
Humberstone, Leicester (Rahtz 1959,19, fig 13.3); this 
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is so similar as to suggest that both buckles came 
from the same manufacturer, if not the same mould, 
and dates from the sixteenth to seventeenth century. 
Another example, from Baconsthorpe, Norfolk, is 
similar but not identical, and a buckle from Exeter 
(Goodall1984, 339, fig 190.M81) of late sixteenth- to 
seventeenth-century date, is also of similar type. OG 
51, Period 7. 

2 Buckle and pin, minus plate. The front of the buckle 
frame is heavily moulded and of thirteenth-century 
type (Fingerlin 1971, 218, and kat nos 211, 231, 535, 
and 553). OG 166, Period 7. 

3 Buckle plate with traced decoration of correct size 
and type to have been attached to no 2 above. OG 
103, Period 7. 

4 Blanche Ellis writes: spur buckle. This is a common 
type with the sides of its frame extended into dec
orative curls. Similar buckles can be seen on 
seventeenth-century spurs in many museums in 
England and western Europe, including an example 
in the Royal Armouries (VI-427). OG 101, Period 7. 

5 Part of tinned double-looped buckle (broken). Cen
tral bar (lost) was made separately. Sixteenth- or 
seventeenth-century. OG 66, Period 8. 

6 Lightweight double-looped buckle with separately 
made central bar (lost). OG 169, Period 9. 

7 Double-looped buckle. A find from Beeston village. 

8 Single-looped buckle. IW E -,Period 9. 

9 Buckle plate or strap end with two copper alloy 
rivets and three other rivet-holes. Decorated with 
rows of punched triangles. Used with a buckle which 
did not have a pin, or with a ring or strap distributor, 
since there is no slot or hole in the folded end of the 
plate. IW D 3, Period 9. 

10 Buckle plate with two copper alloy rivets and incised 
zig-zag decoration. IW E 7, Period 7. 

11 Broken buckle loop. IW D 3, Period 9. 

12 Buckle, incomplete. Compare with two buckles from 
Basing House, Hants, destroyed in 1645 (Moorhouse 
1971, fig 25.169-70). A closer parallel came from 
Sandal Castle, W Yorks, in a medieval context but 
almost certainly of post-medieval date (A Goodall 
1983, fig 1.11-14). IW N 1, Period 9. 

13 Gilded buckle with pin missing. Integral plate with 
two rivet-holes and a third hole for the pin. The 
buckle is of medieval type. IW D 5, Period 7. 

14 Strap end. IW D +,Period 9. 

Bindings (Fig 100) 

The small strap or belt ornaments are common medie-

val finds and all the Beeston forms are widely paralleled 
(Goodall 1981, 67-8; Fingerlin 1971, 375, 377-8; Ward 
Perkins 1940, 195-8). However, the rosette type, at least, 
continued into the sixteenth century as the finds at 
Whitefriars in Coventry show (Woodfield 1981, nos 
73-83). Similar fittings are also common on sixteenth
century armour in use as strap studs, and rosettes have 
been recovered from the Armada wreck Trinidad Valen
(era (Flanagan 1988, fig 10.6-9). 

15 Fleur-de-lis strap or belt ornament (cf no 27 which 
may be from same mould). OG 54, Period 7. 

16 Fitting of curved cross-section with large rivet or nail 
hole. OG 166, Period 7. 

17 Rosette-shaped strap or belt ornament. OG 51, 
Period 7. 

18 Rosette-shaped strap or belt ornament. OG 92, 
Period 7. 

19 Fragment of rosette-shaped strap or belt ornament. 
OG 89, Period 7. 

20 Strap or belt ornament with remains of two rivets. 
OG 54, Period 7. 

21-26 Five embossed belt or strap ornaments with 
a rivet in situ, plus a further loose rivet. These 
fittings probably come from the same belt. OG 
803, Period 7. 

27 Fleur-de-lis strap or belt ornament (cf no 15). OG 28, 
Period 8. 

28-30 Embossed circular fittings or flattened rosettes. 
OG 801 (two) and 806, Period 9. 

31 Decorative fitting with two attachment spikes, one 
broken and the other bent, cast as part of the object. 
The size of the spikes suggests it was attached to a 
wooden, rather than leather, object. A similar fitting 
was found at Nonsuch Palace (Goodall forthcoming) 
in a garderobe deposit dated c 1665-82/3. OG 238, 
Period 9. 

Rings (Fig 101) 

32-36 Rings. All are from the Outer Gateway: no 32 
from OG 51, Period 7; nos 33 and 34 from OG 22, 
Period 8; nos 35 and 36 from OG 5 and OG 1, Period 9. 

37 Gilt ring, cast with evidence of filing. IW SWT 4, 
Period 7. 

Book fittings (Fig 101) 

38 Book-clasp decorated with concentric lines, traced 
zig-zag lines, and what appear to be punched roses, 
acorns, and tiny bosses. It is paralleled in form and 
style of decoration by a find from Exeter in an un
dated context (Goodall 1984, fig 191.M143). Less 
exact parallels are probably of late medieval or early 
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modern date (see Moorhouse 1971, no 162 and Har
vey 1975, fig 245.188). OG 32, Period 9. 

39 Book-clasp. IW EGT 2, Period 9. 

40 Fragment of book-clasp. IW 0 3, Period 9. 

41 Book-clasp. IW EGT 3, Period 7. 

Pins (Fig 101) 

42 Complete pin with partially worked wound wire 
head (Caple and Warren 1982, type C). OC 54, Period 7. 

43 Fragments of pin (ibid, type B). OG SGT 7, Period 8. 

44 Complete pin with partially-reworked wound wire 
head (ibid, type B). OG Tower 5 SGT 9, Period 8. 

45 Complete pin with wound wire head completely 
reworked to hide coils (ibid, type C). A seam exists 
down the pin shaft resulting from the drawing of the 
wire. OG Tower 5 SGT 6, Period 8. 

46 Complete pin with partially wound wire head (ibid, 
type C). OG Tower 5 SGT 9, Period 8. 

47 Large pin with a head of spiral-coiled wire and par
tially worked wire (ibid, type B). Both the shaft and 
head show evidence of continuous lateral seam indi
cating the wire was made from a ribbon drawn into 
a circular form. OG 22, Period 8. 

Nos 44-7 are probably associated with the late seven
teenth-early eighteenth-century occupation at the 
gatehouse. 

48 Pin with partially reworked wound wire head (ibid, 
type C). IW N 3, Period 9. 

Miscellaneous (Figs 101-3) 

49 Heraldic pendant from horse harness of common 
medieval type. A dark blue (heraldic azure) enamel 
setting forms a bend sinister.lt is uncertain if the two 
fields were painted (see Ward Perkins 1940, 118-22 
for a range of parallels) or gilded. OG 273, Period 9. 

50 Bell of sheet metal made in two halves brazed 
together, with separately made suspension loop. OG 
89, Period 7. 

51 Lace tag-end. OG 54, Period 7. 

52 Binding from circular shaft with two rivet-holes. OG 
54, Period 7. 

53 Stud with slightly domed head. OG 92, Period 7. 

54 Stud with turned down domed head. OG 110, 
Period 8. 

55 Harness mount attached by two bent tangs to frag
ment of leather with stitch holes (see Noel Hume 

1970, fig 76.4, for an eighteenth-century example; see 
also no 67 in this section). OG Tower 5 SGT 9, Period 8. 

56 Thimble, cast in one piece. Post-medieval. OG 22, 
Period 8. 

57 Two tag-ends of folded sheet, one with stamped 
decoration of cross-hatching with central bosses. OG 
23, Period 9. 

58 Length of copper alloy strip with a single hole cut 
with a square sectioned punch. OW 501, Period 9. 

59 Button with soldered loop. The upper surface is silver
plated and the stamped underside reads AT?D. The 
piece is nineteenth-century in date. Elisabeth Crowfoot 
reports on the attached textile: threads broken off, 
area 10 x 8mm, longest thread 1 Omm, coarse wool, 
Z-spun, mid-brown, no weave remaining, but scrap 
of ?hide attached. Fibre (identification by H M 
Appleyard Ffl): wool, fine to medium, with medul
lation in some of the coarsest fibres; no dye detected 
(examination by Penelope Walton). Perhaps torn 
from a hide garment or glove with wool lining 
(Crowfoot 1983). OW 522, Period 9. 

60 Decorated button cast with shank in one piece, and 
the hole drilled. Because of corrosion, it is difficult to 
tell how the decoration was applied. The button has 
an attached wire link and is probably part of a cuf
flink. Compare hexagonal-shaped cufflinks from an 
eighteenth-century context in Portsmouth (Fox and 
Barton 1986, fig 150.12). The decoration suggests an 
eighteenth or early nineteenth-century date. OW 161, 
Period 9. 

61--64 Four bindings from wooden shaft with copper 
alloy rivets. Mineralised wood remains on interior. 
IW area A, F 1, Period 7. 

65 Personal seal with broken attachment loop. The em
blem is in the form of a rampant lion. This form of 
seal had a long period of currency. It is possible that 
the device was not specific to a particular person or 
family. IW WGT 3, Period 9. 

66 Hollow button made of two cast pieces brazed 
together, with a loop soldered on. The two holes in 
the back are to allow gases to escape during bronz
ing. Seventeenth- or early eighteenth-century (Noel 
Hume 1970, 90). IW area H, Period 9. 

67 Part of cast bridle boss, one attachment hole surviv
ing (cf Goodall1984, fig 192.M148 and Noel Hume 
1970, fig 76.1-2, both in seventeenth-century con
texts). IW Q 1, Period 9. 

68 Mount for a harness pendant. The pendant would 
have hung from a pin, possibly of iron, passing 
through the hinge. IW G/E 4, Period 9. 

69 Hook for attachment to a belt. IW area A, F 1, Period 7. 

70 Gilded hook, with swivel. IW E 1, Period 9. 
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79 Pierced fragment. IW B 3, Period 9. 

80 Telescope eyepiece in brass with a single glass lens. 
It has a screw fitting for attachment to the telescope 
tube and a sliding lens protector; nineteenth-century. 
IW K 2, Period 9. 

81 Fob with topaz, nineteenth-century. Fobs were worn 
on the end of watch chains often, unlike this example, 
with the owners initial engraved on the gem. Nos 80 
and 81 were presumably lost by visitors to the castle. 
IW N +,Period 9. 

82 Walking stick ferrule of impressed sheet copper 
alloy, silvered or more likely silver-plated on both 
sides. It has a perforation for a pin or nail to attach it 
to the stick. The decoration is in the Mannerist style 
of the late sixteenth/ early seventeenth centuries 
(Jones 1856, 130-4), but the piece is probably late 
nineteenth-century in date. OW Tower 7, layer 1, 
Period 9. 

Nos 80-2 are illustrated by colour photographs in the 
Beeston Castle guide book (Weaver 1987, 22). 

Note: see also post-medieval domed weight (Fig 34.6). 

Silver objects (Fig 103) 

83 Object of rolled and embossed silver. Possibly a case 
for a valued steel needle (see Groves 1966, 18-23), or 
an aiglet - an ornamental tag (usually of gold or 
silver) used to ornament clothing (Cunnington and 
Cunnington 1973,22 and 194). OG 311, Period 7. 

84 Tag-end with perforation for attachment, presum
ably to leather or textile, and engraved decoration. 
IW H 3, Period 5. 

Lead objects (Fig 104) 

All the window leads are of post-medieval, milled type 
with H-shaped profiles, and straight mill marks occur
ring at 20 per 20mm (Knight 1984). The bulk of the 
window lead finds were from Civil War contexts. They 
appear to represent scavenging of windows as a source 
of lead for shot, and may have been brought in from 
elsewhere. However, the three sets of leads with panels 
of glass are all from Period Slayers and may come from 
windows in use during the late seventeenth-/early 
eighteenth-century occupation. The lead discs (88-94) 
could all have been used as weights. 

85 Window lead with triangular green glass pane. OG 
6, Period 8. 

86 Window lead with triangular green glass pane. OG 
24, Period 9. 

Not illustrated: fragment of green glass pane with at
tached lead. OG 12, Period 8. 

At the Outer Gateway other pieces were found in Period 
7 layers 92 (1 piece), 34 (2 pieces), 51 (1 piece), 54 (3 

pieces), and in Tower 5 (8 pieces) and layer4 (15 pieces). 
In the Inner Ward window leads were found in trenches 
E (15 pieces- 23g) and N (7 pieces- 33g). 

87 Bar of square cross-section, decorated on two sides. 
Incised zig-zags on one face and crosses on the 
reverse. OG 54, Period 7. 

88 Lead disc with cut/ scratch marks on both surfaces. 
OG 61, Period 8. 

89 Button-like lead disc, probably sewn into the hem of 
a long dress to weight it down (Peacock 1978, 16). OG 
888, Period 9. 

90 Perforated disc. OG Tower 5, SGT 5, Period 9. 

91 Disc with cross formed by punched pits (V-shaped 
in horizontal plane). IW N 5/2, Period 9. 

92 Disc with cross-like decoration. IW N 2, Period 9. 

93 Disc with inscribed decoration on one face. IW R -, 
Period 9. 

94 Disc with central perforation. IW N 6, Period 5. 

95 Triangular lead sheet pierced by several holes. IW Q 
+,Period 9. 

96 Plumb-bob. IW Q 1, Period 9. 

Objects of lead alloy (Fig 105) 

97 Top of lead alloy bottle cap. Early parallels include 
finds from the wreck of the Dutch ship Jacht Vergulde 
Draecht, which was sunk off western Australia in 
1656 (Green 1977, 215), although this find could be 
nineteenth-century. OG 9, Period 9. 

98 Spoon with BEESTON C[ASTLE] stamped on 
handle. It is made of an unidentified lead alloy and 
is probably a memento of the nineteenth-century 
Beeston fair. OG 13, Period 9. 

99 Pewter porringer with a maker's mark on the upper 
side of the handle, in the form of a hammer. The form, 
with its straight sides and flat base, suggests a date 
in the first half of the seventeenth century (Michaelis 
1971, 61-2). IW SWT 2, Period 9. 

Bone objects (Figs 106--7) 

1 Die, made from cutting a cube from a long 
bone and blocking the medullary cavity with 
a bone-plug (MacGregor 1985, 131). OG SGT 
15, Period 6. 

2 Handle from whittle-tang knife. OG 60, Period 7. 

3 Fragment of ivory handle from scale-tang knife with 
iron pin and partial remains of two further holes. OG 
65, Period 8. 
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4 Fragment of bone handle from whittle-tang knife. 
OG 54, Period 7. 

5 Fragment of turned bone handle. OG 22, Period 8. 

6 Fragment of turned handle from whittle-tang knife. 
OG 6, Period 8. 

7 Handle from whittle-tang knife, probably with bol
ster. OG 25, Period 8. 

8 Decorated handle of rectangular cross-section with 
whittle tang still inside. OG 46, Period 8. 

9 Part of handle from scale-tang knife. It has four iron 
rivets and a hole for a fifth as well as light, small 
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copper alloy studs (one lost) of a purely decorative 
nature. OG 24, Period 9. 

10 Piece of crudely decorated bone, possibly from 
handle of scale-tang knife. OG 13, Period 9. 

11 Fragment of double-sided comb with remains of 
eight coarse teeth along one side and 32 fine teeth on 
the other. OG 9, Period 9. 

12 Fragment of bone object decorated with cut cross
hatching, possibly a handle, of uncertain age. OW 
587, Period 9. 

13 Broken bone handle from whittle-tang knife. IW SET 
4, Period 7. 

14 Broken bone pin or parchment pricker. The object 
closely resembles a group of iron-tipped objects used 
to prick parchment by scribes laying out their lines 
(MacGregor 1985, 124-5). IW EGT 3, Period 7. 

15 Ivory peg, probably from a stringed musical instru
ment. IW EGT 3, Period 7. 

16 Broken bone peg with incised ring decoration. The 
broad head has the remains of a central notch. IW G 
1, Period 9. 

17 Fragment of two-sided comb. IW EGT 2, Period 9. 

18 Ear scoop. MacGregor (1985, 99) suggests that these 
became popular from the sixteenth century onwards. 
IW B 3, Period 9. 

19 Ivory die. IW N 6, Period 5. 

20 Ivory die, probably one of a pair of dice with no 19, 
both from the same trench. IW N 5, Period 9. 

21 Bone washer showing wear from a nut. IW 0 3, 
Period 9. 
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22 Waste offcut from the production of bone discs, for 
buttons or counters (c 19mm diam). The profile of the 
cutaway shows that the discs were drilled from both 
sides, leaving the flange in the middle, presumably 
using a centre bit. IW H 4, Period 7. 

23 U-shaped bone object with one broken tang. OG 
Tower 5 SGT 5, Period 9. 

Mother-of-pearl objects (Fig 107) 

24 Buckle, probably of a purely decorative character, 
with no provision for a cross-bar. It may have come 
from a shoe, or a hat-band, and was presumably 
attached by stitching. OG 32, Period 9. 

Ceramic objects (Fig 107) 

25 Marble in red fabric with white slip blob and trans
parent lead glaze. Possibly post-medieval and 
intrusive in this context. IW M 3, Period 5. 

26 Marble in white fabric, unglazed. IW SWT 4, Period 7. 

27 Marble in white fabric with red streaks, unglazed. IW 
M +,Period 9. 

28 Ceramic disc or counter, cut from glazed medieval 
jug (fabric C). OG Tower 5 SGT 15, Period 6. 

Weapons and weapon accessories (Figs 
108-9) 

The excavations at Beeston Castle have produced a 
major assemblage of Civil War artefacts, both from 
mid-seventeenth-century and residual contexts. Exca
vated military artefacts of this period are particularly 
important in offering a contrast to the high-quality 

0 5 
'------'-------'----'-------___..l_-____Jcm 

equipment preserved in collections such as the Royal 
Armouries, London. Iron artefacts are particularly 
prone to decay, and small fragments of armour, for 
example, may be difficult to identify. Particular care has 
therefore been taken to illustrate iron fragments from 
seventeenth-century contexts. Other objects of military 
function such as brushes for cleaning powder pans and 
vent-cleaning pricks (possibly domestic pins) would 
also be extremely difficult to identify conclusively. 

The Outer Gateway produced four powder pan parts 
from matchlock muskets (nos 21-4), a breach plug from 
a musket (no 25), an exploded pistol barrel (no 27), a 
snaphance or flintlock jaw screw (no 26), a scourer (no 
29), and a worm (no 31), for cleaning gun barrels, and 
three powder flask nozzles (nos 39-41). The Outer Gate
way also produced two sword chapes (nos 44 and 45), 
probably of Civil War date, a buckle from a pikeman's 
armour (no 47), and the remains of a jack of plate 
armour (p 161). Gun accessories from the Outer Ward 
comprised a powder flask nozzle (no 38) and four pow
der holder caps, including nos 42 and 43, probably from 
the same bandolier. A further barrel scourer was found 
in the Inner Ditch (no 30), while the Inner Ward pro
duced a powder pan cover (no 28), and part of a sword 
hilt (no 46). 

Both the gun parts and flattened shot were concen
trated in the Outer Gateway area. Their distribution 
(Table 39) suggests that the Inner Ward was occupied 
by troops, but confirms the documentary evidence that 
the bulk of the fighting took place at the Outer Gateway 
(p 98). Waste from lead shot production (nos 32 and 33), 
and lead rods (nos 36 and 37), point to the production 
of shot in the Inner Ward, while finds of window leads, 
scrap lead, and lead rods (nos 34 and 35) from Civil War 
contexts at the Outer Gateway suggest production there 
as well (p 124). 

Many of the finds of gun parts may have been ac
cidentally mislaid or lost in the heat of battle. The 
preponderance of priming pan parts may be the result 
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of muskets exploding, or they may have been deliber
ately knocked off to render the weapons inoperable on 
surrender. 

Catalogue 

Arrowheads and crossbow bolts (Fig 108) 

1-20 Arrowheads 1 and 5 have copper alloy pins in 
their sockets for attachment to wooden shafts. X-rays 
of nos 3 and 6 show faint traces of brazing on their 
sockets. The range of forms includes barbed and 
socketed heads (nos 1, 16-20); short pointed (nos 3 
and 9); long bodkin (nos 2, 4, 5, and 10-15); and 
blunted practice heads (nos 6 and 7). No 9 has a slight 
flange, and no 8 is notable for its width but the 
broken cross-section suggests a bodkin arrowhead or 
possibly a crossbow bolt rather than a spearhead. 

The low weight and narrow diameter of the Beeston 
projectile points, with the possible exception of no 8, 
would theoretically be more suitable for arrowheads 
than crossbow bolts. However, bolt and arrowhead 
forms overlapped, and barbed heads could be used for 
both weapons (Blackmore 1971, 193-7). There are few 
medieval projectiles with original shafts and thus the 
separation of crossbow bolts from arrowheads is often 
difficult. 

The pointed and long bodkin forms of projectile were 
designed for their armour-piercing qualities, while the 
barbed examples were used for both military and hunt
ing purposes (Ward Perkins 1940, 65-73; Hardy 1976, 
201). Nos 6 and 7 with their blunt ends may have been 
practice heads as at Sandal Castle, W Yorks (Credland 
1983,265, fig 12.32-3). While nos 16-18 are from medie
val contexts, the remainder are from residual contexts 
and cannot be closely dated. Robert Ascham describes 
pointed, barbed, and blunted arrowheads as all being 
in use in 1545 (Arber 1868, 135-9). 

Nos 16-18 came from a Period Slayer IW N 4. From 
Period 7 contexts came nos 12 and 13 both from IW D 
5, and no 7 from OG 51. The remaining objects came 
from Period 8 and 9 layers: nos 1-6 from the Outer 
Gateway, no 8 from the Outer Ward, and nos 9-11,14, 
15, 19, and 20 from the Inner Ward. 

Gun parts- iron (Fig 108) 

The remains of three or four matchlocks of seventeenth
century date were recovered and are almost certainly 
from the Civil War occupation. Comparable remains of 
matchlocks have been excavated at Basing House, 
Hants (Dufty and Reid 1971,52, fig 23.127-8), and San
dal Castle, W Yorks (Credland 1983,264, fig 12.15-17). 
The snaphance or flintlock may be of Civil War date, 
particularly if it is from a pistol or carbine rather than a 
musket, although it could be an eighteenth-century 
piece. In the earlier snaphance the steel and pan were 
made separately, while in the flintlock they were com
bined in a single piece. 

21 Powder pan cover from a matchlock musket. OG 92, 
Period 7. 

22 Powder pan and rotating baffle or flashguard 
(broken) from a matchlock musket. OG 24, Period 9. 

23 Powder pan with pan cover and broken baffle from 
a matchlock musket. OG 57, Period 9. 

24 Pin from rotating baffle on a matchlock musket. OG 
49, Period 7. 

25 Breach plug from a musket. The diameter of the 
screw-thread is about 20mm suggesting that it be
longed to a 12-bore musket. Mr R Ellis (pers comm) 
suggests that the thread shows signs of stretching, 
possibly as a result of an explosion in the barrel. OG 
41, Period 9. 

26 Jaw screw from cock of a snaphance or flintlock 
weapon with broken screw-thread. The jaw held the 
flint in position. Its small size suggests a light lock 
mechanism suitable for a pistol, carbine, or fowling 
piece. For the use of snaphance weapons in the Civil 
War see Blackmore 1961,24-5. OG 45, Period 7. 

27 Burst pistol barrel. Gauge of 0.5 in. OG 806, Period 9. 

28 Powder pan cover. IW EGT 2, Period 9. 

Gun accessories- iron (Fig 108) 

The scourer and worm formed part of a standard mus
ketman's kit but do not normally survive even in 
armouries. An archaeological parallel comes from Wol
stenholme site H (Martin's Hundred) in Virginia and is 
believed to have been discarded c 1620-2 (Noel Hume 
1982, 270-2). Noel Hume also points to many surviving 
examples in the Landeszeughaus arsenal at Graz in 
Austria (ibid, 305). Scourers and worms are illustrated 
in many seventeenth-century military manuals, notably 
Kriegskunst zu Fusz (von Wallhausen 1971), and many 
similar works derived from it. One of these manuals 
appears to have been the source for a group of weapons, 
including a scourer and worm, in a Restoration stained 
glass window in Farndon church, Cheshire. The wea
pons form part of a scene depicting Royalist troops and 
heraldic shields associated with the siege of Chester 
(illustrated in Weaver 1987, 20). 

29 Barrel scourer. This object was screwed into the end 
of a ramrod and then used to clean scale from gun 
barrels. The remains of a screw-thread are visible on 
the X-ray. OG 51, Period 7. 

Table 39 Distribution of gun parts, gun 
accessories, and flattened shot 

No of gun No of gun No of flattened 
parts accessories shots 

Outer Gateway 7 5 8 
Inner Ward 1 1 
Inner Ditch 1 1 
Outer Ward 5 1 

Total 8 11 11 
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30 Barrel scourer from an Inner Ditch Civil War con text. 
This object was published in Hough 1978, fig 1.8, but 
not then identified. 

31 Worm. This tool also screwed into the end of a ram
rod and was used for cleaning out the used wadding 
from the gun barrel. OG 24, Period 9. 

Gun shot (Fig 108) 

A total of 70 lead gun shot were recovered from the 
excavations. These included 11 impacted shot (Table 
39). A single, failed casting was found in layer 3 of the 
East Gatehouse Tower of the Inner Ward. This was a 
split and hollow ball of about 16mm diameter. The 
non-impacted shot were distributed as follows: Outer 
Gateway (23), Outer Ward (6), Inner Ditch (11), and 
Inner Ward (8). There was no observable pattern in the 
distribution of different shot sizes. 

The calibre of seventeenth-century guns was far from 
standardised despite repeated attempts to impose uni
form standards, eg the 1630 Council of War 'Orders for 
the general uniformatie of all sortes of armes both for 
horse and foote', summarised in Blackmore (1971, 24). 
Ideally each musketeer had his own bullet mould al
though it is uncertain whether this was achieved in 
practice, especially with local militias. 

The most reliable way of assessing shot is by 
diameter as the weights for shot of the same size vary 
owing to distortions in shape, air bubbles, and possibly 
the purity of the lead used. The Beeston shot dimen
sions are summarised in Table 40. The shot falls into 
three main size ranges: 11-13mm, 15-16mm, and 18-
19mm. The larger size (approximately 12-bore) was 
suitable for muskets, and the 11-13mm shot (around 
48-bore) for pistols. A problem is posed, however, by 
the middle-sized shot (around 20-bore). At Sandal 
Castle and Marston Moor, 20-to-the-pound shot pre
dominates. Credland (1983, 261-3) suggests that it was 
manufactured for use in muskets to save lead or to 
overcome the problem of the unstandardised weapons 
used by local militias. The problem may have been 
aggravated by the central supply of shot by the barrel 
to regional garrisons (cf Calender of State Papers Domestic 
1644-5, 535). 

At Beeston 12-to-the-pound shot predominates but 
at least some appears to have been manufactured on the 

Table 40 Weight and dimensions of the lead shot 

Size Weight Nos 
mm in g oz 

11 0.43 8.50 3.3 1 
12 0.47 8-10 3.2-3.9 2 
13 0.51 13 5.1 2 
14 0.56 
15 0.60 18-22 7.1-8.7 8 
16 0.63 21..~-26 8.5-10.2 11 
17 0.67 26.5 10.4 1 
18 0.71 33-36.5 13-14.4 17 
19 0.75 34--40 13.4-15.8 16 
20 0.79 40 15.8 1 

Total 59 

site. The smaller 20-to-the-pound shot may represent 
centrally supplied 'general purpose' shot or may have 
been used in antique arquebuses. Another possibility is 
that it was fired from fowling pieces, long-barrelled 
guns known to have been used for sniping in the Civil 
War (George 1947,28,34, and 46; Blair 1983, 85). 

The balls were cast in two-piece moulds (probably 
hinged and made of iron) and frequently have traces of 
a casting seam where the metal penetrated into the 
mould seam, as well as showing traces of the casting 
runner which was cut off with pincers on cooling. In 
addition several pieces of casting waste, comprising the 
header with multiple runners, nos 32-3, were found, 
showing that the balls were cast in multiple moulds 
although none of these sets of runners was definitely 
complete. Three sizes of shot are represented and at 
least four or five moulds. The distribution of the waste 
may indicate casting sites in the East Gate Tower and 
the South-West Tower, and in area N (Fig 71). 

32 Header with three runners spaced at 180mm inter
vals. Also two other headers (not illustrated) one 
with four runners at 180mm, and one with three 
runners at 200mm. IW N 3, Period 9. 

Not illustrated: header with two runners spaced at 
180mm intervals. IW and presumably intrusive inN 4, 
Period 5. 

These were used to produce shot of c 180mm diam 
(12-to-the pound). 

33 Header with nine runners spaced at 1 OOmm inter
vals. Also three others with 5, 8, and 10 runners all at 
100mm. IW EGT 2, Period 9. These would have pro
duced shot of under 100mm diam, probably for use 
in a cannon. 

Not illustrated: header with two runners spaced at 
195mm to produce 12-to-the-pound shot though from 
a different mould to no 32; and header with single 
runner, probably a different mould to those above. IW 
SWT 4, Period 7. 

Lead rods (Fig 1 09) are known from Civil War con
texts at Montgomery Castle (J Knight, pers comm). It 
seems likely that they represent material intended for 
manufacture as shot. 

34-37 Rods of circular cross-section, weighing respec
tively 40.5g, 21.5g, 54g, and 24g. Nos 34 and 35 from 
OG 152 and 51, Period 7; nos 36 and 37 from IW EGT 
2, Period 9. 

Bandolier accessories -lead (Fig 109) 

The lead nozzle finds at Beeston and Sandal Castles 
suggest that lead was adopted in preference to iron for 
the cheap mass production of nozzles in the Civil War. 
The flask body would have been likewise cheaply con
structed with little elaboration as shown by the remains 
of a Civil War flask body from Ewenny, Mid Glamorgan 
(Sell1983). 

One of the Beeston powder holder covers, no 43, and 
one of the powder flask nozzles, no 38, show traces of a 
casting seam and runner. Two powder holder covers, 
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from Laugharne Castle in Dyfed, were also cast, in 
contrast to the use of sheet lead at Sandal Castle (Cred
land 1983, fig 12.1-5). 

38 and 39 Nozzles from powder flasks of leather or 
wood, with two loops for attachment to bandolier 
(only one loop on no 39 surviving). No 38 from OW 
7, Period 9; no 39 from OG 92, Period 7. 

40-43 Powder holder covers with two attachment 
loops (one on no 41 damaged, only one on no 43 
surviving). No 40 from OG SGT 5, Period 9 and no 

36 
34 

43 

0 
I 45 

46 

I 

38 

41 fro in OG SGT 9, Period 8 (both Tower 5); no 42 
from OW 523, Period 9; and no 43 from OW 543, 
Period 9. 

Not illustrated: two flattened powder holder caps both 
OW 543, Period 9. 

Swords (Fig 109) 

The two chapes are of a common early post-medieval 
form but are not closely datable on typological grounds. 
They may be compared with similar post-medieval 

42 

Fig 109 Post-medieval weapons: lead rods, bandolier accessories and swords; scale 1:2 
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chapes from Chelmsford, Essex (Goodall 1985, 57, fig 
34.84) and Basing House, Hants (Moorhouse and 
Goodall 1971, 54, fig 24.141). Chapes without the 
knobbed terminal come from Sandal Castle, W Yorks 
(Goodall1983, 248, fig 9.201--4). 

44 and 45 Iron sword chapes with knobbed terminals. 
Both OG Tower 5, SGT 5, Period 9. 

46 Iron hilt guard plate (broken), from a sword, dag
ger, or heavy knife. Of uncertain type or date though 
probably post-medieval. IW N + /1, Period 9. 

Armour (Fig 109) 

47 Iron buckle from pikeman's armour. This buckle 
was riveted to the top of the tasset or skirt and was 
used to fasten it to the cuirass or bodypiece. Loops 
on the cuirass slipped through the holes on the 
buckle and were fastened by the rotating catch (Nor
man and Wilson 1982, 39; Dufty and Reid 1968, pls 
LX1V-LXV; and Noel Hume 1982, pl 13.2). OG 46, 
Period 8. 

The jack of plate 
by Ian Eaves 

Among the many pieces of iron excavated from the 
approaches to the Outer Gateway of Beeston Castle 
were large numbers of small plates, or fragments of 
them, which could be identified, either firmly or tenta
tively, as deriving from armour. Recognition of the type 
of armour involved has led to a reconsideration of late 
medieval armour, focusing particularly on the jack of 
plate and the brigandine, which it would be inappro
priate to present here. A shortened version of the 
original report is presented here, while the reconsider
ation, together with further details of the material, 
described below, and full references to support the 
theories outlined, is presented elsewhere (Eaves 1989). 

The majority of the finds were recovered from layers 
51 and 54, located immediately to the east of the gate
way. These layers contained demolition rubble and 
dated to the middle of the seventeenth century, imme
diately after the Civil War. A single piece was found in 
layer 89, predating layers 51 and 54 although still a 
seventeenth-century context, while further pieces were 
found in the same area in eighteenth-century and top
soil contexts. A topsoil layer within Tower 4 produced 
a further fragment. South of the main group three fur
ther pieces were found in ditch F198, which was filled 
in soon after the Civil War. The homogeneity of the 
pieces suggests that the great majority were deposited 
together, with subsequent disturbance redistributing 
some of the pieces. 

All the plates are now extensively or entirely oxi
dised. Although corrosion products and encrustations 
obscure much of their detail, X-ray photographs pro
vided excellent evidence of their outline and principal 
features. With certain important exceptions, discussed 
below, the majority of the plates are more or less square 
in shape (Fig 110.2-8). Their sides are typically 35mm 
long but vary from 25mm to 40mm. Each is pierced 

through its centre with a hole approximately 4.5mm ± 
1mm in diameter. Many of the plates are pierced with 
further, smaller holes having a diameter of about 2mm 
± 0.5mm. Although these smaller holes sometimes form 
a regular pattern within a given plate, their occurrence 
from one plate to the next is entirely arbitrary. In a few 
instances, where the plates retain something of their 
original form and remain relatively free of encrustation
s, their thickness may be tentatively estimated at about 
1.5mm. This dimension is likely to have been the subject 
of some variation, however. 

Traces of fabric are in evidence on both sides of the 
plates. Textile remains on 21 plates were examined by 
Elisabeth Crowfoot at the Ancient Monuments Labora
tory (Crowfoot 1985). She reports that although all the 
fibres were replaced by metal oxides and in some cases 
the impressions were negative only, it was possible to 
distinguish two different tabby weaves. These were 
both Z-spun in warp and weft but with thread counts 
of c 20/16-18 per 10mm and 12/10-12 per 10 mm, the 
first noticeably finer than the second. The counts and, 
as far as could be seen, the style of the yarns, were 
consistent with vegetable fibre, the finer fabric probably 
flax, and the coarser either a rough-quality flax or poss
ibly hemp. The presence and position of the two weaves 
suggested that one weave, perhaps the finer, could have 
been the lining and covering, between which the plates 
were fastened by sewing, in slightly overlapping rows, 
while the other might represent a loose wrapping, per
haps a sack. 

The plates described above are readily identifiable 
from their characteristics as those of a jack of plate, 
although most if not all of them have been cut from 
earlier forms of armour, including the brigandine. The 
jack of plate, like the brigandine, was a canvas doublet 
reinforced with small, overlapping iron plates (Fig 
111.20). Instead of being riveted to the doublet however, 
the plates were sewn between two layers of its fabric 
(Fig 111.21). They were typically square in shape, with 
roughly cropped corners, and each was pierced 
through its centre with a hole to receive the stitches. 

References to jacks occur as early as the third quarter 
of the fourteenth century but these relate to quilted 
jacks. The jack of plate seems not to be recorded before 
the first quarter of the sixteenth century, and not with 
frequency until the mid-sixteenth century. Its use re
mained widespread among the lower classes of English 
and Scottish soldiery until the end of the century, when 
its manufacture was evidently discontinued. Although 
its use persisted until the first quarter of the following 
century, it became increasingly rare thereafter, and was 
to all intents and purposes obsolete by the time of the 
Civil War. The precise dating within this timespan of 
anything other than complete specimens is impossible. 

The majority of the plates found at Beeston conform 
to the typical pattern of a jack of plate described above, 
although the absence of cropping of the corners indi
cates a cruder construction. Sharp corners would have 
been more likely to wear and tear through the enclosing 
fabric. Some of the Beeston plates are oblong rather than 
square, and are pierced with two holes instead of one 
(Fig 110.1, 9-13). These may have formed part of a pair 
of arm defences worn with the jack, although the Bees
ton examples are generally twice as wide as other 
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known examples. The illustrated arrangement of plates 
in the sleeve (Fig 111.22) is based on that used in a Royal 
Armouries example (No III-1885 A and B), although in 
that case the plates have only one hole. 

Two plates having the same square, centrally pierced 
form as a normal jack plate are unusually small, 
measuring 20mm square (Fig 110.18 and 19). These 
plates, unlike the others, have cropped corners, and one 
was found in an earlier context than the others, sugges
ting that they may have no connection with the jack. 

It remains to be determined, however, whether the 
plates found at Beeston Castle represent parts of a single 
garment, or were merely fragments of a series of de
cayed or decaying garments of the same general type 
that had been cast out together. The latter situation is 
only likely to have occurred in a well-established ar
moury where a number of jacks had been kept together 
for several years. Since Beeston Castle had evidently 
remained unused by the military for over 100 years 
before its reoccupation during the Civil War, when the 
plates were most probably deposited, the requisite con
ditions seem not to have prevailed, and there is 
consequently some reason to suppose that the plates in 
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question could have derived from a single defence, 
despite some significant differences in their individual 
form. 

The number of plates required to make a complete 
jack would normally have been over 1000, whereas the 
Beeston fragments number no more than 160 pieces. 
The difference between the number of plates actually 
recovered from the site and the number of plates which 
might theoretically have occurred there may be greater 
than can be explained by destruction in the soil or 
subsequent disturbance. It is possible that the Beeston 
jack was incomplete when deposited and thus cast 
aside as unwanted rubbish rather than accidentally lost. 

By that time it must have been of considerable age. 
As previously mentioned, no evidence exists for the 
manufacture of the jack of plate beyond the sixteenth 
century. Although it continued to be worn into the early 
years of the following century, any examples still in use 
at the time of the Civil War must have been 50 or more 
years old, and of exceptional rarity. They would have 
been old-fashioned to the point of inviting ridicule, and 
probably in a parlous condition. Nevertheless, so great 
was the shortage of armour during the Civil War years 
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that even those who had the means and inclination to 
purchase their equipment anew were not always able 
to do so readily, and were sometimes compelled by 
circumstances to resort to reusing, and if necessary 
amending, old pieces of armour of the sixteenth and 
even earlier centuries. Thus if a jack of plate in anything 
remotely suggesting usable condition had still existed 
at that period, it is not improbable that it would event
ually have been brought into service, even if, because of 
its age, it soon disintegrated beyond repair so that its 
fragments were cast aside. It is conceivable that the 
fragments of the jack found at Beeston Castle came to 
be deposited there through such circumstances. 

When complete the jack would have resembled a 
contemporary civilian doublet. It would have pos
sessed a short skirt, divided at either the sides, the rear, 
or both; an upstanding collar, probably divided at 
either the sides or the rear; and short extensions around 
the tops of the armholes, probably divided at their 
apexes (Fig 111.20). Although the skirts and collars of 
some jacks of plate were stuffed with mail rather than 
with plates, no mail was found in association with the 
pieces under discussion, and it may reasonably be con
cluded that they derive from a jack armoured with 
plates throughout. Although five wire hooks were 
found in the same general area as the jack plates, they 
occurred in later contexts, were on average twice the 
size of known hooks from such defences, and are there
fore unlikely to be associated with the jack. It is probable 
that the Beeston jack was fastened down the centre of 
the chest, or a little to one side of it, by means of laces. 

As noted above, such indications as have been 
preserved suggest that the canvas which formerly en
closed the plates was covered by a coarser fabric, 
perhaps sacking, and was not covered over with any 
finer material. The rough character of the plates them
selves would lend support to the view that the Beeston 
Castle jack was a particularly humble specimen of its 
kind. 

As has already been mentioned, jack plates were 
often made by cutting up old armour, and this is cer
tainly true of most, if not all of the plates recovered from 
Beeston Castle. The small holes which occur arbitrarily 
in so many of them served no purpose in the jack, but 
originally held rivets when these plates formed parts of 
other kinds of armour. In the case of the finds from 
Beeston it is clear that the majority of the pieces were 
cut from brigandine plates. The characteristic profile of 
the brigandine has been preserved in several instances 
where the jack plate has been cut from the end of a 
brigandine plate. The size of the brigandine plates re
covered suggests that they belong to armour produced 
in the fifteenth century. 

Some support for this dating is provided by the 
pattern of rivet-holes discernible in the X-ray photo
graphs of the plates. A triangular rivet configuration, 
widely used from the second to the last quarter of the 
fifteenth century, can be readily recognised on some of 
the reused plates. 

At what date these brigandines and other pieces of 
armour were cut up to make the Beeston Castle jack is 
not easily determined, in so far as the plates themselves 

provide no evidence of the overall form, and therefore 
the fashion, of the latter. The jack of plate, as previously 
stated, may already have been in use as early as the first 
quarter of the sixteenth century, and was certainly 
being made by the second quarter of the century. It 
enjoyed its greatest popularity from the middle to the 
late sixteenth century, and it is perhaps from this period 
that the Beeston Castle jack is most likely to date. 

Considering the tens of thousands of jacks of plate 
that must have been in use in England and Scotland at 
that period, and the millions of plates that would have 
been required to make them, it is a little surprising that 
no plates of this kind seem hitherto to have been re
ported from British archaeological excavations, 
although a small number have been recovered from a 
colonial site in Virginia (Noel Hume, 1982, fig 13.5). It 
is therefore to be hoped that the publication of this 
major group from Beeston Castle will prompt the rec
ognition of further jack plates from sixteenth- and 
seventeenth-century sites in this country. 

The illustrated fragments (Figs 110 and 111) 

1-7 Connecting plates, nos 1 and 3 oblong, the remain
der square; two holes apparent on oblong plate of no 
1, remainder with single central hole. Note addi
tional smaller rivet-holes from earlier use. AM Lab 
nos 803211, 803229, 803231, 803233, 803239, 803240, 
803242, OG 54, Period 7. 

8 Square plate, single central hole; also shows triangu
lar group of rivet-holes. AM Lab no 803189, OG 54, 
Period 7. 

9-13 Oblong plates pierced with two holes; also shows 
smaller rivet-holes in every case. AM Lab nos 803219, 
803183, 803188, 803288, 811800, OG 54, Period 7, 
except no 13, OG 103, Period 7. 

14 and 15 Oblong plates pierced with single hole; also 
shows smaller rivet-holes in both cases. AM Lab nos 
803154,803227, OG 54, Period 7. 

16 and 17 Plate fragments, broken through central 
hole; also show smaller rivet-holes. AM Lab nos 
803150,803184, OG 54, Period 7. 

18 and 19 Two smaller plates, central hole and cropped 
edges. Possibly not connected with jack and repre
senting fragments of a separate defence. AM Lab nos 
811734 and 812004, no 18, OG 89 Period 7, no 19 OG 
41, Period 9. 

20 Jack of plate: front view of armour based on a jack of 
plate in the Royal Armouries (No III-1884). 

21 Arrangement of stitches and plates for jack body; 
based on Royal Armouries example noted above. 

22 Arrangement of stitches and plates for jack sleeve; 
based on an example in the Royal Armouries (No 
III-1885 A and B). 
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Fig 111 Jack of plate reconstructions based on extant examples: front view of armour (20), arrangement of stitches and plates 
for body (21), arrangement of stitches and plate for the sleeve (22) 
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The spurs 
by Blanche Ellis 

(For details of the spurs and their measurements see 
M2:E14-F9) 

Introduction 

With the exception of nos 1, 18, and 36, all the Beeston 
Castle spurs are likely to have been worn during the 
Civil War. In addition to their importance as aids for 
riding horses, spurs were also accessories for fashion
able men who wore them with boots even when not 
riding during the first three-quarters of the seventeenth 
century. Figs 112.2-4 and 114.23-4, are clearly dec
orative as well as functional, and the remaining 
undecorated spurs were all originally elegantly formed, 
many bearing traces of tin plating used both to protect 
the spur and enhance its appearance (}ope 1956, 35-42). 

Twenty of the spurs were found at the Outer Gate
way, fourteen came from the Inner Ward and one from 
the Inner Ditch. The eight examples found in the lower 
room of the South-East Tower of the Inner Ward may 
indicate an equipment store. 

The spur sides curved around the heel, with their 
terminals, to which leathers were attached, at the front, 
and the necks supporting the rowels at the back. 
Usually a plain strap was worn under the sole of the 
boot attached to the lower rings of the spur terminals. 
The rowel box contained the rowel held by its pin. The 
upper leather was attached to the top ring of the termi
nal on the inner side of the wearer's foot, and passed 
over the instep to the buckle fitted on to the top ring of 
the outer terminal. During the seventeenth century the 
upper leathers were extended into broad flaps which 
covered the top of the foot and front of the ankle. 
Buckles were worn on the outside of the foot. Only 
occasional traces of the spur leathers have survived, 
and only two buckles associated with these spurs, al
though a further spur buckle is separately described 
(Fig 100.4, p 146). 

Catalogue (Figs 112-15) 

Medieval 

1 Rowel-spur fragments; iron. This is the earliest type 
of rowel-spur, of thirteenth- or early fourteenth-cen
tury date, since rivet attachments were discontinued 
fairly soon after the introduction of the rowel in the 
thirteenth century. Similar to an example in the Mu
seum of London (Ward Perkins 1940, 100, fig 30.6). 
IW area A, unstratified. 

Post-medieval 

2 Rowel-spur decorated with fluting; iron. OG 51, 
Period 7. 

3 Rowel-spur with elaborate terminals; copper alloy. 
IW SET 4, Period 7. 

Nos 2 and 3 share a number of similarities and may be 

compared with copper alloy spurs found at Canterbury 
(Marlowe site, SF 268) and North Elmham Park, Nor
folk (Wade-Martins 1980, 505, fig 264.60); with an 
unprovenanced copper alloy spur in the Royal Ar
mouries in the Tower of London (No VI-298); and with 
a fluted gilt copper alloy spur in the Museum of London 
from the site of the Rose Theatre, built in 1587 in South
wark. The unusual terminals and other similarities in 
detail suggest a common place of manufacture for all 
six. The latter example has the central curve of each 
elongated terminal closed to form a third ring. Its 
buckle, two attachments, and part of its leather survive, 
but its neck is broken. Medieval and post-medieval 
spurs with fluted or roped surfaces, although uncom
mon, are known. Those described here are likely to be 
dated c 1620-46. Spurs with fluted decoration com
parable to No 2 can be seen on contemporary portraits 
of Sir Richard Graham (collection of Sir Fergus Graham) 
and George Gordon (collection of Duke of Buccleuch), 
both painted by D Mytens. 

4 Silver-encrusted rowel-spur; iron. A damaged sil
ver-encrusted spur of this type has been found at 
Hull (Armstrong 1977, fig 28.95). Encrusting with 
silver was a common way of decorating spurs in the 
late sixteenth and seventeenth centuries (Norman 
1980, 360). This example dates to the first half of the 
seventeenth century. IW SET 4, Period 7. 

The following small iron spurs, (5-22), each have hori
zontally straight sides of flattened D-section, deepest at 
their junction behind the wearer's heel and tapering 
towards their terminals. Where the terminals survive 
each is formed as two rings set like a figure eight pro
jecting equally above and below the front of the spur 
side. The necks are slender and rounded, starting hori
zontally straight and tapering towards their downward 
bent rowel boxes. The few surviving rowels are small. 

Although an iron spur of similar form to nos 5-22 
came from what is probably a mid-sixteenth-century 
context at Somerby, Lincolnshire (Mynard 1969, fig 
ll.IW 23), this type was not common until the period 
1620-60. Similar spurs have often been found in the 
same contexts as definite seventeenth-century spurs, 
for example at Kettleby Thorpe, Lincolnshire (Russell 
1974, fig 41), Basing House, Hampshire (Moorhouse 
1971, fig 21), and Sandal Castle, Yorkshire (Mayes and 
Butler 1983,253-8, fig 11). Typologically no 12 probably 
dates from the first half of the seventeenth century. A 
spur very similar to no 20 was found in a Civil War 
context at Sandal Castle, Yorkshire (Mayes and Butler 
1983, 256 and fig 11.10). The shallow sides and overall 
proportions of no 18 suggest manufacture in the late 
seventeenth or early eighteenth century. 

5-8 are from IW SET 4, Period 7; 9 and 10 from IW EGT 
2, Period 9; 11-13 from IW A 4, Period 9; 14 from OG 
54, Period 7; 15 from OG 80, Period 7; 16 from OG 
353, Period 7; 17 from OG 54, Period 7; 18 from OG 
6, Period 8; 19 from OG 22, Period 8; 20 from OG 66, 
Period 8; 21 from OG 5, Period 9; and 22 from OG 
385, Period 9. 

23 Spur fragment; copper alloy. IW A 4, Period 9. 
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24 Rowel-spur; copper alloy. OG 74, Period 8. 

25 Rowel-spur; iron with traces of lead and tin plating. 
OG 32, Period 9. 

Nos 23-5 are likely to date from the Civil War. Straight
sided spurs were used increasingly throughout the 
seventeenth century. The unusual terminal of no 24 is 
paralleled by a copper alloy spur from London (Roach 
Smith collection, British Museum No 56.71.2546). 

26-29 Rowel-spurs; iron. Surface traces of lead and tin 
on nos 26-8.26 is from OG 353, Period 7; 27 from OG 
60, Period 7; 28 from OG 11, Period 9; and 29 from 
the Inner Ditch, unstratified. 

Nos 26-9 have straight sides of flattened D-section ta
pering from junction to terminal. They differ from nos 
5-22 in that their round necks are horizontally straight. 
They are also mid-seventeenth-century types. 

30 Spur side; iron. IW SET 4, Period 7. Mid-seventeenth 
century. 

31 Spur fragment; iron. IW SET 4, Period 7. The evenly 

~~4 

30, . · '~ 

Fig 115 Post-medieval spurs; scale 1:2 

set terminal suggests a mid- to late seventeenth-cen
tury date. 

32 Spur fragment; iron. OG 353, Period 7. Probably 
mid -seventeenth-century. 

33 Spur fragment; iron with widespread surface traces 
of lead and tin plating. OG 54, Period 7, Probably 
mid-seventeenth-century. 

34 Spur fragment; iron with surface traces of lead and 
tin plating. OG 51, Period 7. Mid-seventeenth-century. 

35 Spur fragment; iron with slight traces of lead and tin 
plating. OG 304, Period 8. Probably seventeenth-cen
tury. 

36 Rowel-spur; iron. OG Tower 5 GHT 9, Period 8. 
C1700. 

37 Stud attachment for a spur leather; iron, tinned with 
traces of lead. OG 76, Period 7. Stud attachments 
were used from the late sixteenth century and were 
common during the seventeenth and eighteenth cen
turies. This attachment is similar to the one on no 21. 

~ 

~ 
37 
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The seventeenth-century glass 
by Robert Charleston 

Venetian and faron de Venise glass (Fig 116) 

A few of the Beeston Castle glass fragments represent 
the colourless soda-lime glass (in reality usually tinged 
with brown or grey) called by the Venetian glass
makers cristallo, and exported by them to most of 
Europe and parts of Asia from the fifteenth century 
until their industry declined towards 1700 (Charleston 

1984, 52-71). The three-piece wine glass composed of 
bowl, stem, and foot was the dominant form created by 
the Venetians in the course of the sixteenth century and 
maintained through most of the seventeenth century. 
Among the Beeston fragments is the top portion of a 
'lion mask' stem (Fig 116.1), a hollow-blown baluster
shaped stem representing on two faces lions' masks 
with festoons between: here only the upper border of 
gadrooning survives. These finds probably mark the 
terminus post quem non for these stems (Charleston 1984, 
57; Moorhouse 1971, fig 27.1-3). The type is common 
throughout the second half of the sixteenth and the first 
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half of the seventeenth centuries. In addition three foot 
fragments (Fig 116.2 and 3 and no 4, not illustrated) with 
narrow edge folds represent three glasses, one of them 
probably associated with the lion mask stem. A mould
blown fragment with a vertical rim (no 5, not 
illustrated) perhaps came from the bowl of a goblet, but 
is too small to permit a reconstruction. A further frag
ment (Fig 116.6), from a glass of fine quality, is 
decorated with four turns of self-coloured applied 
thread. Whereas the diameter of the fragment (c 65mm) 
suggests the bowl of a wine glass, it is not impossible 
that it came from a beaker with flaring lip of a type 
found in the Gracechurch St hoard (Oswald and Phil
lips 1949, 35), dating mainly from the first half of the 
seventeenth century. These beakers, however, are 
usually of less fine cristallo, characterised as beige-white 
in colour and probably of English manufacture. The 
fragment (Fig 116.8), formed part of an elaborate stem, 
made by coiling a long ribbed tube into a complicated 
composition of superimposed loops, in the style which 
fell within the category called at the time 'of extraordi
nary fashion'; such glasses seem to fall within the first 
half of the seventeenth century. 

A single foot fragment of a beaker glass (Fig 116.11) 
in cristallo belongs to a well-known group of 'chequered 
spiral trail' glasses, in which a thread is applied in a 
spiral to the outside of the vessel, which is then forced 
into a ribbed mould which indents the trail to give a 
modified chequered appearance. The Beeston Castle 
fragment shows the end of the trail, and the impressions 
of the vertically ribbed mould underneath the foot, the 
edge of which is finished with a thicker applied over
lapping thread ornamented with a notched pattern 
produced by a 'rigaree' (a metal milled wheel resem
bling a pastry cook's wooden wheel). These glasses are 
usually in the form of small cylinders with a slightly 
domed 'kick' under the foot, and were probably 
referred to as 'mortar glasses'. This is a shape proper to 
northern Europe, and was not part of the Venetian 
repertoire, although it should be borne in mind that the 
Venetians were adept at making glass to suit their 
northern customers. From 1608 Edward Salter worked 
a glasshouse in London which specialised in beakers 
and cylindrical beer glasses in crystal; these were speci
fically mentioned as being not in the Venetian style 
(Charleston 1984, 61-2). On the other hand, the English 
site most prolific in producing such glasses is Plymouth 
(Charleston 1986, figs 9.16-31, and 15.4), a location 
which suggests the possibility of trade. It should also be 
borne in mind that glasses of this type are not infre
quently represented in Netherlands paintings. On 
balance, these glasses seem most likely to have been 
English-made. As this suggests, the Venetian style of 
glass-making was copied in many countries in northern 
Europe, including England, and it is often impossible to 
be certain whether a fragment is part of an imported 
Venetian glass or of a homemade product; however, 
those of the finest quality, of thin and colourless metal 
(Fig 116.7), are likely to be imports. 

A fine manganese purple fragment (Fig 116.12), part 
of the rim of a cylindrical vessel, may be of either 
Venetian or English origin. The possibility of its being 
English is supported by the existence of another purple 
glass, presumed to be of sixteenth-century date and 

known to have had a continuous history in England; 
glass coloured by manganese was certainly being made 
in England towards the end of the seventeenth century 
(Charleston 1984,59-60, 132). There seems therefore no 
intrinsic reason why a fragment of such glass found in 
a mid-seventeenth-century context should not be 
English-made. 

Green glass (Fig 116) 

Of quite a different nature is the usually green glass 
made in the English country glasshouses, originally 
scattered in the woodlands of the Weald and a number 
of Midland and northern counties, including Cheshire. 
This naturally coloured, potash-lime glass was used 
throughout the Middle Ages for windows, and for utili
tarian vessels such as lamps, bottles, and urinals 
(Charleston 1983, 112-4). In the second half of the six
teenth century, however, it was also used for drinking 
vessels, the most common type being a tall, roughly 
cylindrical beaker with slightly inward-slanting rim 
(Fig 116.13-15, 17), the base formed from the same 
bubble of glass as the body of the beaker, by pushing 
the base inwards and upwards to form a pedestal foot 
of double thickness (Fig 116.20, 21). Although most 
specimens are hopelessly fragmented, one or two sur
vive in sufficiently complete state to indicate the general 
order of shape (Noel Hume 1962, 269-70). A less com
mon second type has a shorter, more flaring, 
funnel-shaped body and the same foot formation. A 
more or less complete glass of this type was found at 
N onsuch Palace. The finding of a foot fragment without 
sufficient wall fragments to indicate the bowl profile 
makes positive identification uncertain, although the 
tall beaker with inward-sloping rim seems much the 
commoner. The tall beaker may be plain or decorated 
with mould-blown ribbing, either vertical or 'wrythen' 
spirally (Fig 116.13); or may be decorated with various 
types of mould-blown diaper (Noel Hume 1962, figs 1 
and 2). Two Beeston Castle fragments display a sharply 
defined relief lozenge diaper on a good-quality green 
metal (Fig 116.18, 19). These glasses probably date from 
the first half of the seventeenth century (Crossley and 
Aberg 1972, figs 64 and 65). An exceptionally fine
quality, glossy green pushed-in foot (Fig 116.22) may 
come from the base of a flask rather than a beaker, and 
is possibly an import, perhaps from Germany. 

In the second half of the sixteenth century cylindrical 
beakers were joined by a different type of container, the 
tallish, vertical-sided body mould-blown in a square or 
hexagonal mould, with the short neck everted and 
roughly cut off. These square 'case bottles' were in
tended for grouping in pairs or fours in canteens or 
'cases' for protection (Charleston 1984, 91-2). Flasks of 
similar capacity, however, could also be made with 
cylindrical body. In the absence of any clear indication 
of their appearance in cross-section, it is impossible to 
say to which type the neck or base fragments of such 
flasks belong (Fig 116.23-6, 28-30). The Beeston Castle 
examples are probably all of seventeenth-century date. 
Of the same green glass, wide-mouthed jars of albarello 
type were also made for apothecaries' use (Fig 116.31, 
of seventeenth-century date). Also in green glass is a 
fragmentary handle, perhaps of a jug (Fig 116.32). 
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A curiously amorphous oblong fragment of pale 
green glass (Fig 116.33) is probably to be interpreted as 
the edge of a window pane produced by the 'muff' 
technique, in which a long cylinder of glass is split 
longitudinally while hot and then opened out into a 
rectangular panel (Charleston 1984, 13-14, 38-9). The 
two vertical edges produced by this technique are fre
quently considerably thickened, and are liable to 
distortion during the flattening process. A number of 
fragmentary, lozenge-shaped 'quarries' are also in
cluded among the finds (Figs 116.34 and 35). All 
probably date from the first half of the seventeenth 
century. 

The principal pieces are listed in the catalogue 
(M2:F10-13). Other non-diagnostic but probably seven
teenth-century pieces, and the later glass, were briefly 
examined and are listed in the archive. Window glass 
fragments other than those described here are also sep
arately listed in the microfiche (M2:G1-2). 

The clay pipes 
by Peter Davey 

Introduction 

The text is divided into two main sections. The first 
deals with the evidence the pipes provide towards the 
interpretation of the archaeological contexts in which 
they occur, including a detailed analysis of the stem
bore results (Fig M122, M3:A3; Tables M41 and M42, 
M3:A4-6). This section is available in full in the micro
fiche (M2:G3-M3:A7), and the information from the 
pipe analysis has been integrated in the stratigraphic 
text. The second section offers an assessment of the local 
and regional significance of the pipes themselves, and 
is presented here. 

Although two previous reports, one (unpublished) 
on the 1968-73 excavations (Arnold 1975) and the other 
on the 1975/6 seasons in the Inner Ditch (Davey 1977b), 
have formed starting points for this report, all the ma
terial has been studied afresh. 

Summary 

The Beeston clay pipes provide the largest and most 
significant dated groups from the North West, outside 
Chester. They suggest that whilst the supplies, if not the 
occupants, of the castle during the Civil War came from 
the south east, probably Nantwich, those for its demoli
tion gangs came from the Rainford area to the north. 
Only a handful of seventeenth-century pipes were 
made in Chester. The reoccupation of the Outer Gate
way was also supplied from the Nantwich area and 
beyond. Although some Chester material is included 
amongst the sporadic finds of the eighteenth and nine
teenth centuries, this is overshadowed by the volume of 
Broseley products which succeeded in reaching the site. 

The pipes in their regional context 

The clay pipes from Beeston Castle are important in 
providing a large collection of closely dated and well 

stratified groups from an area of Cheshire at some 
distance from the well-studied production centres at 
Chester (18km), Rainford (35km), Newcastle-under
Lyme (34km), and Broseley (55km- all as the crow 
flies). They provide both an opportunity to test existing 
dating assumptions, particularly for the mid-seven
teenth century, and the chance to assess the strength of 
the competing local industries over time. 

The Civil War groups 

At least 166 definable pipes of this period were re
covered, 73 of which were from closed Civil War 
deposits (Table 43). They consist of a variety of simple, 
undecorated, heeled and spurred pipes as described in 
the microfiche (M2:G3). In general terms they are equi
valent to Forms 15-20 in the Chester type series (Rutter 
and Davey 1980,216, fig 76), which are dated, on Ches
ter evidence, to 1630-50. The Beeston evidence, which 
proves that the use of these pipes predates 1646, con
firms the Chester dating. In a number of respects, 
however, the pipes are unlike those published from 
Chester. The rather sharp tapering of the bowl towards 
the mouth from a midway position on some examples 
(Fig 117.3-5), reminiscent of the Dutch 'biconical' 
forms, is not met with in Chester. Although some of the 
Beeston shapes are similar to those from Chester- in 
particular Fig 117.12 is very close to Chester Form 9 
(ibid) - most cannot be closely paralleled. In addition, 
Chester groups of this period normally include a rea
sonable number of well-finished and milled examples. 
The Lower Bridge Street pit group, for example, has 9 
out of 25 pipes with milling (36%), while the probable 
kiln group from Princess Street, which may be slightly 
later in date, has 42 out of 107 milled examples (39%
ibid, 57-70). Only one of the Beeston Civil War finds is 
milled ( <1 %) and this example (Fig 119.33) is certainly 
not a Chester product. There is a single example of a 
Chester-type NE stamp (Fig 119.39). Other common 
early Chester stamps, such as OP, SE, and AL are com
pletely lacking. The AL stamp was the one most 
commonly produced in Chester from around 1630-64 
when its maker, Alexander Lanckton, left the city. Only 
one of these was found at Beeston, from a Period 9 
context (Fig 120.41). Thus itseemslikelythat, with a few 
exceptions, most of the pipes from the Civil War de
posits were not made at Chester. 

Only five marked pipes are from Period 7 contexts. 
One is a nine-spoked wheel mark of a type common 
throughout England during the first half of the seven
teenth century (Fig 119.31). Another is a heel stamped 
DB on a non-local form. Another example of this pipe 
and mark was recovered from Civil War deposits at 
Dudley Castle (Higgins 1987, 596, fig 82.2) which sug
gests that it is a West Midlands import. The third 
marked pipe came from entranceway layers at the 
Outer Gateway (OG 89). It is fragmentary and carried 
the letters HH in relief on the heel (Fig 119 .38). It is 
similar to another fragmentary HH-marked pipe from 
the post-Civil War accumulations in the Inner Ditch 
(Fig 119.37). The other two marked pipes from this 
period were both recovered from the upper Civil War 
layers of the South-East Tower (SET 4). One has a Rain
ford type GL mark (Fig 120.43) and is probably the 
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Table 43 Clay pipes: the main datable types of pipe and stamp by area and period 

Period 
Bowl date range 7 8 9 Total 

Inner Ward 
Small plain heeled 1630-50 13 17 30 
Small spurred 1630-50 2 4 6 
Rainford-type (plus stamps) 1650-70 7 7 
Later seventeenth-century 1660-90 
Seventeenth to eighteenth-century 1690-1720 
Nineteenth-century types 1800-1900 plus 16 16 

Total 15 44 59 
(milled pipes) (-) (8) (8) 

Outer Ward 
Small plain heeled 1630-50 10 10 
Small spurred 1630-50 
Rainford-type (plus stamps) 1650-70 8 8 
Later seventeenth -century 1660-90 
Seventeenth to eighteenth-century 1690-1720 
Nineteenth-century types 1800-1900 plus 74 74 

Total 92 92 
(milled pipes) (-) (6) (6) 

Inner Ditch 
Small plain heeled 1630-50 6 6 
Small spurred 1630-50 
Rainford-type (plus stamps) 1650-70 4 1 5 
Later seventeenth-century 1660-90 2 2 
Seventeenth to eighteenth-century 1690-1720 
Nineteenth-century types 1800-1900 plus 9 9 

Total 6 6 10 22 
(milled pipes) (-) (3) (1) (4) 

Outer Gateway 
Small plain heeled 1630-50 42 29 25 96 
Small spurred 1630-50 8 7 2 17 
Rainford-type (plus stamps) 1650-70 ?2 5 13 20 
Later seventeenth-century 1660-90 14 3 17 
Seventeenth to eighteenth-century 1690-1720 12 4 16 
Nineteenth-century types 1800-1900 plus 2 2 

Total 52 67 49 168 
(milled pipes) (2) (11) (8) (21) 

All areas 
Small plain heeled 1630-50 62 29 52 143 
Small spurred 1630-50 10 7 6 23 
Rainford-type (plus stamps) 1650-70 1 9 29 39 
Later seventeenth -century 1660-90 16 3 19 
Seventeenth to eighteenth-century 1690-1720 12 4 16 
Nineteenth-century types 1800-1900 plus 101 101 

Total 73 73 195 341 
(milled pipes) (2) (14) (23) (39) 
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product of one of the Lyon family who were working 
in south Lancashire by the 1640s. The other, marked NE, 
is the only Chester-marked pipe from this period (Fig 
119.39). The contexts of these latter three marked pipes 
suggest that they may well be associated with the de
struction of the castle in 1646 and after, rather than with 
its occupation during the various sieges. None of these 
marks gives any indication as to the source of the bulk 
of the pipes smoked by the defenders of the site during 
the Civil War. 

A comparison of the Beeston finds with early ma
terial from other neighbouring centres is also 
unrewarding. The mid-seventeenth-century Rainford 
kiln group has distinctive stamps, forms, and fabrics, 
none of which can be observed in the Beeston finds 
(Higgins 1982). Although exhaustive study of the pipe
makers of Newcastle-under-Lyme (Barker 1985) 
showed that pipe-making had begun there by 1637, no 
marked pipes dating to earlier than 1650 have been 
recovered. The earliest forms of pipe associated with the 
Charles Riggs stamps are as different from the Beeston 
finds as are the Chester examples (ibid, 264-7). Simi
larly, the early heeled forms from Broseley do not 
compare at all closely with those from Beeston (Atkin
son 1975, 24). Further afield, the Beeston forms are 
distinct from those of London (cf Atkinson and Oswald 
1969,8-9, figs 1 and 2) and Bristol (cf Jackson and Price 
1974, 88-109). This leads inevitably to the conclusion 
that the Beeston pipes mostly derive from a maker or 
makers unknown, and from a centre or centres un
known. Perhaps the most likely contender is the town 
of Nantwich, 13km to the south-east of the castle. Al
though no attempt has been made to locate a possible 
industry there at this period, it is known that at least one 
pipe-maker was working in the town by the early eight
eenth century (McNeil-Saleet a/1980,29). Small groups 
of distinctive pipes have been recovered from excava
tions in the town centre (McNeil-Sale et al1979, 190). 

The Rainford type pipes 

A minimum of 39 examples of this group of forms and 
stamps was found. A number (9) were directly associ
ated with the final Civil War occupation and 
demolition; most (29) came from Period 9 contexts 
(Table 43). A wide range of makers seems to be repre
sented, including TB, SD, AH (2), HM, GL (3), and HL 
(3) (Figs 119.32, 34-6; 120.40, 42-7 respectively). This 
confirms the impression from other excavated groups, 
such as those from the Isle of Man (Davey 1989) and 
Drogheda, north of Dublin (Norton 1984), that the south 
Lancashire makers probably employed middlemen to 
market all their products and did not trade inde
pendently at a distance. The Beeston finds are useful in 
confirming the documentary evidence that some of 
these makers were in production by the middle of the 
seventeenth century. It also establishes that their trad
ing area extended well south of the Mersey and beyond 
sites such as Norton Priory and village, where they have 
already been noted in some numbers (Davey 1985). 

The late seventeenth-century pipes 

The 19 examples that can be dated to the period 1660-90 

are more amorphous than the Rainford types. Apart 
from a single late Rainford form (Fig 120.52), most 
exhibit southern influences, particularly Broseley. 
There is an unstamped example of a Broseley Type 2B 
(Fig 117.15; Atkinson 1975,25) and one certain Broseley 
product (Fig 120.51) made by Henry Bradley (Higgins 
1987, 190-248). The remaining six stamp types have 
strong Broseley affinities but do not appear to be Brose
ley products (Higgins 1987, 329). They have already 
been recorded in either Chester or south Cheshire and 
include three WE dies (Fig 120.48-50), two pipes 
stamped IR in well-executed lettering divided by a 
tripartite floral symbol above and below (Fig 121.54 and 
55), and a single pipe stamped IH with a hatchet or pipe 
beneath the initials (Fig 121.53). There is a single, un
provenanced example of this stamp on a similar bowl 
in the Grosvenor Museum, Chester (Rutter and Davey 
1980,113, fig 38.57), and the recovery of a full name 
stamp marked IERE HATCHETT at Buckley (Clwyd) 
(Bentley et al1980, 276, fig 3.20) on a Broseley Type 5 
bowl led to the supposition that this IH mark repre
sented the same maker and that the symbol beneath the 
initials was a hatchet. Excavations in Nantwich 
(McNeil-Sale et al1979; 1980), however, rather tend to 
question this argument. The Wood Street excavations 
produced 18 examples of this mark from at least five 
different dies, and three examples of a GH mark with 
similar symbolism (McNeil-Sale et al 1980, 29). This 
makes it more likely that the symbol beneath the letters 
is actually a pipe. Recent examination of a large collec
tion from two fields in Willaston, 4km north of 
Nantwich, provided a further 103 examples of the IH 
mark, one pipe with theIR mark, and a number of other 
initials with the same dividing symbols as nos 54 and 
55. This suggests very strongly that the Beeston pipes 
were produced in a south Cheshire centre, probably 
Nantwich, by an industry strongly influenced by Brose
ley forms and mark types. This possibility reinforces the 
idea that the Civil War period pipes from Beeston may 
have come from the same source. 

Three Dutch pipe fragments (Fig 121.57 and 58- two 
examples) also probably belong to this period and again 
emphasise the very slight Dutch penetration into the 
north-west of England, compared, say, with the south
west peninsular or north-east Scotland (cf Norton 
Priory, Cheshire, Davey 1985; Plymouth, Oswald 1979; 
and Aberdeen, Davey 1982b). 

Eighteenth-century types 

Sixteen early eighteenth-century pipes were recovered 
from the site (Table 43), almost all of which appear to 
derive from Chester. These start with the Chester 
lozenge stamp and early border (Fig 121.59), and in
clude a number of very elegant, thin-walled bowls (Fig 
118.21 and 22). Later eighteenth-century activity is sug
gested by the presence of a single bowl from the Outer 
Ward (Fig 118.23) and three Chester roller-stamped 
stems which probably date from the middle of the 
century (Fig 121.60-61). 

The nineteenth-century and later pipes 

Altogether fragments of at least 101 nineteenth-century 
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or later pipes were recovered, the majority from the 
Outer Ward, probably associated with the Bun bury Fair 
which was established after 1851. Most are plain types. 
Of the 11 maker-marked stems, two are Chester pro
ducts both apparently made by John Jones II who was 
working at the Newgate from 1840-69 (Fig 121.62 and 
63). The latter stem can be dated fairly precisely to 1840 
when the maker took over the factory from Joseph 
Fitzgerald II (1792-1840). Two of the marked stems are 
imports from Fiolet of St Orner in the Pas de Calais (Fig 
121.67). The remaining seven were made by W South
orn and Co of Broseley, a company which was marking 
pipes in this manner, with its name and a code number, 
from around 1850-1960. The example illustrated here 
(Fig 121.64) bears the number 6; others in the collection 
are marked 4 and 18. The precise meaning of these 
numbers is not known. 

In addition there are a few mould-decorated nine
teenth-century pipes and stems. One bowl has an 
all-over fish-scale surface (Fig 119.28), another has a 
football at the end of the heel (Fig 119.29), and another 
appears to bear Masonic symbols (Fig 119.30). A stem 
carrying part of the chorus of a pc pular music hall song 
of the 1850s- 'Oh! Emma! Whoa! Emma!'- (Fig 121.65; 
cf Higgins 1988, 8-9), and a curious, partially square
sectioned, black stem with a moulded legend, or 
possible maker's name, beginning with '0', complete 
the collection (Fig 121.66). 

The medieval pottery 
by Paul Courtney 

A discussion of the residuality of the pottery, the de
tailed fabric descriptions, and the catalogue of 
illustrated vessels are in the microfiche (M3:A8-C3). 

Introduction 

The medieval pottery examined in this report came 
from all the Beeston Castle excavations of recent years. 
Material is reported on here from the Inner Ditch exca
vations (Hough 1978), as well as from the Inner and 
Outer Ward and Outer Gateway excavations. The over
all size of the assemblages is tabulated (Table 44). 
Considerable post-depositional movement and marked 
residuality in most contexts was a feature of all the 
excavated areas. The only fairly reliable ceramic groups 
came from the construction trenches and even this ma
terial is small in volume, fragmented, and difficult to 
date closely. Of the reconstructed vessels only five were 
estimated to comprise over 20% and, not surprisingly, 
all came from the Inner Ward, three primarily from 
deposits in the South-West Tower (Figs 123.10; 124.24 
and 26; 127.93 and 97; Table M45, M3:A9). 

Methods 

The Inner Ward pottery was only made available for 
study after the other pottery had been analysed and 
catalogued, and had therefore to be sorted into vessels 
independently of the Inner Ditch material. Exhaustive 
attempts, however, were then made to cross-reference 

Table 44 Medieval pottery: quantity and minimum 
vessel counts by area 

Sherds Minimum vessels 

Inner Ward 4516 240 
Inner Ditch 504 208 
Outer Gateway 1168 275 
Outer Ward 109 13 

Total 6297 711 

any vessel linkage between the two sites. The Inner 
Ditch pottery came from sections through the ditch 
deposits on either side of the causeway, the bridge pit, 
and a small amount from the Outer Ward north-west 
cutting at the approach way. In addition considerable 
amounts of unstratified material were subsequently 
recovered from clearance of the Inner Ditch to the west 
of the causeway by machine or labourers. Some of the 
spoil from these clearances, and from non-archaeologi
cal work in the Inner Ward, was dumped downhill at 
the Outer Gateway, and it is possible that unstratified 
finds from the Outer Gateway include material from the 
Inner Ward and Ditch. 

The pottery was quantified by sherd count and by 
sorting into minimum vessels, necessitating the laying 
out of all sherds from the site and cross-referencing 
between layers. Each vessel was given a unique number 
and its fabric, form, decoration, and context details were 
entered on a pro forma. 

Regional background 

Beeston Castle commands the main Chester-to-Nan
twich road artery (Fig 1) as it passes through a gap in 
the Peckforton hills (Hindle 1982, 211-13). Tarporley 
(4km) and Nantwich (13km) are the nearest boroughs 
(Beresford and Finberg 1973, 75-6). Medieval kiln sites 
are known at Ashton (Rutter 1977b), Arrowcroft, Ches
ter (J Rutter, pers comm), Audlem (Webster and 
Dunning 1960), and Brereton Park (McCarthy and 

Table 46 Medieval pottery: numbers of sherds and 
minimum vessels in each fabric 

Fabric Sherds (o/o) Minimum vessels (o/o) 

A 531 (8) 64 (9) 
B 3490 (55) 433 (61) 
c 396 (6) 37 (5) 
D 940 (15) 34 (5) 
E 15 (<1) 5 (<1) 
F 351 (6) 62 (9) 
G 6 (<1) 4 (<1) 
H 535 (8) 65 (9) 
I 29 (<1) 4 (<1) 
J 1 1 
K 1 1 
L 1 1 

Total 6296 (100) 711 (100) 
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Brooks 1988, 360-1; J Rutter, pers comm), all in Che
shire, as well as at Rhuddlan in Clwyd (Miles 1977). The 
date of kiln material from Sneyd Green, Stoke-on-Trent 
remains uncertain (Middleton 1984), although some of 
the Sneyd forms suggest a fourteenth- or fifteenth-cen
tury date, especially the conical jugs, a bottle, and a 
handled storage vessel (Middleton 1984, figs 2.1 and 2, 
3.6, 4.13). Late medieval kilns are known at Ewloe, 
Clwyd (Harrison and Davey 1977; Davey and Morgan 
1977), and at Eaton, 5km from Beeston (McCarthy and 
Brooks 1988, 360-1; J Rutter, pers comm). Ewloe forms 
include storage vessels, with applied thumb-impressed 
strips around the rim, and jugs, including narrow ba
luster or bottle forms. Eaton produced cisterns and 
storage vessels in a thick gritty fabric with glossy green 
glazes. Important comparative groups of excavated ma
terial come from Nantwich (Nailor 1983), Chester, 
Norton Priory near Runcorn, and a number of castle 
and monastic sites in north Wales (Davey 1977a). 

Both Sneyd Green and Ewloe wares derive from 
relatively iron-free Coal Measure clays. Most pottery 
from the Cheshire Plain tends to be in relatively iron
rich fabrics derived from petrologically undistinctive 
clays of Pleistocene or recent origin (Earp and Taylor 
1986; Poole and Whiteman 1966). Inclusions in all fab
rics are usually restricted to rounded quartz sand, with 
some mica, felspar, and iron minerals (McCarthy and 
Brooks 1988, 359-61). 

Assemblage details by fabric (Table 46) 

Fabrics A (Figs 123.1, 11, 13-20; 124.21), B (Figs 123.2-7 
and 12; 124.22-34; 125.35-52; 126.53-81; 127.82-92), and 
C (Figs 123.8; 127.93-6) 

Fabrics A, B, and Care variants of the same sandy fabric 
and only differ in the degree of oxidisation or reduction: 
Fabric A is oxidised, Fabric B has reduced cores, and 
Fabric Cis reduced. It is uncertain whether these vari
ations resulted from accidents or from deliberate 
control of the firing. It is not possible to see any clear 
correlation of fabric colour with form or decorative 
style. These fabrics account for 75% of the minimum 
vessels at Beeston Castle. The distribution of the fabrics 
by site is shown in Table M47 (M3:A11). 

The form analysis (Table 48) shows that jugs com
prise almost 90% of the vessels in these fabric types. 
Twelve cooking pots were identified, of which nine had 
interior glazes and two were definitely unglazed. Two 
cooking pots showed evidence of having been wheel
thrown (Figs 126.54; 127.92). One internally glazed 
cooking pot had been burnished on the exterior (not 
illustrated). However, a further 28 unglazed vessels of 
uncertain form may have been cooking pots and one 
pipkin handle was found but could not be ascribed to a 
minimum vessel (Fig 127.91). Pipkins from the site have 
been included under cooking pots because of the diffi
culty of distinguishing them a part (see discussion of 
Fabric H, p 190). Other forms include drip pans (Figs 
128.131 and 135; 129.141 and 144) and small glazed jars 
(Fig 126.55-7). 

Most of the jugs are very fragmentary and it is diffi
cult to reconstruct their forms. The majority appear to 

Table 48 Medieval pottery: forms represented in 
Fabrics A, B and C (by minimum vessels) 

Jugs 
Cooking pots 
?Cooking pots 
Drip pan 
Small glazed jars 
Uncertain 

Total 

470 
13 
30 

7 
6 
8 

534 

be coil-made, and a few vessels show evidence of the 
actual coils, owing to poor finishing on the interior (Fig 
125.46). A few coil-made vessels appear to have had 
their rims finished on a wheel; this is particularly no
ticeable on one vessel (Fig 126.76). Wheel finishing of 
hand-made jugs in the early thirteenth century is also 
reported from Stafford (McCarthy and Brooks 1988, 
359). It is impossible to calculate with any accuracy the 
proportion of wheel-made to coil-built vessels owing to 
the fragmentary nature of many pots and the occasional 
use of wheel finishing. However, under 20% of the jugs 
in these fabrics showed any positive sign of having been 
wheel-thrown in whole or part. 

The change from coil-made to wheel-thrown jugs in 
the West Midlands seems to have occurred in the thir
teenth century. Wheel-thrown jugs made at Worcester 
and in the Montgomery area can be dated to the second 
quarter of the thirteenth century (Vince 1984, 673-8; 
Knight 1982, 7). The Beeston Castle construction groups 
contain 15 jugs in Fabrics A, B, and C, none of which 
shows evidence of having been made on a wheel al
though two Fabric F whiteware jugs (Fig 123.9 and 
V2485, not illustrated) appear to be wheel-thrown. 
However, the Beeston Castle construction deposits, as 
discussed below, cannot be closely dated within the 
thirteenth century. 

The jugs, whether coil-made or wheel-thrown, tend 
to have patchy splashed glazes with much pitting of the 
ceramic surface. On one jug (not illustrated) granules of 
lead up to 1.5mm in size were left on the surface owing 
to imperfect formation of the glaze, as was the case with 
two vessels in Fabric H. Similar splashed glazes are a 
common feature of twelfth- and early thirteenth-cen
tury jugs in northern England, for instance in the 
Nottingham, Derby, Lincoln, and York areas (Coppack 
1980). Splashed glazes, with pitting and lead globules, 
are also a feature of London ware jugs of the thirteenth 
and fourteenth centuries (Pearce et al1985). 

Experimental work by Anne Woods (pers comm) of 
Leicester University has produced all these features 
(splashing, pitting, and lead globules) using powdered 
galena applied in a flour and water mixture to provide 
adhesion. This seems more practical than the direct 
application of dry powdered galena to the pot, which is 
often speculated to have been the method used. The 
galena (PbS) is oxidised to PbO during an initial stage 
of firing, then reduced to the metallic lead which jumps 
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around the kiln producing pitting. Improved glazes 
were probably the result of better preparation of glazing 
materials although the control of firing conditions may 
also have played a part. The more evenly glazed succes
sors of splashed ware may have been produced by 
using finely powdered galena suspended in a slip (Hay
field 1985, 106-9), although other glazing compounds 
such as lead oxides and carbonate may also have been 
used (McCarthy and Brooks 1988, 35-9). 

Eleven vessels, comprising nine jugs (Fig 123.19 and 
20) and two drip pans (Fig 129.141), had yellow 
speckled glazes apparently caused by fissuring in the 
glaze. One jug handle had hard, angular, calcareous 
white fragments up to 3mm in size within the glaze (Fig 
126.67). An internally glazed cooking pot (not illus
trated) had angular quartz grits up to 2mm in size set 
in its glaze presumably for grinding food. Seventeen 
jugs had vertical applied strips. These were normally 
pinched, in some cases by rotating a tool around the pot 
leaving horizontal grooves in the body (Fig 126.69). In 
only 25 cases were the applied strips coloured with an 
iron compound. One vessel had a thumbed horizontal 
strip below its rim (V2210, not illustrated). 

Rouletting occurred on 19 jugs. On one vessel it can 
be seen that the handle was added after the rouletting 
(Fig 123.20). Other forms of jug decoration included 
stabbed crescents (Fig 127.88), stabbing below the rim 
(Fig 127.87), applied pellets on the body (Fig 127.89), 
and thumbing below the rim (Fig 126.60). One vessel 
had painted iron-brown stripes in addition to rouletting 
(Fig 125.48). Of note is a group of highly decorated jugs 
with applied strips, stamps, and incised lines (Figs 
123.13; 124.32; 127.93). 

Most jugs had simple pinched spouts but four had 
applied frills (Figs 123.12; 125.37 and 42). This feature 
has wide regional parallels including the Audlem and 
Rhuddlan kiln rna terial (Webster and Dunning 1960, fig 
40.7; Miles 1977, no 5; Rutter 1977a, no 15; and Talbot 
1977, nos 11-14). Two jugs had tubular spouts formed 
out of folding a clay slab with applied ear-like decora
tion (Fig 125.38). 

Six jugs had rod handles including one with a 
twisted handle (Fig 123.16). Seventy had strap handles, 
often stabbed. Eight strap handles had applied central 
thumbed strips (Fig 123.15; 124.27; 126.62), and four had 
thumbing (Fig 127.83). One had multiple pinched ap-
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plied strips (Fig 125.38). Two jugs, probably by the same 
potter, had punched holes near the top of their handles 
(Fig 127.85 and 86). The jug bases were flat or slightly 
convex. Fifty-seven were thumbed and 19 were plain. 
One jug had weaving impressions on its base, probably 
from a grass mat (V2393, not illustrated). 

Fabric D (Fig 127.97-103) 

The 34 vessels in this fabric are all similar jugs with little 
stylistic variation and may be the work of a single potter 
or family. The fabric is sandy, generally oxidised, and 
crumbly, and is represented by tiny sherds. The vessels 
all have strap handles, and bases may be plain or 
thumbed. They are all wheel-thrown and have thick, 
pitted, glossy glazes varying from pale green to orange in 
colour on oxidised bodies. Some splashing occurs at glaze 
margins and under handles although the pits are smaller 
and more closely spaced than on Fabrics A, B, and C. 

Some vessels had dark green streaks in their glazes. 
These may be owing to the addition of copper filings or 
perhaps result from the reduction of iron minerals in 
the clay body (Dawson and Kent 1986, 34), but the cause 
is difficult to assess without chemical analysis. The fact 
that these vessels are wheel-thrown suggests that they 
are unlikely to have been made before the end of the 
thirteenth century, but their precise chronology re
mains unclear. 

Fabric E (Fig 127.104-8) 

This fabric group comprises only five vessels, four from 
the Inner Ditch (Fig 127.105-8) and a fifth from the Inner 
Ward (Fig 127.104). It is a poor-quality fabric (soft, 
reduced, and sandy) and the vessels could be a poorly 
fired Fabric H group. However, the distinctive form of 
two of the vessels (nos 105 and 107) suggests a different 
fabric. The vessels comprise three jugs and two cooking 
pots. One of the jugs has traces of a degraded lead glaze 
(Fig 127.107). At least some of the vessels are hand
made (Fig 127.105). All the sherds in this fabric clearly 
come from residual contexts. It is not clear how signifi
cant the localised distribution of the ware is in terms of 
use or chronology. 

Fabric F (Figs 123.9; 128.109-20) 

This group is composed of wheel-thrown pots made in 
relatively iron-free Coal Measure-derived clays with 
sand inclusions. Beeston lies between two possible 
sources, the Flintshire and West Midlands coalfields, 
and it is not possible to distinguish between them on 
petrological grounds. Although future research may 
alter the picture, the Beeston Castle narrow vessel forms 

Table 49 Medieval pottery: forms represented in 
Fabric H (by minimum vessels) 

Cooking pots 
?Cooking pots 
Drip pans 
Bowl 
Jugs 

26 
28 

7 
1 
3 

Table 50 Medieval pottery: forms represented in 
the assemblage (by minimum vessels and 0/o) 

Jugs 573 (80) 
Cooking pots 50 (7) 
?Cooking pots 58 (8) 
Drip pans 14 (2) 
Small jars 6 (<1) 
Bowl 1 
Uncertain 11 (1) 

Total 713 

seem closest to Flintshire examples. The Ewloe kiln 
products may be taken as typical of north-east Wales, 
with narrow bottle jugs and storage vessels predomi
nating. Glazes are patchy and splashed although pitting 
is rare. The Ewloe products are closely paralleled at 
Beeston Castle. Bottle and baluster jugs appear to be 
relatively uncommon West Midlands whiteware forms, 
although two narrow jugs from Montgomery are likely 
to be Shropshire products (Courtney and Jones, forth
coming), and there is a single example in the Sneyd 
Green kiln group (Middleton 1984, fig 3.6). At Beeston 
Castle there were at least 15 bottle jugs and a further six 
probably indicated by rod handles. One cooking pot 
(Fig 128.120), a handled, glazed 'storage vessel' with 
external sooting (Fig 128.117), and two internally glazed 
vessels of uncertain form were also found. Ewloe-type 
wares are in evidence at Chester by the mid-fourteenth 
century (Rutter 1977a; 1977c), and may have continued 
as late as the sixteenth century. 

The high-quality jugs from Beeston, however, have 
broader forms and may come from the West Midlands, 
eg the group of six wheel-thrown vessels with dark 
streaked green glazes (possibly owing to the addition 
of copper). Two of these vessels came from construction 
contexts (Fig 123.9 and V2485, not illustrated). They are 
closely paralleled by two vessels recovered in recent 
excavations by J Manley at Caergwrle Castle (Clwyd), 
22km to the west. This castle was built c 1278 and its 
small ceramic assemblage is dominated by local hand
made pots, comparable to Fabrics A, B, and C apart 
from the two wheel-thrown, streaky glazed, whiteware 
jugs. Three jugs frmn Beeston have painted iron-stained 
stripes (Fig 128.109). Two jugs (Fig 128.118 and 119), the 
former with applied fish-scale decoration, are similar to 
vessels from Montgomery Castle (Knight 1982, 48). 

Fabric G (Fig 128.121-4) 

This group consists of four highly-fired vessels. These 
include a strap handle (Fig 128.123), a jug base (Fig 
128.121), a jug or storage vessel base (Fig 128.122), and 
a bottle jug, possibly an overtired 'Ewloe' type in Fabric 
F (Fig 128.124). None of these wheel-thrown pots was 
glazed, and a late medieval or transitional medie
val/ post-medieval date is likely. 

Fabric H (Figs 123.10; 128.125--37; 129.138-45) 

This coarse-sandy fabric can be regarded as a coarser 
variant of Fabrics A, B, and C. The fabric appears to have 
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been used for kitchen-related forms such as cooking 
pots and drip pans (Table 49). At least 16 of the cooking 
pots (eg Fig 123.10) had internally glazed bases and two 
were definitely unglazed. Three cooking pots were 
wheel-thrown (Figs 128.128; 129.142 and 145). The drip 
pans also had internal glazes and in two examples lead 
pellets were left on the surface (Fig 129.140). Two bowls 
(Fig 128.130; 129.139) and three jugs (Figs 128.133; 
129.140), the former a bottle form, were recognised. In 
only two cases could pipkin-like handles be definitely 
associated with body sherds (Figs 128.134; 129.145). 
This leaves a further six handles (Fig 128.135-37) al
though the flatter ones are probably from drip pans. 

Fabric I (Fig 129.14~8) 

This group comprises wheel-thrown cooking pots in a 
distinctive reduced sandy fabric which appears to be 
paralleled (on the published description only) by some 
of the Nantwich Wich House pots (Nailor 1983, fig 
14.44, 45, and 47). Sherds of one of the Beeston vessels 
found before excavation began have been suggested as 
Low Countries Greyware (Davey 1980,211, table 12.1), 
but close examination of the fabric and the finding of 
further examples suggests a local origin. The same may 
be true for another suggested Low Countries Greyware 
sherd from Nantwich (ibid). 

Fabric J 

This group comprises an unidentified single sherd in a 
fine-sandy orange fabric with fine throwing lines on the 
interior surface suggesting wheel-thrown manufacture 
(not illustrated). 

Fabric K 

A single small sherd of Oxford AM ware in a pink, 
sandy fabric (not illustrated) comes from a highly dec
orated jug (Hinton 1973, pl 13). The wheel-thrown 
sherd has a green glaze and an iron-coloured vertical 
rouletted strip. It dates to the mid- to late thirteenth 
century and is a product of the Brill and Boarstall area 
(Mellor 1980; identification confirmed by M Mellor). 
The original vessel was possibly brought to the castle in 
the personal luggage train of a visitor from the Oxford 
region. 

Fabric L (Fig 129.149) 

A single sherd in a soft, reduced, coarse-sandy fabric 
was found, probably from a cooking pot. It is a hand
made rim with horizontal nail marks on the rim interior. 
The fabric and form would suggest a Saxo-Norman date 
in many parts of the country, but it is best regarded as 
of uncertain date, since there are no local parallels, and 
it was found in a residual context. Even if this is indeed 
from a pre-thirteenth-century vessel, its presence on Bees
ton crag need imply no more than a casual visit to the hill. 

Discussion 

Forms 

The Beeston assemblage is clearly dominated by jugs 
(Table 50), a feature shared by other sites in the Cheshire 
Plain. Cooking pots form between 6% and 15% of the 
assemblage, depending on how fragmentary unglazed 
body and base sherds are assigned. The probable pip
kins and late medieval'storage vessel' forms have not 
been divided up separately and are included under the 
cooking pots. 

Many of the pipkins/ cooking pots had interior 
glazed bases, and the presence of sooting on the outside 
of some shows that they may have been deliberately 
intended to provide non-stick cooking surface. Other 
forms include a bowl, drip pans, and small glazed jars. 
No appreciable difference could be observed between 
the Inner Ward and Inner Ditch area,- and the Outer 
Gateway area. The presence of cooking pots and drip 
pans in Outer Gateway deposits indicates that cooking 
was carried out here as well as in the Inner Ward. 

Sooting and scaling 

Traces of sooting or carbon-like deposits in the assemb
lage were difficult to interpret due to the fragmentary 
state of much of the pottery. Sooting occurred on only 
26 vessels; certain or possible cooking pots, but also on 
six jugs, a jar, and a drip pan. 

Some of the sooting especially on the jugs may have 
occurred after breakage but this could not be proven. 
On many of the cooking pots definite indications of 
their use in a fire could be seen, with sooting being 
confined to the base and lower half of the body. Sooting 
on one drip pan (V 191) was on its side only, suggesting 
that it had stood under a spit next to a fire (Moorhouse 
1986, 11 0). Two vessels, both in Fabric H, showed water
scale deposits from the boiling of water. 

Provenance 

The bulk of the pottery from Beeston Castle, although 
petrologically undistinctive, almost certainly derived 
from clays of the Cheshire Plain, and could have been 
made in the immediate locality of the castle. It is notable 
that no pottery from the castle can be assigned to any of 
the known Cheshire kilns, despite stylistic similarities, 
and this may reflect the highly localised nature of pot
ting at least until the fourteenth century. The known 
kiln sites, however, are probably only a small propor
tion of those which existed. Apart from the Oxfordshire 
jug (Fabric K), the most distinctive non-local pottery is 
the Coal Measure ware (Fabric F) from north-east Wales 
and/ or the West Midlands. There is a notable lack of 
imports on the site despite their importance at Chester. 
The same absence is noted at the nearby town of Nan
twich (Nailor 1983; Davey 1983). This must presumably 
be because imports were unloaded for sale in Chester 
with no effort to market them inland, a common feature 
of medieval ceramic trading patterns. It is also possible 
that their total absence reflects few visits by the castle's 
feudal overlords who might have been expected to 
bring more exotic pots in their baggage trains. 
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Dating 

A small group of pottery comes from deposits associ
ated with the construction of the castle, which began in 
the 1220s but which the evidence suggests may have 
continued throughout the century. Certainly the two 
wheel-thrown Fabric F (whiteware) vessels from a defi
nite Outer Gateway construction deposit and a possible 
Inner Ward construction layer would seem more likely 
to belong to the second half of the thirteenth century on 
current evidence. They are closely paralleled, alongside 
local coil-made products, at nearby Caergwrle Castle, 
built c 1278. The absence of later stratified levels makes 
the establishment of a chronological sequence for the 
pottery difficult. On external evidence it may be sug
gested that Fabric G is late medieval and that the narrow 
Ewloe-type jugs of Fabric F are from the fourteenth 
century or later. Although stylistic change may have 
been slow, the similarity of much of the pottery, notably 
the jugs in Fabrics A, B, and C, to that in the construction 
deposits, and its stylistic similarity to wasters from the 
Rhuddlan kiln of mid-thirteenth-century date (Miles 
1977), as well as the high proportion of coil-made 
vessels, suggest that much of the pottery assemblage 
dates to the thirteenth century. 

The post-medieval pottery 
by Penny Noake 

Introduction 

This report describes all the post-medieval pottery from 
the excavations with the exception of the published 
Inner Ditch material (Hough 1978). The excavations 
produced in excess of 10,000 sherds from which a mini
mum number of 1052 vessels could be established, 
representing activity at the castle from the seventeenth 
to the late nineteenth century (Table M51, M3:C8-9). 

A Civil War date for the Period 7 assemblage is 
attested by its association both with specifically military 
material amongst the small finds (p 134), and with 

datable clay pipes (p 173). Although much of the pottery 
from later horizons is clearly residual from the Civil War, 
it was possible to identify distinctively new pottery in 
Period 8 layers at the Outer Gateway, most obviously the 
Mottled ware vessels. Period 9 was marked by the 
presence of modem industrial wares. While the Outer 
Gateway pottery was found to be widely dispersed 
through a number of layers (one vessel, Fig 134.76, was 
reconstructed from 122 sherds deriving from 19 different 
contexts), at the Inner Ward less post-depositional move
ment seemed to have taken place. 

Details of the ware and fabric groups, by the author 
and Jane Edwards, many of the statistical tables (Tables 
M51, M52, M56, and M57), the catalogue of the illus
trated vessels, and a discussion of the Beeston Castle 
evidence, are available in the microfiche (M3:C4-F8). 

Methods 

The pottery was divided into 13 basic wares repre
senting well-established post-medieval pottery types: 
Blackware, Midland Purple ware, Tinglaze ware, Slip
ware, Midland Yellow ware, Martincamp Flasks, Early 
Stoneware, Mottled ware, Coarseware, Porcelain, 
Whiteware, Earthenware, and Late Stoneware. Each 
was separated into broad fabric divisions, and match
ing sherds from individual vessels grouped together. A 
large number of vessels could be distinguished, al
though none could be completely reconstructed, and 
only in a few cases could as much as 50% of the vessel 
be recovered. However, it was possible in almost all 
cases to establish the vessel form which was catalogued 
according to a simple form series. Of the 1052 vessels, 
the form and function of 943 could be recognised. 

Pottery use at Beeston Castle 

Period 7 (Table 53) 

All the pottery thought to have been in use in the Civil 
War is discussed here. The vessels found in Period 8 and 
9layers are distinguished from the stratified material. 

Table 53 Post-medieval pottery: the Civil War assemblage (Periods 7-9), forms and wares 

Storage jar 
Ointment pot 
Jug 
Pancheon 
Dish/bowl 
Drinking vessel 
Bottle/ flask 
Costrel 
Candlestick 
Lid 
Cooking vessel 
Chafing dish 
Unidentified 

Total 

Blackware Midland Tinglaze Slipware Midland Martincamp Early Total (o/o of 
identified 
vessels) 

Purple Ware Yellow Flask Stoneware 

136 124 10 13 283 (43) 
23 23 (3) 

32 2 1 3 1 3 42 (6) 
8 8 (1) 

13 5 99 19 136 (21) 
128 2 7 137 (21) 

4 20 24 (3) 
1 1 (<1) 

1 1 2 (<1) 
1 1 (<1) 

1 1 (<1) 
2 2 (<1) 

45 15 9 69 

363 126 8 136 69 4 23 729 
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Blackwares (Figs 130, 131, 132, 133.43-62) 

The predominant forms represented were large storage 
vessels, straight-sided drinking vessels, and smaller 
jugs and jars. The large storage jars were tall and slightly 
rounded, with club rims and opposed horizontal 
handles (eg Fig 130.11). Glaze flows and unreduced 
circles on the bases indicate that some of the vessels 
were inverted in the kiln and some would have acted as 
saggars. Only two decorated examples were found, one 
with wheel-like impressions near the rim, in a Period 8 
context (Fig 139.145), and the other with an incised 
wavy band produced by a comb-like tool (V1009). 
Blackware jars have a long manufacturing tradition 
continuing into this century (the Buckley pan-mug, for 
instance). The Beeston examples are closely paralleled 
by those found at Rainford (Liverpool Museum). Two 
vessels with interesting forms are Figures 131.15 and 18, 
the former paralleled by a vessel found at Hanley (Kelly 
and Greaves 1974, fig 20.180) and imitating the cylind
rical Midland Purple form with thumbed horizontal 
strap handles, although coated in a thick black glaze. 
These vessels are sometimes referred to as butter pots. 

The smaller storage vessels include a group of single
handled everted-rim jars of good quality (Fig 
131.19-24), the form also occurring in Slipware and 
Midland Yell ow. Parallels are known at Eccleshall 
Castle (Stoke-on-Trent City Museum and Art Gallery), 
but the function of these vessels is not clear. Calcium 
carbonate deposits were found in two examples (Fig 
131.20 and 24) suggesting their possible use as lime
wash containers. Ten globular jugs with small pedestal 
bases were found in fabrics similar to the single
handled jars. Two different neck forms (Fig 132.34 and 
35) were noted. The form of these jugs may imitate 
pewter vessels. A similar storage jar to Figure 131.17 
was found in a pre-1600 context at Norton Priory (B 
Noake, pers comm). 

The drinking vessels are either multi-handled and 
wide-rimmed (Fig 130.7) or single-handled straight
sided tankards (Fig 133.44). The base diameter of the 
multi-handled vessels ranges from 50-130mm. The 
larger vessels have six alternating single- and double
looped handles (Fig 130.8), or,less often, single-looped 

handles only (Fig 133.58). The smaller vessels normally 
have three single-looped handles (Fig 133.48). One ex
ception (Fig 133.55) has four alternating single- and 
double-looped handles, while another vessel was noted 
with five single-looped handles (Fig 133.56). Four pede
stal-base drinking vessels (Fig 133.51-4) are closer to the 
original tyg tradition. Three have rounded bodies while 
the fourth is more trumpet-shaped, and all probably 
had flaring rims. These and the larger multi-handled 
vessels occur in Staffordshire and may originate from 
there, although a north-western origin for the vessels is 
as likely. 

The upper part of a pierced lug-handled costrel (Fig 
133.62), with fabric and brown glaze reminiscent of 
Cistercian Ware pottery, was in a form comparable to 
Brears type 8 (1971, 37). 

Seventeen of the vessels, principally the drinking 
vessels but also some jars, showed evidence of a linear 
scoring under the base, most in the form of a long 
shallow cross (Figs 132.27; 133.45, 50, 56). Many of the 
handled vessels have a band of grooves at the handle 
terminals perhaps to indicate the attachment position. 

Midland Purple (Figs 133.63-5; 134; 135.82-4) 

Large cylindrical jars were predominant (Fig 134.66, 67, 
69, 71-3, 75), the bases typically c 200mm in diameter 
reducing to as narrow as 100mm for the smaller 
examples (Fig 134.78). The larger vessels often have two 
applied strap handles attached just below the rim, al
though one from the Inner Ward, most unusually, has 
possibly five strap handles (Fig 133.65). Three other 
Inner Ward vessels have untypically distorted forms, 
including Figure 133.63. A number of the jars are nar
row-necked and resemble medieval cooking pot forms 
(Fig 135.82 and 83), and some do in fact have sooting, 
indicating that they were used for cooking. 

None of the vessels were decorated. Some may be 
Midlands products (eg Fig 134.76) but the more 
rounded, coarser vessels are more likely to have been 
locally produced. One jug of medieval character (Fig 
135.84) has a highly fired fabric similar to Midland 
Purple vessels although the form is not typical of the 
ware. Similarly a vessel in a Period 8 context (Fig 

Table 54 Post-medieval pottery: the Period 8 assemblage (Civil War pottery excluded) 

Jar 
Jug 
Panch eon 
Dish/bowl 
Drinking vessel 
Chamber pot 
Plate 
'Owl mug' 
Lid 
Cooking vessel 
Unidentified 

Total 

Blackware Midland Slipware 
Purple 

11 
2 
4 
3 

29 
9 

1 

59 

1 

1 

5 
3 

6 
30 
1 

12 
1 

1 

59 

Late Mottled 
Stoneware Ware 

1 

1 

1 
1 

10 

1 

5 

18 

Coarseware Total (o/o of 
identified 
vessels) 

10 

10 

19 
6 
4 
9 

69 
10 
12 

1 
1 

11 
6 

148 

(13) 
(4) 
(3) 
(6) 

(48) 
(7) 
(8) 

(<1) 
(<1) 
(8) 
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141.184), in an atypical Midland Purple form, has simi
larities to medieval vessels, suggesting that it is early 
post-medieval rather than late seventeenth/ early eight
eenth-century. 

Tinglaze (Fig 135.85-7) 

Three plates (Fig 135.85-7) are probably of London or 
Dutch origin (L Burman, pers comm). A malling jug 
(V1204), coloured blue, is likely to be a Netherlands 
import (J Hurst, pers comm). Similar examples are 
dated by hallmarked silver mounts to the late sixteenth 
century (Garner and Archer 1972, 4). A blue decorated 
rim sherd (V1676) may represent a blue dash charger, 
while fragments of a cup in a Carrickfergus fabric 
(V1679) were also noted. 

Slipware (Figs 135.88-97; 136; 137.105-8) 

Flange-rim dishes are predominant in the Period 7 
assemblage. They are glazed on the interior, the glaze 
sealing geometrical designs of yellow trailed slip. 
None of the designs are wholly similar although there 
are recurring elements. Almost all have a continuous 
wavy line round the rim. Sooting is apparent on the 
outside of nine vessels, usually beneath the flange 
and on the side, presumably resulting from being 
placed beside a fire or on a chafing dish. The slipware 
dishes are comparable to those found at Norton 
Priory (B Noake, pers comm); to vessels found at 
Montgomery Castle in layers dated to the 1640s 
(Knight 1982, fig 4.42); and to pottery found at the Hill 
Top kiln site, Burslem (Kelly 1969). 

Some slipware forms and fabrics have their counter
parts in Blackware vessels. Single-handled jars 
comparable to the Blackware jar Figure 131.24 are either 
black with yellow dashes (Fig 135.91), or yellow with 
brown dashes (Fig 135.93), only the former sharing 
fabrics with the Blackware vessels. A tall jug with 
handle and pulled spout (Fig 135.97) is similar in char
acter and decoration to the single-handled jars, and 
another jug with similar simple decoration but of coar
ser appearance is most probably residual in its Period 8 
context (Fig 141.188). 

Only one drinking vessel was found (Fig 137.108), 
sharing both form and fabric with Blackware examples, 
although, by contrast, single-handled. A vessel with a 

rudimentary star design of brown slip (Fig 135.97) is 
similar to those noted at Woodbank St, Burslem 
(Greaves 1976, fig 10.80). 

A fragment of a lid or candlestick base (Fig 135.90) 
was found in the Inner Ward. 

Midland Yellow (Figs 137.109-25; 138.126-31) 

Thirteen flange-rim dishes were found as well as a 
number of jars. Of the former the great depth of one 
example (Fig 137.125) and the thickness of two of the 
rims are unusual (Figs 137.124; 138.128). In common 
with the slipware dishes, many of the rims show soot
ing beneath the rim. A parallel to Figure 137.123 was 
found at Wood bank St, Burslem (Greaves 1976, fig 7.47), 
and was comparable to a similar dish found at Eccle
shall Castle in a probably pre-1643 context. The larger 
jars are single-handled and are either squat (Fig 137.117 
and 121), or taller and slightly rounded (Fig 137.116 and 
118), and the smaller jars are straight-sided or slightly 
rounded drug or ointment jars (Fig 137.110, 111, 113). 
Amongst the taller vessels, Figure 137.116 and 118 have 
parallels in the Blackware and Slipware vessels. Figure 
137.121 is paralleled by an example found at Nottin
gham. Most of the seven small pots are of common form 
(Fig 137.110 and 111), and all have a groove at the rim 
to secure a fabric lid. 

There were two chafing dish fragments (Fig 138.130 
and 131). The latter has a plain support attached to the 
rim, and was fired under reduced conditions causing 
the green coloured glaze. The shoulder of a possible jug 
with incised line decoration (Fig 137.119), and a possible 
pipkin (Fig 137.122) were also found. A similar form 
was found in a pre-1649 context at Montgomery Castle 
(Knight 1982, fig 4.34). A small, shallow, wavy-walled 
pot was found in Period 9 layers in the Inner Ward (Fig 
145.247), while a candlestick base was found in Period 
Slayers (V 1191). 

Martincamp Flask (Fig 138.132) 

Sherds from two flasks were found (Fig 138.132 and 
V1529), both Hurst Class II (Hurst 1966,54-9). A further 
Class II flask (V1518) together with a Class III flask 
(V1789) were recovered from Outer Gateway Period 9 
layers. 

Table 55 Post-medieval pottery: the Period 9 assemblage (Outer Ward vessels in brackets) 

Storage jar 
Drinking vessel 
Plate 
Saucer 
Bottle 
Tea/coffee pot 
Candlestick 
Unidentified 

Total 

Late 
Stoneware 

5 

1 

46 (29) 

5 

57 

Whiteware 

2 (2) 
44 (21) 
25 (4) 
13 

1 (1) 

26 

111 

Porcelain 

1 

1 

Mottled Blackware 
Ware 

2 

1 
2 

5 

1 

1 

Total(%) 

7 (5) 
47 (33) 
26 (18) 
13 (9) 
46 (33) 
1 (<1) 
1 (<1) 

34 

175 
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Early Stonewares (Fig 138.133-40) 

Fifteen vessels were found in Period 7 contexts. The 
majority were Frechen Bellarmine types with applied 
masks and medallions, one (Fig 138.133) bearing the 
arms of Amsterdam and dating from the first half of the 
seventeenth century. A possible Siegburg product with 
an applied blue wafer was found (Fig 138.137). A West
erwald vessel (Fig 138.140) showed an unusual 
combination of applied press-moulded decoration 
(usually seventeenth-century) and stamped decoration 
(usually early eighteenth-century). Another example 

243 c#? 

247Dif 
248 

was found in Period 7, and a similar though wider 
necked vessel, with applied decoration only, was found 
in Period 9layers at the Outer Gateway. 

Period 8 (Table 54) 

The identifiable late seventeenth-I early eighteenth
century pottery, all from the Outer Gateway, is 
described here. The large assemblage of residual Civil 
War pottery found in Period 8la yers has been discussed 
above. 

250 

251 

0 5cms 

-- _I 

Fig 145 Post-medieval pottery: Period 8, Coarseware (243-6), Period 9 Whiteware (247-51); scale 1:4 except (251) which is 1:2 
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Blackware (Figs 139, 140, 141.178-82) 

In general glazes on the later Blackware vessels were 
denser in colour than the Civil War vessels. Amongst 
the drinking vessels a small pronounced foot appears 
on thin-walled waisted cups and on the multi-handled 
vessels, and the handles are more decorative (eg Fig 
140.172). The single-loop handles are less elongated (eg 
Fig 140.170). Parallels for the Period 8 drinking vessels 
are provided by those found at the Marquis of Granby 
hotel site, Burslem (Mountford 1975, figs 2 and 4). Other 
new forms include a small rounded bowl (Fig 140.160), 
an everted rim-handled jar (Fig 140.152), and chamber 
pots. Figure 141.181 and 182 may be of Buckley origin 
(P Davey, pers comm) in which case other vessels in 
these fabrics (A3 and A7) may also be from Buckley. 

Midland Purple (Fig 141.183-4) 

Manufacture of cylindrical jars continued into the eight
eenth century with few alterations. Figure 141.183 has 
vertical handles and a spigot-hole near the base. 

Slipware (Figs 141.185-94; 142; 143; 144.214-31) 

A wider range of forms and more elaborate decoration 
distinguishes the Period 8 slipwares. White clays ap
pear to have been more widely used. Flange-rim dishes 
with light and dark brown slips trailed on a yellow 
background may be distinctively Period 8 vessels espe
cially in conjunction with jewelling (Fig 142.201 and 
202), and when different coloured slips are combed 
together (Figs 142.204; 143.206). Similar decoration is 
found on a number of waisted and straight-sided cups 
(Fig 144.227 and 228), large single-handled jars (Fig 
141.185 and 186), chamber pots (Fig 144.230 and 231), a 
jug (Fig 141.190), and on an owl jug and cup (Fig 
141.193; Parkinson 1969). The press-moulded plates 
(Fig 143.207-13) are distinctively late seventeenth
/ early eighteenth-century, and have a thick glossy 
glaze and methodically executed decoration. Some of 
these plates (Fig 143.213) have pierced rims, presum
ably to facilitate hanging on a wall. Other drinking 
vessels and a large jug (Fig 141.188) are decorated with 
yellow slips on a black background. 

Figure 144.229 is closely paralleled by a pot from 
Woodbank St, Burslem (Greaves 1976, fig 9.72); Figure 
142.198 by a pot from Albion Square, Hanley (Celoria 
and Kelly 1973, fig 72.165); and Figure 141.190 by a pot 
from the Sadler teapot manufactory site, Burslem 
(Mountford 1975, fig 8.45). 

Mottled Ware (Fig 144.233-42) 

The Beeston vessels are all likely to belong to the earlier 
part of the date range of Mottled Ware (c 1690-1780). 
Many of the 23 vessels found are fine drinking vessels, 
eg the rounded, waisted cup (Fig 144.241) and the 
straight-sided tankard (Fig 144.239). The latter has an 
applied press-moulded wafer excise mark, AR, sur
mounted by a crown (Bimson 1967, 165), and similar 

tankard forms were found at Swan Bank (Kelly 1973, fig 
25.108). Less typical are a vessel with four alternating 
single- and multi-loop handles (Fig 144.238) and a 
vessel decorated with a diamond-shaped stamp on ap
plied wafers (Fig 144.240). Neither is paralleled by 
Staffordshire products, unlike the lid (Fig 144.242), a 
bottle (V1026), the very large jug (Fig 144.235), and the 
smaller, brown slip decorated jug (Fig 144.234). All of 
these have Staffordshire counterparts (S Greaves, pers 
comm). A similar jug to the last of these was found at 
excavations at Chester Castle in 1984. 

Coarseware (Fig 145.243-6) 

Of the nine large rounded vessels found, two had tripod 
feet and opposed vertical handles (Fig 145.243 and 244), 
a further two had tripod feet only (Fig 145.245), while 
two others had opposed vertical handles. A smaller 
squat pot with tripod feet, a pouring lip, and a horizon
tal rod handle was also found (Fig 145.246). 

These vessels are almost certainly from the Buckley 
kilns where the type was manufactured possibly from 
as early as 1640 (Amery and Davey 1979, 80), although 
not used at Beeston till the late seventeenth century. 

Other wares (Fig 144.232) 

The base of an English Stoneware vessel was found (Fig 
144.232). A single sherd (not tabulated) of Japanese 
peasant ware porcelain was found showing the outline 
of a clenched hand (V1712). 

Period 9 (Table 55) 

Blackware 

No Blackware products of the nineteenth century could 
be distinguished, with the exception of a lug handle 
from an unidentified vessel (V4673). 

Whiteware (Fig 145.251) 

The predominant Period 9 material was the transfer
printed whiteware from the Staffordshire potteries. 
This group comprised drinking vessels, jars, plates, 
saucers, and a tea or coffee pot. Of particular interest 
was a cup and saucer over-glaze printed 'Beeston Castle 
Festival' (Fig 145.251). 

Later Stoneware 

A number of Stoneware bottles were found, as well as 
storage jars and a plate. 

Other wares 

A further fragment of porcelain was found, as well as 
five mottled ware vessels. Sherds representing over 80 
earthenware vessels were also found, principally at the 
Outer Gateway and the Outer Ward. These have not 
been included in the overall quantification. 



8 Discussion of the medieval and post-medieval evidence 

Construction and medieval use of 
the castle 
by Laurence Keen 

When building started in the 1220s, Beeston crag ap
pears to have been covered with more trees than it now 
is (p 85). Although the tumbled boulders and hillwash 
layers at the Outer Gateway suggest that the prehistoric 
defences were very much eroded, they were still suffi
ciently prominent to dictate the position of the medieval 
outer curtain wall. The Outer Gateway excavations 
showed that the prehistoric entranceway continued in 
use. With the exception of sherds from a single vessel 
there was no medieval pottery from the excavations 
that need be earlier than the thirteenth century and, as 
has been noted in Part I, it would seem unlikely that the 
hilltop had been used since the Iron Age for anything 
more than pasture, and possibly cultivation in the 
Roman period. 

The documentary, structural, and archaeological evi
dence all suggest that the construction of the castle did 
not take place in one building operation, and that the 
castle was never completed to its original design. The 
change in ownership from the earls of Chester to the 
Crown, and with it the alteration of the castle's role and 
function, undoubtedly changed the original concept. 
The evidence makes it difficult to discuss the castle as a 
structure of the 1220s alone, but, unfortunately, there 
are few archaeological, structural, and historical details 
on which to construct a complete picture of the castle's 
development. 

The context of the construction of Beeston Castle in 
the 1220s by Earl Ranulf was his systematic reorganisa
tion of the earldom on returning from the crusades. The 
castle site was not chosen to protect the earldom from 
Llywelyn: Ranulf had already initiated the process of 
association with Llywelyn by his treaty of 1218. The 
choice of site reflects the need to control one of the main 
medieval routes linking Chester with the Midlands and 
the South of England. 

Having chosen the site for his new castle, the plan 
Earl Ranulf devised was undoubtedly influenced by the 
line of the surviving prehistoric earthworks. These dic
tated the position of the curtain wall of the Outer Ward 
which, although not completed until later, determined 
where the Outer Gate was to be built. The location of 
the Inner Ward was dictated by the commanding posi
tion and defensive capabilities of the summit of the hill. 

Ranulf' s plan in the 1220s had no provision for a 
larger tower or 'keep': the major and strongest element 
in the castle's defences was the series of formidable 
gatehouses of the Inner and Outer Wards. The gate
houses were to be connected to the curtain walls, with 
sturdy round-fronted towers projecting from them. 
These two elements anticipated the designs of the 
castles built by Edward I in the last quarter of the 
thirteenth century, in which gatehouses of enormous 
strength and complexity were an essential part of a 
castle's plan. 

A similarly innovative plan was devised by Earl 
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Ranulf for his castle at Bolingbroke, Lincolnshire, where 
an unencumbered site allowed him a free hand. Here a 
large gatehouse and five stone-backed mural towers 
enclose a polygonal courtyard (Thompson 1966, fig 62; 
Drewitt 1976, fig 1). The plans of Beeston and Boling
broke Castles are in marked contrast to that of the castle 
at Chartley, Staffordshire, where the existing earth
works dictated its form. 

At Beeston the gatehouses to the Inner and Outer 
Wards clearly belong to Earl Ranulf' s first building 
operations. As a major element in the castle's defences 
the Inner Ward gatehouse was no doubt the first to be 
constructed. This is confirmed by the excavation of a 
curbed entrance track which ran beneath the Outer 
Gatehouse, suggesting that the defences of the Outer 
Ward were not started until those of the Inner Ward had 
been completed. 

The gatehouses, with rounded towers and solid rear 
walls on either side of the entrance passage, are similar 
in plan to those at Bolingbroke and Chartley. The de
fensive arrangements are simple and those of the Inner 
Ward gatehouse suggest the details missing from the 
Outer Gateway, where less survives: a pair of gates 
opening outwards with a drawbar, followed by a port
cullis, and finally another pair of gates. These 
arrangements are among the earliest in the develop
ment of gatehouses, which was to reach a peak with the 
gatehouses of Edward I, in which elaborate draw
bridges, several portcullises, gates, and machicolations 
were to increase defensive capabilities (Mesqui 1981). 
That Earl Ranulf's gatehouses were built to an 'up-to
date' plan may be seen by comparing them with, for 
instance, the Inner gatehouse at Henry III's new castle 
at Montgomery, built in the later 1220s (Colvin 1963, ii, 
739-42). Here, flanked by solid three-quarter round 
towers, the narrow entrance passage has a portcullis, a 
pair of gates with a drawbar, and then another pair of 
gates. 

Earl Ranulf' s gatehouse design provided the inspir
ation for Llywelyn ab Iowerth's castle at Criccieth, built 
about 1230. The plan is similar to that at Beeston- two 
round -fronted towers with an entrance passage be
tween, defended by a portcullis and a pair of gates. At 
Criccieth, as at Beeston, the entrance passage had a 
wooden ceiling: there are three arrow-loops in each 
tower, in contrast to the two in each of the Beeston 
towers (Avent 1983, 17). 

As at Montgomery and Criccieth, the gatehouses at 
Beeston provided some of the principal accommoda
tion. The chamber in the Inner Ward gatehouse was 
connected by the para pet walk to a chamber with a 
garderobe on the first floor of the South-East Tower, 
and to a chamber with a fireplace on the first floor of the 
South-West Tower. All three curtain wall towers in the 
Inner Ward at Beeston are similar in plan, with solid 
rear walls and two arrow-loops in the rounded front 
walls. Only the East Tower is different internally, with 
three straight front walls instead of the rounded sur
faces of the other towers. This need not suggest that the 
tower is of a different date: the gatehouse at Criccieth 
has exactly the same plan. 
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From the overall plan it appears that the Inner Ward 
gatehouse and the three towers are all of the same date. 
Such a view, however, would not explain the presence, 
in the foundation trench of the west wall of the South
West Tower, of a Henry III Long Cross penny, struck in 
the late 1260s and lost before 1279 (p 132, coin no 3); nor 
would pottery of Fabric F, dating to the second half of 
the thirteenth century (p 190), from construction levels 
beneath the mortar floor of the same tower, help this 
interpretation. There remains the possibility that the 
coin and pottery may have been deposited during later 
repair work and modifications to the tower. Although 
the mortar and sandstone floor of the tower looks pri
mary, it need not be so. 

Tower 2 of the Outer Ward, with a solid rear wall, is 
similar in scale to the towers in the Inner Ward and may 
be assigned with some confidence to Earl Ranulf. Like 
the Outer Gatehouse, it would have been constructed 
after the Inner Ward. 

In 1237, when Earl John died, the castle passed to the 
Crown. The extent to which Earl Ranulf' s original plan 
had been completed is largely a matter for speculation, 
but clearly considerable sums of money were spent on 
Beeston Castle by Henry III. The fact that the expendi
ture is included, more often than not, with that spent on 
other royal castles, and that the details are imprecise, 
does not help the identification of those parts of the 
castle which were built during Henry III's reign. Nor is 
the unravelling of the building sequence any easier, 
since over half of the curtain wall of the Outer Ward no 
longer survives. 

The architectural details which remain demonstrate 
that buildings had been planned in the Inner Ward but 
were never built. Coin evidence suggests that the north 
curtain wall of the Inner Ward was constructed after 
1280 (p 132, coin no 4). This may indicate that, even at 
this time, buildings were still envisaged: the north cur
tain wall has tusks for a building in the north-west 
corner of the Inner Ward, and there are two windows 
in the north-east corner. No buildings were found in 
these areas during the excavations. 

Along the curtain wall of the Outer Ward, Towers 1 
and 6-10 are all very similar in plan, particularly in the 
fact that they have no back walls. In this and in scale, 
the towers are unlike the towers which, with some 
confidence, may be assigned to Earl Ranulf. To what 
period do they belong? 

In November 1241 the justiciar of Chester and custos 
of Beeston Castle received 250 marks (£166 13s 4d) 
towards the fortification of Beeston and Rhuddlan 
Castles. Between Christmas 1241 and Christmas 1242, 
£410 12d was spent on strengthening the two castles, 
and in 1242 two turrets at Beeston were finished. The 
defences of Rhuddlan Castle, at least in part, were of 
wood as late as 1241-2 (Taylor 1987, 5), so one may 
propose that the greater part of this expenditure was for 
Beeston Castle. Furthermore, the reference to finishing 
two turrets at Beeston in 1241 may possibly suggest that 
the expenditure was on the curtain wall towers of the 
Outer Ward. If this is correct the six surviving towers (1 
and 6-10) may be assigned to 1241-2. 

Of interest are references to a prison in 1246/7 and 
1249, and to a chapel in the accounts for 1245-6, 1246-7, 
and 1247-50. The location of the prison is now difficult 

to establish. No building in the Inner Ward is an ob
vious candidate: the inward-facing doors with internal 
draw bars in all the ground floor chambers of the towers 
and gatehouse disqualify these as possible candidates. 
Similarly the ground floors of the towers and gatehouse 
of the Outer Ward could never have been used for 
prisoners. The only possible candidate is Tower 5, an 
addition to the Outer Gatehouse. Here the basement 
chamber, originally unlit, would have served well as a 
prison. The archaeological evidence for the dating of the 
tower is inconclusive: it has been assigned to Period 6 
(later medieval) but may well belong to Period 5. There 
is no reason to consider the tower as post-medieval, as 
Ridgway and Cathcart King suggested before archaeo
logical investigations began (1959, 19: Tower 4a). 

The payments to chaplains serving the chapel at 
Beeston raise the question of where the chapel was. The 
lack of halls, service blocks, and kitchens implies that 
the chapel is unlikely to have been a free-standing 
structure since it would presumably not have been built 
before other free-standing structures such as these. 
More likely, the chapel may have been in one of the 
curtain towers or gatehouses. It would have followed 
the usual liturgical arrangement with an altar to the 
east. The East Tower in the Inner Ward could have 
provided such an arrangement, but access to a chapel 
in an upper chamber would not have been convenient. 
The most likely location is in one of the upper chambers 
of the Outer Gatehouse, which could most easily have 
accommodated the required orientation and to which 
access would have been easy. 

After Edward I created his son Prince of Wales and 
Earl of Chester in 1300/1, major alterations were carried 
out to the buildings of the Inner Ward. But no new 
buildings were constructed there: the areas clearly in
tended for buildings were left empty and the Ward still 
contained only its gatehouse and three towers. 

The three towers were heightened and then crenel
lated to give them flat roofs, since they had 'high 
wooden surfaces' before (p 96). As the upper parts of 
the towers no longer survive it is difficult to establish of 
what these alterations consisted. 'High wooden sur
faces' implies some kind of pitched roof, which would 
have given very little usable space below; the heighte
ning and provision of flat roofs was clearly intended to 
provide extra accommodation in the highest parts of the 
towers. The towers would undoubtedly have been cre
nellated from the start. It would appear, therefore, that 
the crenellations were filled in, the towers heightened 
overall, and then flat or very low-pitched roofs con
structed. 

Repairs carried out to the Outer Gate in 1304-5, 
expenditure in 1324-5, the 'covering' of towers in 1326, 
works to the 'houses, chambers, turrets and other build
ings' in 1328, and expenditure in 1359-60 cannot be 
related to any of the surviving fabric. What seems clear 
is that although parts of the castle were repaired, or 
even slightly altered, no major building was carried out 
after 1303-4. Even then Beeston Castle still lacked the 
halls, kitchens, and service blocks which would have 
been necessary for use on the scale originally intended 
by Earl Ranulf in the 1220s. When the Earl of Chester's 
castle passed to the Crown in 1237 it was necessary only 
to complete the basic fortifications. Greater resources 
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were expended on the castle at Chester, conveniently 
situated as a base for Henry III's wars against the Welsh. 
As the supply base for Edward I's conquest of Wales, 
Chester Castle was where royal accommodation was 
needed. This was why Beeston Castle was largely 
superfluous to royal requirements, why it was never 
provided with the full complement of buildings ex
pected in a royal castle, and why it was neglected 
during the later medieval period. Beeston Castle's 
strategic location, however, was to be of great import
ance in the Civil War, seeing far greater use and military 
activity than it ever had done in the Middle Ages. 

Civil War and later 
by Peter Ellis 

The historical role of the castle in the Civil War is well 
documented. The location of a ditch on the east side, 
intended to act as a major protection for the walls, 
demonstrates the scale of the work carried out. The 
slight works around the entrance may be unfinished 
defensive works. The suggested gateposts perhaps in
dicate a hurried defence erected at the entrance. The 
scale of the postpits, contrasted with the ad hoc im
pression given by the work, gives some indication of the 
difficulties faced in bringing the castle into service 
again. Arrow-loops were enlarged, presumably for 
muskets, and some appear to have been blocked. The 
provision of gun ports is suggested at the Inner Ward. 

It is not clear whether the refortification elements can 
be assigned to the initial Parliamentarian occupation. 
There is documentary evidence that the walls and 
defences were refurbished, but there are also references 
suggesting that the castle was not ready to withstand a 
Royalist attack. It is possible that the gateway and the 
slight trenches either side, together with some blocking 
of the curtain, was all that was carried out initially. The 
ditch and outer bank and the Inner Ward gun ports may 
represent the later Royalist work. 

The distribution of the finds has been examined to 
see if any particular use areas can be recognised or if 
certain areas were allocated to certain ranks. The find
spots of military gear might imply that the officers were 
stationed in the Inner Ward. Here the spurs found in the 
South-East Tower contrast with the equipment, particu
larly the outmoded armour, found at the Outer 
Gateway. The suggestion is supported to some extent 
by the slight differences in the pottery assemblages for 
the Inner Ward and the Outer Gateway (Table M56, 
M3:D2). However, any such difference in allotted quar
ters may only have been for the period of the Royalist 
occupation, since the Parliamentarian governor was 
lodged in the Outer Gateway when the castle was 
seized by the Royalists. 

Occupation in the Outer Ward, on the terracing, is 
suggested by the excavations. The scale of the terracing 
not only indicates the numbers of troops involved, but 
suggests that there were no pre-existing prepared occu
pation zones for troops, whether in a ruinous condition 
or not. The lowering of the floor of the Outer Gateway 
gatehouse rooms is not easily explicable, and it is 
possible that, as at the Inner Ward South-East Tower, 
this was an original medieval feature. The south room 

appears to have been used for storage and not for 
defence. Preparation of musket shot and other activities 
appear to have taken place in a second phase. The 
burials in the Inner Ward must represent casualties of 
the Civil War. 

The pottery and clay pipe evidence suggests that 
their supply to the castle was maintained from the same 
source (for the pottery see M3:C12; for the pipes see p 
173). Neither assemblage shows any signs of being 
divisible into Parliamentarian and Royalist groups, nor 
are there indications of a change in the source of ma
terials. Although it is possible that an initial supply of 
clay tobacco pipes and pottery vessels was sufficient for 
the whole occupation period by both sides, it would 
seem more likely that an initial provision was followed 
by further supplies from the same source. This must 
suggest that the economic network survived the mili
tary and political changes of the period, indeed may 
have been largely unaffected by them. Some supplies, 
however, were provided by force, for there is evidence, 
in the form of petitions heard at the Quarter sessions, of 
enforced work and service during the Royalist occupa
tion. The reuse of window leads for shot may suggest 
that the locality was scoured for suitable material. How
ever, it seems possible that larger-scale economic 
supply was maintained throughout the conflict. 

An occupation in the period following the capitula
tion of the Royalists is evidenced solely by a group of 
clay pipes (p 179). These Rainford style pipes are spread 
throughout the sites and may have been brought in the 
baggage of a team employed to demolish the castle. It 
is possible to speculate further on the basis of these 
finds. At the end of the siege, the abandonment of 
armour, spurs, and other equipment indicates that the 
material was of little or no commercial interest in the 
post-war period; or that there was a strong prescription 
against entrance to the castle for a period; or, alterna
tively, that all the material was deliberately broken (as 
indicated by the number of matchlock priming pan 
parts). The castle may have been kept closed until the 
arrival of a group employed for the purpose of clearing 
the material left from the occupation, and ensuring that 
no further occupation could take place. The clay pipes 
used by the demolition gang show that they came from 
some distance. It is possible that demolition was de
liberately contracted out to teams from outside the area 
who would be unlikely and unable to use the oppor
tunity to advance any local interests. The presence of 
Rainford style pipes at the Outer Ward terraces may 
indicate where the workers were stationed, while the 
governor maintained the Outer Gateway as his 
residence for a time. 

The new layout of entrance steps, the provision of 
stone floors in ground floor rooms, and the suggested 
landscaping below the Outer Gateway, all indicate that 
the reoccupation following the Civil War was to a 
wealthy standard within what must have been a com
fortably refurbished building. It would appear that the 
gate towers were not extensively damaged following 
the Civil War since there were no demolition layers 
between Civil War and Period 8levels. Those finds that 
can be demonstrated to be later than the Civil War seem 
to indicate an establishment of some quality (eg hinges, 
Fig 94.24-31, pins, Fig 101.44-7, and pottery, p 209). 
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In contrast, the Civil War levels in the Inner Ward lay 
directly beneath demolition layers, and there were no 
finds of distinctive Period 8 pottery. The slight evidence 
of Period 8 activity outside the towers clearly suggests 
temporary work on a different scale to that at the Outer 
Gateway. Clay pipes suggesting the presence of the 
demolition gangs were found here. 

The dating evidence from beneath the new stone 
floor in Tower 4 suggests that it was not laid until after 
1680. In Tower 5, spur 36, predating the floor, provides 
a terminus post quem of c 1700, while the clay pipe finds 
associated with the entrance track are similarly con
fined to the last decades of the seventeenth century 
(M2:G12).1t is not possible to provide a definite date for 
the abandonment of the gatehouse but it seems to have 
taken place early in the eighteenth century, judging 
from the date of finds associated with the layers sealing 
the steps. 

An association between the refurbishment of the 
Gateway and the documented references to a residence 
'by the castle gate' by George Walley (p 98) makes an 
attractive hypothesis. There is, too, an interesting link 
with the Thomas Walley who took over the Castle 
following the departure of the Royalists, although there 
is clearly a hiatus between the two occupancies. This 
association, however, may be mistaken. Despite the 
difficulties with the dating of the relevant documents 
(and one may be as late as 1759) it would certainly seem 
indisputable that they refer to some structure at the 
Outer Gateway, but the described rented house and the 
'tenement called Walleys' are hard to reconcile with the 
scale of occupation revealed by excavation. The evi
dence suggests a reoccupation of the gatehouse around 
1680 by someone who owned the building, and occupa-

tion for perhaps two or three decades thereafter. It is 
possible that the occupants of the gatehouse were mem
bers of the Beeston family. Disuse of the entrance steps 
seems to be associated with the provision of a new 
entrance track, and that provision clearly involved the 
demolition of the gatehouse. It is possible that the do
cumentary accounts of George Walley's residency refer 
to subsequent rented occupation of a cottage formerly 
associated with the then partially demolished gate
house; indeed, the Walleys may have lived at some site 
on the lower slopes below the castle from the end of the 
Civil War. 

Later use of the hilltop is represented by the quarries, 
by the features at the Outer Ward, and by the finds. 
Survey work by Peter Hough in the Outer Ward sug
gested the position of some structures (Fig 63), and 
others are represented in part on Ordnance Survey 
maps. Examination of the quarry faces demonstrated 
the use of gunpowder charges: the evidence for this was 
quite different to the medieval stoneworking marks 
visible in the Inner Ditch (M2:E5). Contemporary en
gravings and visitors' items found witness the 
beginnings of antiquarian and Romantic interest, and 
there are two examples of rebuilding of the curtain wall 
which must date from this period. The exploration of 
the well in 1842 marks the first attempt to understand 
the structural remains, even if motivated by the search 
for treasure. A different use of the hilltop was for the 
Bunbury Temperance fairs, and for major local celebra
tions of national events. On these occasions, for a day 
or so each year, Beeston crag saw a gathering of the local 
population, an echo of the more permanent settlement 
there in prehistory. 



Summary 

The ruins of the medieval fortress of Beeston Castle are 
situated on a rocky outcrop overlooking the Cheshire 
plain 16km south-east of Chester. The site was pur
chased by the state in the 1950s, and, following the 
provision of new access routes and consolidation of the 
fabric, was opened to the public in the 1980s. Archaeo
logical excavations were carried out in advance of 
clearance work in two campaigns, between 1968 and 
1973, and from 1975-85. No previous archaeological work 
had been undertaken, although the structural remains 
have been discussed by a number of authorities. 

The earliest excavated features, a levelled area and a 
handful of postholes and pits, were Neolithic, dated by 
pottery and a radiocarbon date. Flint microliths sug
gested some Mesolithic activity, and flint tools and 
pottery indicated Early and Middle Bronze Age occu
pation, but these finds were found out of context in later 
features or in the subsoil. 

The medieval castle's outer defences were found to 
overlie a sequence of prehistoric defences. An undated 
palisade trench with associated postholes was overlain 
by a slight bank with timber strapping, dated to the Late 
Bronze Age by a radiocarbon date and two Ewart Park 
axes. Within the defences, a spread of refractory debris 
and copper alloy objects intended for remelting indi
cated a metalworking area; another was suggested just 
to the rear of the bank. 

The bank was buried beneath two phases of the 
defences of an Iron Age hillfort. An initial bank and 
ditch with a defended inturned entrance was later rec
onstructed with a rubble bank built in boxed sections 
and revetted by two lines of large boulders. It was 
surmounted by large posts with some evidence of an 
additional timber structure at the entranceway. A 
group of radiocarbon dates from the second phase cen
tred around 400 BC. 

In the interior, where there was no intact strati
graphy, nine round houses are hypothesised from 
amongst almost 150 postholes, many stone-packed. 
Two differing radiocarbon dates suggested that these 
structures dated from the Late Bronze Age to the later 
Iron Age. The report on finds of charred plant remains 
concludes that corn was processed and stored at a large 
storage centre at the hillfort, and that the charring may 
have resulted from an accidental fire. The date of this 
centre remains unknown within the Late Bronze Age 
and Iron Age. A major pottery assemblage included salt 
container 'VCP' fabrics found throughout the Iron Age 
sequence. From a late Iron Age context behind the 
rampart came fragments of a drinking vessel. The hill
fort was abandoned by the Roman period, when there 
was some evidence for a settlement with Iron Age 
antecedents at the foot of the crag. Iron, shale, stone, and 
clay objects of Bronze Age and Iron Age date are re
ported on, and the evidence from analysis of the soils is 
presented. 
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The medieval castle was built by Ranulf de Blun
deville, the sixth Earl of Chester, in the 1220s, and is 
comparable with other newly built castles within his 
Earldom at Chartley, Staffordshire and Bolingbroke, 
Lincolnshire. At his death, his lands were taken over by 
the Crown. There are documentary references to further 
building works in the thirteenth and early fourteenth 
centuries but no evidence of a hall or kitchen were 
found and the castle was never completed. 

The surviving remains comprise an Inner Ward 
defended by a wall with half round towers and domi
nated by a gatehouse with two projecting round towers. 
A large rock-cut ditch divides the Inner Ward from an 
Outer Ward enclosed by a curtain wall, part of which 
survives, including the remains of an Outer Gateway 
similar in character to the Inner. A later attached tower 
is interpreted as a prison. Projecting half round towers 
along the outer curtain wall are open-backed. The exca
vations produced medieval pottery, metal finds, and 
coins, most in residual contexts. 

Documentary evidence shows that the castle site was 
bought from the Crown by the Beeston family in the 
sixteenth century. There was no indication of occupa
tion until the Civil War, when the castle was 
commandeered by the Parliamentarians in 1643, taken 
by the Royalists in 1644, and finally won back in 1645 
after a long siege. After the Civil War an order was 
given for the castle to be slighted. Excavation showed, 
however, that the Outer Gateway was reoccupied from 
the end of the seventeenth century into the early years 
of the eighteenth. 

Archaeological evidence of the Civil War was seen in 
structural alterations, three graves, and large numbers 
of finds, most attributable to the Civil War with some 
from the later reoccupation. These comprised weapon 
parts, fragments of a jack of plate armour, spurs, other 
metal objects, coins, pottery, vessel glass, and a major 
group of clay pipes amongst which those used in the 
Civil War could be distinguished from demolition and 
reoccupation groups. 

The site of the Bunbury Fair, an annual Temperance 
Festival held in the later nineteenth century, yielded 
finds of pottery, clay pipes, and metal objects. 

The industrial residues and the human and animal 
bones from the medieval and post-medieval periods are 
reported on; some of the finds reports and the detailed 
stratigraphic data are presented in microfiches. 

The significance of the excavations lies firstly in the 
recognition of the Late Bronze Age origins of a major 
hillfort, with evidence for metalworking and crop pro
cessing, the data supported by a number of radiocarbon 
dates; secondly in the detailed analysis of the castle 
structure and the medieval documentary evidence; and 
thirdly in the important group of finds closely datable 
to the Civil War period of 1643-45. 
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Les mines de la forteresse medievale de Beeston Castle 
se trouvent sur un affleurement rocheux qui domine la 
plaine du Cheshire a 16km au sud-est de Chester. L' etat 
a acquis ce site dans les annees 50, et, apres avoir 
amenage de nouvelles voies d' acces et consolide 1' edi
fice, il en a autorise 1' acces au public dans les annees 80. 
Des excavations archeologiques avaient ete effectuees, 
avant les travaux de degagement, au cours de deux 
campagnes de fouilles, entre 1968 et 1973, eta partir de 
1975 jusqu' en 1985. On n' avait tente aucune explora
tion archeologique auparavant bien qu'un certain 
nombre d' experts aient debattu des vestiges d' edifices. 

Les plus anciens elements mis a jour consistent en 
une aire aplanie et une poignee de trous de poteaux et 
de fosses, grace a la poterie et a une datation au radio
carbone, on a pu etablir qu'ils dataient du neolithique. 
Des microlithes de silex temoignent d'une activite au 
mesolithique, de plus, des outils en silex et de la poterie 
revelent que le site etait occupe au debut et au milieu 
de l'age du bronze, mais ces trouvailles ont ete de
couvertes hors contexte, au milieu de structures plus 
recentes ou dans le sous-sol. 

On a decouvert que les ouvrages de defense exte
rieurs du chateau medieval recouvraient une serie de 
fortifications prehistoriques. Une tranchee avec palis
sade non datee et les trous de poteaux correspondants 
avaient ete recouverts par un leger talus renforce avec 
dubois que l'on a pu dater de la fin de l'age du bronze 
grace e une datation au radiocarbone et a deux haches 
de type 'Ewart Park'. On a trouve, eparpilles a l'inte
rieur des ouvrages de defense, des debris refractaires et 
des objets en alliage de cuivre destines a etre refondus; 
ce qui indique la presence d'un atelier ou on travaillait 
le metal; on a suggere 1' existence d'un autre juste der
riere le talus. 

Le talus etait enseveli sous deux phases de la fortifi
cation d'une forteresse de l'age du fer. Le talus et le 
fosse d' origine avaient une entree fortifiee rentrante, cet 
ouvrage fut reconstruit plus tard avec un talus de rem
blais bati en sections emboitees et garni de deux rangees 
de grosses pierres. Il etait surmonte de gros poteaux et 
on a trouve quelques vestiges d'un edifice supplemen
taire, en bois, a 1' entree. Une serie de dates au 
radiocarbone concernant la seconde phase se concen
trent autour des annees 400 av.J-C. 

A l'interieur, la ou la stratigraphie avait ete pertur
bee, on a emis !'hypothese de 1' existence de neuf 
maisons rondes a partir de presque 150 trous de po
teaux, dont beaucoup avaient ete remblayes avec des 
pierres. Deux datations au radiocarbone divergentes 
laissent supposer que la date de ces structures se situer
ait entre la fin de 1' age d u bronze et la fin de 1' age d u fer. 
Le compte-rendu portant sur les restes de plantes car
bonisees qui ont ete trouves conclut que le ble etait 
transforme et conserve dans un grand centre de stock
age a l'interieur du fort, et que la carbonisation pouvait 
etre le resultat d'un incendie accidentel. La date de ce 
centre reste indeterminee entre la fin de l'age de bronze 
et l'age du fer. Une importante collection de poteries 
comprenant des recipients destines a contenir du sel en 
poterie tres grossiere etait presente partout dans lase-

quence de l'age du fer. Des fragments d'un gobelet 
proviennent d'un contexte de la fin de l'age du fer situe 
derriere le rem part. L' abandon de la forteresse precede 
1' epoque romaine, mais on a recueilli des temoignages 
d'une occupation au pied du rocher a cette date avec 
antecedents remontant jusqu'a l'age du fer. Le compe
rendu comprend des rapports sur des objets en fer, 
schiste, pierre et argile de l'age du bronze et de l'age du 
fer, et on presente les resultats de !'analyse des sols. 

Le chateau medieval a ete construit par Ranulf de 
Blundeville, sixieme comte de Chester, dans les annees 
1220, et il ressemble ad' autres chateaux de construction 
recente de son comte, Chartley dans le Staffordshire et 
Bolingbroke dans le Lincolnshire. A sa mort, ses terres 
echurent ala couronne. Des documents font reference 
a des travaux de construction supplementaires au trei
zieme et au debut du quatorzieme siecle, mais on n'a 
pas trouve de traces de 1' existence d'une grande salle ou 
d'une cuisine et le chateau n'a jamais ete termine. 

Les vestiges qui ont survecu comprennent une cour 
interieure protegee par un rempart jalonne de tours 
semi-rondes et domine par un poste de garde flanque 
de deux tours rondes saillantes. Un grand fosse taille 
dans le roc separe la cour interieure d'une cour exte
rieure limitee par un mur d' enceinte dont une partie a 
survecu, cela comprend les vestiges d'une porte exte
rieure d'un style semblable a celle de l'interieur. Une 
tour, qui a ete ajoutee plus tard, semble avoir servi de 
prison. Les tours semi-rondes saillantes qui flanquent 
lemur d' enceinte exterieur sont ouvertes a 1' arriere. Les 
fouilles ont revele de la poterie medievale, des objets en 
metal et des monnaies, la plupart des trouvailles se 
trouvaient dans des contextes residuels. 

Des documents prouvent que le site du chateau a ete 
achete a la couronne par la famille Beeston au seizieme 
siecle. Il n' existe pas de preuve d' occupation jusqu' a la 
guerre civile, durant celle-d le chateau fut requisitionne 
par les Parlementaires en 1643, repris par les Royalistes 
en 1644, et finalement reconquis en 1645 apres un long 
siege. A pres la guerre civile on donna 1' ordre de raser 
le chateau. Les fouilles ont toutefois montre que la 
porte exterieure avait ete reoccupee a partir de la fin du 
dix-septieme jusqu' au debut du dix-huitieme siecle. 

Void les preuves archeologiques que la guerre a 
laissees: des modifications des structures, trois tombes 
et un grand nombre de trouvailles dont la plupart peu
vent etre attribuees a la guerre civile bien que quelques 
unes datent d'une reoccupation ulterieure. Celles-ci 
comprennent des elements d' armes, des fragments 
d'un jaque d'armure a plaques, des eperons, d'autres 
objets en metal, des monnaies, de la poterie, du verre a 
gobelets, et un important assortiment de pipes en terre 
parmi lesquelles il fut possible de differencier celles 
utilisees pendant laguerre civile de celles associees aux 
periodes de demolition et de reoccupation. 

Le site de la foire de Bunbury, un festival annuel de 
la temperance qui avait lieu a la fin du dix-neuvieme 
siecle, a fourni des trouvailles en poterie, des pipes en 
terre, et des objets en metal. 

On commente les residus industriels et les OS hu
mains et animaux des epoques medievale et 
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post-medievale; certains des rapports concernant les 
decouvertes et les renseignements detailles sur la strati
graphie sont presentes sous forme de microfiches. 

L'importance de ces fouilles tient, premierement, 
dans la reconnaissance du fait que l'origine d'une im
portante forteresse se situait ala fin de l'age du bronze, 
avec des temoignages de travail du metal et de transfor-

Zusammenfassung 

Die Ruinen der mittelalterlichen Befestigung Beeston 
Castle liegen auf einem Felsenvorsprung, der 16 Km 
siidostlich von Chester die Cheshire Ebene iiberragt. 
Das Denkmal wurde in den funfziger Jahren durch den 
Staat erworben, und dann, nachdem neue Zugang
swege hergestellt und die Ruinen .. saniert worden 
waren, in den achtziger Jahren der Offentlichkeit zu
ganglich gemacht. Archaologische Ausgrabungen 
wurden in zwei Phasen zwischen 1968 und 1973 und 
von 1975 his 1985 in Vorbereitung fur die Sanierungsar
beiten durchgeffihrt. 

Archaologische Untersuchungen hatten his c;I;ahin 
nicht stattgefunden, obwohl die aufstehenden Uber
reste mehrfach von Sachkundigen diskutiert worden 
waren. 

Die altesten ergrabenen Reste, ein geebnetes Areal 
mit Pfosten-lochern und Gruben, gehorten ins Neolithi
kum. Diese Datierung wurde durch Keramik und ein 
Radiokarbondatum gesichert. Mikrolithische Feuer
steinartifakte lassen auf Aktivitat wahrend des 
Mesolithikums schlieiSen, wahrend Feuersteinwerk
zeuge und Keramik auf Besiedlung in der friihen und 
mittleren Bronzezeit deuten. Diese Fund wurden 
jedoch ohne Zusammenhang jiingeren Horizonten 
oder aber dem Unterboden entnommen. 

Es zeigte sich, daiS die Fiihrung der auiSeren Befesti
gungsanlagen der mittelalterlichen Burg tiber einer 
Reihenfolge von vorgeschichtlichen Verteidigungsan
lagen verlief. Ein nicht datierter Palisadengraben mit 
dazugehorigen Pfostenlochern lag unter einem nie
drigen Erdwall mit Holzverankerung, der .. durch ein 
Radiokarbondatum und zwei "Ewart Park" Axte in das 
spate Bronzezeitalter datiert wird. Innerhalb dieser 
Verteidigungsanlagen deutete eine Streuung von Scha
mottbrocken und Gegenstanden aus Kupferligierung, 
die wohl zum Einschmelzen vorgesehen waren, auf 
eine Metallverarbeitungsstatte hin. Ein zweite Ar
beitsstatte scheint nicht weit von der Riickseite des 
Walles gelegen zu haben. 

Der Erdwalllag unter zwei Befestigungsphasen des 
eisenzeitlichen Rigwalles begraben. Eine anfangliche 
Wall-und Grabenanlage mit eingezogener Toranlage 
wurde spater durch einen Gerollwall in Holzrahmen
konstruktion ersetzt, der durch zwei Reihen von 
Felsblocken abgestiitzt war. Er wurde von groiSen 
Pfosten und Anzeichen fur einen zusatzlichen Holzbau 
an der Toranlage iiberragt. Eine Gruppe von Radiokar
bondaten der zweiten Konstruktionsphase 
konzentrieren sich in den Zeitraum urn 400 n.Chr. 

Im Innern konnte keine ungestorte Stratigraphie 
festgestellt werden. Aus den 150 Pfostenlochern, viele 
mit Packsteinen, mutmaiSt man neun Rundhauser. 

mation des recoltes, ces donnees s'appuient sur un 
nombre de dates au radiocarbone; deuxiemement, dans 
l' analyse detaillee de la structure du chateau et des 
preuves documentaires medievales, et troisiemement 
dans I' important assortiment de trouvailles qu' on peut 
dater tres precisement de 1' epoque de la guerre civile, 
entre 1643 et 1645. 

Zwei unterschiedliche Radiokarbondaten deuten da
rauf hin, daiS die Nutzung dieser Hauser in den 
Zeitraum zwischen der spaten Bronzezeit und der 
spaten Eisenzeit fallt. In dem Bericht, der sich mit den 
Funden verkohlter pflanzlicher Reste befaiSt, wird ge
folgert, daiS Getreide auf einem groiSen Vorratsplatz 
innerhalb des Ringwalles umgeschlagen und aufbe
wahrt wurde, und daiS die Verkohlung durch ein 
Brandungliick entstanden sein kann. Das Datum fur 
diesen Vorratsplatz kann in dem gegebenen Zeitraum 
zwischen der spa ten Bronzezeit und der Eisenzeit nicht 
festgelegt werden. Eine groiSere Ansammlung von Ker
amik enthielt "VCP" Scherben von Salzbehaltern, wie 
sie durch die gesamten Serien der Eisenzeit auftreten. 
A us einem spateisenzeitlichen Kontext hinter dem Ver
teidigungswall stammen Scherben eines TrinkgefaiSes. 
Der Ringwall wurde wahrend der Romerzeit auf
gegeben. Fur diesen Zeitraum gibt es jedoch 
Anhaltspunkte fur eine Ansiedlung mit eisenzeitlichen 
Vorlaufern am FuiS des Felsvorsprunges. Gegenstande 
aus Eisen, Tonschiefer, Stein und Ton mit Datierungen 
in die Bronze-und Eisenzeit werden beschrieben, und 
der Befund a us den Bodenanalysen wird vorgelegt. 

Die mittelalterliche Burgenlage wurde von Ranulf de 
Blundeville, dem sechsten Earl von Chester urn 1200 
erbaut. Sie kann mit anderen neuangelegten Burgen in 
seiner Grafschaft- Chartley in Staffordshire und Boling
broke in Lincolnshire - verglichen werden. Nach 
seinem Tode fielen seine Besitzungen an die Krone. 
Weitere Bautatigkeit im 13. und friihen 14. Jahrhundert 
ist dokumentarische belegt, doch wurden keine Spuren 
fur einen Palastbau oder eine Kiiche gefunden und die 
Burg ist nie fertiggestellt worden. 

Die iiberkommenen Reste bestehen a us einer Haupt
burg, die durch eine Mauer mit halbrunden Tiirmen 
und einem beherrschenden Torbau mit zwei vorsprin
genden, runden Tiirmen geschiitzt wird. Ein tiefer, in 
den Fels eingeschnittener Graben scheidet die Haupt
burg von der Vorburg. Diese wird von einer 
Ringmauer, die zum Teil noch aufsteht, umgeben und 
besitzt einen Torbau, der dem der Hauptburg ahnelt. 

Ein spater eingefiigter Turm wird als Kerker 
angesehen. Die vorspringenden, halbrunden Tiirme 
entlang der Ringmauer sind auf ihrer Riickseite offen. 
Die Ausgrabungen erbrachten Keramik, Metallfunde 
und Miinzen, der groiSte Teil davon in residualen Ab
lagerungen. 

Die dokumentarischen Quellen belegen, daiS das 
Burggelande im 16. Jahrhundert durch die Familie 
Beeston von der Krone erworben wurde. Die Burg 
scheint his zu Beginn des Biirgerkrieges, wenn sie 1643 
durch die Parlamentarier beschlagnahmt wird, unbe-
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wohnt gewesen zu sein. 1644 wird sie dann von den 
Royalisten eingenommen und 1645 nach langer Belage
rung wiederzuriickerobert. Nach Ende des 
Biirger-krieges wurde die Burg auf Befehl hin geschlif
fen. Die Ausgrabungen zeigen jedoch, daiS das aufSere 
Torhaus von Ende des 17. Jahrunderts bis in das friihe 
18. Jahrhundert neu bewohnt worden war. 

Archaologische Zeugnisse fiir qen Biirgerkrieg 
wurden deutlich in den struktuellen Anderungen, drei 
Grablegungen und einer grofSen Anzahl von Funden, 
die hauptsachlich in die Zeit des Biirgerkrieges zu da
tieren sind, mit einigen zusatzlichen Gegenstanden a us 
der spateren Nutzung. Zu diesen Funden gehoren 
Waffenteile, Teile einer Brigantine (jack of plate ar
mour), Sporen, andere Metallgegenstande, Miinzen, 
Keramik, GlasgefafSe und eine umfangreiche Samm
lung von Tonpfeifen, in der sich die Pfeifengruppe aus 
dem Biirgerkrieg deutlich von den Gruppen der Ab
bruchs- und Neunutzungsphasen abzeichnet. 

Der Standort des "Bunbury Fair", einer jahrlichen 

Versammlung der Abstinenzbewegung im ausgehen
den 19. Jahrhundert, erbrachte Keramik, Tonpfeifen 
und Metallgegenstande. 

Der Gewerbeabfall, sowie die menschlichen und 
tierischen Skelett reste aus den mittelalterlichen und 
nachmittelalterlichen Phasen werden beschrieben; 
einige der Funde in diesen Beschreibungen und die 
eingehenden stratigraphischen Daten werden auf Mik
rafischen beigefi.igt. 

Die Bedeutung dieser Ausgrabungen liegt in erster 
Linie in der Festlegung der spatbronzezeitlichen An
fange eines bedeutenden Ringwalles, den Hinweisen 
auf Metallverarbeitung und Getreideumschlag, sowie 
den Befunden, die durch eine Anzahl von Radiokar
bondaten untermauert sind. Von gleicher Bedeutung 
sind die eingehenden Analysen der Bausubstanz der 
Burg und der schriftlichen mittelalterlichen Quellen 
und die wichtigen Fundgruppierungen, die direkt in 
die Zeit des Biirgerkrieges 1643-1645 datiert werden 
konnen. 
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aceramic Iron Age 32, 74,90 
adze (iron, Iron Age) 31, 53; Fig 36; Table 2 
aiglet (silver, possible, post-medieval) 152; 

Fig 103 
air photographs 87, 91 
alder (Alnus) 84 
amber beads (prehistoric) 63; Fig 44 
animal bones 113; M3: F12-G4 
Anobium sp, see beetle 
archaeornagnetic dating (of burnt stones in 

Period 3B rampart) 29, 31-2, 85, 89; Table 2 
architecture (of castle) 100-7 
archive 16, 17, 18; M3: G9-13 
armlets, see bracelets 
armour126, 134,146,156,213 

brigandine 161, 163 
buckle (iron, post-medieval) 156, 161; 
Fig 109 
jack of plate 125, 156, 161-4; Figs 110-11 

arrowheads, 
flint Ml: C13, 01 

?barbed and tanged 59; Fig 40 
leaf-shaped (Early Neolithic) 56, 59; 
Figs 39,40 
Neolithic 87; Fig 39 
tanged (Beaker /Early Bronze Age) 59; 
Fig40 

medievall13, 157; Fig 108 
post-medieval 122, 124, 157; Fig 108; see 
also crossbow bolts 

arrow-loops 102, 103, 104, 106, 107, 120, 121, 
125, 211, 213 

ash28 
atomic absorption spectophotometry (AAS) 

47; Ml: B6-14 
Avena sp, see oats 
awls, 

flint 59; Fig 40; Ml: 01 
iron (post-medieval) 138; Fig 95 

axes, 
bronze socketed (Bronze Age) 22, 25,41-
4, 47, 48, 49-50, 87, 90; Figs 10, 30-2; 
Tables 2, 12, 13; Ml: A8, B6, B7, B8, BlO, 
B13 

bronze moulds 44 
casting technology 44 
foundation deposits in rampart 48, 90, 
91 
wooden haft 47 

flint Ml: C13 
iron (post-medieval) 138; Fig 95 
stone (Neolithic) 24, 39, 60; Figs 22, 42; 
Tables 19, 21; M1: 03 

baked clay, see bricks, ceramic, clay pipes, 
crucibles, loomweights, moulds, plinth, 
pottery, spindlewhorls, tile 

bandoliers 156, 159, 160; see also guns, pow
der flasks 

banks, 
Period 2B 21, 22, 26, 29, 87; Fig 9 

revetting, no evidence for 22 
timber lacing 22 

Period 3A 26, 28, 29, 31, 87,89 
Period 7 124, 125, 128; Fig 84; Table 34; 
M2: E7-8 
Period 8 128; Fig 89 

see also defences, enclosures, hillforts, 
ramparts 

bar (lead, Period 7) 125, 152; Fig 104 
barley (Hordeum vulgare L, six-row barley) 

80; Ml: F5-G14; M2: A3-B6; Figs M54-61 
barrows (Early Bronze Age) 20, 77, 87; Table 

1; Ml: C13, C14 
beads, 

amber (prehistoric) 63; Fig 44 
glass (Iron Age, post-medieval) 16, 40, 
63; Figs 22, 44; M2: F14 
jet or cannel coal60; Fig 42; Ml: 05 
stone 60; Fig 42 

beetle, furniture or woodworm (Anobium 
sp) 79 

Betula, see birch 
bell (copper alloy, post-medieval) 124; Fig 

101 
belt hook (copper alloy, post-medieval) 122, 

149; Fig 102 
belt ornaments (copper alloy, medieval, 

post-medieval) 124, 146; Fig 100 
binding straps (iron, post-medieval) 125, 

144; Fig 98 
bindings (copper alloy, post-medieval) 122, 

125, 149; Fig 101 
binding strip (copper alloy, Iron Age) 53; Fig 

35; Ml: B6 
birch (Betula) 84 
blades, 

flint (prehistoric) 56, 59; Fig 39; Ml: Cl2, 
C13, 01 
iron (Iron Age) 39-40, 53; Fig 36 
see also knives, shears 

bolts, see crossbow bolts, door bolt 
bone objects (medieval, post-medieval) 121, 

134, 152-6; Figs 106-7, 
waste offcut 122, 156; Fig 107 
see also animal bones, buttons, combs, 
counters, dice, ear-scoop, handles, 
human bone, parchment pricker, pegs 
pins, washers 

book-clasps (copper alloy, medieval, post
medieval) 121, 146-9; Fig 101 

bottle cap (lead alloy, post-medieval) 152; 
Fig 105 

bracelets/ armlets (copper alloy), 
Bronze Age (possible) 49 
Iron Age 40, 53; Fig 35; Ml: B6, B8 
see also shale rings 

bracken (Pteridium) 84 
bread wheat (triticum aestivum L.) 80; Ml: 

F5-G14; M2: A3-B6; Figs M54-61 
bricks, 

post-medieval 126, 127; M3: G8 
Roman Ml: E12 

bridle bit (iron, post-medieval) 144; Fig 99 
bridle boss (copper alloy, post-medieval) 

149; Fig 102 
brigandine, see armour 
bronze, see copper alloy 
brooches (copper alloy), Roman 40, 54; Fig 

37; Ml: C6-7, E13 
buckle plates, 

copper alloy (medieval, post-medieval) 
122, 146; Fig 100 
iron (post-medieval) 141; Fig 97 

buckles, 
armour 156, 161; Fig 109 
copper alloy, 

medieval122, 124, 146; Fig 100 
post-medieval 125, 134, 146; Fig 100 
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iron, 
medieval113, 141-2; Fig 97 
post-medieval122, 124, 134,141-2, 144; 
Figs 97-8 

mother-of-pearl (post-medieval) 156; Fig 
107 
mould 124-5, 146 
see also buckle plates, strap ends 

building materials M3: G8, 
Romano-British 40 
see also bricks, daub, tile 

buildings (Periods 2 & 3) Table 1; Ml: Fl-3 
Building 1 36-9; Fig 23; Ml: A4, A9, Fl 
Building 2 36-9; Fig 23; Ml: A4, A6, A9, 
Fl-2 
Building 3 36, 39; Fig 23; Ml: A4, A10, F2 
Building 4 36-9; Fig 23; Ml: AS, A10 
Building 5 25, 36-9; Fig 23; Ml: AS 
Building 6 36-9; Fig 23; Ml: AS, A 11-12 
Building 7 36-9; Fig 23; Ml: AS-6, A12, F2 
Building 8 36-9; Fig 23; Ml: A6, A13, F2 
Building 9 25, 36-9; Fig 23; Ml: A6, A13, 
F2-3 

bullets, see gun shot 
Bun bury Fair (nineteenth century /Period 9) 

98, 180, 214; Table 34; M2: E9, Gll; M3: 
01 

burials, 
Early Bronze Age 20, 87; Fig 51 
Period 716, 120-1, 122, 213; Fig 83 
see also graves, human bone 

buttons, 
bone (post-medieval) 156 
copper alloy (post-medieval) 149; Fig 102 

candlesticks (iron, post-medieval) 124, 144; 
Fig 98; see also rush and candle holder 

cannel coal, 
beads 60; Fig 42; Ml: 05 
possible identification 62 
working (Early Bronze Age) 62 

cannons 159; see also guns, muskets 
case (silver, possible, post-medieval) 152; 

Fig 103 
castle, 

building/ construction 93, 94-5, 190-1, 
211-12 

incomplete 100-1 
historical evidence 93-100 
see also Inner Ward, Outer Gateway, 
Outer Ward 

ceramic, 
disc/counter (medieval) 134, 156; Fig 
107 
marbles (post-medieval) 113, 121, 134, 
156; Fig 107 
see also baked clay 

chains (iron, post-medieval) 124, 136; Fig 94 
charcoal19, 21, 22, 26, 28, 29, 32, 35, 39, 40, 

79, 83, 84, 85, 86, 108, 114, 117, 121, 124, 
126-7 

chest fittings (iron, post-medieval) 124, 141; 
Fig 97 
handle 113, 144; Fig 98 
key 122, 151; Fig 102 

chert 56, 59; see also flint 
chisel (iron, possible, Iron Age) 53; Fig 36 
chisel marks 102, 108; Fig 75; M2: E5-6; see 

also stoneworking marks, wedge holes 
Civil War, see Period 7, post-medieval, wea

pons 
clay, see baked clay, ceramic 



clay pipes (clay tobacco pipes, post-medie
val) 16, 35, 120, 121, 124, 126, 127, 128, 
129-31,172-80, 191,213,214; Figs 117-21; 
Table 43; M2: Ell, El3, G3-14; M3: A3-6, 
Dl 

coal, 131; see also cannel coal 
coins, 

medieval 117, 118, 129, 132, 133-4, 211; 
Table38 
post-medieval 121, 124, 126, 129, 131, 
132-3; Table 38; M2: GlO; see also jettons 

combs (bone, post-medieval) 154; Fig 106 
construction trenches 113, 114, 117, 180; see 

also foundation trenches 
copper deposits 13 

exploited in prehistory 13,48 
cores (flint, chert) 59; Fig 40; Ml: Cl2, Cl3, 

Dl 
Corylus, see hazel 
counters, 

bone (post-medieval) 156 
ceramic (medieval) 134, 156; Fig 107 
stone 62; Ml: OS 

crooks (iron, medieval) 101, 105; see also 
door-crooks 

crop processing, see plant remains 
crossbow bolts (post-medieval) 157; Fig 108; 

see also arrowheads 
crucibles (Late Bronze Age) 25, 26, 54-6, 62, 

66,90; Figs 22,38; Table 2; Ml: C8-9, ClO 
sources of clay 66; Ml: C8-9 
with slag 54 
X-ray fluorescence 55,56; Ml: C8 

crumbs (copper alloy) Ml: A7, B7, B8, B11, 
Cl 

curtain wall (inner) 13, 101, 102-3; Figs 66, 
67, 
gateway 13; see also Inner Ward 
towers 13; see also Inner Ward 
see also Inner Ward (curtain wall) 

curtain wall (outer) 21, 22, 25, 26, 28, 29, 31, 
50, 83, 89, 91, 104-7, 113, 114, 117, 118, 
122, 131, 211, 212; Figs 3, 4, 10, 15, 18, 63, 
68,70,79,86,89;M2:E6 
drain 107 
foundation trench (Period 5) Ml: 03 

daggers (iron, Iron Age) 53; Fig 36; Table 2 
sheaths (La TE~ne I) 53 

dating, 
of Bronze Age metalwork 44-7 
of defences 89-90 
see also archaeomagnetic dating, pottery 
(medieval), radiocarbon dates 

daub Ml: El2 
deathwatch beetle (Xestobium rufovillosum) 

80 
defences 87-9; Fig 62, 

medievall8, 100 
Period2 40 
Period 2A 87; Fig 62 
Period 2B 24, 28, 87; Fig 62 
Period 3 40 
Period 3A 24, 28, 87-9; Fig 62 
Period 3B 24; Fig 62 
revetment 114, 117 
see also banks, enclosures, hillforts, ram
parts 

demolition (of castle) 98, 123, 124, 126, 127, 
128, 129, 136, 161, 179, 213, 214; Fig 89; 
Table 34; M2: E7, G9-10 

dice, 
bone (Period 6) 152; Fig 106 
ivory 113, 154; Figs 106-7 

discs, 
bone (post-medieval) 156 
ceramic (medieval) 156; Fig 107 
copper alloy, 

INDEX 

post-medievallSl-2; Fig 103 
prehistoric Ml: B7 

lead (medieval, post-medieval) 113, 134, 
152; Fig 104 
stone (prehistoric) 60, 62; Fig 42; M1: 
04-5; see also lids 

ditches, 
Inner Ward 100, 101, 102; Figs 3, 63; see 
also Inner Ditch 

causeway 101, 102, 180 
drawbridge 101 
timber bridge 101 

Period 3A/Early Iron Age 26-8, 32, 40, 
74, 84, 86, 89; Figs 11, 14, 20-1; Tables 1, 
33;M2: E9 

terminal 32 
Period 3B 40, 89; Table 1; M2: E9 

terminal 89 
Period 7 (Civil War) 84, 118, 123-4, 125, 
127,213; Figs 84-5; Table 34; M2: E7-8, Gl 
see also gullies 

door bolt (iron, post-medieval) 121, 138; Fig 
96 

door-crooks (iron, medieval) 102, 103, 105; 
see also crooks 

drains 107,108,112, 121,126; Fig 92; Ml : AS; 
M2: El2, E13 

drawbridge (of Inner Ditch) 101 
dress fittings 142-4; Fig 97; see also aiglet, 

buttons, discs (lead), hooks and eye 
drinking tankards (Iron Age) 53; see also 

leather vessel 

ear-scoop (bone, post-medieval) 154; Fig 106 
East Gatehouse Tower (Inner Ward) 101, 

102, 104, 108, 120, 121, 159; Figs 71, 73; 
M2: G9; M3: Cl4 

East Tower (Inner Ward) 103, 112, 121, 126, 
127, 211, 212; Figs 71, 77-8; M2: Gl, G9; 
M3:Cl4 

Edward I 95, 96, 211, 212, 213 
Edward II 96 
emmer wheat (Triticum dicoccum) 80, 81, 82; 

Ml: Fl,F2,F5-Gl4;M2: A3-B6;FigsM54-
61 

enamel 54, 149 
enclosures, 

Bronze Age 90 
Period lA (possible) 19 
Period 2A 87 
see also banks, defences, hillforts, ram
parts 

entrances/ entranceways, 
IronAge86 
medieval 114,118 
modern 16; M2: E8 
nineteenth-century 13 
Period lA 20 
Period 2B 56, 87 
Period 3A 28, 89; Table 1 
Period 3B 24,35, 89; Table 1 

tower 29-31 
Period 4 40; Table 1 
Period 5 40; Table 34 
Period 7 124, 125 
Period 8 127-8, 129 
Period 9 118, 123, 129; M2: E7, E8 
prehistoric 56, 211 
see also gatehouse/ gateway 

Ewart Park, see metalwork 

fairs (nineteenth century) 129, 131, 136, 138, 
152; see also Bunbury Fair 

fence (prehistoric) Ml: A6; see also palisade 
ferrule (copper alloy, of walking stick, post

medieval) 131, 152; Fig 103 
file (iron, possible, post-medieval) 138; Fig 

95 

fireplaces (of castle) 102, 211 
flint, 
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arrowheads 56, 59, 87; Figs 39, 40; Ml : 
Cl3, Dl 
awl 59; Fig 40; Ml: Dl 
axeMl: Cl3 
blades 56, 59; Fig 39; Ml: Cl2, C13, Dl 
core fragments 59; Fig 40; Ml: Cl2, Cl3, 
Dl 
debitage 20; Ml: Cl4 
Early Bronze Age 56, 59; Fig 39; Ml: Cl3, 
Cl4, Dl 
flakes 87; Ml: C12-13, Cl4, Dl 
knives 56, 87; Fig 39; Ml: Cl3 
Mesolithic 56, 59, 87; Fig 39; Ml: C13-14, 
Dl 
rnicroliths 56, 59, 87; Fig 39 
Neolithic 56, 59, 87; Figs 39, 40; Ml: Cl3-
14, Dl 
point 59; Fig 40 
scrapers 56, 59; Figs 39, 40; Ml: Dl 
source of 59, 87 

flints 20, 56-9, 87; Figs 39, 40; Table 1; Ml: 
Cl2-Dl 

floors (of castle) 104, 106, 112, 113, 114, 117, 
120,121,122,124,126, 128,212,213,214; 
Figs 72, 80, 89, 91; M2: G2, G8 

flotation (soil samples) 80, 81; M3: Fl3 
fob (copper alloy, nineteenth century) 129, 

152; Fig 103 -
foundation trenches (of castle curtain wall 

and towers) 108, 112, 113-14, 117, 118, 
120, 131,212; Figs 73, 79; Ml: 03; M2: Gl; 
M3: A 10; see also construction trenches 

four-post structures (prehistoric) 35; Fig 14 
furnace lining 26, 54; see also refractory de

bris 
furniture beetle (Anobium sp) 80 

garderobes 146,211, 
chutes 118 
drain 108 
pit (South-East Tower) 104, 108 
tower 118; M2:Gl, G2; see also Tower 5 
see also latrines 

gatehouse/ gateway, 
medieval13, 28, 91,211-12 
modern 40; Ml: Dl 
nineteenth century 13; Fig 3 
see also entrances, Outer Gateway 

geology 13, 84-5; Fig 2; see also pottery (clay 
sources), pottery (medieval, fabrics), 
stone objects 

geophysical survey M2: E9 
glass, 

beads, 
Iron Age 40, 63; Figs 22,44 
post-medievall6; Fig 44; M2: F14 

lens (for telescope eyepiece, post-medie
val) 152; Fig 103 
vessels (post-medieval) 121, 124, 125, 
170-2; Fig 116; M2: F10-12 
see also window glass 

grasses (Gramineae) 84; M2: B7-Cl4 
grave goods (possible, of Early Bronze Age 

date) 20 
graves (Period 7) 120-1; Fig 80; see also 

burials, human bone 
gullies, 

Period lA/ Neolithic 19, 35; Fig 5 
Period 2B 22; Fig 9 
Period 3B 35 
see also ditches 

gunports (Civil War) 103, 104, 121, 122,213; 
Fig 80 

guns (post-medieval) 124, 126, 157-61; Fig 
108; Table 39, 
breach plug 156, 157; Fig 108 
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jaw screw 124, 156, 157; Fig 108 
matchlocks 156, 157; Fig 108 
pistol barrels 156, 157; Fig 108 
powder pans 156, 157; Fig 108 

covers 124, 156, 157; Fig 108 
scourers 125, 156, 157, 159; Fig 108 
worms 156, 157, 159; Fig 108 
see also bandoliers, gun shot, powder 
flasks, powder holder caps 

gun shot (lead shot) 126, 156-7, 159, 213; Fig 
108; Tables 39, 40; M2: Gl 
moulds 121, 159 
see also musket balls 

haematite-rich slip (on pottery) 73; see also 
iron-rich coating 

hammerhead (iron, post-medieval) 138; Fig 
95 

hammerstones Tables 19-21; Ml: D4 
handles (post-medieval) 

bone 121, 125, 136, 152,153-4; Figs 93, 106 
copper alloy 141 
iron 113, 136, 141, 144; Figs 93, 97, 98 
ivory 152-3; Fig 106 
wood 138 

harness, 
link (copper alloy, Iron Age) 40, 53; Fig 
35;Ml: B8 
mount (copper alloy, post-medieval) 
149; Fig 101 
pendant (copper alloy, medieval) 149; 
Fig 101 
pendant mount (copper alloy, post-me
dieval) 149; Fig 102 

hazel (Corylus) 84 
hearths, 

Period 3A 26; Fig 11 
ironsmithing 26,84 
metalworking 84 

Period 5 113, 117 
Period 7123 
post-medieval 126, 127, 128; Fig 87 

heel (of boot, iron, post-medieval) 121, 144; 
Fig97 

Henry II 93 
Henry III 94, 95, 211, 212, 213 
HenryVII98 
hillforts 40, 89, 90, 91, 100; see also banks, 

defences, enclosures, ramparts 
hinges (iron, post-medieval) 122, 126, 128, 

136-8, 213; Fig 94 
straps 126, 136-8; Fig 94 

hoards (of Bronze Age metalwork) 41, 44, 48 
hoe (iron, post-medieval) 138; Fig 95 
hollows, 

Period 2A 21; Fig 7 
Period 8128; Fig 89 

hollow-way (Period 9) 131; Fig 84; M2: E6, 
E8;M3:A10 

holly (!lex) 84 
hone (mudstone, ?post-medieval) 60; Fig 42; 

Ml: D5; see also rubbing stones, whet
stones 

hooks, copper alloy (post-medieval) 151; Fig 
102 
see also belt hook, chains 

hooks and eye (iron, post-medieval) 126, 
134, 142; Fig 97 

Hordeum vulgare, see barley 
horse furniture, see bridle bit, bridle boss, 

harness link, harness mount, harness 
pendant, horseshoes, pendant, spurs, 
stirrups 

horseshoes (iron, post-medieval) 121, 144; 
Fig99 

Hugh of Avranches, Earl of Chester (Earl 
Hugh) 93 

Hugh of Cyfeilog, Earl of Chester (Earl 
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Hugh II) 93 
human bone M3: F9-11; see also burials, 

graves 

!lex, see holly 
ingot fragments (copper alloy, Bronze Age?) 

41, 47, 50; Fig 33; Table 12; Ml: B3, B8, 
B10,B13 

Inner Bailey 100; see also Inner Ward 
Inner Defences, see curtain wall (inner), 

Inner Ditch, Inner Ward 
Inner Ditch 13, 16,108, 112,113, 134,136,156, 

159, 165, 169, 180, 189, 190, 191, 214; 
Tables 34, 39, 43-4; M2: E5-6, G5, G8, 
G10; M3: A3, A4, A9, AlO, All, Bl, B4-5, 
Bll, B12, B13, B14, C2, C3, Dl, F12; see 
also ditch (Inner Ward) 

Inner Ward 13, 16, 17, 18, 89, 96, 97, 98, 100, 
101-4, 108-13, 117, 120-2, 126-7, 129, 131, 
134,156,159,165,180,189,190,191,203, 
204, 211,213, 214; Figs 3, 64-7, 71-8, 80-3, 
87-8; Tables 34,39,43-4; Ml: C12, Dl, D5; 
M2: E6, E7, Gl, G2, G5, G8, G9-10; M3: 
A3, A4, A8, A9, AlO, All, B4, B5-9, Bll, 
B12, 813-14, Cl, C2, C8, C14, Dl, D2, 
D3-4, DlO, D12, El, F9, F12, G2, G3, G5, 
G6,G7,G8 
curtain wall 108-12, 113, 120, 121, 126, 
127, 129,212; Figs 71-2,76,77, 80, 82; M2: 
Gl; see also curtain wall (inner) 

drain 108, 112, 121 
gatehouse/gateway 98, 101-2, 105, 106, 
108, 120, 211-12; Figs 64-5, 71; see also 
curtain wall (inner) 

gate 101 
portcullis 101, 102, 211 

towers 96, 101-2, 106, 112, 122, 126, 129, 
211-12; Figs 64, 71-2; see also curtain wall 
(inner), East Gatehouse Tower, East 
Tower, South-East Tower, South-West 
Tower, West Gatehouse Tower 

iron objects, see adze, jack of plate armour, 
awls, axes, binding straps, blades, bridle 
bit, buckle plate, buckles, candlesticks, 
chains, chest fittings, chisel, crooks, dag
gers, door-crooks, hooks and eye, file, 
hammerhead, handles, heel, hinges, hoe, 
horseshoes, javelin-heads, keys, knives, 
locks, padlocks, pick, pins, pitchforks, 
plate fragments, razors, reamer, rings, 
rivets, rods, scissors, shears, sickle blade, 
spatulas, spearheads, spout, spuds, 
spurs, strips, studs, sword chapes, 
sword hilt guard plate, wall anchor, 
washers, weights, window bar 

iron-rich coating (Late Bronze Age pottery) 
69, 73,77 

ivory, see dice, handles, pegs 

jack of plate armour (iron, medieval) 125, 
156, 161-4; Figs 110-11 
reconstruction Fig 111 
textiles 161, 164; Fig 111 

javelin-heads (iron, Iron Age) 53; Fig 36 
jet, 

beads 60; Fig 42; Ml: D5 
disproved 62 
working of ornaments 63 

jettons 121, 124, 132, 134; see also coins 
John(KingJohn)93,94 
John le Scot, Earl of Chester (Earl John) 94, 
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keys, 
copper alloy (post-medieval) 122, 151; 
Fig 102 
iron (post-medieval) 122, 126, 141, 151; 
Figs 96,102 

knives, 
bronze (socketed, Bronze Age) 44, 50; Fig 
33; Table 12; Ml: B8, B13 

wood from socket 50 
flint (Late Neolithic, Beaker, Early 
Bronze Age) 56, 87; Fig 39; Ml: C13 
iron, 

bolsters 134, 136, 153; Fig 93 
medieval, 124, 136; Fig 93 
post-medieval 122, 124, 134, 136, 138, 
144, 152-4; Figs 93, 98; see also bone 
handles 

larvae 29 
latrines/latrine chutes 102, 106; see also 

garderobes 
lead alloy objects (post-medieval) 131, 134, 

152, 159-60; Fig 105; see also porringer 
lead objects, see bar, discs, gun shot, musket 

balls, plumb-bob, rods, spoons, window 
leads 

leaf-shaped flint arrowheads 56,59; Figs 39, 
40 

leather vessel (Iron Age) 31, 50-3, 90 
bronze fittings 50-3; Fig 35; Table 2; Ml: 
B6-7,C2-5 

SEM analysis Ml: C2-5 
XRF analysis Ml: C2 

reconstruction Fig 34 
leather shoe (post-medieval) 143-4; Fig 97 
lids (stone) 26,62;Tables 19-21;Ml: A14, D5; 

see also discs 
lignite (possible identification) 62; see also 

shale 
lime mortar /limewash (medieval) 101, 1 02; 

see also mortar 
lime (Tilia) 84 
locks (iron, post-medieval) 122, 124, 138-41; 

Fig 96; see also keys, padlocks 
loom weights, 

clay (Late Bronze Age) 26, 40, 74, 78-9; 
Table 2; Figs 22, 52 
stone 60; Fig 42; Ml: D4 

Lower Green 13, 16, 40, 71, 74, 91; Fig 3; Ml: 
C12, Dl, E9, El0-11, E12;M2: E8;M3: A4 

lumps (copper alloy) 50; Table 12; Ml: AS, 
All, A14, B3, B6, B7, B8, BlO, B13, Cl 

marbles (ceramic, post-medieval) 113, 122, 
134, 156; Fig 107 

merlons (of castle) 102 
metalwork (bronze/ copper alloy, Late 

Bronze Age) 13, 41-50, 59, 89; Fig 22; 
Table 12; Ml: CS-11 
analysis by atomic absorption spectro
photometry 47; Ml: B9-11 
analysis by X-ray fluorescence 47; M1: 
B9-11, Cl 
dating 44-7 
Ewart/Ewart Park phase/tradition 22, 
41,44,45,47,48,86,87 
Wilburton 44 

metalworking (Late Bronze Age/ Period 2B) 
25, 54-6,90, 91; Table 1; M1: B9-11, 
casting flashes 43-4, 49, 50 
debris 25, 87 
see also crucibles, moulds 

microliths (Mesolithic) 56, 59, 87; Fig 39 
millstones, 

medieval M1: D5 
post-medieval 126; Fig 88 

mortar, 
medieval 83, 108, 112, 113, 118; see also 
lime mortar 

mixing areas 108 
post-medieval 121, 123, 126 

mother-of-pearl buckle (post-medieval) 156; 
Fig 107 



moulds, 
bivalve clay (Late Bronze Age) 25, 26, 
54-6,66,84, 90;Figs22,38;Ml: C8,C9-ll, 
Dl3 

sources of clay 66; Ml: Cll 
socket or ferrule 54, 55; Fig 38; Ml: C8 
sword 54, 55; Fig 38; Ml; C8 

bronze (for casting Bronze Age axes) 44 
buckles 124-5, 146 
iron (for casting gun shot) 122, 159 

mount (copper alloy, post-medieval) 149; 
Fig 101; see also pendant mount 

muskets 156, 157, 159, 213; see also guns 
balls 124, 125, 126; see also gun shot 
rests (iron, possible, post-medieval) 144; 
Fig98 
shot 213; see also gun shot 

needle (copper alloy, post-medieval) 122, 
151; Fig 103 

oak (Quercus) 28, 84,89 
oats (Avena sp) 80 
outer curtain/ curtain wall 13, 134; Fig 21; 

see also curtain wall (outer) 
Outer Gatehouse 105-6, 212; Figs 68, 79; M2: 

G6 
reoccupation 128, 129, 149, 213; M2: G6, 
G8,Gll,Gl2 
see also Outer Gateway, portcullis, 
Towers 3 and 4 

Outer Gateway 113-18, 121, 122-6, 127-31, 
134, 156, 157, 159, 161, 165, 173, 179, 180, 
190, 191, 204, 209, 210, 211, 213; Figs 68, 
69, 79, 84-5,89-91;Tables39,43-4;M2: E7, 
E8, Fl4, Gl, GS, G7,G8, G9, G11-12, G13; 
M3: A3, A4, AlO, All, B3, BS, B9-ll, Bl2, 
Bl4, C2, C3, C8, Cl3, Cl4, Dl, D2, D4-12, 
Dl3-14, El-Fl, Fl2, Fl3, Fl4, G2, G3, GS, 
G6,G7,G8 
gate towers/ gatehouse towers/ gateway 
towers 113, 114, 117, 118, 123, 126 
prehistoric excavations 13, 16, 17-18,28, 
32,19-35,40,41,47,50,54,56,78,80,81, 
83-4, 85, 87, 89; Figs 3-20, 62; Tables 20, 
34; Ml: Cl2, Cl4-Dl, D2, D3-4, DS, D6, 
E9, Ell 
see also Outer Gatehouse 

Outer Ward 98,104-7, 117,126, 131, 134,138, 
156, 159, 180, 210, 211, 212, 214; Figs 70, 
92; Table 55; M2: E5, E6, E9, E10-13, GS, 
G8, G9, Gl0-11, Gl3; M3: All, Bl, Bl4, 
C8, Cl4, Dl, Fl2, Fl3, G2, G3, GS, G6, G7, 
G8 
prehistoric excavations 13, 16, 17, 20, 21, 
22,24,35-40,41,47,48,54,56,62,71,73-4, 
78,80,81,83, 86,87,89, 90,91; Figs3,22-7, 
31-3, 86; Tables 12,21,34, 39; Ml: A4-B5, 
B6-7, C8, Cl2-14, D2, D3, D4, DS, D6, E9, 
El2; M2: Fl4; Figs M54-61 
see also curtain wall, Outer Gateway 

oven (Period 5) 108 

padlocks (iron, post-medieval) 124, 138-41; 
Fig 96; see also keys, locks 

palisade (Period 2A, pre-rampart) 21-2, 87; 
Figs 7, 8 
linear slot 87 
postholes 21, 87; Fig 8 
trench 21; Figs 7, 8 

palstave (Bronze Age) 16 
parchment pricker (bone, possible, Period 7) 

121, 154; Fig 106 
Peckforton hills 13, 48, 180 

copper deposits 48 
pedestal, see plinth 
pegs, 

bone (Period 9) 154; Fig 106 

INDEX 

ivory (Period 7) 121, 154; Fig 106 
pendant mount (copper alloy, post-medie

val) 149; Fig 102 
pendant (heraldic, copper alloy with ena

mel, medieval) 149; Fig 101 
penknife (post-medieval) 134 
Period lA (Neolithic) 18, 19-20, 26, 32, 87; 

Figs 5, 6; Table 1 
structure 87 

Period lB (Early/Middle Bronze Age) 18, 
20-1; Table 1 

Period 2A (Late Bronze Age) 18, 19,20, 21-2, 
39, 87; Figs 7, 8, 86; Table 1 

Period 2B (Late Bronze Age) 18, 22-5, 26, 31, 
35, 39, 87; Fig 9; Table 1 

Period 3A (Early Iron Age) 25-8, 31, 78; Figs 
11, 13; Table 1 

Period 3B (Middle/Late Iron Age) 18, 19, 
28-40; Figs 14-17; Table 1 

Period 4 (Romano-British to thirteenth cen
tury AD) 18, 29, 31, 40, 79-80, 90, 113; 
Table 1 

Period 5 (Thirteenth to fourteenth centuries 
AD/medieval) 18, 86, 108-18, 211-13; 
Figs 72, 79, 86; Table 34 

Period 6 (Later medieval) 18, 118, 212-13; 
Figs 72, 79; Table 34 

Period 7 (Civil War) 18, 35, 56, 120-6, 191-
209, 213-14; Figs 80, 84, 92; Table 34; M2: 
E10-13 

Period 8 (Late seventeenth century) 18, 126-
9, 109-10, 213-14; Fig 89; Table 34 

Period 9 (Eighteenth to twentieth centuries) 
18, 25, 35, 129-31, 210, 214; Figs 89, 92; 
Table 34; M2: E10-13 

pestle stones 62; Tables 19-21; M1:D3-4 
pewter, see porringer 
pick (iron, post-medieval) 138; Fig 95 
pins, 

post-medieval, 
bone 121, 154; Fig 106 
copper alloy 125, 128, 134, 149, 213; Fig 

101 
ring-headed (copper alloy, Late Bronze 
Age) 53 
shank fragment (bronze, Bronze Age) 47; 
Table2 
swans-neck (iron, Iron Age) 26, 53; Fig 
36; Table2 

pitchforks (iron, doubtful, post-medieval) 
144 

pits, 
Late Bronze Age/Early Iron Age 82 
Period lA/Neolithic 19-20; Fig 5; Table 1 
Period 2 80, 81, 90; Fig 22; Ml: A7, A8, Fl, 
F3; Figs M60-1 
Period 2A 21 
Period 2B 24-5; Figs 22, 24-6 
Period 3 50 
Period 3A 26; Fig 11 
Period 3B 35 
Period 5 108, 113, 120; Figs 72-3 
Period 6 118, 124; Fig 79; Table 34 
Period 7 120, 121, 122, 123 
Period 9 131; Figs 89, 92 
post-medieval M2: El2, El3 

plant remains (charred, prehistoric) 80-3, 90; 
Ml: Fl-G14; M2: A3-E2, 
flotation 80, 81 
methods of collection 80 
see also barley, bread wheat, emmer 
wheat, oats, spelt 

plate fragments, 
copper alloy Table 12; Ml: B6 
iron (post-medieval) 125, 144; Fig 98 
see also jack of plate armour 

platform (Period 3A/Early Iron Age) 20, 24, 
26, 74, 80, 89; Fig 13; Table 1; M1: D6 
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plinth/ pedestal (clay, prehistoric) 40, 78;Fig 
52 

plumb-bob (lead, Period 9) 152; Fig 104 
point (flint) 59; Fig 40 
pollen 13, 26, 83, 84, 85, 87 
porringer (pewter, seventeenth century) 

134, 152; Fig 105 
portcullis, 

Inner Gatehouse 101, 102,211 
Outer Gatehouse 105, 117, 118, 123; Fig 
79;M2: E8 

postholes, 
Iron Age20 
Period lA (Neolithic) 19, 20; Fig 5 
Period 2 20, 56; Fig 22; Ml: AS, A7-8 
Period 2A 21, 87; Figs 7, 86; see also 
palisade 
Period 2B/Late Bronze Age 22, 20,24, 25; 
Figs9, 25 
Periods 2 and 3 (Late Bronze Age and 
Iron Age) 35-40, 80, 82, 90; Figs 22-7; M1: 
A4-B5, D2, F1-3; Figs M28, M29; see also 
buildings (Buildings 1-9) 

stone packing 35, 39; Fig 23; M1: A4-B5 
Period 3 20, 33, 40, 50, 53, 54, 69, 71, 73, 
90; Table 21; Ml: A4-6, A9-13; Figs M54-9 
Period 3A 26; Fig 11 
Period 3B 28, 29, 32,35, 86, 89; Figs 14, 17; 
Table33 
Period 6118; Fig 79 
Period 7 120, 122, 124, 126; Figs 81, 84 
Period 9129, 131; Fig 92 
post-medieval20, 35; M2: El0-13 
see also buildings, four-post structures, 
postpits, two-post structures 

postpits, 
Period 2A 21 
Period 3A26 
Period 3B 28, 29, 31, 35 
Period 6 118; Fig 79 
Period 8127 
see also postholes 

posts, see postholes, postpits, timbers 
pot-boilers (stone) Tables 19,21 
pottery (medieval) 26, 31, 113, 117-18, 124, 

156, 180, 211; Figs 123-9; Tables 44, 46, 
48-50; M3: A8-C3 
bottle 181 
bowls 190; Figs 128-9; Tables 49, 50; M3: 
Cl,C2 
cisterns 181 
coil-made 181, 191;M3: B3, B5, B6, B7, B9, 
BlO 
cooking pots 181, 188, 189-90; Figs 126-9; 
Tables 48-50; M3: Bl, B3, B4, B8, Bll, 
B12-13, Bl4, C1, C2, C3 
dating 190-1 
decoration 181, 188-9 
drip pans 188, 190; Figs 128-9; Tables 
48-50; M3: Bll, Cl, C2 
fabrics 181-90; Table 46; M3: Al2-14 
glazes 181-8, 189, 190; M3: Bl 
jars 156, 181, 190; Fig 126; Tables 48, 50; 
M3: B4, B8, Bl2-13, Bl4, Cl, C2, C3 
jugs 181,188-9,190, 191; Figs 123,125, 
127-9; Tables 48-50; M3: AlO, Bl-2, 
B3, B4, BS-7, B8-10, B11-12, B13, Bl4, 
Cl, C2 

weaving impressions 189 
kilns181, 189,190,191 
pipkins 181, 190; Fig 127; M3: B11, C1, 
C2; see also pottery, medieval (cooking 
pots) 
sooting 190; M3: B7, B8, Bll, Bl4, C1 
storage vessels 181,189, 190; Fig 128; M3: 
Bl3,Bl4 
wheel-made 181, 189, 190; M3: B3, B6, B7, 
B8, B9, B10, B11, C1, C2 
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pottery (post-medieval) 118, 120, 121, 122, 
124, 125, 128, 129, 131, 191-210, 212, 213; 
Figs 130-45; Tables 53-5; M2: Ell, El3, 
GIO; M3: C4-F8 
Blackwares 203,204, 210; Figs 130-3, 139-
41; Tables 53-5; M3: C4, C5, C6, C7, C8, 
C9, CIO, C12, Cl3, C14, 01,03-10, E5-8, 
F3-4 
Coarseware 191, 210; Fig 145; Table 54; 
M3: C4, C5, C7, C8, C12, Fl-2, F7 
Early Stonewares 191, 209; Fig 138; Table 
53; M3: C4, C8, C9, F7 
Earthenware 191; M3: C5, F8 
Late Stonewares 191, 210; Tables 54-5; 
M3: C5, C9, F8 
Martincamp Flasks 191, 204; Fig 138; 
Table 53; M3: C4, C6, C8, C9, C14, F6 
Midland Purple 191,203, 210; Figs 133-5, 
141; Tables 53-4; M3: C4, C5, C6, C7, C8, 
C9, Cll, Cl2, 010-12, E9, F4 
Midland Yellow 191,203, 204; Figs 137-8; 
Table 53; M3: C4, C5, C6, C8, C9, Cll, 
Cl2, C14, El-3, F2, F6 
Mottled Ware 191, 210; Fig 144; Tables 
54, 55; M3: C4, C7, C8, C9, Cl2, 01, E14-
15,F7 
Porcelain 191, 210; Table 55; M3: C4, C7, 
C9,F7 
Slipwares 191, 203, 204, 210; Figs 135-7, 
141-4; Tables 53-4; M3: C4, C5, C6, C7, 
C8, C9, CIO, Cl2, C13, C14, 012-14, E9-
14, F2, F5-6 
Stoneware 210; Fig 144; M3: E3-4, E14 
Tinglaze Ware 191, 203; Fig 135; Table 53; 
M3: C4, C6, C8, C9, Cl3, Cl4, 012, F5 
Whiteware 191, 210; Fig 145; Table 55; 
M3:C9,F2 

pottery (prehistoric) 13, 56, 63-78, 87; Table 
22; Ml: 07-E8, 
Beaker 20, 69, 76; Fig 45; Table 22; Ml: 
El-2 
clay sources 13, 66; Table 22 
coil construction/ building 66,69 
decoration 73 
distribution 87; Fig 51 
Early Bronze Age 20, 36, 66, 69, 71, 74, 76, 
87; Fig 45; Table 22; Ml: El-8 

accessory vessels/ cups 69, 76; Figs 45, 
51; Ml: El-2 
collared urns 69, 76; Figs 45, 51; Ml: 
E3-6 
distribution Fig 51 
food vessel69; Figs 45, 51; Ml: El-2 
urns 69, 87; Figs 45,51; M1: Cl3, E3-8 

estimate of volume 71, 73 
function 73 
Iron Age 32, 71, 86, 89; Figs 49, 50; Tables 
2,22 

VCP 24, 26, 31, 35, 36, 39, 40, 66, 71, 73, 
74, 78, 89, 91; Fig 50; Table 1; Ml: AIO, 
A12, A13, Al4, 07 

iron-rich coatings 66, 69, 73 
Late Iron Age 74 
Middle Bronze Age 36; Table 22 
Period I A/Neolithic 19, 20, 32, 64, 66, 71, 
74, 76; Fig 45; Table 22; Ml: El 

distribution Fig 51 
Grimston bowls 66, 76; Fig 45 
Grooved Ware 76; Ml: El-2 
Peterborough 76; Ml: El-2 

Period 1 B Table 1 
Period 2A/Middle/Late Bronze Age 22 
Period 2B /Late Bronze Age 20, 21, 22, 24, 
25, 26, 31, 36, 39, 40, 59, 64, 66, 69-71, 73, 
74, 77-8, 89, 90; Figs 46-9; Tables 2, 22 

barrel-shaped jars 69-71,73, 77; Figs 46, 
49 
bucket-shaped urn 71 
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burnishing 71 
decoration 73, 77-8 
iron-rich coating 69, 73, 77 
miniature vessel (cup) 71, 73 
slack -shouldered I sloping-shouldered 
jars 69, 71, 73, 77, 78; Figs 47-8 

Period 3A/Early Iron Age 77 
sooting 73,7 
technology (manufacture) 66 
temper/tempering 62, 64, 66, 76-7, 78; 
M1: 07-13 
see also aceramic Iron Age 

pottery (Romano-British) 40, 86; Ml: E9-13; 
FigM53 
riveted Ml :E13; Fig M53 

powder flasks (post-medieval) 160 
nozzles (lead) 124, 126, 156, 159-60; Fig 
109 

powder holder caps (post-medieval) 126, 
156 

Pteridium, see bracken 
punch (copper alloy, possible) 50 

quarries/ quarrying 13, 21, 25, 104; M2: E5 
medieval 101; M2: E5-6 
Period 2 Ml: AS 
Period 9 99; Table 34 
post-medieval35, 126, 127, 131, 136, 214; 
Figs 22, 92; M2: E6-7, E13 

quarry pits (Period 6) 118; Fig 79 
Quercus, see oak 
querns/ quernstones 26, 39, 40, 59, 62, 90; 

Figs 22, 41; Tables 19-21; Ml: A14, Bl, 
02,05 

radiocarbon dates 19, 21, 22, 26-8, 31-2, 39, 
40,45-7,83-7,89, 90;Table2,33; Ml: Al2, 
Bl 

ramparts (prehistoric), 17-18, 21, 83-4, 114, 
118; Figs 18, 19, 
foundation deposits 48, 90, 91 
Iron Age 85 
Period 2A Table 2 
Period 2B/Late Bronze Age 21,22, 25, 31, 
45,47,48,62,74,86,87,90;Figs9,10,30; 
Tables 1, 2, 20, 33; M1: C14, 04 

palisade 22 
possible structure 22 
timber lacing 87 
timberwork/ timbers 25, 44-5 

Period 3 29; Fig 12; Ml: C14 
Period 3A 20, 29, 31, 47, 49, 56, 60, 62, 71, 
74, 78, 90; Tables 1, 2, 20; Ml: 02, 03, 04, 
05 

guardchamber26,89 
revetment 26 

Period 3B 22, 26, 28-32, 40, 60, 74, 78, 79, 
86, 89-90; Figs 14-16; Tables 1, 2, 20, 33; 
Ml: 04, 05; M2: F14 

burning/vitrification 28-32, 89 
boulder I stone revetment 83, 89 
charred timbers/posts 28-32,79-80,86, 
89; Fig 15 
postpits 28, 31 
timber box frame 89 
timber revetment 31 
trench (boulder-filled) 28, 29 
see also banks, defences, enclosures, 

hillforts 
Ranulf de Blundeville, Earl of Chester (Earl 

Ranulf III) 93, 94-5, 211, 212 
Ranulf de Gernons, Earl of Chester (Earl 

Ranulf II) 93 
Ranulf Meschin, Earl of Chester (Earl Ranulf 

I) 93 
razors, 

post-medieval 134 
iron (possible, Iron Age) 53; Fig 36 

reamer (iron, post-medieval) 138; Fig 95 
refractory debris/refractories (from Late 

Bronze Age metalworking) 25, 26, 48, 
55-6; Figs 22, 38; see also crucibles, fur
nace lining, moulds 

revetment/revetting (of prehistoric 
bank/rampart) 22, 26, 83, 89, 114, 117 

Richard II 97, 98, 104 
Richard, Earl of Chester (Earl Richard) 93 
ring-headed pins, 

copper alloy (from Runnymede Bridge, 
Late Bronze Age) 54 
iron (possible, Iron Age) 53-4 

rings, 
copper alloy (post-medieval) 122, 146; 
Fig 101 
iron, set in stone (Period 9) 131; Fig 92; 
M2:E9 

rivets, 
copper alloy, 

Bronze Age (possible) 49 
Iron Age (from iron strip) 54 
post-medieval 146, 149, 151; Figs 100, 
102-3 

iron (post-medieval) 136, 138, 154; Figs 
95, 106 

rock crystal flakes 56; Ml: 06 
rods, 

copper alloy Ml: B7 
iron (post-medieval) 124, 144; Fig 98 
lead (post-medieval) 124, 125, 156, 157, 
159; Fig 109 

roundhouses 35-9; see also buildings (Build
ings 1-9) 

rubbing stones 62; Tables 19-21; see also 
hone, whetstones 

rush and candle holder (iron, post-medie
val) 138; Fig 96; see also candlesticks 

salt, 
containers (Iron Age) 26, 31, 73, 74, 78, 91; 
Table 1 
industry 31, 73, 74, 78, 91 

samian pottery40;Ml: E9, EIO, Ell, El2, E13 
scabbard binding (copper alloy, Iron Age, 

from Oanebury) 53 
scanning electron microscope (SEM) ana

lysis 53; Ml: C2-5 
scissors (iron, post-medieval) 124, 138; Fig 

95 
scrapers (flint) 56, 59; Figs 39, 40; Ml: 01 
seal (copper alloy, post-medieval) 149; Fig 

102 
shale rings (Bronze Age) 22, 26, 40,62-3, 90; 

Figs 22,43 
analysis by X-ray fluorescence 62 

shank fragment (bronze, Bronze Age) 47, 49; 
Ml: Cl; see also pin 

shears (iron, post-medieval) 122, 136; Fig 93 
sheaths (La TE~ne I) 53 
sheet fragments (copper alloy) Table 12; Ml: 

B8 
sickle blade (iron, post-medieval) 138; Fig 95 
silver, 

-encrusted iron spur 165; Fig 112; M2: F2 
inlay I encrustation on knife (post
medieval) 134, 136 
objects (medieval, post-medieval) 113, 
124, 134, 152; Fig 103 
-plated button (post-medieval) 149 
-plated ferrule (post-medieval) 152; Fig 
103 
see also aiglet, case, tag-ends 

slags M3: G5-7, 
on Late Bronze Age crucible 54; Ml:C9 
on prehistoric pottery 56 

slingstones cache (Early Iron Age) 26, 89 
soils 13, 83-5 



buried 83, 84 90 
South-East Tower 102, 103-4, 108, 112, 121, 

122,126, 165,211,213;Figs71, 78;M2:G1, 
G2, G9; M3: C14 

South-West Tower 102-3, 108, 112, 113, 120, 
121, 122, 127, 159, 180, 211, 212; Figs 71, 
73, 74, 75-6; M2: G1, G9; M3: A9, C14; see 
also chisel marks 

spatulas (iron, post-medieval) 124, 134, 138; 
Fig 95 

spearheads, 
bronze, socketed (Bronze Age) 44, 50; Fig 
33; Table 12; M1: B7, B10, B13 
iron (Iron Age) 53; Fig 36 

wood inside socket from shaft 53 
spelt (Triticum spelta L) 80, 81, 82; M1: F1, F2, 

F5-G14; M2: A3-B6; Figs M54-61 
spills (copper alloy) M1: B8, B10, B11, B13, 

C1 
spindlewhorls, 

clay (Late Bronze Age) 26, 78-9; Fig 52; 
Table 2 
stone 26, 40, 60, 62; Figs 22, 42; Tables 
19-21; M1: D4 

spoons, 
lead 134 
lead alloy (nineteenth century) 131, 152; 
Fig 105 

spout (iron, post-medieval) 124, 144; Fig 98 
spuds (iron, post-medieval) 138; Fig 95 
spurs 121, 125, 134, 144, 146,165-9,213, 214; 

Figs 112-15; M2: E14-F9 
buckle (copper alloy, post-medieval) 
146; Fig 100 
medieval, 

iron 165; Fig 112; M2: E14 
post-medieval, 

buckles M2: F4, F9 
copper alloy 165, 169; Figs 112, 114; M2: 
F1-2, F6 
iron 128, 165, 169; Figs 112-15; M2: F1-9 
silver-encrusted 165; Fig 112; M2: F2 
stud attachment (iron) 125, 169; Fig 
115;M2:FS,F9 

stakeholes, 
Period 2B 22; Fig 9 
post-medieval 122, 124; M2: E11, E12, 
E13 

stirrups (iron, post-medieval) 126, 134, 144; 
Fig99 

stone (non-flint) objects, 13, 26, 60-2; Figs 
41-2; Tables 2, 19-21; M1:D2-5; see also 
axes, beads, chert, counters, discs, flint, 
hammerstones, hone, lids, loom weights, 
pestle stones, pot boilers, rubbing stones, 
shale, spindlewhorls, weights, whet
stones 

stone (used in construction of castle) 101, 
102, 103, 108 

stoneworking marks 214; see also chisel 
marks, wedge holes 

strap ends (copper alloy, post-medieval) 
146; Fig 100 

strap ornaments (copper alloy, medieval, 
post-medieval) 146; Fig 100 

strips, 
copper alloy Table 12; M1: B8, C1 

INDEX 

post-medieval149, 151; Figs 101, 103 
iron, 

Iron Age 39-40, 54; Fig 36; Table 2 
post-medieval125, 144; Fig 98 

studs, 
copper alloy (post-medieval) 124, 149, 
151, 154; Figs 101, 103, 106 
iron (post-medieval) 143; Fig 97 

swords, 
Bronze Age 44, 50; Fig 33; Table 12; M1: 
B8,B13 

Ewart Park 44 
mould 54, 55; Fig 38; M1: C8 

chapes (iron, post-medieval) 156, 161; 
Fig 109 
hilt guard plate (iron, post-medieval) 
156, 161; Fig 109 

tag-ends, 
copper alloy (post-medieval) 125, 149; 
Fig 101 
silver (Period 5) 113, 134, 152; Fig 103 

tang (copper alloy, possible) 50 
tanged flint arrowheads 59; Fig 40 
telescope eyepiece (brass, post-medieval) 

129, 152; Fig 103 
terraces I terracing, 

Period 5 117; Fig 79 
Period 7 35, 126, 213; Fig 92; Table 34 
Period 9 (post-medieval) 74, 126, 131; Fig 
92; M1: AS; M2: E5, E6, E7 

textiles (post-medieval) 141, 149; see also 
jack of plate armour 

thimble (copper alloy, post-medieval) 149; 
Fig 101 

Tilia, see lime 
tile, 

post-medieval M3: G8 
Roman M1: E12 

topography 13, 101, 126; Figs 1, 63 
towers (of Outer Ward) 100, 104-7, 211; Figs 

3, 63, 
Tower 1 104, 128, 212; Fig 3; M2: E8 
Tower 2 104-5, 106, 131, 212; Fig 3 
Tower 3 105, 106, 113, 114, 117, 118, 123, 
124, 125, 129, 131; Figs 3, 4, 18, 79, 84, 89; 
M3:A10 
Tower 4 29, 32, 105-6, 113, 114, 117, 118, 
122-3, 124, 125, 128, 131, 161, 214; Figs 3, 
4, 18, 79,84,89,91;M2:G8 
Tower 5 (Period 6, garderobe tower) 16, 
21,22,26,28,31,53,83,105,106, 114,118, 
124, 128, 134, 165, 212, 214; Figs 3, 4, 10, 
18, 69, 79, 89; Table 34; M2: E7, E8, G1, G2 
Tower 6 104, 106-7, 212; Fig 3 
Tower 7 16, 21, 22, 26, 28, 29, 32, 40, 83, 
84,86,89, 104,107,117,123,124,126,131, 
134, 212; Figs 3, 21; M2: E6, E7, E9, G1, G2 
Tower 8107, 126, 212; Fig 3; M2: E6, E7, 
E8 
Tower 9 107, 126, 212; Fig 3; M2: E8 
Tower 10 107, 212; Fig 3 
see also entrances, Inner Ward 

trackways I tracks I entrance tracks 13, 
Iron Age 86 
Period 3 40 
Period 3A Table 1 

Period 3B 24, 35, 89; Fig 14; Table 1 
Period 4 40; Table 1 

229 

Period 5 (medieval) 40, 113, 117, 118; Fig 
79 
Period 7123, 124; Fig 84; M2: E8, G7 
Period 8 127-8, 214; Figs 89, 90 
Period 9 129-31; Fig 89 

Triticum dicoccum, see emmer wheat 
Triticum spelta, see spelt 
tunnel (leading from well) 104 
two-post structures (prehistoric) 35; M1: 

A13, F3 

VCP (Very Coarse Pottery) 24, 26, 31, 35, 36, 
39, 40, 66, 71, 73, 74, 78, 89, 91; Fig 50; 
Table 1; M1: A10, A12, A13, A14, D7 
Droitwich 71,91 
MiddlewichiNantwich 71 

wall anchor (iron, post-medieval) 138; Fig 96 
washers, 

bone (post-medieval) 156; Fig 107 
iron (post-medieval) 144; Fig 98 

weapons (medieval, post-medieval) 134, 
156-61; Figs 108-9; see also armour, dag
gers, guns, swords 

wedge-holes 101; see also chisel marks, 
stoneworking marks 

weights, 
copper alloy (?post-medieval) 53; M1: B8 
iron and lead (post-medieval) 124, 144; 
Fig98 
stone 60; Fig 42 

wells 94, 96, 97 
Inner Ward 16, 97,104, 108, 113, 122, 127, 
129, 214; Fig 72; M3: A9 
Outer Ward 98, 107, 121; Fig 63; M2: E6 

cleared in Civil War 107 
West Gatehouse Tower 16, 101-2, 108, 112, 

120, 121, 127, 129; Figs 71, 73, 81; M2: G9; 
M3:C14 

wet sieving (plant remains) 80, 81 
wheat, see bread wheat, emmer wheat, spelt 
whetstones 26, 39, 60, 62; Fig 22, 42; Tables 

19-21; M1: D3; see also hone, rubbing 
stones 

window, 
bar (iron, post-medieval) 138; Fig 96 
glass, 

medieval16, 171; M2: G1-2 
post-medieval 16, 129, 134, 152, 171, 
172; Fig 116; M2: F13, G1-2 

leads (post-medieval) 124, 125, 126, 128, 
134, 152, 157, 213; Fig 104; M2: G1 

windows (of castle) 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 
106, 118, 212 
wooden shutters 102, 103 

wire (copper alloy) Table 12; M1:B7, B8 
wood, see alder, ash, birch, charcoal, 

handles, hazel, holly, lime, oak 

Xestobium rufovillosum see deathwatch 
beetle 

X-ray fluorescence (XRF) analysis 47, 55, 56, 
62; M1: B6-C1; M2: F4 
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